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ABSTRACT
A MAVERICK WRITING COURSE: ENGLISH 1-2 AT AMHERST
COLLEGE, 1938-1968
SEPTEMBER 1992
ROBIN VARNUM, A.B., WILLIAM JEWELL COLLEGE
M.A., UNIVERSITY OF WASHINGTON
ED.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Professor Charles S. Adams

James Berlin, Stephen North, and other leading historians of
composition have implied that nothing very interesting happened in
composition classrooms before 1960. To counter that assumption, I offer
my description of English 1-2 at Amherst College, an innovative and
challenging freshman writing course directed by Theodore Baird from 19381968. Although no one published much about this course while it was a
going concern, several members of its staff, including Walker Gibson and
William E. Coles, Jr., later wrote about similar courses they designed
elsewhere. My observations about English 1-2 are based on interviews with
its faculty and graduates and on a study of materials now held in the
Amherst College Archives.
English 1-2 was taught collaboratively by a staff of eight or ten men
who devised a new and demanding sequence of 33 assignments each
semester, calling on students to write from experience. The instructors, who
otherwise used no text, mimeographed their students' papers and made
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these the focus of classroom discussions. The Instructors Invited students to
explore the relation between language and reality and to view themselves as
makers of meaning. Paradoxically, English 1-2 seems both to have
generated a potentially disempowering mystique and to have enabled many
students to claim new measures of authority over language.
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CHAPTER I

RECLAIMING OUR LOST GENERATIONS

As I sat in the audience of a well-attended session on "Reconsidering
the Discipline" at the 1991 Conference on College Composition and
Communication in Boston, I was distressed but not surprised to hear
panelists Janet Emig and Janice Lauer, both of whom have made
contributions to Composition Studies in the 1960s and since which are of the
highest significance, characterize themselves as members of the "first
generation" of our field [Emig "Sisypha Replies"; Lauer "Disciplinary
Formation"]. Emig and Lauer are unfortunately far from alone in discounting
the contributions of composition teachers who labored in the 1940s and
1950s or of those who taught in the early decades of the twentieth century.
Stephen North has chosen to date the birth of our field to 1963, as if nothing
before that were worth talking about [Making of Knowledge 15]. Although
other historians have focused on the nineteenth century, and particularly on
the period after the Civil War when composition courses first appeared in
American colleges and universities, the sixty years between roughly 1900
and 1960 have been characterized as a period of stagnation in the history of
composition and as a period in which "current-traditional" rhetoric, an
approach developed in the late nineteenth century, operated as a monolithic
and increasingly obstructive paradigm. James Berlin shrugs off the first
three decades of the twentieth century as a period during which current-

traditional rhetoric went virtually unchallenged as the dominant paradigm for
the teaching of composition rWritinq Instruction 85; Rhetoric and Reality 9].
Donald Stewart derides current-traditional rhetoric as belonging to "the
Stone Age of our discipline" ["Some History Lessons" 17]. Robert Connors
specifically dismisses the period between 1900-1930 as the "Dark Ages" of
composition ["Textbooks" 189]. Richard Young and Maxine Hairston applaud
a "paradigm shift" which they say occurred in the 1960s, displacing an oldfashioned and counter-productive paradigm which might best be forgotten
[Young 35; Hairston 15].
Such characterizations of our history have the effect of denying the
resources and lessons of portions of the past to many of us currently
teaching composition. As Kenneth Burke has made clear, any account in
language, including accounts of history, operates as a "terministic screen,"
both reflecting and deflecting reality [Language as Symbolic Action 45, 47].
The way we see history affects the way we see our present field. The
dismissal of a sixty year chunk of our history is especially problematic
because, as Andrea Lunsford has pointed out, we have not yet reached
agreement as to our professional identity [72]. Lunsford, in what was her
keynote address to the Conference on College Composition and
Communication in 1989, called upon all of us who teach composition and
especially on those of us who are the historians of our field to "compose
ourselves," declaring that we need "to view writing from a variety of
perspectives and throughout history" [72-73]. I would emphasize that we
need to look at all of our history, including that of the first sixty years of the
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twentieth century, if we are to view writing and the teaching of writing from
the full range of perspectives.
In addition to those in the "first generation" who struggled in the
1960s and 1970s to professionalize the teaching of composition, and who
thus have difficulty looking objectively at the pre-professional history of our
field, those historians who have relied narrowly on textbooks for information
are especially guilty of promulgating the view that nothing much happened in
composition between 1900 and 1960. Regrettably, according to Stephen
North, most composition history to date has been based on textbooks or on
previously published scholarship. Few composition historians have yet
examined student texts, syllabi, or assignments, nor have they gathered oral
material to any extent from teachers and students. North argues that
textbook-based histories cannot tell us much about actual classroom
practice [73-74]. Nor can they reveal much about the broad context of
issues — including demographic, geographic, economic, social, political,
gender, institutional, and departmental issues — which have affected the
teaching of writing. Thus we do not know, with regard to earlier periods, the
answers to such basic questions as: "Who learned to write? How many of
them were there? How much did their teachers get paid?" [77]. We do not
even know, as Sharon Crowley points out, why most writing instructors since
1900 have been underpaid, part-time, non-tenure-track faculty or graduate
students, or why research in composition has generally been assigned a low
status [247]. Nor, I might add, do we know why most writing instructors
have been women.
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Let us turn to specific works. Probably the most widely-read of the
composition histories currently available are James Berlin’s Writing

Instruction in Nineteenth-Century American Colleges (1984) and his Rhetoric
and Reality: Writing Instruction in American Colleges, 1900-1985 (1987),
which taken together, comprise a comprehensive survey of the history of our
field. Berlin's histories are based on other histories, or as Robert Connors
said of the earlier of the two, they are essentially popular syntheses, aimed
at composition professionals in general, rather than original historical
contributions based on primary research [see Connors' "Review of Writing
Instruction" 247]. As such, they are subject to the limitations of their
sources.
Berlin claims that one theory of rhetoric, "current-traditional" rhetoric,
which he derides as "objective" and "positivistic," has predominated over all
other theories for the last hundred years [Rhetoric and Reality 9]. However,
his coverage of developments in the early twentieth century is much
sketchier than his coverage of developments either in the late nineteenth
century, when current-traditional rhetoric was formulated, or since 1960. His
lack of attention to the theoretical work of the early and mid-twentieth
century is particularly puzzling. Berlin effectively ignores I .A. Richards,
perhaps because Richards was British, although he taught for many years at
Harvard and is widely regarded as one of the important rhetoricians of his
period. More surprisingly, in view of Berlin's acknowledgment that his
understanding of both rhetoric and historiography owes much to Kenneth
Burke [Rhetoric and Reality 17-18], he avoids discussing Burke either
systematically or at length.
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Berlin’s work is flawed, moreover, by his use of an epistemological
taxonomy that operates as a powerful terministic screen and all too often
dominates his narrative. Contending that "to teach writing is to argue for a
version of reality," he classifies different pedagogies and rhetorical theories
according to their different views of writer, reader, reality, and language
["Contemporary Composition" 47-48]. Thus in Writing Instruction, he groups
nineteenth-century rhetorics under three heads, and in Rhetoric and Reality,
he classifies twentieth-century rhetoric as either objective, subjective, or
transactional. His categories allow him to generalize across large spans of
time, but also to ignore the immediate contexts of issues and ideas.1 Berlin
takes little account of disparities within any individual’s or school’s approach,
or of changes in that approach over time. The distortions thus created are
all the more glaring because Berlin spotlights the categories he prefers. In
Rhetoric and Reality, his favored class is transactional rhetoric, his least
favored, objective rhetoric. Current-traditional rhetoric, or "the most
pervasive of objective rhetorics," comes off especially badly, but so does
general semantics, which Berlin treats as a minor variety of objective rhetoric
[9].
In some ways of course, Berlin is correct in pointing out that Alfred
Korzybski, the founder of the general semantics movement and a significant
early twentieth-century rhetorician, has positivistic notions about the relations
between mind, the word, and the world fRhetoric and Reality 95]. Certainly,
when Korzybski calls for increasing the conformity between language and
the structures of both the empirical world and of the human nervous system
[Science and Sanity 11], he is expressing these positivistic notions. But
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when Korzybski says that we project the structure of our language upon the
world around us [90], he is expressing what Berlin would call subjective
views. At other points, when Korzybski says that culture is a product of
language [24], or when he suggests that by changing language, it is possible
to change human nature [Ixv], he is expressing transactional views. The very
aphorism which is perhaps most identified with Korzybski, "a map is not the
territory it represents" [58], exemplifies his conception of the constructed
nature of reality. Not only are words abstractions from a territory, in
Korzybski's view, but different maps represent different features of that
territory according to their different purposes.
To dismiss Korzybski as an objective rhetorician seems much less
useful than to look at how Korzybski responded to issues and questions
within a particular temporal context or to compare his approach to those of
others at his period. Korzybski, like many of his contemporaries, may have
had too credulous a faith in scientific progress, but he understood the
significance of Einstein's revolution in physics and of the contributions of the
emerging social sciences. According to Korzybski, Einstein not only
provided a new model for explaining the universe, he demonstrated that any
such model, his as well as Newton's, was necessarily a "conceptual
construction." Similarly, Korzybski concurred with anthropologists in viewing
human nature, once considered immutable, as a cultural construct [86].
Korzybski's awareness of multiple realities is one of the key factors by which
I distinguish his rhetoric from the current-traditional variety Berlin claims was
dominant at Korzybski's period. Berlin's lumping of both Korzybski's
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approach and that of the current-traditionalists within the category of
objective rhetoric obscures the key differences between these alternatives.
An important source for, and source of distortion in, Berlin's
discussion of current-traditional rhetoric is Albert Kitzhaberis groundbreaking
1953 dissertation, Rhetoric in American Colleges, 1850-1900.2 I should
note, however, that Kitzhaber never referred to late nineteenth and early
twentieth-century rhetoric as "current-traditional" because that term was not
coined until six years alter he published his dissertation.3 Nevertheless, his
characterization of the rhetoric developed by the authors of the leading
composition textbooks of the 1880s and 1890s informs much of our presentday thinking about "current-traditional" rhetoric.
Kitzhaber bases his conclusions regarding his focal period on an
exhaustive survey of nineteenth-century textbooks, but I fault him on two
counts — he assumes that textbooks both originate theory and determine
classroom practice, and he oversteps the boundaries of his study by making
a number of loose and damaging generalizations about twentieth-century
composition. He provides no evidence that he surveyed textbooks from the
first half of the twentieth century as carefully as he did those of the previous
half century. In the twentieth century, moreover, rhetorical theory has
tended to originate in the professional literature rather than in textbooks [see
Welch, especially p. 269].
Kitzhaber begins with a negative premise, declaring that the latter half
of the nineteenth century "can hardly be called a particularly distinguished
time in the history of rhetoric" [97]. Yet it was the period of the first
appearance of a distinctly American rhetoric, emphasizing written discourse
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and designed to serve the utilitarian aims of a newly industrial society and of
the emerging American university [80, 344-345]. Kitzhaber identifies four
rhetoricians and writers of textbook rhetorics - Adams Sherman Hill and
Barrett Wendell of Harvard, John Franklin Genung of Amherst, and Fred
Newton Scott of the University of Michigan, whom he subsequently refers to
as the "big four" — as the four who did the most to shape the theory and
practice of composition teaching in the last third of the century. Of these, he
says that only Scott4 can be called an original theorist [97]. He shows that
Genung popularized the four modes of discourse (exposition, description,
narration, and argumentation), Wendell focused on unity, emphasis and
coherence as the bases of style, Hill insisted upon correctness, and Scott
developed paragraph theory. Kitzhaber claims that these elements of
rhetoric dominated most composition textbooks from the 1890s through the
first several decades of our century.
Mechanical correctness, according to Kitzhaber in 1953, received
primary focus in most composition texts from the late nineteenth century
through the date of his own publication [264). Wendell’s stylistic triad of
unity-emphasis-coherence also featured prominently in most texts throughout
this period [184]. Textbooks were organized around the four forms of
discourse, which Kitzhaber derides as "inimical to communicative rhetoric,"
until well into the 1930s [221, 240]. Finally, Kitzhaber claimed, no one had
added anything new to paragraph theory since Scott [242]. Kitzhaber
concluded that rhetorical theory in America had stagnated and blamed this
on the practice of textbook authors in copying from one another [261].
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Kitzhaber's view of the stagnation of rhetorical theory in the early
twentieth century has been widely accepted. As I have noted, Berlin both
acknowledges Kitzhaber's dissertation as an important source for his Writing
Instruction in Nineteenth-Century American Colleges and dismisses currenttraditional rhetoric as "the manifestation of the assembly line in education" [3,
62]. Similarly, Donald Stewart both recalls having advised a graduate
student that Kitzhaber's dissertation ought to be a basic introduction to the
field for anyone planning to teach composition and concludes "I have become
convinced that a writing teacher's development can be measured by the
degree to which that person has become liberated from current-traditional
rhetoric" ["Some History Lessons" 16]. Similarly, Robert Connors both
remembers that during his apprenticeship as a historian, he had little more to
go on than Kitzhaber and the National Union Catalog and asserts that "our
discipline has been long in knuckling from its eyes the sleep of the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries" ["Historical Inquiry" 162; "Rise and Fall" 455].
Berlin follows Kitzhaber in treating Scott's work more sympathetically than
that of Hill, Wendell, and Genung [Writing Instruction chs. 6-7]. Stewart,
owing perhaps to Kitzhaber's view of Scott as the only original rhetorical
theorist of the late nineteenth century, has made it his mission to reclaim
Scott's legacy ["Fred Newton Scott," "Rediscovering Fred Newton Scott,"
"Two Model Teachers"]. Connors agrees with Kitzhaber both that the
modes of discourse dominated composition pedagogy from 1895-1930 and
that they did not help students learn to write ["Rise and Fall" 444, 454]. He
also agrees with Kitzhaber that most writing teachers were obsessed with
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mechanical correctness from the late nineteenth century until fairly recently
["Mechanical Correctness" 61].

Connors, like Kitzhaber, bases his studies largely on textbooks.
Although he concedes that textbooks cannot tell a historian all that he wants
to know, he claims they "provide the best reflection we have of what actually
was taught as the subject matter of composition” ["Historical Inquiry" 164].
He assumes that composition pedagogy was shaped primarily by textbooks
at least until the 1930s when he says professional journals also began to
assert an influence ["Textbooks" 178]. However, since as he points out,
textbooks are "conservators of tradition" ["Historical Inquiry" 164], I would
contend that the view they provide is of a more conservative field than might
be inferred from other sources. Connors blames textbook publishers for
promoting current-traditional rhetoric in the late nineteenth century and
perpetuating it in the twentieth, which may be so, but the degree to which
composition teachers followed their textbooks is open to dispute. Perhaps
teachers generated materials of their own or used student writing as the
focus of classroom activity. Perhaps they compensated for the limitations of
their textbooks, as Mike Rose claims "good" teachers do, by skipping
around among chapters, by qualifying authorial pronouncements, and by
supplementing with handouts ["Sophisticated, Ineffective Books" 70].
And if textbooks cannot tell us much about actual classroom practice,
they also cannot tell us much about the degree to which teachers were
aware of pedagogical and theoretical alternatives in their field. Especially
after the founding of the National Council of Teachers of English in 1911 and
of the Progressive Education Association in 1918-19 and alter the
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appearance of English Journal in 1912, composition teachers are likely to
have encountered professional ideas from a variety of sources in addition to
textbooks. Leonard Greenbaum has traced a series of articles from 1911
through 1969 criticizing the freshman writing course [175-185], Anne
Ruggles Gere has compiled a "small but steady list of publications" on
writing groups from the years between 1900 and the late 1960s [28, 126133], Kenneth Kantor has listed a stream of publications from the turn of the
century through 1971 on the role of creative expression in the language arts
curriculum [5, 27-29]. Both Gere and Kantor remark on the similarity
between arguments made early in the century and those advanced currently
[Gere 18; Kantor 5]. Moreover, the existence of the literature which these
historians survey indicates a livelier and more diverse field than those who
have looked only at the textbooks of this period have represented.
Unfortunately, historians who base their work primarily on textbooks, like
Kitzhaber and Connors, and other historians who accept and republicize their
conclusions, as Berlin has done with Kitzhaber's, have already done much to
promulgate the notion that the teaching of composition stagnated for twothirds of a century.
An additional group of scholars has looked to textbooks for support
for their view, equally unfortunate historiographically, that a paradigm shift
occurred in Composition Studies in the 1960s. Richard Young, who
originated this idea in his "Paradigms and Problems," found evidence for it in
textbooks, which he said "elaborate and perpetuate established paradigms"
[31]. Maxine Hairston added in "The Winds of Change" that "one way to
discover the traditional paradigm of a field is to examine its textbooks" [15].
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But the main reason why Young and Hairston saw the unfolding history of
their field in the terms of a binary opposition between competing paradigms
was no doubt that they hoped to reform the teaching of composition. Young,
who wanted to restore invention to its classical preeminence as a rhetorical
concern, borrowed the concept of the paradigm shift from Thomas Kuhn's
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. He also borrowed a term from
Daniel Fogarty's Roots for a New Rhetoric and referred to the conceptual
system which he claimed was established by 1900 and governed the
teaching of composition for the following three generations as the "currenttraditional paradigm" [Young 30-31]. Young characterized early twentiethcentury rhetoric in much the same way as Kitzhaber5 had done, but in
Young’s treatment, the "paradigm" which governed the teaching of this
period became a straw man and a target for reform. According to Young,
the features of current-traditional rhetoric included an "emphasis on the
composed product rather than the composing process; the analysis of
discourse into words, sentences, and paragraphs; the classification of
discourse into description, narration, exposition, and argument; the strong
concern with usage (syntax, spelling, punctuation) and with style (economy,
clarity, emphasis); the preoccupation with the informal essay and research
paper; and so on" [31]. One of the chief faults of the old paradigm and a
chief reason why it was inadequate as a model for teaching, in Young's
view, was its failure to include invention within the province of rhetoric [33].
According to Young, a new paradigm was emerging, based on new theories
of invention, including Burke's dramatistic pentad, and on a view of
composing as process not product [35].
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Four years after Young's article appeared, Maxine Hairston, whose
reformist agenda was headed by the wish to promote empirical research,
seconded his notion that a "revolution" or "paradigm shift" was occurring in
the teaching of writing. To Young's list of the features of the currenttraditional paradigm, Hairston added the following three: "its adherents
believe that competent writers know what they are going to say before they
begin to write; . . . that the composing process is linear, . . . that teaching
editing is teaching writing" [16]. Hairston also listed twelve features of the
emerging, process-centered paradigm for the teaching of writing. The new
paradigm was rhetorically based, it was informed by other disciplines,
notably by linguistics and by cognitive psychology, and it was grounded in
research into the writing process [24].
A number of historians subsequently joined Young and Hairston in
using the "new paradigm" terminology. James Berlin and Robert Inkster
declared that "the current-traditional paradigm represents a danger to
teachers, students, the wider purposes of our educational enterprise, and
even our social and human fabric" ["Current-Traditional Rhetoric" 13].
Elsewhere, Berlin contended that current-traditional rhetoric operated as a
"compelling paradigm," making it impossible for the majority of composition
teachers "to conceive of the discipline in any other way" rRhetoric and
Reality 9]. Donald Stewart expressed the hope that historical knowledge
would "liberate the current-traditional composition teacher from the old
paradigm" ["Some History Lessons" 20-21]. Janet Emig called on
composition teachers to undergo a shift, or "conversion experience," from
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what she termed a "magical thinking paradigm" to a "developmental"
paradigm ["Non-Magical" 139-141].
Other scholars, however, have begun to criticize the application of
Kuhn's terminology to the field of Composition Studies. Robert Connors has
observed that the use of the term "paradigm" amounts to a claim that
Composition Studies is or could be a scientific field ["Composition Studies
and Science" 17]. He also notes that Kuhn uses the term in two distinct
ways: in one sense he uses it to mean "disciplinary matrix," or a system of
values, beliefs, etc., but in another sense he uses it to mean "exemplar," or
the kind of model that can serve as the basis for solutions to problems.
Young and Hairston, according to Connors, overlook this distinction.
Connors concludes that Composition Studies has a disciplinary matrix but
lacks exemplars ["Composition Studies and Science" 2, 9]. Stephen North
has pointed out that discussions of a "paradigm shift" beg the question of
whether Composition Studies is a discipline. If composition was guided by a
paradigm at the turn of the century, he asks, doesn't that imply that it had
the coherence of a discipline even then? Moreover, the assumption that
composition has a paradigmatic structure contradicts North’s own
assumption that research and teaching in the field is methodologically
pluralistic. North contends that the "paradigm shift" explanation should be
read as a sort of power play whereby the proponents of the "new paradigm"
attempt to assert dominance over the masses of classroom teachers who
still presumably teach composition in the tired old way [320-22].
It seems to me that there are also historiographical reasons why
Young and Hairston's assumptions should be questioned. In the first place,
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in their opposition to a supposedly monolithic traditional paradigm, they have
not had sufficient regard for the complexity of the actual historical record or
the variety of methods which were available to teachers even before 1960.
Reformers, as Lawrence Cremin has pointed out, are "notoriously
ahistorical" [8]. They tend, according to Greg Myers, "to overlook the
efforts and the lessons of earlier reformers" [154]. Moreover, Young and
Hairston imply that history progresses in sudden bursts and make no attempt
to account for the causes of the revolution they say occurred. Although
Hairston concedes that this revolution must have had causes, she says
modestly that "to identity and trace all these complex developments would
go far beyond the scope of this article and beyond my current state of
enlightenment" [18]. She also quotes Thomas Kuhn to the effect that "the
transition between competing paradigms cannot be made a step at a time,
forced by logic.... Like the gestalt switch, it must occur all at once (though
not necessarily in an instant) or not at all" [Hairston 26; Kuhn 150]. Young
concedes that "seen through the historian's eyes, revolutions are more likely
to appear as stages in the growth of a discipline" [46]. Indeed they are! It
seems to me that what Young and Hairston describe as a revolution could
more properly be described as a process of professionalization in an
emerging field.
The unfortunate result is that due to the influence of Kitzhaber and his
followers on the one hand and of Young and Hairston on the other, the
history of composition between 1900 and 1960 has remained largely
unexamined. No one has catalogued the methodological alternatives which
were available to teachers during this reputedly monolithic period. No one
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has accounted adequately for the first moves toward professionalization in
the 19308 and 1940a. The phrase "current-traditional rhetoric" ha9 become
a terministic screen that no one has attempted to see through.
Yet even a superficial look will indicate that a number of important
professional and intellectual developments affected the teaching of
composition and that a number of methodological options were available to
composition teachers during the first two-thirds of the twentieth century.
During this period, because of the founding of the National Council of
Teachers of English in 1911 and of the Conference on College Composition
and Communication in 1949, and because of the appearance of new journals
which dealt directly or tangentially with composition,6 composition teaching
gained a new measure of professional coherence. Fred Newton Scott had
begun offering graduate courses in rhetoric at the University of Michigan just
before the turn of the century [Kitzhaber 118]. Cross-curricular writing
programs were introduced at around the same time and subsequently*
proliferated [Russell 52]. Organized freshman composition programs first
appeared in significant numbers between 1920 and 1940 [Berlin Rhetoric
and Reality 65], The first college-level communications courses were
introduced at the University of Iowa in 1944 [Connors "Mechanical
Correctness" 70]. In the period between the two world wars, composition
teaching was stimulated especially significantly by the progressive education
movement, the efficiency movement, and the emergence of the social
sciences. In the 1940s and 1950s, the general education movement and the
communications movement had important effects on the teaching of
composition.
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From roughly the late teens, progressive educators made It their aim
to cultivate both the individual and the social group and thus to place new
emphases on both the expressive and communicative functions of rhetoric
[Berlin Rhetoric and Reality 59-60]. Progressive teachers of composition
initiated the use of student/teacher conferences, of editorial groups, of
journal-keeping assignments, and of courses in creative writing [Wozniak ch.
5, Berlin Rhetoric and Reality ch. 4]. The project method, which was first
outlined in 1917 and which entailed building curricula out of a series of
projects students were to complete or problems they were to solve, was
quickly recognized as an especially useful approach to the teaching of writing
[Applebee 108-109]. Also during the progressive 1920s and 1930s, a
number of colleges began to use placement tests and ability grouping in the
hope of providing more effectively for individual student differences [Wozniak
187, 198; Applebee 91]. At roughly the same time period, advocates of
efficiency were promoting empirical research, scientific measurement, and
the application of science to education [Applebee 79-80, Berlin Rhetoric and
Reality 53-54]. As a result, a new breed of empirical researchers began to
scrutinize composition teaching in new ways. Research studies which were
conducted as early as the teens in such areas as remediation, error, and the
use of grammar drills provided a new kind of evidence of the futility of
traditional attempts to teach correctness [Connors "Mechanical Correctness"
70]. For his Current English Usage, published in 1932, Sterling Andrus
Leonard conducted the first large-scale survey of opinion about usage and
grammar, thus producing an impressively scientific indictment of the
pedagogy of correctness [Brereton 96-100].
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In the 1940s and 1950s, advocates of general education programs
argued that because language was instrumental to the formation,
organization, and communication of knowledge, writing should be regarded
as a basic mode of learning and the writing course as a key component of
any core curriculum. The authors of the Progressive Education Association's
Language in General Education, published in 1940, held the study of
language to be at the heart of general education [32] and recommended
centering language instruction "around a concept of language as an
indispensable, potent, but highly fluid set of symbols by which human beings
mentally put their feelings and experiences in order, get and keep in touch
with other human beings, and build up a new and clearer understanding of
the world around them [3]. In his "Linguistic Approach to Problems in
Education," published in 1955 for an audience of educational theorists,
Kenneth Burke used his definition of man as "the symbol-using animal" as the
basis of his argument for restoring rhetoric to its central preeminence in
education [259], The interdisciplinary communications movement, which was
an offshoot of the general education movement, also helped to rekindle the
interest of composition teachers in rhetoric and in the 2500-year-old
rhetorical tradition [Berlin Rhetoric and Reality 93, 115-119]. This
movement, which stemmed partly from the introduction of the new media of
radio, cinema, and television, and partly from concerns about propaganda
and advertising, as well as from the general education movement, led to the
creation of courses which linked instruction in writing to instruction in
speaking and reading.
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The advent of the social sciences in the early twentieth century had a
particularly important impact on rhetorical theory, and according to Herbert
Hackett, on the communications course as well [290]. Because
psychologists had begun studying the subconscious, some rhetorical
theorists began to take it for granted that there was more going on beneath
the surface of any discourse than either the writer or his audience could
apprehend. I .A. Richards pointed out that thoughts were otten complicated
by feelings and intentions [Practical Criticism 328]. Kenneth Burke expanded
his conception of audience situations to include the internal dialogue of ego
confronting id and super-ego [Rhetoric of Motives 37-38]. Anthropologists,
meanwhile, were looking at language as an instrument of culture and society.
The anthropologist Bronislaw Malinowski, in an essay published in 1923 as a
supplement to C.K. Ogden and I .A. Richards' The Meaning of Meaning,
defined language as both "a mode of human behaviour" and as "a link in
concerted human activity" [312]. Ogden and Richards acknowledged a
special debt to Malinowski for the support his field research in the Trobriand
Islands lent to their context theory of reference [ix].
With respect to the development of rhetorical theory, the second
quarter of the twentieth century was far from stagnant. According to Daniel
Fogarty, whose Roots for a New Rhetoric was published in 1959, at least
three important new theories of rhetoric — those of I .A. Richards, of Kenneth
Burke, and of the general semanticists — had emerged between
approximately 1920 and 1950 [3-4]. Richards analyzed metaphor and the
relations between thought, word, and thing [Fogarty 36-44]. The Meaning of
Meaning, published by Richards and C.K. Ogden in 1923, was a
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groundbreaking inquiry into how words work, how they seive both referential
and emotive functions, how they are related to the things they represent, and
how they may be interpreted in context. Richards dismissed the notion that
words are a medium in which to copy life, arguing instead that they serve as
“the occasion and the means of that growth which is the mind's endless
endeavor to order itself [The Philosophy of Rhetoric 131]. The general
semanticists, including Alfred Korzybski and S.l. Hayakawa, developed a
detailed theory of abstraction [Fogarty 100-103]. Burke substituted
identification for Aristotle's persuasion as the central element of rhetoric,
which he redefined as "the use of language as a symbolic means of inducing
cooperation in beings that by nature respond to symbols" [A Rhetoric of
Motives 431.
I hope I have shown a sufficient range of developments in rhetorical
theory, curricular theory, and pedagogical practice to counter the
assumptions that composition either stagnated in the early twentieth century
or was governed by a monolithic "current-traditional- paradigm. I believe the
period is eminently worthy of renewed historical attention. In order truly to
understand the history of this maligned period, however, historians will have
to look beyond textbooks, and even beyond the professional literature of the
period, for new sources of information. Oral material7 from teachers and
former students is a rich potential resource. Syllabi, assignment sheets,
dittoed handouts, student papers and teachers’ responses to these, course
and teacher evaluations, student journals, teacher’s journals, letters,
interdepartmental memos, and similar ephemera may also give us new views
of writing instruction at earlier periods. Without such material, some of
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which is still available from the early twentieth century but will rapidly
become scarcer, it is difficult to determine how far teachers responded to
progressive ideas or how much they were aware of the theoretical work of
say, Richards and Burke. Until such material has been considered, it is
premature to conclude that current-traditional rhetoric was the dominant and
all-pervasive rhetoric of the period.
I have been fortunate to have had a rich variety of unpublished
resources - including assignment series, student essays, and staff papers for an in-depth study of the mid-twentieth-century writing course, English 1-2
at Amherst College, which is the central subject of the present dissertation.
These resources have been indispensable to me since, except locally, little
has been published about English 1-2 and since, after the first year, no
textbook was used in the course. As Theodore Baird, who directed English
1-2 from 1938-1966, explained at the end of its first year in 1939, "After a
few weeks both students and instructors were convinced that the English
language cannot be so silly as the three authors of our textbook seemed to
require. . . . We demolished the book, tearing out pages (it had a ring
binder) as we went, analyzing the conception of grammar and of language
implied on every page" ["English 1 C" 329-330].
In the absence of a textbook, Professor Baird and the eight or ten
instructors on his staff both collaborated in generating assignments and
turned to student writing for the material for class discussions. The English
1-2 staff devised a new and hefty sequence of 33 assignments each
semester and, because the course was required, collectively administered
them to every freshman at the college. Students turned in one assignment
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each class period, received another, and then discussed specimen
responses, selected and mimeographed by their instructor, to the
assignment completed for the previous period.
Fortunately for me, the sixty-odd assignment series and other English
1-2 course materials have been collected in five large storage boxes in the
Amherst College Archives. I am also fortunate to have found faculty
members and alumni willing to talk to me about the course. Theodore Baird
himself, who is now 91-years-old, has shared his memories with me. I am
especially grateful to him for this, because he is a member of a generation at
Amherst College that was concerned primarily with teaching and not with
publication.
Although English 1-2 has received precious little attention from
historians, the course and its director cannot be dismissed as obscure.
Baird's reputation has been spread by his junior colleagues and former
students, a group of people that Ann Berthoff, in an article on MI.A.
Richards," describes as "the Amherst Mafia" [72]. Walker Gibson, who
taught at Amherst from 1946-1957, has published an article about "Theodore
Baird." And both Gibson and William E. Coles Jr. have published textbooks
employing Amherst-like sequences of assignments. The course Coles
describes in The Plural I is especially close to English 1-2. Roger Sale and
Jonathan Bishop are yet other members of the "Amherst Mafia" who have
published books acknowledging the influence of Amherst’s freshman writing
course. So even were an historian to concentrate exclusively on textbooks,
he or she would have opportunities to leam about English 1-2. In Rhetoric
and Reality. Berlin indicates in a brief mention that he knows about Baird
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[153]. Albert Kitzhaber, in his 1963 survey of college writing courses,
Themes. Theories, and Therapy, characterizes English 1-2 as a "maverick
course" that does "not fit into any of these categories." Kitzhaber describes
it as a "course at a distinguished men’s liberal arts college that, at least until
recently, required each student to buy a box of colored crayons to use in
preparing some of the assignments" [13].
The particular assignments to which Kitzhaber alludes were written by
a young Amherst instructor named John Butler and used in the fall of 1954.8
In one of the assignments in this series, students were asked to "Make a line
drawing of three or four simple objects in your dormitory room. What did
you do to make this drawing? What did you have to see to draw what you
did? Define, in this context, drawing." In a subsequent assignment students
had to look at the mountains to the south of the campus and "make a line
drawing of the Holyoke Range Skyline." Then students were asked to "Take
your drawing of the Holyoke Range Skyline and put in the sky. How did you
add the sky to your drawing? To add the sky, did you draw anything that is
not sky? Define in this context, sky." Needless to say, these are hard
questions.
In general, the assignment sequences asked students to write from
experience in order to make sense of that experience. It is possible for me
to estimate which theoretical works informed the course and guided its
teachers because from time to time Professor Baird distributed a list of
suggested readings to his staff. One such list, circulated in April of 1946,
contained citations to Ogden and Richards' The Meaning of Meaning.
Richards’ Interpretation in Teaching. Korzybski’s Science and Sanity,
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Hayakawa's Language in Action. Bridgman’s The Logic of Modern Physics,
and William James' Pragmatism.9 To a large degree however, Baird and his

staff resisted theorizing. A description of English 1-2, which was generally
read aloud to students at the beginning of the fall term, warned them that
they would find themselves "in a situation where no one knows the answers."
They should not assume they could learn to write by memorizing a body of
rules, such as for the use of the comma or for constructing a paragraph, as
if a composition "were made of building blocks." Writing was defined for
students as "an action," something they were to do, and as "an art," how to
succeed at which, "no one knows how to teach another."10
I am interested in English 1-2, among other reasons, because the
course used student writing as its text, because its students wrote frequently
and from experience, because its instructors taught collaboratively, and
because it seems very different from the kind of "current-traditional" course
said to have been standard at its period. Other studies similar to mine of
other early and mid-twentieth-century courses, if enough of them can be
completed, may show that current-traditional rhetoric was not so monolithic
nor composition theory and pedagogy so stagnant as textbook-based
histories have indicated.
We need to reclaim all our history, including our history during the
period before our field achieved its current professional status, if we are to
have any hope of solidifying our academic identity, answering detractors,
evaluating the appeals of reformers, and guiding our students and our
profession wisely into the twenty-first century. We need to know where we
have been in order to know who we are and where we are going. The
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successes and failures of our predecessors can and should inform our
teaching. Since the central function of history is to promote dialectic, and
since the field of Composition Studies has now moved beyond its infancy, its
historians should be exercising the critical self-consciousness that is a mark
of any mature field.H
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NOTES
1. Compare Berlin's disregard for institutional and social factors that shaped
the teaching of writing with the careful attention Mike Rose and David
Russell give to such contexts. In "The Language of Exclusion," Rose
examines evolving institutional attitudes and policies concerning basic
writing courses. In "Writing Across the Curriculum in Historical
Perspective," Russell explains that because of the compartmentalization
of knowledge and other structural problems within academia, WAC
programs have had only limited success [52-53].
2. In 1990, thirty-seven years after its completion, Kitzhaber's Rhetoric in
American Colleges. 1850-1900 appeared for the first time in a published
edition. It is now available from the Southern Methodist University Press,
which is promoting Kitzhaber's study as "the most-quoted unpublished
dissertation since T.S. Eliot's" [see the advertisement at the back of
College English 52.6, October 1990].
3. The term is Daniel Fogarty's and appears in his Roots for a New Rhetoric
[118] but was popularized by Richard Young who borrowed it for
"Paradigms and Problems" [30].
4. Berlin, who concurs with Kitzhaber in regarding Scott as an original
theorist, finds that "after considering Scott's theoretical statements" about
rhetoric, his textbooks are a bit disappointing" Writing Instruction 81]. It
seems that even Scott used the professional literature rather than his
textbooks as the vehicle for introducing theory.
5. Young cites Kitzhaber's dissertation as a valuable work on the history of
current-traditional rhetoric [46].
6. For a chronological list of journals dealing with composition and
composition pedagogy, see Connors ["Historical Inquiry" 163].
7. Andrea Lunsford reports that the Conference on College Composition
and Communication hopes to sponsor oral histories of its past chairs [77].
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8. This series of assignments may be found in “Eng.1 1954/55 Assignments
as used," Box 2, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst College Archives. They
have been published in John Carpenter Louis, English 1-2 at Amherst
College: Composition and the Unity of Knowledge, diss., Harvard
University, 1971, 199-211.
9. A copy of this reading list can be found in "Eng 1, 1945/46, Assignments,
'Brower and Castle,' - 1946 Spring" in Box 1, English 1-2 collection,
Amherst College Archives.
10. The version of the description of English 1-2 from which I have quoted is
an undated, four-page document entitled "Excerpts from description of
English 1-2, usually read aloud on second day of class," in Box 1, English
1-2 collection, Amherst College Archives.
11. An earlier draft of this chapter, entitled "The History of Composition:
Reclaiming Our Lost Generations," was published in the Journal of
Advanced Composition 12.1 (Winter 1992): 39-55. It is reprinted here
with the permission of the editor.
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CHAPTER II

RATIONALE AND METHODOLOGY

My general aim in this dissertation has been to make a contribution to
intellectual history and specifically to the history of the teaching of writing in
American higher education. I have undertaken a historical study of the year¬
long, freshman writing course known as English 1-2 that was directed by
Theodore Baird at Amherst College from 1938-1968. As a teacher of
writing myself, I have striven to learn how English 1-2 worked as a writing
course, what its distinctive features were, what significance it had for its
teachers and students, and what impact they think it had on their writing and
teaching. I have also tried to compare English 1-2 with the so-called
"current-traditional" writing courses said to have been standard at its period
and to consider ways in which English 1-2 anticipated pedagogical
developments which are not thought to have been adopted widely until at
least the 1960s and 1970s.
Walker Gibson, who taught in the English 1-2 program from 19461957 and subsequently became prominent in the field of composition studies
as the author of Tough. Sweet and Stuffy and of Persona and, in 1973, as
the President of the National Council of Teachers of English, says that the
English 1-2 program "enjoys a certain vague reputation and is known to have
influenced a number of college teachers." He adds, however, that the
program "has received precious little professional notice" ["Theodore Baird"

137]. According to Gibson, English 1-2 was remarkable for its sequenced
series of assignments and for being taught collectively and collaboratively by
a group of eight or ten instructors [137-138]. The aims of the course,
according to Gibson, were to encourage students to adopt a critical attitude
toward language, to lead them to recognize that the world is created of
words, and to help them gain control of their lives by gaining control of
language [146].
English 1-2 was remarkable also for eschewing textbooks, for
focusing on student writing as the material for classroom discussion, and for
calling upon students to write frequently and from experience. The course
embodied an approach that seems often to have succeeded in challenging
students rather than, as too often happens in composition, boring them.
Assignment sequences required students to examine and reexamine their
assumptions and to build on whatever themes they had begun to work out.
Each semester's assignments, which were always new, were drafted over
the summer, and then revised by the entire staff at weekly meetings held
throughout the semester. All instructors in the program gave the same three
assignments each week, for a hefty average of thirty-three assignments per
semester. And because the course was required, all Amherst freshmen
wrote the same three essays each week. Thus the course played a
prominent role in forming the identity of each successive class.
That the Amherst program, even as apparently innovative as it was,
has been neglected is not surprising. There are serious deficiencies in our
knowledge of the history of composition in general. As I argued in the
previous chapter, there are at least three factors that have prevented us
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from reaching an adequate understanding of this history: historians have
tended to neglect the period between 1900 and 1960, many of them have
relied too exclusively on textbooks for information about the history of
composition, and some, notably including James Berlin, have introduced
historical distortions by privileging certain aspects of composition at the
expense of others. I suspect that the neglect of the history of early and mid¬
twentieth century composition teaching is partly due to the relative newness
of Composition Studies as a field. Although a freshman course in
composition has been a standard curricular requirement in most American
colleges and universities since immediately after the Civil War, Composition
Studies only emerged in the 1960s as a distinct academic specialty.
In my own study of English 1-2 at Amherst College, I have attempted
to address the three historiographical problems I have listed above. By
studying an exemplary writing course from the mid-twentieth century, I hope
I have contributed to the historical understanding of composition teaching
during this neglected period. I have tapped a wide variety of sources of
information, especially including archival materials and the resources of oral
history, rather than relying on textbooks. Thirdly, unlike James Berlin, I have
assumed that the history of teaching and learning is rooted not only in
epistemology, but in the human, institutional, and political contexts in which
these activities occur.
I question the commonly accepted representation of early and mid¬
twentieth-century composition teaching as primitive or stagnant. Because of
this stereotype, however, any mid-century writing course like the one at
Amherst College that seems neither to have emphasized correctness nor to
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have been guided by what has come to be called the "current-traditional"
paradigm, must be worthy of attention. Perhaps the Amherst course was
simply, as Albert Kitzhaber has characterized it, a "maverick" in the midst of
a host of less-interesting courses. On the other hand, some of these other
courses may merit attention as well. If other studies like mine could be
completed, it might become possible to revise the stereotypic view of the
history of composition in the first two thirds of the twentieth century.
I take pride in having utilized the kinds of sources that Stephen North,
in The Making of Knowledge, says few composition historians have yet
looked into — sources such as "private collections, small town or school
libraries, attics and garages; or the people themselves, teachers and
students, either for written or oral material" [74]. The textual base for my
own study includes both interview material from former English 1-2
instructors and students and such ephemeral written materials as student
papers, assignment sheets, interdepartmental memoranda, and letters. The
Amherst College Archives has proved an invaluable source of such material.
Moreover, the participants in my study have made materials from their
private collections available to me. Most notably, John Stifler lent me the
entire set of his English 1-2 student papers, and Walker Gibson lent me his
collection of papers on "Teaching English."1
I hope my study will be of interest to a broad range of composition
specialists and not merely to those who work or once worked at Amherst
College. While it is true that English 1-2 was developed at a small, private,
elite, men’s college, courses with some of the features of English 1-2 seem
subsequently to have been tried elsewhere, notably at Harvard and at the
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University of Pittsburgh. Moreover, I hope my study itself, as distinct from
its subject, will be interesting for the reasons I have listed above: it will add

to our knowledge of the teaching of composition during a period most
historians have neglected, I have drawn on sources of information that have
not generally been considered, and I have looked at historical phenomena in
a variety of larger contexts.
An obvious limitation of my study is that English 1-2 at Amherst
College will be the single counter-example I will have with which to challenge
the stereotypic notion that composition teaching in the first two thirds of the
twentieth century was tedious and stagnant. Truly to challenge this notion
will require that other studies be undertaken in addition to mine. My
immediate and relatively modest aim has been simply to establish the case
for regarding English 1-2 as a counter-example to the stereotype.
My reading of a number of published works has helped to convince
me that English 1-2 was both an exemplary course and significant
historically. These works include several that deal directly and centrally with
English 1-2 and others which have helped me understand the various
contexts of my study.
The English 1-2 program at Amherst College has already been the
subject of one dissertation: John Carpenter Louis's English 1-2 at Amherst
College: Composition and the Unity of Knowledge [Harvard 19711. Louis,
himself a 1959/60 alumnus of English 1-2, includes a useful chapter on the
context of ideas in which the program developed, and especially of the
influence of the rhetorician I.A. Richards and of the physicist P.W. Bridgman.
Louis says that the content of English 1-2 was student experience and "the
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way in which that experience was formed in language” [1], He gives a short
account of the origins of the course and a stunningly brief but useful
bibliography. He does not discuss English 1-2 as a component of Amherst's
"new” 1947 curriculum nor give any account of the demise of English 1-2 in
1966. His dissertation consists largely of reproductions of selected series of
assignments and of analyses of these.
A number of articles on English 1-2 or its staff have also appeared.
Theodore Baird wrote two articles about the program which he published for
local consumption in the Amherst Graduates' Quarterly and its successor,
the Amherst Alumni News. His "English 1 C," published in 1939, is an
account of the origins of Amherst's freshman writing course, of its first year,
and of the collaborative efforts of its staff. Baird describes the object of
English 1C, as the course was initially listed, as "the writing of English - not
a state of emotion, nor a body of information, but an action" [328]. His
second article, "The Freshman English Course," which appeared in 1952, is
a description of English 1-2 as it was in the early years of Amherst's "New
Curriculum." Baird continues to insist that "writing is an action, it is
something the student does, and the teacher aims at putting the student in a
position where he can do it" [194].
Additionally, in 1978 Baird made a tape recording of his "Reflections
on Amherst and English 1" for Horace Hewlett as a part of The Amherst
College Oral History Project. A 31-page, typed transcript of this tape is now
available in the Amherst College Archives.
The above-cited article by Walker Gibson on "Theodore Baird"
appears in an anthology, edited by John Brereton, which spotlights the work
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of several influential writing teachers. Gibson focuses on English 1-2 and its
development under Baird’s guidance for, he says, it is for this course that
Baird "would want to be remembered" [136]. However, as Gibson’s purpose
is partly biographical, he gives some indication of Baird's character, noting
that "he has always suffered from the handicap of saying what he thinks"
[151 ]. Gibson also notes that despite the collaborative nature of the
enterprise that was English 1-2, Baird was the senior director and "he did
direct" [138]. Gibson discusses a typical English 1 assignment sequence,
the intellectual context in which Baird’s thinking was shaped, and Baird’s
influence on junior colleagues. At the end of his article, Gibson appends the
complete but very slim bibliography of Baird's published work. Gibson does
not discuss his own role in English 1-2, nor his reasons for leaving Amherst
College, nor the demise of the course.
James Broderick, in a 1958 article entitled "A Study of the Freshman
Composition Course at Amherst" which appeared in the Harvard Educational
Review, attempted to trace the intellectual sources of English 1-2. He
included positivism, operationalism, pragmatism, John Dewey’s
instrumentalism, and general semantics.
Arnold Arons, who directed Science 1-2 during Amherst’s core
curriculum years, wrote an article on English 1-2 which he published in 1987
in the form of a letter to the editor of Amherst, which is the current title of the
college's alumni magazine. Arons lists himself as one of "those who were
significantly influenced by Baird and English 1-2" [26]. Arons says the
English 1-2 approach was essentially operational and positivistic, and he
mentions the influence of P.W. Bridgman and of Alfred Korzybski [26-27].
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He says that the objectives of Science 1-2, which were to have students
"realize that scientific concepts were not objects, 'discovered' like a new
mineral or kind of plant, but were invented by acts of human imagination and
intelligence," were in many ways congruent with the objectives of English 1-2
[26-27]. Arons hints that some critics of English 1-2 felt that its students
were "somehow being seduced by a questionable philosophy" [27].
In addition to material dealing directly with English 1-2, I have drawn
upon three broad categories of published works that are important either
because they establish the context of English 1-2 or a context for my study.
These include histories, works which influenced English 1-2, and works
influenced by English 1-2.
Of the histories, I have drawn especially on two works on the
Amherst College curriculum, of which the earlier is Gail Kennedy’s Education
at Amherst: The New Program [1955]. Kennedy, a professor of philosophy
at Amherst College, was the chairman of the Faculty Committee on Long
Range Policy that drafted Amherst's "new" post-war curriculum. Under the
"New Curriculum," freshmen and sophomores were required to take a series
of core courses, including English 1-2, which would serve as the foundation
for more specialized work during their junior and senior years. After the New
Curriculum was implemented in 1947, all Amherst freshmen undertook
English 1-2 [233]. Education at Amherst has two parts, of which the first is
the 1945 committee report proposing the new curriculum and the second is a
1954 report on its implementation. The book as a whole, according to
Kennedy, serves as a case study or as "the record of a successful attempt
to change radically the pattern of education in one college" [179].
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A related volume, Education at Amherst Reconsidered, written and
compiled by Lawrence Babb, et. al. and published in 1978, is an overview of
curricular change at Amherst College from 1937-1977. Its particular focus,
however, is on "The Report of the Select Committee on the Curriculum" and
the recommendations therein, which were adopted by the Amherst faculty on
May 10, 1977.
Of several more general histories, the one which troubles me the
most and which has served to exemplify the kind of historiography I wish to
challenge is, as I have already noted, James Berlin’s Rhetoric and Reality:
Writing Instruction in American Colleges. 1900-1985 M9871. It is a survey of
twentieth-century approaches to the teaching of composition, and to its
credit, contains an excellent bibliography. It is an important background
work for any study such as mine, but because I question Berlin's approach
to historiography, I cannot view his work simply as a source of information.
Berlin's epistemological taxonomy and his unabashed proclivity for favoring
some epistemological stances over others, seems to me to distort his
account of history. I question whether epistemology is as central in the
writing classroom as Berlin says it is. More particularly, I question his
treatment of Walker Gibson and of William E. Coles, Jr., both of whom
taught English 1-2 at Amherst College. Berlin does not discuss English 1-2
or Theodore Baird directly, but only in connection with Gibson and Coles.
He classifies Gibson and Coles as "expressionists," and as such, concerned
with “the ways in which language is involved in expressing one's perceptions
of a private, intuitive version of reality" [152].
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Several other general histories have served me as sources of
background information. Arthur Applebee's Tradition and Reform in the
Teaching of English has an extensive bibliography. Although Applebee does
not discuss English 1-2 specifically, he provides information on trends in the
middle decades of the twentieth century, including the progressive education
movement, the efficiency movement, the communications movement, the
academic reform movement, and the general education movement.
Additionally, two works by Frederick Rudolph, The American College and
University and Curriculum, contain useful overviews of the general education
movement from its beginnings in 1919 at Columbia, through R.M. Hutchins'
development of a general education curriculum at the University of Chicago,
and through Harvard's 1945 publication of General Education in a Free
Society. Rudolph also mentions Amherst's "new" 1947 curriculum, noting
that during the New Curriculum years, Amherst was "consciously developing
into a preprofessional honors college" FThe American College and University
492]. In 1971, according to Rudolph, who attributes this development to the
student unrest and dissatisfaction with authority that characterized the late
1960s, all general education requirements at Amherst College were
abolished [Curriculum 272]. John Michael Wozniak's English Composition in
Eastern Colleges, 1850-1940 and Albert Kitzhaberis Themes. Theories, and
Therapy are two additional works which have been of some use.
Unfortunately, the period of Wozniak's survey of 37 private, eastern
colleges, including Amherst College, only overlaps the period of my study by
two years, but the information he provides about composition in the 1930s at
Amherst and elsewhere is useful. Kitzhaberis monograph is useful for the
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information it contains about the teaching of composition at the other end of
the period of my study, that is the early 1960s, or the time of the academic
reform movement that followed the Soviet launch of Sputnik. In the early
1960s, according to Kitzhaber, the trend in many English departments was
to show more concern for the needs of bright, well-prepared students than
for those of the poorly prepared [19]. It is in Themes, Theories, and
Therapy that Kitzhaber characterizes English 1-2 as a “maverick course"
[13].
In addition to establishing the historical context of English 1-2, I have
attempted to establish its intellectual context. The work of I.A. Richards,
variously remembered as a literary critic, a rhetorician and an educator, and
of Alfred Korzybski, the founder of general semantics, seems to have had an
influence on Baird's thinking and on the development of English 1-2 [Berthoff
72, Louis 31-46, Gibson 140]. The work of physicist P.W. Bridgman seems
to have contributed to the operationalist orientation of English 1-2 [Louis 23SI ; Arons 26]. Because a number of my participants testified to the
importance of Robert Frost and of Reuben Brower, I have also looked at
The Selected Prose of Robert Frost [1949] and at Brower’s The Fields of
Light [1951]. Additionally, I looked both at a work that Theodore Baird told
me had an important influence on his thinking, The Education of Henry
Adams, and at Baird’s own 1931 textbook, The First Years.
In contrast to works which had an influence upon English 1-2, a
number of works show the influence of the course. Walker Gibson includes
his own Seeing and Writing [1959, 1974] and Coles’s Composing [1974] in
this latter category [Theodore Baird" 148]. James Berlin lists Gibson’s
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"Composing the World: The Writer as Map-Maker and Coles’s "The Sense
of Nonsense as a Design for Sequential Writing Assignments" as works
showing the influence of Theodore Baird rRhetoric and Reality 153]. Other
works which seem to show Baird’s influence or that of English 1-2 include
Coles's The Plural I. Roger Sale’s On Writing [1970], Jonathan Bishop’s
Something Else [1972], and David Bartholomae and Anthony Petrosky’s
Facts. Artifacts and Counterfacts [1986].
But in addition to reading published works, I have drawn on archival
materials and the resources of oral history. I have gone through the five
large storage boxes of material on English 1-2 in the Amherst College
Archives. A finder’s guide to this collection was prepared in 1986. The
collection includes the nearly complete series of assignments used in English
1C, in English 1-2, and in English 11-12 from 1938-1968 and mimeographed
student responses to these. It includes staff memoranda, letters, and a
variety of printed materials. It also includes notes and working papers in
Baird’s and Gibson's hands. Finally, it includes essays written by a student,
Jere Mead, in Baird's 1964 section of English 1.
I have used historical documents in this collection in order to illustrate
and substantiate oral information which was given to me in the 1990s. At the
very least, the documents have provided an important check on the
deficiencies of memory. But I would also claim that taking archival and oral
material together has enabled me to look at English 1-2 in a broader variety
of contexts — including social, gender, intellectual, educational, institutional,
departmental and interpersonal contexts — than I otherwise could have done.
I am fortunate to be so located geographically that I was able easily to talk
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to a number of individuals who either taught English 1-2 or undertook it as
students. Theodore Baird, who directed the course throughout its thirty-year
history, is still living in the Amherst area. So are Walker Gibson, G. Armour
Craig, and several other teachers whose names are readily associated with
the course. A fair number of former English 1-2 students also live in or near
the town of Amherst.
I aimed at and succeeded in interviewing a dozen participants,2 of
whom seven had taught English 1-2 and six are alumni. (The seeming
numerical discrepancy owes to the fact that one participant, William
Pritchard, experienced the course from both sides of the podium.) Because
during the period of my study, Amherst College was a men's college, my
participants are all men. In fact, they are all white men. They do, however,
represent a range of ages, with two having experience from the 1930s or
earlier of Amherst College and its freshman writing course, and three whose
experience dates only from the 1960s. Of the twelve participants in my
study, eleven reside currently in western Massachusetts. The sole exception
is Roger Sale, who lives in Seattle, Washington. Of my seven faculty
participants, five have done virtually all their teaching at Amherst College.
The exceptions are Walker Gibson and Roger Sale, both of whom went on
from Amherst to teach at public, research universities. Three of my six
alumnus participants are now tenured academics, two others both teach at
the college level and describe themselves as free-lance writers, and the
remaining one is a college administrator. Five of my twelve participants are
currently employed by Amherst College and three by the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst.
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I am grateful for the help of the members of my doctoral guidance
committee and of my friends in making contact with individual participants.
Charles Adams, the chairman of my committee, put in good words for me
with both Walker Gibson and Robert Bagg. Peter Elbow, an associate
member of my committee, introduced me to Walker Gibson. My friend
Robin Dizard helped me gain access to William Pritchard, Dale Peterson,
Thomas Looker, and John Cameron. My friend Ruth Jones helped me
contact Douglas Wilson. I also am grateful to several of my participants for
helping me to contact others. Walker Gibson spoke in my behalf to
Theodore Baird. Robert Bagg referred me to Geoffrey Shepherd. Douglas
Wilson suggested I talk to Thomas Looker. Thomas Looker suggested I talk
to John Cameron. I was previously acquainted with both Roger Sale and
John Stifler.
Once an individual had agreed to participate in my study, I proceeded
to arrange for interviews. I wanted to ask alumnus participants whether they
believed the course had helped them learn to write, and if so, how and why.
I wanted to ask faculty participants what they thought they had learned from
English 1-2 about writing and teaching writing. I wanted to ask all my
participants how they had experienced English 1-2 and what significance
they ascribed to that experience. I proceeded by conducting a series of indepth interviews.
Earl Seidman and two co-authors of a study of in-depth interviewing
have pointed out that when an inquirer's purpose is to work out the meaning
of some activity by determining what meaning those who participated in the
activity make of their experience, in-depth interviewing provides the best
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access both to participants' experience and to their interpretations of it
[639]. As is clear from this description, meaning in such studies is made at
two levels. Participants make meaning at a primary level, and the inquirer
makes meaning at a secondary, abstracted level. The book or article which
emerges from the study, although in some ways an aggregate of the several
realities constructed by participants, is ultimately the construction of the
inquirer.
In their study of Naturalistic Inquiry. Yvonna Lincoln and Egon Guba
have described the interview as "a conversation with a purpose" [268]. My
role as an interviewer has been to encourage respondents to recreate their
experiences of English 1-2 and then to reflect on the meaning of those
experiences. I encouraged participants to do most of the talking, and
thereby I elicited responses I could not have anticipated. However, although
I allowed interviews to be relatively open-ended, I structured them loosely
around a set of guiding questions. I wanted to know, for example, what
problems English 1-2 teachers had encountered both inside and outside the
classroom that affected their teaching. To what extent did different
instructors teach English 1-2 differently? In what ways did instructors profit
from the collaborative approach to teaching the course, and in what ways
were they constrained by it? Did students also learn collaboratively? What
did the assignments, the assignment sequences, and the frequency of
assignments do to and for students? What was the effect of discussing
student papers in class? What were the philosophical and political
assumptions underlying English 1-2? Were these assumptions problematic
for any of the instructors or students involved in the course? I wanted to
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know also what influence English 1-2 had on instructors in their subsequent
teaching and thinking about the teaching of writing. But, in practice, I did not
adhere rigidly to any list of questions. Instead, I used questions as prompts,
to stimulate further discussion or to open a new avenue when a previous
avenue seemed to have been exhausted. Moreover, the character of my
guiding questions changed somewhat as my study evolved.
Because my project was historical, I wanted to use the actual names
of my participants. I wanted especially to attribute any information I
collected from Theodore Baird to Theodore Baird. And because their names
are also historically significant, I wanted to be able to identify Armour Craig,
Walker Gibson, Roger Sale, William Pritchard, and John Cameron. I could
have concealed the identities of my other participants, but I preferred not to.
Accordingly, in the "Participant's Consent Form" which I devised and which I
asked participants to sign, I asked individuals explicitly if I might use their
names as well as the information they gave me. In devising this consent
form, I followed the suggestion of Lincoln and Guba [271], and asked
specifically for permission to quote a participant's exact words. Additionally,
following Seidman, et. al., I indicated that in my dissertation, I would wish to
develop brief biographical profiles of each participant [663-664]. I gave
participants the option to review and emend the transcriptions of any tape
recordings I made. As it happened, although Roger Sale declined to do so
until he had read a draft of my fourth chapter, all twelve participants
ultimately granted me the use of their names.
I conducted a total of twenty interviews, most of them in ninetyminute, tape-recorded sessions. I took hand-written interview notes as a
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back-up to my taping system, and these proved invaluable when I came to
transcribe the tapes. I interviewed both Walker Gibson and John Cameron
three times. I interviewed Theodore Baird, Armour Craig, Roger Sale, and
Thomas Looker each twice. I interviewed each of my remaining participants
once. In each case, I sent a copy of my interview transcript to the subject of
the interview. In some cases, I then met with the interview subject to go
over the transcript with him. In other cases, participants either returned
emended transcripts to me in the mail or indicated they were satisfied with
the transcription as it stood. I conducted full member-check sessions with
Walker Gibson, John Cameron, Roger Sale, Dale Peterson, and Douglas
Wilson.
The first of my two interviews with Roger Sale was a telephone
interview and thus was not taped. I reconstructed that interview from my
notes, then sent my account of it to Sale for his approval. When he and I
later met face to face, we went over the transcript of our previous telephone
session. At the second of my two interviews with Theodore Baird, Baird
preferred I not use my tape recorder, so my account of that interview was
also reconstructed from my notes. I sent my account to Baird, and he
approved it. At the second of my interviews with John Cameron, my tape
recorder failed early in the session without our being aware of it. I quickly
reconstructed that interview from my notes and then arranged for a third
session with Cameron in order to check my transcript with him. I lost most
of the first half of my recording of my interview with William Pritchard due to
a similar technical failure, but discovered my loss only after it was too late to
recover more than the bare bones of what he had told me during that portion
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of our conversation. Fortunately, Pritchard checked and approved my final
transcript.
I sent draft copies of my fourth chapter to Theodore Baird, Walker
Gibson, John Cameron, and Roger Sale. I gave each of them the option of
revising anything I had attributed to him and of commenting on the whole.
Baird and Sale mailed me their comments. I met with Gibson and Cameron
to discuss the chapter with each of them. Cameron alone made full use of
the opportunity I had extended and revised his remarks extensively.
As Seidman, et. al. have pointed out, in qualitative research, "knowing
comes from an intimacy and sense of connection that develops between the
interviewer and the participant from the process of the interviews" [666].
Lincoln and Guba have noted, however, that while it is necessary for an
inquirer to develop rapport with the participants in her study, it is also
necessary to guard against over rapport [282]. Similarly, biographer Leon
Edel has noted that history provides many examples of biographers who
become entangled in their subjects' lives, "sometimes so entangled that they
cannot bring themselves to complete their task" [61]. Such entanglement,
according to Edel, is all the more likely if the biographer knows and consorts
with his or her subject in actual life, as Boswell did. The relations between a
researcher and her interview subjects are further complicated by inequities in
their relative positions. According to Seidman and his co-authors, "most
people who do research are in positions of status and power, at least as
perceived by the participants." The exception, which was my own case,
occurs when "researchers are interested in interviewing elites" [641].
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It proved necessary for me to hold myself very circumspectly in
dealing with my participants. Several factors - among them that I am
myself an experienced writing teacher, that I had previously published
articles on the history of composition, and that I had attained my early
middle age — served me advantageously. Other factors, including my
relative youth, my gender, and my status as a graduate student, seemed to
position me disadvantageous^. All my participants, including Stifler and
Looker who were my near contemporaries, were older than I. They all were
men. Nine of them held the academic rank of professor. I imagined that
several of my participants regarded my gender with particular suspicion.
Roger Sale told me that my project seemed an odd thing for me to have
undertaken. When I asked him why, he explained that English 1-2 had been
an “astonishingly masculine1* enterprise.
I developed cordial relations with everyone who participated in my
study, but I became especially friendly with Bill Gibson and Jack Cameron. I
also developed what was, on my side at least, an intense emotional
entanglement with Theodore Baird. Since I first met Baird in November of
1990, he and I have engaged in a correspondence which I regard as
wonderful and remarkable. He has undertaken to pose as both my teacher
and my antagonist as well as my subject. He is, in the fullest sense, a
participant in my study. Through each successive measure of our courtly
dance, or of our fencing match as I might more aptly describe it, I have
addressed him as “Professor Baird,“ and he me as "Mrs. Vamum." It
became clear to me early in my process that Baird would become the
central figure in any narrative I might write.
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I have continually been struck by the intense loyalties which Baird,
who maintains an active correspondence with several of his former
colleagues and students, is capable of inspiring in his associates. In my
correspondence with Roger Sale and with William E. Coles, Jr., I often
discovered that Sale and Coles had heard of my activities from Baird before
hearing of them from me. Sale and Walker Gibson both asked me to be
sensitive about attributing material to them which Baird might interpret as
detrimental to him. As I have noted, Sale went so far as to refuse initially to
sign my participant’s consent form. He wanted to review not only
transcripts, but actual drafts of my dissertation before he would grant me
permission to use material I had elicited from him. William E. Coles, Jr.,
whom I had hoped to include in my study, declined to participate on the
grounds that I might say something damaging about Ted Baird, whom Coles
professes to love very much.
Let me conclude with a word about my analytic focus. I am
interested in intellectual history and particularly in the history of composition
teaching. I am also a feminist and disposed to be critical of English 1-2
insofar as the course seems to have served as a symbolic ordeal or to have
had the potential of disempowering freshmen and untenured faculty.
However, I have striven to provide a balanced account of the course. I have
looked at information with a view to answering the questions I had set for
myself: what were the distinctive features of the English 1-2 approach to the
teaching of writing, what significance did the course have for teachers and
students, and can English 1-2 stand as a counter-example to the stereotypic
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notion that composition teaching was stagnant and tedious for the first twothirds of the twentieth century?
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NOTES
1. John Stifler’s English 1-2 papers are in his personal possession and
consist of the mimeographed assignments he was given in 1964/65, his
typed responses to these assignments, and the mimeographed specimen
essays which were written by students in his section and discussed at
class meetings. Walker Gibson's collection of 31 speeches and articles
on "Teaching English" is in his personal possession and consists of both
published and unpublished works he has composed over four decades.
The earliest article in the collection was published in 1950, the most
recent in 1990.
2. In alphabetical order, the names of my faculty participants are as follows:
Theodore Baird, John Cameron, G. Armour Craig, Walker Gibson, Dale
Peterson, William Pritchard, and Roger Sale. The names of my alumnus
participants are: Robert Bagg, Thomas Looker, Geoffrey Shepherd, John
Stifler, and Douglas Wilson.
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CHAPTER III

RUNNING ORDERS THROUGH CHAOS

English 1-2 at Amherst College was directed from first to last, over
the span of thirty years, by the strong-willed, irascible, and brilliant Professor
Theodore Baird, whose personal history is intimately connected to the
history of the course. By Baird's estimate, English 1-2 ultimately engaged
over fifty instructors and six thousand students [letter to R. Vamum, 27 Apr.
1991]. All of these students and instructors were men. At its inception in
1938, English 1C, as the course was initially listed, was required only of
those students whose test scores placed them within the lower two-thirds of
the freshman class. After the second world war, English 1-2 became a key
component of the college's ambitious new general education curriculum and
was required of all Amherst freshmen. When this "New Curriculum" fell in
1966, English 1-2 was renamed English 11-12 and made elective. In 1968,
Professor Baird, who retired shortly thereafter, directed English 11 for the
last time.
In this chapter, I intend to look at the origins of the course and at the
people and ideas that contributed to its early development. I will begin my
story in 1927, when Baird, at the age of twenty-six, first came to Amherst
College. I will conclude the chapter in 1945 when Amherst College, having
successfully endured the second world war, was poised to undertake a
major curricular revision.

When he arrived at Amherst, Baird was working on a doctorate at
Harvard, which he was two years shy of completing. He had received his
undergraduate education at Hobart College and had taught briefly at Union
College and at Case Western Reserve. His academic interests were in
eighteenth-century literature and in Shakespeare. He says he was hired at
Amherst at least partly because he knew Roy Elliott, a senior professor in
the English department. Baird was hired initially for only a year, at a salary
of $2700, to replace Elliott while he went on leave and to teach Elliott’s
Shakespeare course and two sections of Freshman English ["Reflections" 1].
English A, as it was then called, was a required course at Amherst in
1927. Freshman enrollment in the late 1920s and early 1930s fluctuated
between approximately 160 and 175 men, so the course was generally
taught in about eight sections ["Reflections" 8]. Baird recalls that on the
evening of the day he arrived at Amherst, he called on George Whicher, who
was a full professor of English. One of the questions he put to Whicher was,
"Well now, what am I to do in Freshman English?" Baird says he expected
Whicher to give him a textbook because in similar circumstances, when he
had asked for direction at both Union and Western Reserve, he had been
told to teach a particular book. To Baird’s surprise, Whicher merely said,
"Why do anything you want to." Baird says he thought about this for a week
and finally decided he would spend the semester with his freshmen reading
The Education of Henry Adams ["Reflections" 8].
In 1927, according to Baird, The Education of Henry Adams was not
yet a popular textbook in American colleges. Baird recalls that the salesman
from Houghton Mifflin with whom he placed his book order expressed
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surprise that he should want to teach such a difficult book to freshmen
[“Reflections" 8]. Nevertheless, Baird made his course out of Adams not
only that first semester, but for a number of semesters thereafter. Many
years later he was to say, "I've always thought it [The Education] an
influential book, a book that changed your mind. It changed mine"
["Reflections" 8]. Baird's younger colleague, Walker Gibson, speculates that
The Education "was surely formative in Baird's own education, and one can
perhaps feel in his own prose style some echoes of Adams" [Theodore
Baird" 149].
In particular, Baird seems to have been in agreement with Adams
concerning the nature of the educational enterprise. Throughout his career,
Baird has quoted Adams again and again as saying, "From cradle to grave
this problem of running orders through chaos, direction through space,
discipline through freedom, unity through multiplicity, has always been, and
must always be, the task of education" fThe Education 12]. When I asked
Baird if I were right in assuming the passage had particular significance for
him, he replied, "Yes, that’s the classic passage; that's what we had in mind
when we put together a lot of our assignments." Adams’ statement appears
in Baird's 1931 textbook anthology, for example, and subsequently in several
English 1-2 assignment series. In assignment 25, for example, of the
especially fine series for the fall of 1959, which Baird wrote and which I have
reprinted in an appendix to this dissertation, Baird both quoted Adams on the
"problem of running orders through chaos" and told students, "When we
write or talk and use words and symbols and signs, what we are doing is
making sets, composing, organizing, ordering similarities." He added, This
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act of ordering (a metaphor for ail sorts of things that happen) is an
extremely difficult one to express in general. Nevertheless it is at the heart,
in the center, of our experience."1
Baird published relatively little during his long career, but he did
publish one book, and he did that early on. The First Years, which dates
from 1931, is an anthology of autobiographical selections by Henry Adams,
Marcel Proust, and others, concerning the experience of childhood and
youth. It's introductory pedagogical essay reveals much about Baird's early
thinking on the teaching of composition and indicates the nature of his
personal contribution to English 1-2, particularly regarding the usefulness of
experiential writing. Roger Sale, a participant in my study who taught at
Amherst from 1957-1962, told me in 1991 that he had recently reread
Baird’s introduction to The First Years and said, "I was just struck - I had
read that before, when I was here [in Amherst] - by how clear he was in
1931 about things which I then was learning in 1958 and which an awful lot
of our colleagues don't know now."
In his introductory essay to The First Years, Baird states that he
intends his book to serve as a textbook "for a course in the writing of
English" [1]. He also expresses his wish that the book might serve "to help
the student to remember his own past experience and to convey that
experience in writing" [1]. Noting that the use "of the student’s experience as
subject matter for his writing has been for many years a conventional device
of the teacher of composition," Baird refrains from claiming that his book or
its approach offers anything that would, in 1931, have seemed particularly
new [1]. What he does claim is that his approach, by attacking "the problem
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of writing with subject matter rather than form as the end in view," will
engage the interest of students. He explains dryly that no student writing
about his experience can, "except by admitting his own deficiencies as a
human being, ascribe his lack of interest in his subjects to his opinion that
they are dull and uninspiring" [1].
Baird goes on to list what were then the other common approaches to
the teaching of writing and to give his objections to each. The first of these
was to drill the student "in diction, syllabication, letter writing, and the
correction of faulty sentences," with the aim of cultivating what Baird saw as
"an artificial and academic standard of 'correctness'" [2]. Another, which he
notes had been practiced by John Genung, his nineteenth-century
predecessor at Amherst College, was to provide the student with sample
essays for imitation, arranging these so as to illustrate either such rhetorical
properties as "ease, force, and unity" [2] or the various modes of exposition
[4]. Still another was to introduce "a tricky numbering system," whereoy "not
only is the 'comma-splice' bad English, but it is to be remembered as error
number 91b" [2]. In Baird's view, the problem with all these approaches is
that they attempt to come at writing by means of principles and forms rather
than content [2]. He adds, however, that even the teacher who attempts to
provide his class with such subjects for writing as "My Philosophy of Life,
What I Think of Bertrand Russell, How Public Utilities Should Be Financed,
My Religion, [and] How I Think the United States Senate Should Be
Reformed" often receives only vague and vacuous "themewriting" in return
for his efforts [3]. "Themewriting" was and would continue to be repugnant
to Theodore Baird.
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He says, "Let the student find out by experiment and observation
some of the qualities of good writing, and the memorized characteristics of
exposition are unimportant" [11]. He also says "that if at college age a
student has not learned how to spell receive, how to punctuate, how to write
sentences of greater complexity than those of [sensationalistic journalist]
Arthur Brisbane, he has so successfully resisted the pressure of former
teachers that he ought to be considered immune and be allowed the
precious privilege of discovering these intricacies for himself [5]. Baird
seems to have had no use for "correctness" as a pedagogical aim nor for
what is now known as the "current-traditional" approach to the teaching of
writing. Speaking no doubt from the perspective of the 1930s and of an elite
New England college, he adds, "After all the nearly illiterate student is not
the problem in college courses in composition" [5]. The real problem,
according to Baird, "is the student who with painfully spidery handwriting
completes his assignment of three hundred words without a word to spare
and without positive errors or positive virtues, the student whose imagination
and interest have never been aroused by anything so tenuous as the art of
writing" [5]. Such a student is generally all too expert in the writing of what
Baird calls "the Perfect Theme," with its introduction, three body paragraphs,
and conclusion [3-4].
Baird warns, however, that it is not enough for the teacher who hopes
to avoid the tedium of reading endless "Perfect Themes" simply to assign
autobiographical topics. A teacher must also give a student "training in
remembering, encouragement in looking objectively at his relations with his
family and friends, and most of all guidance in distinguishing the significant
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from the Insignificant memory [6]. Moreover, once the student has
remembered and recorded his experience, he needs to be able to determine
his purpose for writing and then to write so as to fulfill that purpose [6]. He
needs, in other words, to run orders through chaos.
In the introduction to his textbook, Baird briefly describes his own
methods at around the time of its publication for teaching writing. He says
he begins by asking students to read a number of brief autobiographical
selections of the sort he has included in The First Years, plus parts of The
Education of Henry Adams, of Father and Son, and of the Autobiography of
John Stuart Mill. Each student then must write about these readings, “not
Book Reports however,- but papers “on the method of autobiographical
writing ... in which he makes some judgments of its success" [10]. During
the last month of the course, Baird directs each student in the preparation of
a long autobiography. Baird insists that his course is not merely a course in
autobiography; it is a course in writing [10-11]. Baird concludes that, "in the
process of writing autobiographically the student ought to make some
interesting discoveries about himself. . . This self-discovery, intimately
connected with the processes of writing, furnishes the student with present
proof that the art of writing is more closely connected with straight thinking
than it is with rules and rhetorics, and that it may have value and importance
for its own sake" [22-23],
Sixty years after publishing The First Years. Baird told me that his
idea of making childhood memories the focus for a writing course had grown
largely out of his reading of Proust. I knew from having read his introduction
to The First Years that Baird regarded A la Recherche du Temps Perdu as a
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model of perfection in autobiographical writing, showing "just how well the
human memory can work" [20]. Baird told me he had read Proust and
thought, "Here's a subject for them . . . have them write about their childhood
memories." When I asked him why this had seemed a worthwhile approach,
he explained, "It always seemed to me that the most interesting thing about
teaching was to see if you could move a student so he wanted to express
himself. This is where it all began for me, and all that happened [in English
1-2] was just techniques to try to arrive at this wonderful relationship where
a student feels a desire to express himself, to express something, and not
just to write a theme."
I interviewed Professor Baird twice, both times in his home, once in
November of 1990 and once in May of 1991, three months after he had
celebrated his ninetieth birthday. I found him a spectacularly intimidating
personality, still imposing in both stature and carriage, with a prominent,
bulldog thrust to his lower jaw. The first thing he said to me in November
was, "I hope you have questions; otherwise this will be a waste of time."
Then he informed me, as fortunately I knew, that he had already made a
tape recording about English 1-2 in 1978 for the Amherst College Oral
History Project. Despite this frosty greeting, he invited me into the living
room of his home (which is the only Frank Lloyd Wright house in
Massachusetts), ensconced himself in a deep leather chair, bade me sit
opposite him, and lit a cigarette. Although he continued to display his gruff
manner, and to smoke one cigarette after another, he also revealed a dry
wit, a disarming flare for self-mockery, and a ready excitability. At the close
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of our session, he said, "I find the course arouses a great deal of emotion in
me atill."
In Baird's account, most of his own significant actions were in fact
reactions against what others were doing or saying. He claims he
formulated his teaching methods largely in rebellion against what his own
teachers had done at Hobart and Harvard, against what he saw his senior
colleagues doing at Amherst, and against the notion that an English
department "should be teaching spelling, it should be teaching good English."
Despite the fact that he had studied with Irving Babbitt while at Harvard and
the fact that he has acknowledged learning a vocabulary from Babbitt with
which to discuss those areas of experience that "could be talked about"
["Reflections" 11], Baird was short with me when I asked him about his
education and indicated my interest in pursuing questions of influence. He
told me, "Teachers for me were people I reacted against." He added, 'That
doesn't mean that I didn't borrow a lot of the ideas [for English 1-2], but I
was not anybody's disciple." Later, when I suggested that he may have
been influenced negatively by his teachers and senior colleagues, or repelled
from them on a course of his own, he said, "Oh yes. That [kind of influence]
is discussed in Henry Adams; he calls it 'Negative Force.'" One of Baird’s
chief criticisms of his senior colleagues was that they never talked to one
another, except at cocktail parties. His opposing idea, which he says was
"all I really had in mind [for English 1-2] and all I ever had," was that a group
of teachers involved in a common enterprise "should try to establish a
conversation" ["Reflections" 7, 23].
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Baird's senior colleagues during his early years at Amherst were
George Whicher, Roy Elliott, and David Morton. Baird paints relatively
unflattering portraits of all three of them, though he says that he respected
Whicher and Elliott. Whicher is remembered chiefly now as a biographer of
Emily Dickinson. He was a graduate of Amherst College and was, according
to Baird, the most conventional and academic of his three seniors. Baird
says Whicher was a cultivated man and an orderly teacher. He was a man
“you could talk 'books' with," but “temperamentally he was not given to
speech." He gave well-organized lectures on literary history. Roy Elliott had
taught previously at Bowdoin and had written one of the first academic
essays on Robert Frost. He had come to Amherst with the understanding
that he would not be required to do much teaching and would be free instead
to write. He eventually handed his Shakespeare course over to Baird, which
Baird says “was a great mistake on his part and a great opportunity for
me."2 Baird says Elliott was a high Episcopalian and "very interested, as in
the old days of the College, in the spiritual life of his students.- He was paid
more than either Whicher or Morton, which made for ill feelings among the
three of them. Morton was a football player and a boxer, interested
according to Baird in "demonstrating that he was very much a manly man.“
He was also a poet, and according to Baird, "wrote really lovely poems,
technically exquisitely done, the most delicate sentiment." Baird says
Morton preferred Sara Teasdale and Edna Millay to The Wasteland.
Morton's title for his course on modem poetry was "Moods of the World
Today," which Baird says "created a good deal of hilarity among the faculty
who didn't particularly go for that sort of talk." Morton’s purpose, according
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to Baird, was to show “the rather philistine Amherst student that there was
beauty in the world." In Baird’s opinion, pleasing Morton “wasn't hard for
some primitive Deke or whatnot and he could always say, Yes, I, too, have
known beauty. Dave [Morton] introduced me to it.’“ Baird concludes, “It’s
easy to laugh at this, and I do“ [“Reflections" 2-5, 7].
Walker Gibson, a younger colleague of Baird’s and a participant in my
study, characterized Baird as a “fighter- who often antagonized others
needlessly. He told me there was no real reason why Baird should have had
difficulties with Whicher, for example. According to Gibson, Baird could have
made Whicher an ally.
Baird, however, says he was dismayed to see that his seniors never
asked one another what they thought they were doing as teachers.
According to Baird, no one ever asked Morton, for example, why he was
teaching Sara Teasdale or why he dismissed his classes early, as he
frequently did. Baird says, “I had no idea what the other teachers were
doing except by accident; you’d pick up the information that so and so is now
reading drama or something. But we never had a meeting in which we
confessed and said: Tm going to do this, this year" [“Reflections" 5-8]. One
year however, under pressure from the Instruction Committee and President
Stanley King, George Whicher got the several men who were teaching
Freshman English to agree on a common reading list. Baird remembers that
everyone agreed to read the “Prologue" and "The Pardoner’s Tale" from The
Canterbury Tales. Lycidas, Don Juan, and several works by Shakespeare
and Boswell, among others. However, when it came time to address the
problem of making an examination for the freshmen, Baird says it proved
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impossible to agree on a common set of questions "since each one of us
was using this reading for his own peculiar purpose. ... we could not even
agree as to whether it was a course in reading or in writing, or what the
proportion of one was to the other." Whicher's compromise was to devise
an examination form on which "each instructor's questions were listed
separately, so that you had 'Professor Baird's students will answer the
following questions,' and so on." Baird says, "I found this very disheartening.
It seemed to me that this was not a common examination at all. It was a
common piece of paper that was handed out to all the freshmen" ["English 1
C" 326; "Reflections" 9-10].
In addition to Whicher, Elliott, and Morton, a fourth figure who was
already an important presence in the English department and on the Amherst
campus when Baird arrived was Robert Frost. Frost was in and out of
Amherst College from 1917 until his death in 1963, sometimes as a member
of the regular faculty, sometimes as a visiting lecturer. He published several
essays during Baird's early years at Amherst that express ideas which later
became central to English 1-2. Several participants in my study, including
Armour Craig, William Pritchard, and John Cameron have told me that
Frost's influence on the course was substantial. It is difficult, however, to
analyze the nature of that influence. Did Frost's ideas come into the course
through his essays or more informally, via casual conversations with
colleagues? Did Frost's ideas come into English 1-2 through younger
teachers, such as Reuben Brower and Armour Craig, both of whom began
teaching English 1 C shortly after it was instituted in 1938, or did Frost’s
ideas also make an impression on Baird? To what extent was the exchange
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between Baird and Frost, whatever it was, reciprocal? In his essay on
Theodore Baird," Walker Gibson notes that although Frost and Baird were
good friends, Frost dismissed English 1-2 as "kid stuff" [148]. When I asked
Baird about Frost and in particular about Frost's insistence on reading with
"the ear of the imagination," Baird replied, "I am not in the least interested in
talking about whether we owed a debt to Frost when we talked about
‘voice.’ I don't think I ever did; why should I?" [letter to R. Vamum, 16 March
1991]. Despite Baird's reluctance to discuss Frost’s influence upon his
thinking, there does seem to be a clear influence at least in the one case of
a 1946 essay of Baird’s that echoes a 1931 essay by Frost.
The Frost essay, "Education by Poetry," was originally given as an
address at Amherst College, then published in the Amherst Graduate's
Quarterly. Now available in The Selected Prose of Robert Frost [33-46], it
is a pedagogical essay in which Frost discusses the importance of metaphor
in all education and in all thinking, including scientific thinking. Explaining his
title, Frost declares, "Education by poetry is education by metaphor" [35].
Darwin’s model of evolution, Frost says, is an extended metaphor [38-39].
The Heisenberg paradox, whereby one cannot know the speed and position
of a particle with equal accuracy, results according to Frost from trying to
mix metaphors [37-38]. Frost shows how still another metaphor, the one
equating the universe with a machine, can be useful in some respects but
breaks down in others, as when one asks whether the metaphor implies that
the universe is driven by an operator [40-41]. We use metaphors, Frost
says, every time we say "one thing in terms of another" [41]. Equating one
thing with another, or "just putting this and that together," is what it means to
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think [41]. Frost notes, however, that although teachers often aim at
teaching their students to think, they seldom tell students what thinking
means [41].
In Baird's 1946 essay, “Darwin and the Tangled Bank,“ Baird
discusses, in much more detail than Frost had done, Darwin's creation of the
metaphors of the struggle for existence [481] and of the survival of the fittest
[483]. The point here, however, is not so much that Frost and Baird shared
common ideas about Darwin, as that Frost's view of metaphor seems of a
kind with that which the sometime historian Ann Berthoff (although she
attributes it to I .A. Richards) says was characteristically expressed by those
who taught English 1-2 at Amherst College [Berthoff 72]. Robert Bagg, an
alumnus participant in the present study, concurs that an examination of
metaphor was "one of the centers of English 1," and even Baird notes that
an emphasis on metaphor was sometimes identified as a hallmark of the
course ["Reflections" 28].
Frost expresses other ideas in "Education by Poetry" which are at
least compatible with ideas Baird was cherishing early in his career and
which may in fact have been more-or-less characteristic of American literary
thinking at mid-century. At the close of his essay, Frost links the human
proclivity for creating metaphor with the imperative for forming order out of
shapeless material [41]. Baird, for his part, had already accepted the view,
via Henry Adams, that education entails running orders through chaos.
Frost, of course, has a great deal to say elsewhere about order and chaos,
both in such poems as Design and Stopping by Woods on a Snowy Evening,
and in his prose. In his 1935 "Letter to The Amherst Student"3 [rpt.
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Selected Prose 105-107], Frost suggests that the background of human life
ia "hugeness and confusion shading away from where we stand into black

and utter chaos" [107]. And yet, he says, "There is at least so much good in
the world that it admits of form and the making of form" [106]. What saves
humanity from despair, Frost concludes, is that against the background of
chaos, we may counterpose "any small man-made figure of order and
concentration," such as a poem [107].
Frost seems also to have exerted an influence upon at least Brower
and Pritchard, and through them upon English 1-2, in insisting on the
importance of "voice" as a quality of any written work. In his "Preface" [rpt.
Selected Prose 13-14] to his 1929 play, A Wav Out. Frost expresses his
conviction that "Everything written is as good as it is dramatic" and that
writing is "drama or nothing" [13]. In order to hold the attention of a reader,
Frost contends, any passage of prose or poetry, indeed any sentence, must
have "the speaking tone of voice somehow entangled in the words and ~
fastened to the page for the ear of the imagination" [13-14]. Echoes of
Frost's view of the importance of dramatic voice may be found in the
introductory chapter on "The Speaking Voice" in Reuben Brower's The Fields
of Light, in Walker Gibson's discussion of voices in Tough, Sweet, and
Stuffy, and in William Pritchard's essay on "Ear Training" in Teaching What
We Do. Pritchard, who is a participant in my study, has told me that Frost’s
influence on the Amherst College English department is "pervasive."
Pritchard, who is an Amherst alumnus, has taught at Amherst College
since 1958, and is a biographer of Robert Frost, said that although Frost's
influence is difficult to pin down, the poet informally "dropped the kind of hints
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or used ways of talking that got assimilated, maybe sometimes almost
unconsciously into exercises and teaching matters." Roger Sale, who taught
at Amherst from 1957-1962 and like Pritchard is a participant in my study,
said, "I found myself in the intervening years saying sometimes, 'Frost was
greater than Baird’; sometimes I said, 'Baird was greater than Frost.' I go
back and forth on that, but they are very much alike." John Cameron, yet a
third participant, said, "To my mind, Frost epitomized the heritage of
American, non-systematic thought in which English 1-2 was grounded."
Cameron, I believe, gets at something which is larger than either Baird or
Frost, which was no doubt characteristic at that time of small, liberal arts
colleges like Amherst, and which expresses itself in a distrust of systems,
tidy summations, plodding scholarship, and for that matter, simple-minded
studies of influence. The heritage that Cameron has identified is reflected in
Frost's and Baird’s wit, in Baird’s idiosyncrasy, and in his fascination with
puzzles.
Although several of the participants in my study, including Cameron,
Pritchard, and most notably Armour Craig, talked to me at length on the
subject of the course's intellectual context, Theodore Baird seemed to me to
be reluctant to consider questions of this type. When I asked Baird whether
he didn't think there was a such a thing as a tradition for teaching English at
Amherst College, he replied, "Teaching is a mystery. Nobody knows how to
teach. Nobody knows how to learn. I suppose there is a tradition that exists
somewhere, but it doesn't exist in the minds of very many people." Baird
has dismissed suggestions that English 1-2 derives from logical positivism or
linguistic analysis. He once said, "I was no philosopher. I never have been
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able to keep my mind on a piece of philosophical writing; I have tried.
Armour Craig was good at this; he knew names, and he knew what the
philosophers stood for. Regularly we would hear from someone that this
[English 1-2] was logical positivism, and indeed I had read Ayer’s book, but
this seemed to me, and it still seems to me, wide of the mark.” He added, "I
never, I think ever, read a word of Wittgenstein, and whatever connection
there was there, I don’t know" ["Reflections" 30]. In an essay Baird
published in 1978, a few years after his retirement, and which seems as
much an expression of perplexity about his own place in history as a
reflection on his connection to nineteenth-century predecessors in the
Rhetoric Room at Amherst College, Baird wrote, "As for the past, it is not
only dead, it is stupid. So even though you may feel the past is just within
your reach while standing where others have stood, while teaching where
others have taught, there is also the strong awareness that any sense of a
tradition in teaching is simple egotism. Teaching — and learning? -- has no
history, at least when places like the Rhetoric Room are considered" ["Dry
and Thirsty Land" 81].
On the other hand, Baird has acknowledged the influence not only of
Henry Adams and of Marcel Proust, as I have noted, but also that of the
Nobel Prize-winning physicist and philosopher of science, Percy Bridgman
[letter to R. Vamum, 8 Dec. 1990]. Bridgman was the originator of the
concept of the "operational definition," whereby words are to be defined in
terms of operations whose results can be measured. In a 1974 college
•

writing textbook, Charles Kay Smith, who graduated from Amherst College in
the mid-1950s, distinguishes three categories of definitions: the Aristotelian,
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the metaphoric, and the operational. Smith notes that Bridgman introduced
the term "operational definition" in 1938 in order "to explain Einstein's
procedure in defining the concept of simultaneity by describing simple,
measurable operations" [198]. In a parallel account of operationalism,
Julienne Ford explains, "a hypothesis like Those rabbits will be afraid' is
regarded as meaningless. However, the statement Those rabbits will be
seen to be emitting more fecal boluses per hour than is normal for rabbits' is
perfectly meaningful as far as Bridgman and his men are concerned" [v.1:
149].
Bridgman’s name generally featured prominently on a list of
suggested readings Baird circulated from time to time to his staff. One such
list, which Baird circulated on May 24, 1947,4 included citations to works by
Bridgman and by R.G. Collingwood, C.C. Fries, S.l. Hayakawa, William
James, Alfred Korzybski, Irving J. Lee, C.K. Ogden, and I.A. Richards,
among others. Such lists however, although they give me an idea of what
Baird himself was reading at particular times, may not reflect the intellectual
experience of his staff. Baird told me, ”1 used to give out a reading list, but I
think only Armour Craig ever read it." In fact, several of the participants in
my study told me they never made an especial point of reading the works
Baird suggested. Walker Gibson told me he did "read a little Bridgman at
least," but "very little Korzybski." Roger Sale confided that he had resisted
the notion "that if I just read Auguste Comte, for example, or Wittgenstein, I
would finally understand what the assignments were about." John Cameron
said that other than some Richards and some Hayakawa, "I never read the
works on Baird's lists." Cameron explained that "one of the reasons I didn't
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read them was that in more immediate conversation, Baird would tend to
deny that there was any specific influence behind the course, which was a
way of denying his own relationship to authority, which denial always has
been troubling to me. He embodied authority and yet denied that he did
embody it or that authority played any role."
An alumnus informant told me he had found English 1-2 to be
curiously "ahistorical" in that those who led it had tended to dismiss the
notion that different approaches to teaching and learning are historically
situated. Perhaps it would be more accurate to say, however, that English
1-2 flourished during the era of New Criticism, an historically situated
approach to the teaching of literature which explicitly denied the importance
of a work’s external context. Let me note that as an historian working from
the vantage of the 1990s, I take it as axiomatic that English 1-2 evolved
within both a particular intellectual and a particular institutional framework.
Thus, I find significance not only in the information I can gather about what
Baird and his colleagues were reading at particular times, but in the fact that
Amherst College was a particular kind of institution.
The college had been founded by orthodox Congregationalists in 1821
to prepare "for the gospel ministry young men in indigent circumstances, but
of hopeful piety and promising talents" [from a dedicatory address by Noah
Webster, quoted in Kennedy 147]. From its inception, the college was
perceived as a rival to its neighboring institutions, Harvard and Williams [Le
Due 4-5]. The college had become relatively large and reputable well before
the turn of the century and one historian contends that "its prestige no doubt
operated to attract superior students" [Le Due 148]. By the fall of 1938,
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when English 1C was first offered, there were 869 undergraduates enrolled
at Amherst College [Babb 125], The number of students enrolled at the
neighboring Massachusetts State College at this time was only slightly
larger, and the population of the town of Amherst itself numbered fewer than
7000 residents [Greene 283]. The faculty of Amherst College prided itself
above all on good teaching, and although some professors, such as George
Whicher, had had significant publications, publishing was not yet a
professional issue either at Amherst or in academic institutions generally.
This state of affairs and the relative isolation of the college seems to have
fostered a certain insularity, and for many faculty members during this
period, Amherst College became virtually a world unto itself.
Baird has said of the college, Hl thought that this was a very fine
place. I felt privileged to be here, and I always have" ["Reflections" 6]. He
claims that English 1-2 "was in the best tradition of Amherst and Amherst
has had a long tradition of teaching. I think that you could look back . .'. and
find one man after another who was concerned about how you reach a
class" ["Reflections" 31]. As one for whom publication was not an issue, and
who did not in fact publish much, not even about English 1-2, but who was by
all accounts a powerful and resourceful teacher, Baird has avowed, "I never
felt anything but happy to be able to teach this course. This is all I wanted.
I didn't want anything more. I never used it for any purpose of my own, and
I never discouraged anyone else who wanted to use it, as a considerable
number did, going about making speeches and writing about it" ["Reflections"
26].
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During the decade of the 1930s, the college undertook a significant
number of curricular changes. These changes apparently generated some
tension because in early 1939, a group of five faculty members, including
Baird’s senior colleagues Roy Elliott and George Whicher, sent a letter to
President Stanley King urging him to preserve Amherst’s character as a
small and selective college [rpt. Babb 138-139]. Earlier in the decade,
President King had lead a successful effort to free the members of the
freshman class from the requirement that they study an ancient language
[Babb 4]. Freshman English, or English A, was dropped as a curricular
requirement in 1933-34, but in practice most of the freshmen continued to
elect it, and in 1937-38 for example, 220 out of 237 did so [“English 1 C“
327n], A curricular plan adopted by the faculty in 1935 eliminated virtually all
specific course and distributional requirements and established sequencing
requirements in their place [Babb 11-13; 1 lOn, 124n]. But by the spring of
1937, the faculty had decided that curricular review was once again in order,
and appointed three of its members - Otto Glaser (Chair), Theodore Baird,
and Charles W. Cole — to serve on a Curriculum Committee [Babb 4, 107].
Baird served on this committee for two years, until 1939 [Babb 107].
He registered his views on the educational mission of Amherst College in a
footnote to the General Report of the Curriculum Committee for the year
1937-38 [rpt. Babb 117-127], of which Otto Glaser had been the principal
author. Disagreeing with Glaser’s assertion that “From the naturalism of our
own creation and age, there is little opportunity to escape" [121], Baird
countered that “It is for me a matter of faith that Amherst College exists to
combat (not escape, least of all accept) the naturalism of our own creation
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and age.. . . What freedom of mind is this which Professor Glaser mentions
if the mind is a slave to heredity, environment, economic forces, glands, the
spirit of the age, neuroses, nature itself?" [122-123]. For Baird, the
imagination was at least theoretically unconstrained.
According to the authors of a 1978 study of the Amherst curriculum,
the curricular changes resulting from the recommendations of the Glaser
Committee and initiated between 1938-1940, although overshadowed by
subsequent changes which were undertaken after the second world war,
"were among the most important in the College's history" [Babb 107]. The
most significant of these changes was the introduction of a distributional
system whereby students were required to elect courses from among each
of the three broad areas of "Mathematics and Natural Sciences," "Social
Studies and Philosophy," and "Language, Literature, and the Arts" [Babb 8,
11 ]. This tri-partite division was to become an organizational foundation for
the curricular plan which would be adopted by the college in 1945 and would
require first and second year students to take core courses in each of the
three areas [Babb 13].
In the spring of 1938, soon after the Glaser Committee had begun its
deliberations, the English department appointed a committee to report on the
freshman English course, or English A. One of the three members of this
committee, Gilbert Hoag, put together what Baird calls "a political deal,"
securing Associate Professor Baird's agreement only after first securing that
of Professors Whicher and Morton. Hoag, whom Baird remembers as "a
friend of mine," was preparing to leave Amherst, having accepted a deanship
elsewhere. According to the proposition Hoag put before the English
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department, an introductory course, English 1, would be required of all
freshmen but taught with three different emphases. Upon arrival at Amherst
College, freshmen would be given a placement test. Those who placed
within the lower two-thirds of the score range would be required to take
English 1C, which was to be a composition course. Those who placed in the
upper third could elect the composition course or English 1A or 1B, which
were respectively Professor Whicher's Survey of English Literature and
Professor Morton's Introduction to the Study of Poetry and Prose ["English 1
C" 327]. English 1C would be taught in sections by the junior faculty of the
English department, of whom Baird was now the senior member. Hoag's
proposal was accepted not only by the English department, but by the entire
Amherst faculty and was scheduled for implementation in the fall of 1938.
Baird says, "This was the beginning of English 1. We were given the
privilege, we were to be allowed to teach composition to the freshmen if we
sacrificed all the best students as measured by this test" ["Reflections" 12].
When I asked Baird to speculate on the reasons why Gilbert Hoag
may have wished to institute a composition course, he said, "I think he was
just practicing being dean." When I then asked Baird whether I was correct
in assuming he had personally had an interest in teaching composition, he
said, "It is an interesting thing to do, you see" and "Oh yes, I was
interested." And when I asked him whether he had wanted to teach the
composition course Hoag had proposed, he said, "Oh yes," and added that
Morton and Whicher "had nothing to do with my teaching that composition
course, except they let me do it. They let me do it."
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The way that the Amherst English department chose to deal with the
issue of freshman English was not unusual at this time. According to John
Michael Wozniak*s survey of English Composition in Eastern Colleges, 18501940, a freshman composition course was required throughout the whole
decade of the 1930s at 28 out of 37 private, eastern colleges and required
for portions of this decade at seven others, including Amherst [186]. By the
end of the 1930s, Allegheny, Brown, and Colby, as well as Amherst, were
exempting students from composition on the basis of their performance on a
placement test [187]. Wozniak cites a survey, prepared in 1942 for the
National Council of Teachers of English, of 290 colleges and universities, of
which 213 required a year of composition and 187 grouped composition
students according to ability [198].
At Amherst College in the fall of 1938, it fell to Baird to select the
placement test which was to be administered to the incoming freshmen. The
one he chose took the students about an hour to complete and consisted of
questions on vocabulary, sentence structure, grammatical error, punctuation,
and spelling. As he explained, "The virtue of this kind of examination is that
we are clear about what we are testing and certain that we judge all papers
by the same standard." He added, "I do not know how to separate 240
students into three groups by exercising subjective judgment in the course of
a few hours" ["English 1 C" 328n].
That first fall, 160 students either elected or were assigned on the
basis of the test to take English 1C. The course was then taught in eight
sections of twenty students each ["English 1 C" 328]. Like all courses then
offered at Amherst College, English 1C was a two-semester course [Babb
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145n]. Baird headed the staff of five men who taught the course in 1938-39.
He began with at least three key ideas: students should write from
experience, they should write frequently, and the members of the teaching
staff should engage in a conversation about their collective enterprise. From
the very outset, Baird insisted upon a common teaching strategy and upon
weekly staff meetings.
The immediate question Baird remembers having to address in the fall
of 1938 was "WHAT on earth were we going to do?" ["Reflections" 12]. No
longer could one teacher decide to read Shaw and another to read Eliot or
someone else. Baird remembers, "This was a wonderful freedom that we
were sacrificing, and what were we sacrificing it for? What could we
possibly agree on?" ["Reflections" 13]. He called a meeting and proposed to
"begin at the beginning and do the most stupid thing we could think of doing .
.. to take a textbook, as I had done when I began teaching years before,
and see if we could do anything with these questions of good English, and
split infinitives, and spelling, and things like that. And this was agreed to and
this we did and it was a discipline for us all" ["Reflections" 13-14]. Baird and
his fellow teachers spent their first semester diagramming sentences on the
blackboard. As Baird acknowledges, "that wasn't a very original beginning."
He adds, "But I think I was deliberate enough about this to say, Well, we'll
just have to begin as stupidly as we can and see what results we feel we get
from being really stupid teachers.1 At least that is the way I began to explain
it" ["Reflections" 14].
Baird says he and staff chose "the most sensible textbook we could
find," ["English 1 C" 330], but after that first year, they never used a textbook
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again. In the process of going through their text, Baird and the other
teachers had concluded, "this is no way to teach, divorcing the technique of
writing from the act of composition." They decided, "Next year we shall
make our own book as we go along, from the specific needs of our own
students" [329-330]. In fact, already by November of their first year, they
had left their textbook behind. After Thanksgiving, each teacher gave
several weeks of classtime to the reading of what was, according to Baird,
"a comparatively difficult book, either Walden or The Education of Henry
Adams, analyzing the ideas, and using them as material for writing" ["English
1 C" 330]. Later, the staff tried what Baird called "an experiment in practical
criticism, owing our inspiration in general to I .A. Richards in his Practical
Criticism and Interpretation in Teaching ["English 1 C" 331]. In the spring,
they worked with their students on "the writing of short autobiographical
fragments and one long autobiography. Here the subject matter was given
by experience. The student's problem was to sort out from his own memory
those scenes or atmospheres or events which were clear and which were
capable of expression in words" [333].
In the Richardsonian phase of the course, students were given
parallel passages and, without knowing where the passages came from,
asked to make critical distinctions between them. Baird impressed upon me
that "this took hours, you know. Imagine trying to find a good poem; you'd
get a good poem in Frost about a bird, and you'd say, 'Let's find another
bird.' You’d go to the library, and you'd find something in James Russell
Lowell or somebody, and you'd put them together. You'd say [to students],
'One of these is better than the other.'" Baird told me that in giving students
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parallel passages, he and his staff had made a great advance over
Richards, whose protocols consisted of single, unidentified poems.
According to Baird, “Richards was a fake. He could give you, or give me, a
poem, and you'd look at it, and it might be John Donne, and it might be
Woodbine Willy, and you didn't know which was which, and so you would
praise it, or you would blame it, and you would hit the wrong author, and he
would say, 'See! What bad readers they are!'"
English 1C students were required to write frequently; during the
second semester the norm was between two and four papers a week. Even
so, Baird says that "every paper was carefully read and commented on."
None of these papers was given a grade; instead, Baird says the instructors
"watched for signs of improvement" ["English 1 C" 331].
During their first year, as Baird reported in 1939, "We met about once
a week to discuss our immediate program, constantly subjecting our aims to
criticism, trying to define our purpose. Whatever success the course may
have we owe to these meetings." He added, "The meetings kept the course
alive in our minds as something always to be thought about. Ideally the
course would be as good as the instructors in it, working together. Ideally
no one person would dominate. It would be a common action, subject to our
control and direction, even as it happened day by day" ["English 1 C" 329].
Baird also claimed that "The only virtue of English 1 C is that five teachers
are engaged in a common effort to see to it that two-thirds of the freshmen
do as much writing as we can read and that the writing is as decent, as
clear, as sensible, as intelligent as we know how to make it" [333]. When I
asked Baird to confirm that it had been his goal from the beginning to have
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teachers work on the course together, he said, That was our trade secret,
really. People would come around and say, What are you doing?' The
trade secret really was we were trying to talk about how to teach
composition. That doesn't sound like much. That isn't what you would call a
very well-developed program.’*
Baird felt the first year's effort could be improved upon. In 1939, he
reported that "In none of these methods as such do I put much stock, and at
least half the course next year will be entirely revised" ["English 1 C" 333].
He was careful to note, however, that There are no methods which will
succeed in teaching everyone to spell correctly and to think straight. They
are means to an end, and come to life, if at all, only because of the energy
which they generate in teacher and student" [333].
The following year, which is to say 1939, Baird was promoted to the
rank of professor. During this same year, he and Mrs. Baird began
negotiating with Frank Lloyd Wright to build a "Usonian House" from a plan
Wright had designed originally, with high democratic idealism, to serve as a
residence for a common working man. The smallness and functionality of
the house may have appealed to the Bairds, who had no children, but to my
eyes, although the house is small, it is anything but modest. Completed in
1940 and located on a rise in south Amherst, within walking distance of
Amherst College, it affords a commanding view of the Holyoke Range.
Also in 1939, and of greater significance, Reuben Brower joined the
Amherst College English faculty. In 1940, G. Armour Craig joined as well.
These two new teachers, in their different ways, took leading roles in
shaping English 1-2 and both, according to Baird, contributed "many new
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ideas and approaches" ["Reflections" 14]. Craig, like Baird, was to devote
his entire professional life to Amherst College, but Brower eventually would

leave to seek what he must have seen as wider opportunities. Of the three,
only Brower5 distinguished himself through publication.
Brower had graduated from Amherst College in 1930, then gone on to
complete a second baccalaureate and a master’s degree at Cambridge
University, where he studied with F.R. Leavis and I.A. Richards. He earned
a doctorate in Classics at Harvard and wrote a dissertation on Dryden's
Aeneid. Baird takes some credit for Brower’s appointment at Amherst. The
senior professor of Greek was retiring, and a trustee of the college asked
Baird, in his capacity as a member of the Instruction Committee, whether
Amherst College still needed two men in Greek. Baird recalls that he
replied, "Well, this is a very simple matter - it’s just a matter of feeling that
when you are privileged you have obligations, and Amherst is a privileged
college and not poor — there’s no question about money here - and no
question either of a need for two teachers of Greek. It's just a matter of
pride. We're a proud place and we can afford two teachers of Greek"
["Reflections" 14-15]. The trustee apparently responded positively to this
argument, and accordingly Brower was hired with a dual appointment in
Greek and in English.
Brower contributed to English 1-2 not only by teaching the course
itself but by teaching and directing a course in literary criticism for
sophomores. He did not teach composition during his first few years at
Amherst and is not listed in the Amherst College Bulletin as a staff member
for English 1C until 1941-42. Throughout the war years, however, he and
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Baird and Craig are the three individuals most commonly listed as teaching
what in 1942-43, when the college adopted a new numbering system,
became English 1-2.6 In 1942-43, Brower's sophomore course, entitled
"Reading Poetry and Prose," or English 19-20, is also listed for the first time.
It became a course in close, or as Brower termed it, "slow" reading and
employed the methods of I .A. Richards and of New Criticism. Baird told me
Brower's sophomore course grew out of what had been the practice, during
the second semester of English 1C, of using reading as material for writing.
The introduction of the sophomore course meant that English 1-2 became
more distinctly a writing course. Whereas English 19-20 was focused on
literary texts, English 1-2, which employed no texts, was focused instead on
student writing.
Both the freshman and sophomore courses were staff-taught by more
or less the same people, and for awhile not only was Brower a member of
Baird's staff, but Baird was a member of Brower's. Baird recalls attending
weekly staff meetings for both courses ["Reflections" 15]. Walker Gibson
told me that he found no inconsistency between English 1-2 and Brower's
sophomore course and that "many of us taught both courses comfortably
and simultaneously." The staff of the sophomore course agreed on a
common reading list and a common set of exercises which, according to
William Pritchard, never took the form of a "free-floating invitation to
'discuss'" (something Pritchard says Baird would have termed "an invitation
to chaos"), but consisted of "a carefully planned series of questions; queries
about parallel words and phrases .. ; an invitation to the student to make
connections, and eventually to conclude with a generalization about the kind
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of literary experience he had undergone" ["Reuben A. Brower" 242]. In
defense of his methods for teaching reading, Brower himself said, "Practice
in discovering the 'masses of implications' in a work of literary art is practice
in finding relationships, in finding order in experience" [Fields of Light xii].
In 1951, while he was still at Amherst, Brower published The Fields of
Light, a collection of critical essays on the practice of "slow reading" and on
the importance of "voice" in poetry. Brower acknowledges debts to
Theodore Baird and G. Armour Craig, who, he says, would "see at many
points how much I have learned from their teaching" [vii]. He also
acknowledges a debt to Robert Frost [vii], who, according to William
Pritchard, had contributed significantly to Brower's notion of "voice" ["Reuben
A. Brower," 244]. The epigraph to the first essay in Brower's collection is
Frost's statement that "Everything Written is as good as it is dramatic"
[Brower 19; Frost Selected Prose 13]. In this first essay, entitled The
Speaking Voice," Brower asserts, "a poem is a dramatic fiction no less than
a play, and its speaker, like a character in a play, is no less a creation of the
words on the printed page" [19]. In order to support this assertion, Brower
explicates Frost's Once By the Pacific, contending that for any reader, the
experience of reading this poem will consist not only of seeing ocean, storm,
and land through Frost's eyes, but of hearing Frost's special voice.
According to Brower, this voice takes its character from a "speculative way
of talking, from the flow and arrest of American speech" but has "other
strains sounding through it — pronouncements of the Old Testament, talk
about the end of the world, and echoes of older mythological styles" [22].
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Brower concludes his essay by contending that readers hear the drama of a
poem through the voice of the poet [29].
Brower’s way of talking about voice not only seems to derive from
Frost, but it seems in turn to have influenced younger members of the
Amherst College English department. In his article on "Reuben A. Brower,"
William Pritchard, who was Brower's student at Amherst and then taught
with Brower at Harvard, remembers that what Brower did "to me, and what
so much of his teaching did, was to instruct by example, especially by the
example of the performing voice making a piece of old poetry come alive"
[240]. Walker Gibson, talking about the evolution of his own career, told me,
"I'm sure that whatever happened to my teaching after I left Amherst College
was not just English 1, but was the Brower, literature, I.A. Richards kind of
thing as well, and that I was putting these together in some shape or form."
Specifically, Gibson told me that his 1950 article on "Authors, Speakers,
Readers, and Mock Readers" came "far more directly out of the Brower,
sophomore literature course" than out of English 1-2.
John Cameron, on the other hand, reports that from his perspective
as a young instructor, Brower seemed more like a big fish in a small pond.
Cameron, who came to Amherst from Yale in 1958, after Brower had
already moved on to Harvard, remembers that when he began to entertain
the notion of coming to Amherst, friends at Yale referred him to Brower's
The Fields of Light. Cameron, to whom Brower's name was new,
remembers that soon after joining the Amherst faculty, "I was informed that
Reuben Brower was one of the leading critics in the world, and that to me
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epitomized Amherst College. I'm not putting him down at all, but at Yale I'd
never heard of him."
Brower left Amherst for Harvard in 1953, taking course materials with
him and intending to organize a literature course at his new institution similar
to the one he had directed at Amherst. His Harvard course, entitled
"Humanities 6: The Interpretation of Literature" proved very influential. It is
the subject of a 1990 article by Richard Poirier, who now teaches at
Rutgers, who did his undergraduate work at Amherst College in the late
1940s (though not with Brower), and who taught "Hum 6" in the 1950s under
Brower at Harvard. Poirier acknowledges that "I am acutely aware in all my
references to Amherst that the credit I give to Hum 6 at Harvard, and to its
founder Reuben Brower, could be differently distributed so as to give more
prominence to some teachers at Amherst, . . . who were Brower's
colleagues when he taught there, who initiated with him the parent courses
of Hum 6, and who helped fashion many of the assignments used in the
course after Brower started it at Harvard" [16]. Poirier notes that alongside
Brower's sophomore course at Amherst there had been a freshman writing
course that "was an even more radical immersion in the waywardness of
language" [21]. Incidentally, Poirier credits Armour Craig,7 who was his
instructor in English 1-2, with being the individual "from whose teaching at
Amherst I profited most as an undergraduate" [18].
Craig, like Baird, was above all a teacher. And like Baird, he
published very little. Poirier, who credits Craig with being one of "the three
people from whom I learned most about reading," notes that Craig "did
nearly all of his critical work for and in his classes" [18]. Craig, as I said
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above, joined the Amherst faculty in 1940, the year after Brower arrived, and
like Brower, he contributed significantly to the early development of English
1-2. He had graduated from Amherst College in 1937, earned a master's
degree from Harvard in 1938, and was working on a Ph.D. at Harvard when
he received a telegram from Amherst, asking him to return to teach at the
College. Craig, who is a participant in my study, told me that upon receiving
the telegram, "I thundered 'Yes!1 so loud that they heard me." He had not
yet finished his dissertation, and in fact would not do so until alter the war.
During his first year at Amherst, he taught two sections of English 1C.
I interviewed Professor Craig twice, both times in February of 1991.
Bom in 1914, Craig retired from Amherst College in 1984, having officiated
during 1983-84 as its Acting President and having given the whole of his
professional life to its service. Walker Gibson, speaking of Craig, told me
that English 1-2 had been "absolutely central to his life." Douglas Wilson, an
alumnus participant in my study, created an analogy for me, saying that "if
Baird was the president of English 1, Craig was the vice president." Baird
himself acknowledges that "Armour Craig's support was very powerful
support."
Craig told me he had majored in English and philosophy as an
undergraduate at Amherst. He had taken freshman English from David
Morton at the time when those teaching freshman English had agreed to a
common reading list. He remembers reading King Lear and Boswell's Life of
Johnson and not writing much. That year, Craig told me, There were no
common assignments; you gave whatever you wanted, and David Morton
wanted to read as few papers as possible." Craig said he began to form an
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interest in composition during his junior year, as a result of having to struggle
both to write good papers and to figure out what made a paper good. He
remembered that "it finally dawned on me that a good paper in American lit.,
or on Kant, or whatever, . . . [had] to answer a question, and a question
furthermore that drove the asker... to a particular passage or passages."
He remarked that while his point must seem obvious to me, it had not been
to him because "most literary and humanistic education in those days was
really being able to talk a certain kind of bellettristic rhetoric. A good paper
was an effusion."
After he had completed his master's degree and while working on his
doctorate, Craig began teaching part-time at Harvard. He was responsible
for two sections of English A, Harvard's freshman composition course, per
semester. Craig remembers English A as "a course in which you would read
something and then have the class write a theme on this." He remembers
using a reader and having to operate from a bellettristic theory of
composition whereby a student should "write with some kind of grace" and
"write like a gentleman." He remembers being irritated with senior
professors at Harvard for speaking the kind of "doubletalk that authority
produces" and specifically with a professor of Renaissance literature who
once asked him witheringly, "Don't you know what anti-rational fidaeism is?"
During his second year of teaching English A, Craig had the idea that one
way to get students to write would be to ask them to explain what they were
doing in their other classes. He illustrated this for me by reenacting a dialog
with a student:
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■"You say you're a chemist? Tell me about being a

chemist. What interests you? Tell me what you do. People tell me
chemists sit around and watch pots boil. Come on! That won't do!'
"This young man laughed and said, Well, there's a lot to
it, but I've never tried to explain it to anybody.'
"I said, Well try to explain it to me. Tell me what you
do when you do a particular chemical assignment.'"
Craig told me he tried this approach with several individual students
during his final year at Harvard, though never with an entire class. He said,
"I got interested in this. I got interested in it as a principle of composition."
Asking students to explain what they did when they did chemistry or history
was an approach he was to develop more fully at Amherst.
Baird remembers that soon after Craig joined the English 1 staff, he
suggested asking students to write about their experience in other courses
and that he interviewed faculty members in biology, chemistry, and other
departments to solicit ideas for writing assignments. According to Baird,
Craig wanted students to translate "their experiences as students in the
science courses into English which would be intelligible to anybody. And we
even had some subjects proposed in mathematics, and this was very
interesting, to me, and still is, of where you draw the line between
languages. Can you say that it is like music where you know it is not a
verbal experience? Music is not verbal, even though people go on talking
about it all the time and using metaphorical language: you hear someone
commenting on a new recording by saying 'well, it lacks guts.'" Baird added,
"And so we had assignments on music, we had assignments on
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mathematics, and you'd say what are the limits of English?, and you'd say
what are the limits of these other subjects?, and this generally was Craig's
contribution at this stage. His contribution was great all the way through this
I add" ["Reflections" 15-16].
Craig told me he remembers talking to Otto Glaser, the head of the
biology department, and saying, "We would like to make some assignments
in English composition that will ask students what they know and how they
get to know it, especially what is the experience of biology? What do you
do?" Craig added that at the time, "people were beginning to talk this way,
to think this way; they were beginning to realize mathematics is a language.
I collected a series of titles for topics that would compel a student who
wrote any one of these to define certain key terms and to try to say what
they were keys to. They were keys to doing something. If you understand
'cell,' you can make a certain number of particular observations in a lab."
Craig, who says he had serious intellectual interests in the history of
ideas and the history of science, told me that "One of the things that got me
really interested in the non-literary approach to composition, if you will, was
helping a friend of mine at Harvard with a book he was writing, the title of
which was Why Smash Atoms? This was one of the first books about atom
smashing and what it meant in modern science." Craig added that
"Important changes were occurring then in the philosophy of science.
Einstein had sparked a revolution in physics which brought the human
capacity for constructing a model of the universe into question. People of
my generation had to unlearn many of the things they had been taught. It
became clear that we live in a world of probabilities rather than certainties.
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We began to take it for granted that there were things going on that we did
not understand. We accepted the subconscious, for example."
Unlike Baird, Craig discussed the intellectual context of English 1-2
with me at some length. Speaking of the history of teaching English, he told
me, “English hasn't been a profession all that long, and for a long time most
of the people that taught it were genre or century people - 'he's the Melville
man' and things like that — and they had a hell of a lot of information, but
there were very, very few people before the 1920s, before Richards, who
as practicing people tried to address the performance of the imagination."
Craig said that the modern history of the profession "began in the 1920s as
a rebellion against the terrible, terrible claims for literature that were made in
conventional courses." When I asked about specific influences upon English
1-2, Craig gave most credit to the contributions of Robert Frost and of
Kenneth Burke.
Craig believes that English 1-2 "owes a great deal to Robert Frost
and to his notion of the poem as drama." He affirmed the truth of Frost's
maxim that "Everything written is as good as it is dramatic" rSelected Prose
13] and explained, "What's profoundly true about it is that the dramatic
speech demands a response from another consciousness and presupposes
another consciousness that is ready to reply." For many people, Craig
added, "it's very easy to live in a world in which there's only one
consciousness, namely one's own and one's own fantasies." Craig
remembers that students used to complain to Frost that "'Sometimes poetry
doesn't seem to give us the answers.' And he [Frost] would say, 'I'm not
interested in answers; I'm interested in replies.'" Craig noted that whereas
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by "reply," Frost had meant a response In an ongoing dialog, by "answer,"
he meant "doctrine" or "pretty much what the mountain says."
Craig told me that Kenneth Burke had had a major influence on his
own thinking, and through him, on English 1-2. In fact Craig went so far,
when I asked him whether he thought of himself as a teacher of composition,
as to identify himself as "a teacher of symbolic action." He told me that
"motive," in Burke’s sense, "would be another name for what this course
[English 1-2] was about. It was about motives for knowledge." Craig added
that what Burke and Frost had in common, as he had discovered when, as
he put it, "I was growing up and growing into my profession," was that "for
both of them speech is dramatic." Craig informed me that at a fairly early
date in his own career, he had written about Burke. Soon after Burke
published A Grammar of Motives in 1945, Craig was invited to review it for
Foreground, a small literary journal which enjoyed a brief publication history
after the war. Craig told me he had read some Burke before, but this was
the first of Burke’s "Grammar" books and the one in which he first addressed
the issue of motive. Craig wrote a nine page review, concluding that "As a
critical discipline Burke's dramatism can enlarge our awareness of action in
language,"8 however Foreground folded before Craig's review could be
published. Later, in an April 12, 1956 article in the Amherst Student
newspaper announcing an address Burke was to deliver on the Amherst
campus, Craig was quoted as saying Burke was "one of the most original
thinkers in America today" [1]. William Pritchard, who was a student in
Craig’s 1949-50 section of English 1-2, subsequently read The Grammar of
Motives, which he describes as a "central book for me." Pritchard says he
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recognized in reading it that Burke's "rhetorical/dramatistic way of thinking
about communication" was something "I had taken in here and there in my
freshman year, in my English 1 course. Craig had read Burke."
Richard Poirier, the former student of Craig's who is the author of the
above-cited 1990 article on Reuben Brower, also attests to Craig's devotion
to both Frost and Burke [27]. He says that "Craig, at one time in the early
fifties, considered changing the vocabulary of English 19-20," which was
Brower's sophomore-level course, "so as to feature Burke's pentad of 'act,'
'scene,' 'agent,' 'agency,' and 'purpose.' The antipathy among Amherst
people to any such proliferation of metalanguage prevailed, however* [2728]. Perhaps the English faculty recognized that the genius of their teaching
lay in its being under-theorized. Perhaps their commitment to what they
surely did not call "American non-systematic thought" determined the
outcome of their deliberations. For whatever reason, the English faculty
resisted Burkean terminology and Craig's proposal.
Well before he encountered Burke, Craig had had to join with Baird
and Brower in addressing the pedagogical challenges posed by World War
II. Craig told me that during the war years, all three of them "taught around
the clock," dealing with students as they came in, whether they arrived in
October or in February or in the summer. Baird remembers that
"Immediately after the war began, the College had to take on, to survive,
one Army or Air Force program after another. The regular student body all
but vanished" ["Reflections" 19]. He adds, this meant that the Dean would
call me up at 7:30 in the evening and say, We're going to have about three
hundred students here on Friday.'" As Baird recalls, "I'd say, 'All right. How
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many sections? How often does English meet?’" When the Dean had given
him the information, he would call a meeting with Brower and Craig and the
handful of other teachers engaged in teaching composition, most of whom
were employed on a short-term basis, and the staff would work out a plan
for addressing the needs of these students in whatever time was available
["Reflections" 19]. Craig remembers they generally had a group of Naval
cadets in pre-flight school, a group from the United States Military Academy,
and a group in training to become weather observers. According to Craig,
the USMA students generally stayed for an entire year, and he told me that
"we gave them in a year the equivalent of freshman and sophomore years at
Amherst College." Baird remembers that the pre-meteorology students
were at the College for 48 weeks, a pre-engineering group stayed only eight
weeks, and a pre-West Point group, which had already seen combat, stayed
for three months. He says that although he and Craig and Brower had little
more to work with than "a mimeograph machine and our wits," they took
their work with these wartime groups "very seriously," regarding this as their
contribution to the war effort ["Reflections" 19-20], The pace could be
grueling. Baird told me, "there was one time there I taught three hours in a
row, different sets of assignments. I don’t know how I did it. I was
exhausted, and so were Craig and Brower. We were all under great
pressure." He has also noted that, "I felt that we gave every one of these
classes the best we had, as good as we ever gave an Amherst class"
["Reflections" 20].
Baird believes that the war played an instrumental role in the
development of English 1-2, and it seems to have been during the war that
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he and his colleagues refined the practice, which was to become a hallmark
of the course, of devising, mimeographing, and teaching from sequences of
short writing assignments. He told me that The war was the thing that
shook us up." He explained that he and his staff were forced to develop
great flexibility. They had to learn to make sets of assignments in very short
order. They had to learn to work with adult students and also with what
Baird describes as “high school boys from Flatbush." What was perhaps of
most significance was that they had to learn to work with students who had
their hands so full balancing the demands of their academic and military lives
that often, as Baird told me, “the only writing they could do was when we
had them in the classroom." Baird reported in 1954 to a committee charged
with reviewing the Amherst curriculum that, during the war, he and his
colleagues had "proved that we could confidently teach writing to almost any
group of people so long as we could catch their attention for but a moment.
All we had to do was tell them to go ahead and write, and when asked what
about, all we had to say was, tell us what you know" [Kennedy 233]. The
English 1-2 staff seems to have discovered they could most effectively
engage their students by assigning sequenced writing tasks that teased
students along through a series of steps and ultimately brought them
someplace other than where they began.
Among the course materials generated during these war years and
now held in the English 1-2 collection in the Amherst College Archives is a
set of 22 assignments on boundaries. The series indicates that despite what
Baird told me about the constraints on his military students* time, he and his
colleagues were remarkably ambitious with regards to what they expected
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these students to accomplish. Baird's authorship of the series, which was
apparently used in the fall of 1944, can be adduced from a memo sent by
Baird to Brower and Craig on July 4, 1944 outlining his preliminary ideas.9
According to this outline, the first seven assignments in the series all
were intended to show that lines and boundaries are made by men for
particular purposes and that the nature and exactness of these boundaries
depend on these purposes. The next three assignments were intended first
to demonstrate the inadequacy of a general theory of boundaries to bring
order out of the "chaos" which geographers encounter in the actual world.
Baird hoped they would also prepare students to consider "the Language
Problem which we find at the heart of everything, of course." Other
assignments in the series had to do with how maps are made and used, and
with the building up of a vocabulary for geography. The actual assignments
are built around a collection of mimeographed passages, including: an
account of a sporting event at which a ball was said to be "out of bounds," a
legal record of a boundary dispute, a discourse on the territoriality of birds,
discussions of the overlapping of climate zones and of cultural regions, a
technical description of the Connecticut River Valley Lowland, and parallel
descriptions of the Arabs, one more scientific and the other, from Doughty's
Travels in Arabia Deserta, more literary. The assignments tend to direct
students to analyze the language of these passages by carrying out a
detailed list of as many as four or even ten separate steps. Students are
asked to make lists, for example, then to rearrange the lists according to
some criterion, and finally to explain what they have done. They are asked
to define terms "by context" and to trace how, in parallel passages, the
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meaning of a particular term can shift. In the case of the legal dispute, they
are asked first to define “boundary" in the terms of both the plaintiff and of
the defendant, then to explain how the court establishes the true boundary,
and finally to say what “true boundary" means in this context. In the case of
the parallel descriptions of the Arabs, they are asked to list the uses they
can see for each of the accounts and to say which is better, or "better" for
which purpose. The students are asked at one point to translate a map into
English and at another to make a map from a table of statistics. They are
asked above all, as Baird insisted when I asked him about this series, to
consider "the way LANGUAGE makes order out of chaos" [letter to R.
Vamum, 9 Jan. 1991]. Certain themes which would be developed more
extensively in later series of assignments, such as that of maps as language,
were already apparent. These assignments were different from later ones,
however, in being more tied to a set of mimeographed passages and less
concerned with student experience.
With respect nominally to these boundary assignments but actually to
English 1-2 assignments in general, Baird told me, "In setting up examples of
how language organizes our chaos, I think the assignments generally, but not
always, showed great ingenuity. This is my claim." Without giving details,
he added, "Over and over again we considered how language does this.
We ran into opposition because many freshmen assumed that the order was
there, out there, and all they had to do was look and they would see it"
[letter to R. Vamum, 9 Jan. 1991].
At the same time as Baird and his colleagues were teaching from
these boundary assignments, a "Faculty Committee on Long Range Policy"
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was meeting under the chairmanship of Professor Gail Kennedy to consider
the curricular and policy directions the college might best take after the war
should be over. This committee had been constituted originally in October of
1941, but because its work was interrupted by the war, it had had to be
reconstituted in February of 1944 [Babb 4-5]. It made a number of
recommendations, the most daring of which, and the one which was to bring
national attention to Amherst's "New Curriculum," was that the college
establish a series of core courses to be required of freshmen and
sophomores. In October of 1945, with the war freshly concluded, the faculty
adopted most of the recommendations of the Kennedy Committee and
directed that the New Curriculum be implemented by the fall of 1947 [Babb
5, 15]. English 1-2 was to be one of the required core courses.
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NOTES

1. This 1959 series of assignments, in which Baird asks students to
consider the nature of education, is my personal favorite of all the sixtyodd series which were used over the years in English 1-2. I have
reprinted it in entirety in my Appendix A. It is available also in "Eng 1
1959/60 'Assignments as Used,"' Box #3, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst
College Archives.
2. Baird regularly taught the Shakespeare course right up until his retirement
in 1969.
3. The Amherst Student is the Amherst College student newspaper.
4. This one-page, mimeographed list is headed: “ENGLISH 1-2, Suggested
Reading, May 24, 1947," and may be found in "Eng 2, 1946/47, Sec E
[Gibson]," Box 1, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst College Archives.
5. Brower died in 1975.
6. While English 1 was generally offered in the fall and English 2 in the
spring, during the war years, both English 1 and English 2 were frequently
offered during a single semester or during the summer. Whereas the
course was officially an elective, it was required during the war for
students who had been sent to Amherst by the Navy and recommended
for those who had been sent by the Army.
7. For his part, Craig remembers the day, shortly after the conclusion of the
second world war, when Poirier walked into his classroom. Craig says,
"It was a bitter cold, winter morning, and he was wearing his G.l.
infantryman's winter coat, which was very long. He sat down and said,
Teach me!' He was a very tough guy, and well, we got his attention."
8. The typescript of Craig's review is in his personal possession. The
sentence I have quoted appears on p.9.
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9. Both the memo and drafts of the assignments themselves may be found
in “Boundaries: working paper for developing an assignment on - n.d.,“ in
Box 1, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst College Archives.
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CHAPTER IV

NO ONE KNOWS THE ANSWERS

From 1947 when Amherst's ambitious "New Curriculum” went into
effect until 1966 when this curriculum fell, English 1-2 was required of all
freshmen at Amherst College. It was with the implementation of the New
Curriculum that, as Armour Craig told me, "English 1-2 began, really fully,
with ail the assignments - a whole sequence of assignments." It was at this
time, Craig said, that "the shape of the course" and "the way the course was
conducted" became fully established. Theodore Baird told me that "the
heart of the course was In the assignments" [letter to R. Varnum, 16 Mar.
1991], and he also acknowledged that "the questions were difficult." From
1947 on, the English 1-2 staff collectively administered these assignments, in
a sequence, to every freshman on the campus, at the rate of three per
week, or thirty-three per semester.
Amherst's New Curriculum, as the post-war context of English 1-2,
served to elevate the local importance of the course. Under the New
Curriculum, English 1-2 played a key role in every freshman’s initiation to the
culture of the college. Amherst's New Curriculum was one of a number of
general education curricula which, according to educational historian
Frederick Rudolph, were instituted at colleges and universities across the
United States in the immediate aftermath of the second world war
fCurriculum 257-259]. Rudolph credits the influential 1945 Harvard report,

General Education in a Free Society, with publicizing the message “that
American democracy and social stability were threatened by a shitt in
political power from the educated few to the unenlightened many- [259].
According to Rudolph, the authors of the Harvard report saw general
education as a remedy to social divisiveness [258]. At Amherst, I suspect
that teachers toughened by the rigors of teaching under wartime conditions
were reluctant either to relax discipline or to restore the measure of elective
choice which students had enjoyed before the war.
Two Amherst reports, the first issued in 1945 by the Faculty
Committee on Long Range Policy and the second in 1954 by the Review
Committee on the New Program, detail the curricular changes which were
undertaken at the college during the early New Curriculum years. In 1955,
Gail Kennedy, who had chaired both committees, published both reports in a
single volume entitled Education at Amherst: The New Program. In 1978, a
subsequent group of curricular policy-makers at Amherst College declared
that the 1945 report “ranks among the decidedly anti-electivist documents of
American educational history" [Babb 20]. The members of the committee
which produced the 1945 report aimed at establishing Amherst College even
more consciously than in the past as “a college for students of superior
intelligence" [Kennedy 56]. They affirmed the Amherst faculty's traditional
belief "that teaching is the most important function of the faculty of the
college- [80]. They had what they thought of as "two Big Ideas- to promote:
“the laboratory method and the integration of previously separate subjects in
one course" [204]. But their most significant recommendation was that
every student at Amherst College be required to undertake sufficient
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coursework in each of the three broad curricular areas of the mathematical,
physical, and biological sciences; history and the social sciences, and the
humanities "as will give him the sense that he has a community of knowledge
and interest with all of his fellow students" [28]. In 1978, Theodore P.
Greene, a professor of history at Amherst College, observed that the
framers of the New Curriculum did not "in 1945, feel any contradiction
between their desire for a larger, brighter, more diverse pool of applicants
and their insistence upon a new curriculum of ’general education' courses
which was to be more demanding, more rigid in its requirements, and less
tolerant of diverse student interests than the program of any competing
liberal arts college" [301].
The authors of the New Curriculum recommended dividing the course
of study into lower and upper division programs, the lower division portion of
which was to be almost entirely prescribed [Kennedy 39]. Their plan called
for freshmen to take a heavy load of core courses, including English 1-2,
Science 1-2, History 1-2, and a humanities course [170]. Of these, the
science and humanities courses had yet to be developed. History 1-2,
although renamed, would continue from a course in Western Civilization that
had been offered at Amherst for years [218]. English 1-2, according to the
1945 curricular committee, "has proved itself an effective course and should
be required of every student" [48].
English 1-2 and the humanities course were to be taken concurrently
as half-courses which together would fulfill the freshman requirement in the
Humanities [229]. However, there was some preliminary sparring over turf.
The staff of English 1-2 objected to the development of a humanities course
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on the grounds that "We, the instructors in English 1-2, have worked out an
’orientation' of the Freshman mind and an 'integration* of Freshman
knowledge which we believe is a workable, teachable answer to the needs
which the Humanities Course proposes to fill. We have developed our
methods of orientation and integration by actual class-room teaching, and
we use these methods every day that we teach. English 1-2, therefore,
might well be officially designated as the Introduction to the Liberal Arts
which it in fact is for those who take it now" [quoted in Kennedy 184].
Theodore Baird told me, however, that Gail Kennedy was insistent upon the
humanities course and wanted to model it after the famous great books
course organized at Columbia in the 1920s [see also Kennedy 57]. As Baird
told me, "we wrangled and we wrangled over that, and we said, 'Let us
teach the literature, and give us five hours a week, instead of having two
courses, three hours and three hours.'" The eventual outcome, as it was
reported in 1954, was that Kennedy prevailed and from 1947 on, English 1
was scheduled to meet three times and Humanities 1 twice each week
during the fall semester. This frequency of meetings was reversed during
the spring semester, with English 2 meeting twice and Humanities 2 thrice
weekly [Kennedy 229].
Although the New Curriculum was formally adopted by the Amherst
faculty in late 1945, its implementation was delayed for two years in order to
give time both for the college to readjust to peacetime conditions and for the
faculty to plan the mandated new courses [191]. A complication arose when
the number of potential students seeking admission to the college after the
war was swelled by hosts of returning veterans. The class admitted in 1946
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was, at 400 students, nearly twice as large as the class admitted in 1940
had been [176, 191]. Whereas a total of only 850 students had been
enrolled at the college in 1940-41, 1163 were enrolled in 1947-48, and 1201
in 1948-49. Meanwhile, those attempting to plan the new science course
stumbled over a number of disagreements with the result that Science 1-2
did not finally gel until Arnold Arons was appointed to the faculty in 1952 and
made co-chairman of the course [209]. Still another planning problem was
posed by the fact that the proposed course load for freshmen was unusually
heavy [185]. No one knew whether the class admitted in 1947-48, the first
to encounter the New Curriculum, would be able to handle its requirements,
but according to those who reviewed the New Curriculum in 1954, “the
students did it. They did it because they had the ability, were challenged by
the difficulty, and took a self-conscious pride in themselves as 'guinea pigs'"
[197], According to the same report, “the whole college gradually went over
to the new program, freshman year seemed comparatively less difficult and
the student body came to take a matter-of-course attitude toward the harder
work" [191]. Students who had hit the ground running alter World War II not
only took Amherst's demands in stride, they established a pace for their
successors to follow. Perhaps it is not too much to suggest that cold war
militancy may also have operated to keep standards high.
In the English department, Professor Baird worked with his staff of
eight instructors, some of whom were freshly returned from the battlefield, in
order to adjust English 1-2 to the requirements of the New Curriculum. Two
documents which Baird wrote in 1946-47 indicate the nature of his
preparations for the transition. The first of these is a three-page statement
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which Baird wrote for the Committee on Publicizing the New Curriculum J
The second is a 24-page memorandum on “English 1-2, History and
Content"2 which Baird circulated to his staff in August of 1946.
In his public statement, Baird addressed the ’two Big Ideas" of the
New Curriculum, asserting that English 1-2 employed the laboratory method
and promoted the integration of knowledge. He declared that "English 1-2 is
entirely a laboratory course. There are no lectures and the student does no
required reading. Each student supplies his own subject matter for writing.
That is, we ask the student to put into English what he has learned, both in
and outside the classroom" [1]. Baird contended that Amherst College "is a
universe of languages, among which English happens to be the common
medium of communication" [2]. He concluded that for the Amherst
freshman, at least, communication ought to be possible. He ought to be able
to talk and write about his experience with games and machines, with
biology and chemistry and history and economics in such a way that a
person of ordinary intelligence can understand him. In this belief English 1-2
operates, that in the act of expression knowledge can be unified" [3].
Baird’s longer staff memorandum is, in effect, a practical blueprint for
the course. It consists of a ten-page overview of the history of English 1-2,
Baird’s comments on its methods and objectives, and a list of assignments
for the coming year. Baird had for the first time employed the practice,
which he and others would repeat, of drafting the assignment sequence over
the summer. He describes the year ahead as a transition into the new
curriculum, during which "interlude" the members of the English 1-2 staff
would be responsible for teaching some 480 freshmen [2].
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Baird resists articulating his theoretical assumptions. He informs his
staff that "English 1-2 is not a body of metaphysical propositions, a system
of logic and epistemology, complete, final and known as the truth. It is not a
content course in which teachers transmit the laws, rules, principles of
writing" [1]. Rather, it is "an instrument, created by purposeful effort, to do a
particular thing, a means to an end, a force to motivate action. The logical
sequence on which we operate could be expressed in a lecture or two, and
our slow advance is our way ... of grounding principles in the writer’s mind
so that they will occur spontaneously when needed" [8]. The object of
student writing, Baird asserts, should be "the relating, the adjusting of ideas,
of the new to the old," and "learning something." This learning experience,
he seems to have perceived, could be undermined if he or his staff were
explicitly to define the central processes of the course. In this 1946
memorandum, Baird enjoins his staff, as he would continue to do, not to give
students ready-made answers. He insists, "see to it they make the
comments. Don't tell them things" [9]. He likens the role of a writing teacher
to that of an athletic coach who attempts to create "situations in practice
which will form habits of successful performance" [1],
Baird prefaces his historical survey by stating that English 1-2 had
evolved through trial and error over the period of eight years [1]. As the
director of the course, he had always believed that it should be possible for
writing teachers to communicate, cooperate, and even learn from one
another [2]. He says that he and those who helped him develop the course
learned early on that "we should always make our own exercises and find
our own examples." Baird is careful to give credit to the most senior of his
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colleagues, noting that the course took a positive turn when G. Armour Craig
proposed having students draw for writing material upon whatever they were
learning in their other courses [5]. Arguing that it took another turn during
the war years when teachers found that "assignments dealing with
techniques learned outside the schoolroom were unusually successful" [7],
Baird remarks specifically on "R.A. Brower's assignments dealing with the
order of actions in a technique" [8].
At the conclusion of his survey, Baird states that "English 1-2 now
takes this shape: term 1, students write on subjects relating to particular
actions which they have performed outside the classroom; term 2, the
students write on subjects derived from their courses in Amherst" [8]. He
then lists 29 assignments for English 1 during the coming fall semester and
18 of the 32 needed for English 2 in the spring. He circulated his preliminary
list to his colleagues with the express hope that they, working together,
would modify and improve it. He informed them that English 1-2 was "self
supporting entirely," it employed no textbook, and that this set of
assignments, which they would use in common, was intended to provide "the
material for our classes." Each teacher was to make an assignment, read
the papers his students wrote in response to it, and select exemplary
paragraphs or whole papers to mimeograph, distribute, and discuss with his
students at the next class period [9].
The intensive pattern which developed was for one assignment to be
collected, another given, and a third discussed at each class meeting. A
teacher who taught on a Monday, Wednesday, Friday schedule for example,
began a Wednesday class by collecting the papers written to the assignment
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he had given on Monday. He then distributed mimeographed copies of
specimen papers he had collected on Monday. These in-class "publications"
were, for the most part, handled anonymously, and the point was for the
class to judge how well each author had faced the question put to him. At
the end of the hour, the teacher gave a new assignment, which he expected
his students to complete for Friday. Each teacher gave three assignments
per week for eleven weeks, then assigned a long paper and administered a
final exam. Student responses to these writing tasks were not graded. As
Baird explained to his staff in a memorandum dated September 15, 1946,
"We do not put grades on their papers. We do correct and make
comments. We do give grades when Dean asks for them."3
The assignments for the fall of 1946, as listed in Baird's "English 1-2,
History and Content" [see note #2] are sequenced, starting and following
from somewhere and moving somewhere else. Their nominal subject is
"technique," and they call upon students to describe the experience of
performing a physical action. Baird advises his colleagues to proceed by
encouraging students to "tell what you did, you can always tell what you did,
- that is, if you know what you did." He notes that “the most sensible
comment for many of the student's papers, week after week, will be that he
doesn't know what he is talking about" [10]. The first few assignments in the
sequence, Baird says, are designed to get the course going by encouraging
the student to think about his audience and the context for his writing. On
the first day of class, each student will be asked to make a list of subjects,
derived from his experience outside the classroom, that he feels confident he
knows about. He is then to select one in which he can claim special
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expertise. The next assignment will ask him to demonstrate or display the
expertise which he claims. In case any student cherishes the illusion that the
kind of writing he learned in high school is going to work in English 1, Baird
directs his fellow teachers to spend the critical third class period disabusing
him of the notion. He suggests his colleagues use specimen papers from
their classes to develop the question of what is and is not a manageable
subject for a paper. He suggests they also discuss "themewriting," or the
"write anything about anything for anybody” kind of paper [10]. Anticipating
that the majority of students at this point in the semester will merely be
writing themes, Baird directs his colleagues to nip themewriting in the bud.
In the fourth assignment of his sequence, Baird asks the student to
"write a paper on an action you have repeatedly performed with distinction"
and to "tell exactly how you performed this action on a particular occasion."
In the fifth assignment, Baird asks him to tell what he did to leam to perform
this action. Then Baird asks him to write about an action he performed once
but was not able to repeat. At the following class, the student is first
informed that an action which can be repeated is a "technique" and one
which can not is a "fluke," then asked to select fresh examples of techniques
and flukes, to describe experiences of each type, and to list any differences
between them. A few days later, each student has to describe a situation
when he learned a particular action from a coach or teacher and then to
explain how he knows he has learned this action. Conversely, he has to
describe an occasion on which he taught something to someone else. He is
then asked to point out things which are unteachable and to contrast them
with things which can be taught.
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Several years later, in an article which he published in 1952 in the
Amherst alumni magazine, Baird recounted what happened in the fall of 1946
when a student attempted to describe what he did to serve a tennis ball.
According to Baird, the student "knows he knows what he is writing about,
yet as he begins to address himself to his subject he immediately encounters
the inescapable fact that his consciousness of his own action contains a
large area of experience quite beyond his powers of expression. The
muscular tensions, the rhythm of his body as he shifts his weight, above all
the feel of the action by which he knows a stroke is good or bad almost
before the ball leaves the racket, all this and much more lies beyond his
command of language, and rendered almost speechless he produces a
mess." The way out of this dilemma, Baird says, is for the student to
recognize "that a part or an element of his experience can be communicated
to another person when he isolates the order in which he throws the ball into
the air, raises his racket, and so on, and that the order of his action as
distinguished from the action itself is the subject of his writing. The student
may even perceive that between the order of movements as he sees them
and the order of words in a sentence some relation can be made, and that
when he has made this relation he knows what he is talking about" ["The
Freshman English Course" 195].
Only the order of action, Baird suggested in August of 1946, can be
taught ["English 1-2, History and Content" 14; see note #2]. Order and the
composition of order, rather than "technique," had clearly been the true
subject of his assignments all along. Toward the end of the semester, Baird
asked each student to describe and explain a particular order he knew how
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to make. He also asked him to describe a mess. In a subseries of
assignments on order in the library, which was an early example of a similar
subseries used each fall [see Appendix A, assignments 29-32], the student
had to consider the relation between the Dewey Decimal System and the
physical movements made in using or maintaining the library. At the end of
the semester, Baird asked students to make a lexicon for the course. He
also asked them, in a final long paper, to reflect on their intellectual
experience by summarizing the semester's work and expressing whatever
sense they had made of it.
In his August 1946 staff memorandum, Baird did not give a fully
detailed outline for English 2 in the spring. He proposed asking students to
write about their learning in each of the four areas of the social sciences,
mathematics, the laboratory sciences, and English. His purpose, he said,
was not to ’’cover" these subjects but to draw upon them for material for
writing. The teacher’s role, he suggested, would be to ask students to
define each subject in terms of its appropriate language and, drawing on
concepts developed by physicist P.W. Bridgman, of the operations
necessary for generating knowledge in that field [16].
Baird proposes to begin the spring series by connecting with what the
student has already learned about technique and by asking him to "make a
list of techniques used in a particular course at Amherst." As at the
equivalent stage of the first semester, Baird expects this first assignment to
yield papers referring "to the experience of going to any school, at almost
any level, anywhere." It will be necessary, Baird assumes, “to demonstrate
to the student the inadequacy of the language he uses" and once again to
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nip themewriting in the bud [17]. Alter a series of beginning assignments
aimed at clearing the air "by making it unnecessary to continue certain

arguments with individual students" [18], Baird launches into his assignments
on the social sciences. Students are asked to list and classify the technical
terms in a passage describing the Connecticut River Valley. They are asked
to make a list of key words for a history course. They have to select an
historical period, give its terminal dates, and then justify these dates. They
have to go to a particular building on the campus or in the town, determine
its period, and defend their judgments. They are told that "the average
rainfall in Amherst for the month of June is 3.75 inches" and asked to explain
what this sentence means. They are given a collection of statistics arranged
in long columns and asked to "write a paragraph in English without using
figures on a subject you have arrived at by 'studying' these figures." Finally,
they are asked to write a paper expressing their "conclusions about a) the
language a historian uses, b) the operation the language stands for" [20],
In August of 1946, Baird had not yet worked out sequences for
mathematics, laboratory science, or English in much detail, but the
assignments on these subjects which were actually used the following spring
followed the pattern Baird had worked out for the sequence on history.4
The spring of 1947 was anomalous, in point of fact, because the proposed
new humanities course was not yet being taught and English 2 classes met
three times instead of twice weekly as they would the following year [Louis
67]. A typical English 2 assignment series from any of the early New
Curriculum years consisted of only 22 assignments in two subject areas,
history and science, rather than four. Series for English 1, which met thrice
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a week, continued to carry the full 33 assignments per semester. In most
other respects, although new assignment sequences were generated each
year, English 1-2 continued to operate according to the model established in
1946/47.
As Armour Craig remembers, “what we would do in the first semester
is work out an approach to putting the world of experience into a world of
words." The objective was to get students "to hitch control of their words to
the control of their actions, where they know what they are doing." Craig
added that "It turned out that they really knew quite a lot if 'know1 means
'know how.'" In the second semester, he continued, “we would say to these
freshmen in effect, 'All right, while we have been working out this way of
talking about writing and reading, you have been taking a lot of other
courses.' (Because they all did take other courses, and we knew what they
were and what they were doing.)" Craig explained that he and his
colleagues would ask, "'Can you tell me what you do when you do history?
What are some key terms? . . . Where do you find a key term? How do you
find it?'" He added, There was obviously an autobiographical dimension to
this because they were writing about *what I do when I do,' and as one very
bright student said in a piece that he wrote in, I suppose, the late 1950s,
What you are really asking us in this course is: What do you know? How do
you know you know it? How do you say it?' He was right."
The standard classroom procedure, Craig explained, was to "pass
out samples of the writing that was handed in last time. We would begin by
saying, ’Do these samples face the questions that were put to you by that
last assignment?'" Craig said that the point was to get each author to look
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at "his, it was all 'his1 in those days, paper in a slightly different register. It
was then, so to speak, 'published.'" He added, "We never put a name on
them," but he noted that since "the sections were not all that large, soon
everybody got to know who was who. But again, what mattered was the
performance, and that is what the students were judging." He noted that
students had "come to us with very strange and very harmful presuppositions
about language . . . What we tried to direct their attention towards was
language as that which controls your experience."
Among the junior instructors who taught the assignment series on
“technique" in the fall of 1946 was William Walker Gibson.5 Gibson was one
of a number of new faculty members hired at Amherst College immediately
after the war. He says that in the postwar climate, the job market was such
that "I could have had six jobs by just writing an appropriate letter, and
clearly the most attractive one was the one at Amherst." Gibson had
graduated from Yale in 1940, but unlike Craig, who was only slightly older
but who had remained in civilian ranks due to his employment in what was
called a "sheltered occupation", Gibson spent the war years in the military.
He was a poet, and he says, "There again, I was sort of lucky. Magazines
at that time were crying for someone in uniform who was reasonably literate.
Early on, The New Republic ran a soldier's verse contest, where it was
perfectly clear that the writers and the subjects were going to be military,
and I won." This distinction and a fair list of published poems enabled
Gibson, immediately after he was demobilized in the fall of 1945, to qualify
for a small graduate fellowship at the Iowa Writers Workshop. Gibson spent
a year at Iowa but because he and his wife already had two children and
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because "the prospect of going on for a doctorate was not only forbidding,
but almost impossible," he began writing job inquiry letters. In April of 1946,
he was invited to interview at Amherst College for a job that would pay him
$3000 a year. He says he thought of the college as "a prestigious, rich
boys' school, and I was not far wrong." He says, "I certainly knew nothing
about English 1 whatever; I had never heard of Baird." He met Baird when
he arrived for his interview and remembers "he tried his best, though he must
have done this a million times to a million candidates over the years, to
communicate to me what was up. But I'm sure I didn't get it; I didn't get it at
all. In fact from my point of view I was being hired to teach juniors and
seniors something about the writing of poetry and fiction. That was my
center, and if they insisted, I would teach a section of freshmen because
that was what apparently they expected me to do and that would be part of
the deal. It probably took me a couple of years to realize that I had the cart
before the horse, that the real center of excitement here was in that
freshman course."
By November 2, 1946, on which date he wrote a letter to Baird,6
Gibson was reporting of his section of English 1, "The first few weeks have
been pretty exciting, and the next few promise to be more so." He wrote
Baird in a spirit of collegiality in order to tell him about "a technique' l used
recently in my English 1 section." Gibson's technique had been to have
students rewrite, in class, "a mimeographed example of a particularly bad
paper — bad in a certain useful way, that is." The example was a paper on
a technique for teaching swimming. When the students had finished their
task, Gibson "had several of the boys read their versions aloud. They all
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wanted to expand the original, but since I didn’t let them, and in fact limited
them to the actual material of the original, they were forced to see that the
story was incomplete. Those few who claimed to know what was being
talked about, I made act out the stroke. The conflicts were delicious."
Years later when I talked to Baird about his memories of collaborative
teaching, he said, "It was fun just to hear someone tell how he had a good
class. You got a view of somebody like Bill Gibson. He was a wonderful
teacher and very ingenious."
Collaboration in a particular and limited sense was a structural feature
of English 1-2. It took certain forms, however, and not others. Instructors
did not teach together, nor did they observe one another's performance in
the classroom. Walker Gibson told me that neither Baird nor anyone else
ever sat in on one of his classes. Nor did Gibson ever visit one of Baird's.
Gibson speculated that "maybe it was felt that it would be frightening to
people, and it would have been; it would have been threatening." The
collaborative exchanges which did occur, Gibson says, "took place at staff
meetings." Gibson describes the staff meetings, which were held on a
regular weekly basis, as "semi-religious gatherings" and says that "you were
there without fail." Armour Craig says, "I will never forget the day when
Professor Baird said during a staff meeting, What do you need to fix a
motorcycle?' You need a language. You need words. Here's all this funny
looking metal, but how do you know it’s a motorcycle? How do you know it's
a motor? Why isn’t it a radiator? What you need is terms with which to
distinguish features of this blur." Craig added that the staff meetings were
"a wonderful experience. It was the only place, the only place certainly in
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the Amherst English department, in which people would risk real differences,
real misunderstandings, then try to get them straight." Baird said, "I don’t
think there was any other department [at Amherst College] where there was
that kind of exchange."
According to Baird, "we had a meeting once a week, and it would last
for an hour and a half, an hour sometimes. And at the beginning of each
term, a teacher was given a complete set of assignments, so that he could
sit down and work them out for himself in his own mind - what was the
direction this writing would take? And he had this opportunity for reflection.
Then, each week he came in to a meeting with this complete set of
assignments and we would discuss the phrasing, the appropriateness, the
intention, and the likelihood of any success in the next three assignments for
the next week." Baird added that often assignments "were rephrased, they
were even rewritten, or they were even rejected" ["Reflections" 23-24]. On
another occasion he told me, "We'd argue about how an assignment should
be phrased. Somebody was always adding a comma somewhere."
Instructors sometimes brought in sample student papers. According to
Baird, "Another thing we did at these meetings was to say, 'Now this is a
paper I have just read and I am going to use it, it is mimeographed, and I'm
going to use it in my next class,' or 'I used it in my last class, and this is how
I handled it.'" Baird has claimed that from this kind of exchange it was
possible to "learn something, and you would go away and say, Yes, I can
see how he did that and that's worth doing" ["Reflections" 23].
One member of the staff would generally have been given the
responsibility over the summer of drafting the complete set of assignments
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for the coming fall. Once the term began, he would find himself at staff
meetings in the position of having to explain and defend his thinking. Gibson
says of the experience of writing the assignments, "one did that with the
sense that someone was looking over his shoulder." Baird says, "Making a
sequence was hard. You start somewhere with a question: what is a
machine, what is a mask, what is history, what is a game, etc. etc. Then
you work it out with what examples you can think of, for 25 or 30
assignments. This is hard work and you have to face a staff of eight or ten
people who will tell you they don't see what you 'mean,' that you don't know
how to punctuate, that they don't see where this leads or how it follows.
There you are, and your assignment may be quite altered at the end of the
hour and you have to accept that. This was not always pleasant to your
ego" [letter to R. Varnum, 4 May 1991].
Baird says, "I always hoped that others would make these
assignments, and this was from my point-of-view, less successful. There
was always the problem of getting them to do them on time" ["Reflections"
25]. In a June 18, 1948 letter to Walker Gibson,7 Baird complained, "From
my point-of-view I have done much more than I should do." Recalling one
staff member's particularly dismal performance, he declared, "I'll never
forget the day we met, the day before classes began in the fall, to receive
an outline of the first month’s work, and we were told that this fellow had
been too busy (quarreling with his wife) to get anything ready for us. There
we were. There we sat. A common responsibility makes friction
sometimes." Such problems aside, Baird's younger colleagues did share in
the responsibility for writing the assignments. An instructor named Frank
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Poland wrote a series on machines for the fall of 1947. Armour Craig wrote
a series on apprenticeship for the fall of 1949. Indeed Craig, who thinks he
may have written as many as fifteen or twenty series, wrote more
assignments than anyone except Baird himself.
Some of the sequences Baird remembers writing personally are those
on "what or who was your 'true self?," "what is a conviction?," "what is good
English," and "what does it mean to learn?" ["Reflections" 25]. His younger
colleague, William Pritchard, told me that of the many sequences which were
used for English 1-2, Baird's tended to be "the most inventive." Craig
concurred, noting that "the most inventive pedagogical imagination that I
certainly have ever encountered is that of Theodore Baird." Baird himself
observed that "I don't think anybody ever took this course as seriously as I
did. I took it seriously - ALL the time. I put my best mind, such as it was,
to this simple thing" ["Reflections" 26].
Baird says he had a "formula" for making assignments. He says, "I
would take a general proposition of some kind, or to put it more exactly, I
would take a question. The great thing I learned from [Oxford philosopher
R.G.] Collingwood was that you had to learn how to ask a question. And the
question I asked was simply something like this: What is a conflict?' And
then I would go on from there and say, 'Have you ever felt any conflict?' and
What was it like when you felt conflict?' Or I would say, What were you
arguing about?,' What was the issue?,' 'How did you address yourself?,’
'How did you feel?,' and so on." Baird adds that "We had a whole semester
on conflict" and that "it was very interesting because there were students in
my class who said, 'I have never known conflict.' Now I would like to have
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somebody tell me what a teacher does when a student says something like
that" [-Reflections" 24].
Craig says that a typical assignment instruction was to “Do thus and
so about X; describe as thoroughly and carefully as you can what you did
when you did something about X.“ Craig adds, "we would always at the end
say, 'Now define X.'" He remembers that "we frequently had assignments
that asked one way or another, 'You are in a situation where you're at a
loss. What does it feel like? How do you know you're at a loss?' Or in a
situation in which you don't understand something that somebody says to
you, what is the experience of not understanding? What is the experience of
being at an impasse? How does this differ from the experience in which you
were stuck, but you got out of it? How did you get out of it?- Craig says he
always told students, Hl am not going to ask you to talk about your sexual or
religious experiences; all I am asking you to talk about is your experience as
a student, as somebody who is trying to know."
Walker Gibson agrees that the staff did not mean for students to
write about "How I Hated My Father." According to Gibson, the
assignments did mean "you had to go back to your experience and analyze it
in a way that you never had before. Sports, of course, are great for this
because we get so that we can excel at a sport or at least do it
competently. We can be competent at a sport and utterly unconscious of
what we're doing." Gibson imagined "it would be very difficult to get [tennis
star Andre] Agassi to say what he does when he serves, because it's just a
routine for him."
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Gibson contributed assignments from time to time and remembers
“the kind of imagination and excitement that we young guys would be stirred
up to, so that we would write some additional assignments.- During his first
year teaching the course, in the spring of 1947, he wrote several questions
for the mini-series on English. In one of these assignments, which seems to
derive from I.A Richards' experiments with protocols, Gibson asks students
to “Read two mimeographed passages. Both are printed in prose form, but
actually one is a poem. Decide which is the poem, . . . How did you
decide?- Gibson suggests to his colleagues that “With proper secrecy, and
ambiguous passages, two-thirds of the boys ought to get this wrong. What
is a poem anyway?-8 Years later, when I asked Gibson about this final
aside to his colleagues, he didn't remember specifically having said such a
thing, but he conceded, “that sounds like an English 1 instruction." He then
suggested self-mockingly that I might use it as a “little frontispiece remark
for your whole thesis: With any luck two-thirds of them will get it wrong.' If
two-thirds of them got it right,- he added, “we would have to give up."
The staff seems to have assumed it was necessary to demonstrate
to students, who tended alter all to be bright, that they did not know as
much as they may have thought. In his article on "Theodore Baird," Gibson
remarked that in the first several assignments of any English 1 or 2
sequence, students generally “floundered and fell all over themselves. Such
floundering in the early stages was expected and indeed necessary. (If the
students had been able to answer such questions wisely during the first
week of the course, there would be no need to continue)" [141]. in his
conversations with me, Craig made a similar point, observing that there had
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been and always would be many students who "don't want to know anything.
They want a finishing school. They want to be given the manners and the
verbal behavior that will convince the prospective employer that they are
from the highest eighth of the country." When I asked Craig how he had
dealt with such students, he said, "I gave them Cs and Ds." He said many
English 1-2 students assumed it was necessary "to talk pretty about
metaphor" and they used to ask, "What do you want, Sir? Do you want me
to talk about metaphor." Craig said that in fact "the papers that we praised,
the writing that we praised, was a real passage in the sense that the 'I,' the
agent, moved from one place to another in his or her terminology."
Gibson wrote a series of science assignments for the spring of 1954
on wind and the use of a wind anemometer.9 The first three tasks Gibson
gave students in this series were to "Look out the window and make an
observation about direction and force of the wind," to "Describe everything
you looked at in order to make this observation," and to "Define
observation." Later he asked students to go “to the weather shelter in front
of the Biology Building and read wind direction and velocity from the
instruments there." He asked them to contrast the language they used in
reporting on this activity to what they used in reporting the earlier
observations they had made from their windows. In the sixth assignment in
his series, Gibson asked students to "Build your own anemometer. Use
paper clips, cardboard, thumb tacks, pencil stubs, or anything your ingenuity
can devise. (You must bring your anemometer to class.) Write a careful
account of just what your plan of building was, how you proceeded, and
what your difficulties were." Next, Gibson asked them to "Run a series of
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tests with your anemometer in which you invent and use a Scale of
Measurement. Explain carefully the terms of your scale, and describe some
readings." He also asked them to explain what it was that their scales
measured and to say whether or not they thought their activities had been
scientific. Then, after informing them that a scientist "doesn't just make
observations; he makes sentences, with subjects and verbs," Gibson asked
them how they might go about making their activities scientific.
When I asked Gibson about these assignments, he said, "I remember
I interviewed Arnold Arons a couple of times to do that. I think it was maybe
ten or twelve assignments in which the big moment was the manufacture of
your own anemometer. And then of course you make your own system for
it, and the only difference between the system that the kids make and miles
per hour is a communications matter. The kids' systems were private, that's
all.’10
Arnold Arons, whom Gibson interviewed in order to write the
anemometer assignments, had come to Amherst College in 1952 to teach
physics and to reorganize Science 1-2, the required freshman course in
science. Baird has said that English 1-2 "received a great deal of support
when Arnold Arons came here and taught Science 1. I think this must have
been one of the very few colleges in the United States where the English
course for freshmen was not hostile and was, you might say, in harmony
with a science course" ["Reflections" 26]. Baird told me that he and Arons
"got on well together, and I would always give him our set of assignments."
Arons himself wrote an account of Science 1-2 for Gail Kennedy's 1955
report on the New Curriculum in which he said "every opportunity is taken to
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show them [students] how the growth and use of language in science Is a
special application of the general concepts which are concurrently being
developed in the freshman English course. The student is required (in
parallel with the English department) to formulate statements entirely on his
own in precise words which will make sense to other individuals. The
English course is frequently referred to during our classes, and mention of
the science course arises with increasing frequency in the English section
meetings. This carry over has produced clearly visible effects in student
morale and attitude toward both courses and is proving to be a powerful
educational force" [211-212].
In a 1987 letter he wrote from Seattle to the editor of the Amherst
alumni magazine, Arons explicitly included himself among "those who were
significantly influenced by Baird and English 1-2" [26]. He said that upon his
arrival in Amherst in September 1952, "One of the first things I did was to
call Ted Baird and ask for information about English 1-2. Ted immediately
invited me to [his home on] Shays Street. We sat down in that beautiful
living room, with its outlook on the surrounding trees, and he cordially and
considerately tried to tell me about the enterprise." Arons recalled Baird’s
saying “that I would recognize the English 1-2 approach as essentially
operational. He mentioned Bridgman and, I believe, Korzybski." Arons
added that "From that point on, for the remainder of my sixteen years at
Amherst, he [Baird] regularly and conscientiously sent me draft copies of the
planned English 1-2 assignments for each semester" [26]. Arons
acknowledged that “From the English assignments, I learned a great deal
about the teaching of my own course. I learned how to ask better questions
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leading the students into confrontation with operational definition. I improved
the questions intended to lead them into explaining steps of reasoning and
interpretation. I learned how to write fruitful term paper assignments. (I had
previously tended to fall into the common trap of leaving such assignments
far too open and general so that the students had no focus and merely
floundered around. I began to see how it was possible to structure an
assignment in such a way as to provide a framework for serious thought yet
still allow diversity of approach and insight.) Most significantly, however, I
learned from those end-of-course assignments how fruitful it was to invite
students to reflect on their own intellectual experience" [27].
P.W. Bridgman's concept of the operational definition, as Arons
notes, underlay much English 1-2 pedagogy. Gibson tells a version of a
story, which I heard also from other informants and which illustrates both
Baird's use of operational definitions and his teaching style. According to
Gibson, Baird “taught by the force of his personality." Gibson says Baird
"enjoyed circus tricks. He would take a wastebasket, turn it upside down, sit
on it, and then he would say, What's that?' And the kids of course would
say, That's a wastebasket, Sir.' And of course he was trying to get them to
give an operational definition. This isnt a wastebasket; it's a bench.'"
Gibson then told me about the time Baird entered his classroom through a
window: "the idea, of course, was that the window was a door."
When I asked Gibson about his own experience teaching English 1-2,
he said "it was a terrific struggle to begin with, not only for me but for other
young people. It was very difficult to see through what we were getting at,
the distinction for instance between a dictionary definition and an operational
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definition, and without using fancy vocabulary like that, how to dramatize that
difference for students. I remember that first year early on, finally stumbling
on some revelation about what an operational definition could do, and that
was a kind of break-through for me. I guess I could say I was learning with
the kids." According to Gibson, the English 1-2 staff simply wanted to know
what observations underlay any statement. "When you say, ’those rabbits
are afraid,' what are you looking at? How are you measuring afraidness?
It's a devastating technique, really." He admitted that he had found the
operational approach "congenial" and that it "taught me to be more
suspicious of my own pretension, not just my students' pretension, but my
own. If we're saying that your meaning depends upon what you are doing,
the way you are using a particular word, then that leads to a consciousness
of self and the operations that the self is going through as it tries to make
language, and that leads to more scrutiny of the speaking voice." Gibson
discovered it was useful to ask: "What kind of voice do you want to come on
with? If you come on with a voice that is making just a little fun of its own
language, then you are in a more amiable position toward your subject and
toward your audience and maybe in an easier position to maintain, if you are
careful, than if you are solving the world's problems with every statement
you make. For me, voices are all creative acts. English 1-2 embodied a
whole attitude toward language, with the underlying assumption that we live
in the world we make in language, and if that is true, then it is our
responsibility to think a little about how we are expressing ourselves."
Baird made a similar point to me about the need for cultivating an
awareness of the self as a user of language. In the course of our
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discussion, he also showed me the use of operational definitions,
demonstrated something of his pedagogical style, revealed a good measure
of the playfulness that underlies his verbal thrusting and parrying, and taught
me an important lesson about myself as an historian. He and I were sitting
in his living room on Shays Street, on a May afternoon, looking out at Mount
Norwottuck in the Holyoke Range to the south. I asked him about a series
of English 1 assignments in which students were asked to look at the
Holyoke Range and explain what they saw. "As I understand it," I said,
"your point about looking at the mountains is that whatever you see defines
you. If you see Triassic Age arkose, you define yourself as a geologist."
"That’s right," he replied.
I said I had gone hiking on Mount Norwottuck the previous Sunday.
The weather had been beautiful, and along the trail I had seen lady’s slippers
and honeysuckle azaleas in full bloom. "When I look at Mount Norwottuck
and see flowers," I asked, "am I defining myself as a hiker?"
"No, you are defining yourself as a botanist or a horticulturist or
something. You seem to think that being a hiker is a definite operation," he
growled. "Well it is, but hikers don't see flowers; hikers hike."
"Can’t they also see flowers?"
"Of course they can do both," he conceded, "but then they are using
different language. You are a multiple personality depending on your use of
language."
I asked him if using operational definitions meant you had to strip
terms down to their bare essentials. Was that what he was saying when he
defined a hiker as one who hikes?
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"A hiker can also be a landscape painter, or whatever, but when he's
a hiker, he hikes. What I have been hoping you would see was that in this
course we had a definite view of language. This is what we were getting at
with all our assignments. You use language to place yourself in the world.
'Where am I?' — that is the question."
"Are you saying language is the means of running orders through
chaos?"
"Yes, yes exactly!" he beamed. "Various orders are run by various
languages. This view of language was not accepted by all our students of
course."
Emboldened by having scored a point, I asked, "Could a hiker have
weak knees as I do? I can tell you that when I hike, I am aware of my
knees. But that's not part of what it means to be a hiker, is it?"
"Of course a hiker can have weak knees. He can even wear
spectacles," he said, adjusting his own. The richer your vocabulary, the
richer the hike. A hiker can be an immortal soul for all I know. I dont know
why anyone would want to define himself as a hiker for very long."
"I could define myself as a seeker then, or as someone open to the
experience of wonder."
"That's better," he approved. "Or be an immortal soul. Aren't you an
immortal soul?" Then, almost as though I were a member of the club, he
confided, "The problem is, when you face a class of freshmen, you find they
are not used to playing with language. They don't have that sense of play. I
would say the purpose of our course was to make their lives richer."
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In the breathless immediacy of our situation, I was happy simply to
have acquitted myself as well as I had. But later, as I was driving home, I
had time to reflect on the way my own life and sense of profession has been
enriched by my contacts with this grand and fierce old master. A statement
he had made in the context of a 1968 assignment series rang in my ears: "In
order to see anything at all you will have to define yourself to yourself. Who
is this that is doing the looking?"11 Knowing that I was looking at more than
Mount Norwottuck, I felt the question as a personal challenge. I
acknowledged being bothered, as a woman and as a writing teacher whose
attempt has been to nurture student writing, by the aggressiveness of the
stance which Baird seems to have adopted. But at the same moment I also
acknowledged my envy of his intellectual and pedagogical authority. It
occurred to me that if I had been, as I never could have been, an eighteenyear-old female in one of Baird's sections in the 1950s, I would have been
hard pressed to stand up to his teaching. But if I had been a young male
with an appropriate prep school background, I might have stood the test.
(Or maybe I wouldn't have, and if not, that would have hurt.) But I might
have done it. As a 41-year-old woman, I could almost taste the experience
my boy-self might have had.
Nor was this the first time that Baird had given me a taste of the
phenomena I was trying to describe. He seemed to want me to leam by
doing. He repeatedly urged me to trying writing a sequence of assignments,
but I never did. Then he tried giving me an assignment. He told me to go to
the Emily Dickinson house in downtown Amherst and to "Look at it. What do
you see? Define 'Looking at a poet’s residence'" [letter to R. Vamum, 6
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Dec. 1990]. I went to the house and wrote him a three-page account of my
visit, carefully distinguishing between those things I had seen with my own
eyes, things which had been told to me by my guide, and things I had
inferred through my knowledge of Dickinson’s poetry and temporal period. I
tried also to indicate my operating principles as an historian. I said I
believed that "empathy" must characterize the historian's relation to a human
subject [letter to T. Baird, 13 Dec. 1990]. Baird's response to my
description of the house was that "the person who saw this building and the
things in it on one floor after another did not know what he was looking at or
did not know how to see what was there to be seen." He said, "You use the
word empathy, as if that could, that word, possibly lead you to the poet."
He also said of my report that "If, speaking as an English 1 teacher I say to
you, it is entirely unsatisfactory you will understand why students felt
frustrated, disgusted, angry with me. So that is something to learn." I was
indeed frustrated and angry. I thought he had failed to see that my
rhetorical purpose had not so much been to describe a house as to establish
a relationship with Theodore Baird. But when I had calmed down, I had to
concede that I truly didn’t know what I meant by "empathy." Baird had said
in his letter, "The plain fact is the person who looks at a poet's residence is
really not able to express much of what he feels. That was (as I see it) the
point of the assignment. And the point of many assignments we made, to
bring the writer to an awareness of the inexpressible"12 [letter to R.
Vamum, 17 Dec. 1990].
I could easily have written Baird off as an ogre. And I might have
done it except that he had made me aware of my limitations and caused me
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to reexamine my responsibility as a language-user and historian. Later, the
process which he had begun in me was heated up when he wrote me that “I
have enough pride, among other emotions, in this teaching to want you to
take the course seriously*' [letter to R. Vamum, 27 Apr. 1991]. It would not
do, I discovered, to hold myself as a detached or sardonic observer. I had
to acknowledge my personal stake in my enterprise.
The genius of English 1-2 is that it was so structured as to lead the
student, as Baird had led me, to experience him- or herself differently. Baird
once told me, "I felt that nothing is more interesting for a teacher than
making it possible - by setting a trap - for a student to talk himself into
something he had not been taught, had not known, could now make an
English sentence about" [letter to R. Vamum, 16 Mar. 1991]. In a July 19,
1960 memorandum,13 Baird explained to his staff that "we are concerned
with placing the student in a position by means of our assignments and
classroom discussion where he may leam something about himself as a
writer. It may be there is not much for him to leam, although this in itself
seems to me to be something. For I believe as a teacher that there may be
some connection between self-knowledge and writing — and everything else
for that matter. I am myself sure of this connection and assert it as an
article of faith. I say, a writer who wants to write may be better off if he
knows who he is." Baird warned his staff that for the student "the question
*Who am I?* can be answered simply by his name, as if that settled the
matter. We ask him to be introspective, to look within for just a moment,
and generally speaking he complies with reluctance. After all, who is this
freshman?. We do pay him the highest compliment, if he only knew it, by
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insisting over and over again that he is an Individual. Who are you? Why
can’t you talk in your own voice?" [3J.
Many Students, however, must have had trouble addressing these
and other English 1 questions. As Baird reported in his 1952 article for the
Amherst alumni magazine, he and his colleagues always had students "who
never recover from the shock of discovering that we are not like the usual
Freshman English course, and they tell us with perfect regularity two or
three times a week throughout the year that they do not understand" ["The
Freshman English Course" 196]. Similarly, in his above-cited July 19, 1960
memorandum, Baird acknowledged “we are dealing with matters that
concern the acutest minds I know." He told his staff that "Every set of
assignments for over twenty years has been one more freshly imagined
attempt to make some communication work between teacher and student.
So we have asked them questions about themselves. Again and again in
different terms we have asked, How do you read? How do you see shapes
and colors? How do you operate a machine or play a game? How do you
solve a math problem? What does it mean to be in conflict with another
person? How do you see the sights as a sightseer? No one I know has
anything more than a tentative answer to any of our questions" [2; see note
#13].
In an introductory description of the course14 which was generally
read aloud on the second day of class, instructors informed their students
that the assignments were not perfunctory, and "you are deceived if they
look easy* [3]. Students learned from this course description that "At
Amherst you will find that the burden of knowledge usually falls on the
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student. Thus in English 1-2 you supply for your writing your own
information, material, whatever you want to call it. After all, you have
received an expensive education, you have probably been taught well, you
have held various jobs and played games, and you have had your own
thoughts and feelings for eighteen years, more or less. This is your
'experience,' and from this seemingly shapeless, yet entirely individual
source, you will derive whatever it is you have to say" [2]. The staff¬
generated language of the course description admonished students that "you
ought to be able to find something in your own past experience to talk about.
If you wait for your teacher to tell you, you will be disappointed" [3]. It
warned them "You may feel at times that you are not being taught what you
ought to be taught, that your teacher does not seem to give you the answers
you seek, but you actually are in a situation where no one knows the
answers" [2].
"No one knows the answers" - the staff of English 1-2 must have
made that statement in all sincerity and modesty. It is a statement,
moreover, which seems to invite the student to assume responsibility for his
own learning. But many students must have been mystified. Baird
acknowledges as much when he tries to account for student opposition to
English 1-2. He says students "found it puzzling. They thought that there
was a mystery." He says students "were always saying, What is it you
want?' And if you said, 'I want nothing,' then they were frustrated and they
complained, and I don't blame them. If after assignment after assignment
they felt that they were not getting on to something, they felt naturally
enough that they were frustrated. And they were. But we all were, in a
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sense. This was the essence of it, that if we hadn't been frustrated, it would
have been just a series of directions about how to write, such as: 'Be clear,
be coherent, and be unified"' ["Reflections" 28],
Although they accounted for it differently, most of the faculty
participants in my study acknowledged that the course had generated a
mystique. Armour Craig told me, "There was always a funny mystique about
this course that there was a secret to it and that some people were in on it.
It was the fact that it was in an academic environment that led people to
believe there must be some secret. But there wasn't." Roger Sale said,
"students thought there was something in the assignments or sequence of
assignments they should catch on to. Non-English faculty thought so as
well." William Pritchard said, "At the best moments, and there were such
moments, you felt as if you were exploring and as if you were thinking about
very important matters, that is the relationship of words to reality, silence to
speech, order to chaos, and all those oppositions that provided so much of
the rhetoric here. And that is why people thought there must be a
philosophy behind this, there must be a secret, if you could only find out the
secret." John Cameron said, "In a very important sense, English 1, using the
student as his own subject, had the effect of investing in the student a sense
of authority over his own writing. Nonetheless in practice, the way in which
that message or that orientation pedagogically was accomplished was
paradoxically authoritative; that is to say, it mystified the process of teaching
writing." Cameron then recited The Secret Sits by Robert Frost:
"We dance round in a ring and suppose,
But the Secret sits in the middle and knows."
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Cameron said Frost’s couplet had been used in an assignment series during
one of the early years in his Amherst career and subsequently was repeated
and remembered in connection with English 1-2. He explained, 'Those of us
who were junior people, including myself, felt that The Secret Sits captured a
sense of the situation created by the course.”15
Cameron, Sale, and Pritchard all belonged to a cohort of young
instructors who arrived at Amherst College in the late 1950s or early 1960s
and who were known collectively as the "seven dwarfs." Another member of
this cohort, although not a participant in my study, was William E. Coles Jr.,
who has done more subsequently than perhaps any other individual to
promote the use of frequent, sequenced writing assignments. Roger Sale,
acknowledging he had been one of the dwarfs, explained, "It was the nonEnglish faculty who used the phrase. I don’t think there was ever a time,
however, when there were seven such people together in the English
department. The phrase must have been applied to a number of people
over the years. I understood it to mean the seven slaves or the seven
imitators."16
Sale came to Amherst College in the fall of 1957. Pritchard and
Cameron arrived the following year. Before even Sale arrived, however,
Walker Gibson had left Amherst to direct the teaching of freshman
composition at the Washington Square College of New York University.
Gibson conjectured, "I think in the eleven years I was at Amherst, I probably
learned what I had to learn, and it was time for me professionally to move
on." He told me that "when I left Amherst, I had a sudden burst of creative
energy; I wrote a number of critical articles during the first few months that I
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was out from the wing of Amherst College, which is suggestive, isn't it? I
was probably glad to be free." He added, "any course that’s as highly
disciplined as this one was and that demands such unanimity of purpose
from its contributors, is bound to have a kind of confining effect too."
Despite these last remarks, the single most important point which
Gibson stressed in all his conversations with me was that English 1-2 had
been an exciting course to teach. Once I said to him that what attracted me,
as a researcher, to the course was my sense that it must have been exciting
for both teachers and students. He said, "I can believe that that is a very
hard thing for you to believe. It’s wonderful you said that, and it's crucial for
you to try to have a sense that that indeed was our mood at that time."
My younger faculty informants all testified as well to the aura of
excitement surrounding English 1-2. But in addition to that, they all spoke
candidly about the dynamics of the course and about its mystique. Unlike
Baird, Craig, and Gibson, who have all retired, Pritchard, Cameron, and Sale
are all, as of 1992, still teaching. Pritchard and Cameron both now hold the
rank of professor at Amherst College. Sale is a professor of English at the
University of Washington.
I should note that Sale has been my own teacher. In 1974, I took an
introductory, graduate-level survey of twentieth-century English literature
from him in Seattle. I remember him as a dramatic and compelling
performer, standing before us in his stockinged feet, guzzling water from the
plastic tankard he kept on the podium, and with water droplets glistening
from his beard, expostulating that the two roads which diverged in Frost’s
yellow wood really had been worn "about the same." He called us all by our
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surnames and threw chalk explosively at the blackboard whenever one of us
was so green as, for example, to claim to hear self-satisfaction rather than
self-mockery in the final line of The Road Not Taken.
One of the first things Sale told me when he agreed to let me
interview him about English 1-2 was to "keep in mind that I was very young
when I was at Amherst. I was not yet thirty. In fact, I was not much older
than my students." He came to Amherst after graduating from Swarthmore
and completing a doctorate at Cornell. His years at Amherst were 19571962. He told me that before he arrived at the college, the set of
assignments for the coming fall was sent to him. He said "I didn’t have a
clue as to what I was supposed to make of them or how I was supposed to
go about teaching them. During my first two years it happened a lot that I
didn't know what I was doing with an assignment until I got my students’
papers back." The assignments for the fall of 1957 had been written by
Benjamin DeMott and addressed the question: "What happens at a moment
of education?" Sale said, "I thought this was a wonderful subject; I had
never thought about it before in my life.” He said, "I really felt just like a
student when I arrived at Amherst, but I gradually got better at what I did.
My students took English 1-2 for a year, but I took the course for five
years."
Sale believes that the mystique which the course seemed to generate
was in fact the product of ignorance or inexperience. He explained, "When
you start out teaching, you feel a little bit like an outsider. I think so much of
the mystique about the course was created not by people who were involved
in it, but by people who were observing it. I don’t think that DeMott or Baird
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hid anything to create the class, or that I was a fool for not getting it. It was
simply that they did know what they were doing, at least better than I did,
and they had been through this. And I could see [after] having done it a year
or two, why this happened. It was a lot easier to handle after I had been
through it, after I had seen what you do. For instance, I could see after
maybe two years that in the first ten assignments, you were just waiting
around. I remember saying that to a class, Tm just waiting around for you
people; you're going to do something sooner or later."
Sale remembers that "The excitement for me was in looking at the
students’ papers in class. I found that thrilling. I never had to worry about
making a class go; they went. If once or twice you ask students to discuss
one another's papers in class, the student whose paper is discussed feels
attacked, but if you follow that procedure everyday, no one takes it too
personally. Of course, I always handled the students' papers anonymously.
One of the main things I learned from teaching English 1 was how to read
papers fast." Sale also learned that "One great advantage of asking
students to write a lot is that they stop regarding any one assignment as a
command performance."
Especially during his first couple of years at Amherst, Sale had to
spend a lot of time reading papers. He told me that "early on in my first
semester, Ted said, 'I got down to doing a set in two hours.’ I was taking
about six, and I had two sections. I didn't understand this. I didn't see how
you could possibly do a set of papers in two hours. But at one point, maybe
in my third or fourth year, I did a set in two hours. I didn't even realize I was
doing it. But I could now partly say why - because what happens during the
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course of reading so many papers by each student is that you get to know
the student." He explained that as a semester wore on it became possible
to write nothing more than brief comments on papers, but in order to get to
that point "I have to have done some quite extensive commenting on earlier
papers." He also explained that "early in a term, when a lot of the papers
are very much like each other, instead of making the same comment on
fifteen papers, you can in effect teach one of those fifteen papers and have
all fifteen commented on."
Sale found that staff meetings were not particularly helpful. He said
that staff meetings "were not exciting. Every now and again we would have
a good conversation, but I know that one of the things that disappointed Ted
about English 1 over the years was that the staff meetings didn't generate
the kind of rich conversation I think he would have liked to have had." Sale
said that the agenda for each meeting was to "review the next three
assignments that were coming up. Oftentimes it was half an hour, forty
minutes at most. And I could feel Ted and Armour and maybe DeMott begin
to get restless when they would realize that not much was going to happen
here - 'Let's get home.' And the thing that I think we never did talk about,
and perhaps it was not an appropriate place to talk about it, was the fear or
the confusion of the less experienced teachers. It seemed a place for those
who knew what they were doing."
Sale seems to have adopted the tricky English 1-2 stance of claiming
not to know answers and yet to judge the answers which students gave. He
said, "we always insisted that no one knows more than anyone else. We
didn't necessarily know any more than our students did." He said he learned
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“that you could in the course of a month or six weeks just find ways of
getting people to say, 'I don't know where I am; tell me.'" His response was
always, "No, I'm not going to tell you," and if the student begged again, Tell
me," he would reply, "No, you find out." The result was that "often they
would; often they would." Sale recalled that if a student attempted to
account for "What happens in a moment of education?" by claiming, Then I
learned," the next step was for the instructor to ask, "What happened just
before you learned? Tell me a story." He said, "An awful lot of what we
were doing with them was, Tell me a story,' so that you could describe this,
and then just indicating that you were not going to be satisfied with plump
answers to these questions."
Sale felt reasonably comfortable with the course by the time he
began his second year at Amherst. During his second year, Cameron and
Pritchard joined the English 1-2 staff as new instructors. Sale remembers
going for lunch with Pritchard and asking him, "Have you had a good class
yet?" Sale says, "that probably was a very intimidating question because it
implied, 'Oh, you may think you've had a good class, but I know better than
that; you couldn't have had a good class yet, or you might have had one.'
And I'm sure in that sense I was [doing] something like mimicking something
that one of the older people had said. I too was trying to imply that - I'd
been here just a year longer than Pritchard - but that year had been long
enough for me to be able to say, 'Have you had a good class?' We might
have been doing assignment ten by that point. Pritchard might have
assumed that all kinds of good things had happened, but I was sitting back
and playing Cheshire Cat."
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William Pritchard had been well-groomed for teaching at Amherst
College. He had graduated from the college in 1953 and is the only
participant in my study who experienced English 1-2 both as a student and
as an instructor. He took the course in 1949-50 and says it provided "my
introduction to serious intellectual inquiry" ["Ear Training" 127]. He
remembers that "Armour Craig, who was my instructor, had written the
assignments, which were on the theme of apprenticeship. They had to do
with seeing and knowing, agreeing, order, mistakes, etc. The assignments
were very insistent, harping on a few questions over and over." Pritchard
told me that Craig ‘tended to be somewhat mystifying, I think as a strategy."
Pritchard also said that "a good friend of mine hated the course. There was
lots of game-playing, pretense, holding back. I found it bewildering, heady,
exhilarating. Craig was always talking about things, and according to people
he said this or that, but I never heard a word. I was swimming in deep
water, but I began to enjoy it. I got accustomed to it, got a little praise
eventually."
Pritchard characterizes Amherst College in the 1950s as having had
primarily a teaching mission. He told me that of the senior professors on the
staff of English 1-2, "with the exception of Brower, and even he not until he
went to Harvard, nobody published. These were voices that were not known
on the general scene. It was as if up in this little hideaway, people were
able to be daring and even outrageous in ways that they couldnt be if they
were to enter into the professional English scene and publish articles."
Pritchard himself graduated from Amherst and went on to do graduate work
at Columbia and at Harvard, where he taught sections of Reuben Broweris
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"Humanities 6." Pritchard acknowledges that he was one of a number of
"old boys (back then it was very much an old-boy network) from Amherst"
who taught Brower’s course ["Reuben A. Brower 243]. According to
Pritchard, "Most of us in the 'Amherst contingent* (we were sometimes
referred to as such) didn't think of ourselves as scholars, or even as
potential writers of books.17 There was rather - and I think in contrast to
many of our peers from other institutions - an eagerness to get into the
classroom and instruct others about the kinds of literary discoveries we were
making" ["Ear Training" 130-131]. Pritchard's personal history is illustrative
of a pattern documented by Amherst College historian Theodore P. Greene,
who has shown that in the academic year of 1950-51, "among the faculty of
ninety-three men, twenty-two members were Amherst graduates (24
percent or one out of every four). Over one third (36 percent) of the
Amherst faculty had received their graduate training at Harvard, and over
two-thirds (69 percent) had taken their advanced education at an Ivy League
University" [303]. Moreover, the Amherst College that Pritchard knew in the
1950s was in most respects the leading institution of higher education in the
small, rural community of Amherst. Although in 1947 Massachusetts State
College had become the University of Massachusetts at Amherst, in 1954
there were only 4400 students enrolled at the university [Greene 307-308].
In late 1957, although he had not yet completed the doctorate at
Harvard that he would complete in 1960, Pritchard was invited by Benjamin
DeMott, who was then the chairman of the Amherst English department, to
interview for a teaching appointment the following fall. Pritchard told me,
"When I began teaching at Amherst, I was 26 years old. My students were
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seven or eight years younger. I started with two sections of English 1, with
20-25 students per section. I prepared for teaching the course by reading
some ten sequences of assignments from earlier years. It was an intense
course for teachers. As a beginning instructor, you were never really sure
you knew what was going on." Apparently one of his sections met on a
MWF and the other on a ITS schedule, for he has said, “I found teaching at
Amherst a full-time activity, most of it focused in the two composition
sections that met Monday through Saturday and presented me with a set of
twenty or so papers to read each night for the next morning’s class"
["Reuben A. Brower" 245].
When I asked him whether he had gained a different understanding of
the course as a teacher from what he had had as a student, Pritchard said,
"of course a lot has changed when one is on the other side of the desk.
Supposedly now I should know what I'm doing, and there was some anxiety
when I didn't know what I was doing. But no, I think I felt a continuity. I
welcomed the opportunity to teach here for a number of reasons, but partly
because I wanted to get clearer about certain things that I had never fully
understood, and I think I did." When I asked him if he had ever practiced
"mystification as a strategy" in the way that he had suggested Armour Craig
may have done, Pritchard said, "I certainly engaged in it. I think it had to do
with keeping the course going, keeping the thing going from Monday to
Wednesday to Friday with some sense of continuity, some promise held out
that things, at least some things, would eventually be resolved. But at the
worst, I think I resorted to mystification, or at least to asking questions that I
not only didn't know the answer to, but didn't quite know what the
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implications of asking them were. I think the course did allow that sort of
thing, and not only allowed it, as any course will allow it, but made it more
likely to happen." He added, "You were thrown back on your resources, and
you didn't always have adequate resources, and you had to keep going
there, you had to get through the class."
When I asked Pritchard about the theoretical implications of English
1-2, he answered by linking those who taught English at Amherst more
closely to Frost than to such leading New Critics as "Ransom and Tate, and
Brooks to an extent too." These New Critics, according to Pritchard, "had
ambitions to make pronouncements about the proper bounds of different
discipline’s relations with the humanities. And Amherst English really avoided
that. Amherst English was more radical-conservative in some ways, if you
can put those together with a hyphen. They were conservative insofar as
there wasn’t any reforming attitude; they did not look for political or social
change. They were satisfied with the structure of society and even the
academy. And this again is like Frost - leave it the way it is so we can push
against it, or so we can play off against it. Frost says, 'I don’t want the
world to be any better than it already is; leave it to stew in its own mess, as
long as I can do it up in poetry.' And I think the vision of the 1950s that at
least I was given was we were all very satirical about American society and
culture and how awful it was."
John Cameron, like Pritchard, began teaching at Amherst in 1958. At
the time, Cameron was working on a doctorate at Yale. He remembers that
"Bill Pritchard had returned to Amherst via Columbia and Harvard; that was
the traditional Amherst connection." Cameron speculates that Benjamin
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DeMott, who chaired the department that year, "must have said, We need
to get somebody from outside.' So he went down to Yale (that was
'outside') and hired me." Cameron remembers that his advisor at Yale "said
he thought I might find Amherst congenial, though he said, ’a lot of people
don't.' He warned me about this curmudgeon of a senior professor up there
who was doing some strange things with the writing course."
Once at Amherst, Cameron says that he quickly discovered that
"English 1 was the name of the game. You had to play that game or you
were nowhere." The game proved both fascinating and disorienting.
Cameron's initial teaching load included two sections of English 1 and a
section of the sophomore literature course, English 21. He says, "the very
experience of joining a highly organized and integrated enterprise like first of
all English 1-2, second of all the English department, and third of all Amherst
College was completely new to me and very exciting. I was astonished to
find that I could survive something like that. For all the stress involved, I
enjoyed my first year here, and I enjoyed the positive productivity of the
collaborative courses, English 1-2 and 21-22." On the other hand, he found
that "English 1 introduced me to a mode of intellectual thought that
completely disrupted whatever universe of thought I had before. When I
arrived at Amherst, after graduate and undergraduate English at Yale, with a
tour in the military and a year at Edinburgh in between, I felt uneasy about
my education. I was not very confident about what I knew, especially in
professional terms. Moreover, I had a theoretical turn of mind, and although
Baird himself warned this could be a dangerous, or at least counter¬
productive practice, I kept trying to draw out the theoretical implications of
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English 1-2. At the same time, I was trying to write a dissertation on Sir
Walter Scott. I had a hell of a time doing it and didn’t finish my dissertation
for up to three or four years after I got here. It was traumatic, and I was
obviously experiencing writing problems already that would continue to
plague me throughout my career.1* He conjectured that one reason why he
had difficulty with the dissertation was that "the kind of thinking that teaching
English 1-2 involved interested me and seemed to promise an approach to
language, to reading, and writing that was more focused and cogent and
organized, and was in fact more institutionalized, than anything I had had in
my earlier education. But these new ways of thinking about literature and
about writing had a very disruptive effect on my thinking."
Cameron remembers that having to read large numbers of English 1
papers was a particular trial. He said, "It was awful for teachers, especially
if you had two sections. I still have trouble reading papers; I think it's partly
because of that experience." He explained that those who had two sections
"had to read something on the order of 120 papers per week for English 1
alone. It meant you couldn't possibly take any one paper too seriously. Yet,
you had also to read papers with an eye to making your next class out of
them. I used to pray to find the one or two good papers that I had to have
for my next class. Of course, you could make a class out of bad papers if
you wanted to. I came to disapprove of that, but I did it sometimes."
Another trial was having to teach the regularly featured block of
assignments on the use of the library.18 Cameron said, "I hated teaching
that series. The first couple of years, I found it intriguing, tried to psych it
out, but didn't succeed. I was not alone. The way in which, to me, it lingers
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in the memory is it was that set of assignments about which people who
were in-the-know had enigmatic smiles. You always felt as if there was
something to be understood there which you didn't understand. I felt that
way, most of my colleagues did, and certainly the students did. As far as I
was concerned, it was never a successful assignment. All the students
seemed mystified, but that is probably because I was mystified myself. The
assignment was always: 'Describe what you do in order to use the library
system.' The point may have been to illumine the relationship between a
symbolic system, in fact several symbolic systems both within and in addition
to the Dewey Decimal System, and physical or architectural space, or more
generally to demonstrate this was one of those crucial relationships between
the sign and its referent. There may also have been other points Ted
wanted to make — how the Dewey Decimal System classified knowledge
itself, and how historically constructed that situation was. But that aspect
rarely got a significant discussion because the students were baffled by how
we could criticize their sentences about how they found a book and by our
concern whether the sentences were adequate to their experience. Almost
by definition, there is a mystery there, and that mystery just flourished as the
assignments were repeated. If you will, it epitomized the way in which the
course itself seemed to mystify experience and language."
Cameron contends that certain features of English 1-2, particularly
the assigning of writing tasks based on autobiographical experience and the
classroom discussion of student-generated texts, created troublesome
issues of authority between teachers and students. He said, "one of the
problems with assignments that draw on autobiography but are addressed
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to a conceptual Issue Is that they often tend to be anti-intellectual in the
9enae that they 9eem to center authority for the truth of a statement in it9

authenticity as an autobiographical statement rather than its validity as an
intellectual argument." He added that “when you put a pedagogy that allows
for abusiveness toward students together with a demand that they write
from experience, you are on very dangerous grounds indeed. Moreover,
autobiographical writing creates a heightened tension in a classroom. It
produces anxiety about the limits of personal expression. It is difficult for
students at that age to define the boundaries of appropriate personal
expression. Here again was the mystique of English 1-2: you had to know
the rules to play the game, but no one would tell you what they were. Thus,
one of my harshest criticisms of the course is ethical. Among male students
and teachers, the question of boundaries can be handled to some degree
within the conventions of mentoring. But, I remember several students who
had emotional problems, whose personal lives were out of control, and who
responded to the autobiographical emphasis of the course by making
disclosures that exceeded acceptable limits. The course structure invited
disclosure so the potential for ethical transgression was always there.
Personal exposure creates emotional intensity, so pedagogical relationships
could become supercharged. Teachers were tempted to make
autobiographical disclosures as well. Roger Sale, for example, was a great
one for bringing anecdotes of his family life to class. But the problem is that
he was not vulnerable, whereas the students were. Though the pedagogy of
the course never intended that students be confessional, that in fact tended
to happen. I thought there was something potentially problematic about
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encouraging students to express themselves and claim the authority of their
own experience, and then grading them on what they wrote. The high pitch
of emotional intensity in English 1-2 classrooms stemmed from the
conjunction of autobiographical writing with the often abusive style of
discipline we practiced."
Cameron argues that the dependence on student writing as the text
for discussion also generated authority issues for English 1-2 instructors. He
said, "There was a great deal of tension created for teachers by the fact
that there was no non-personal context for the discussion of what constituted
good or competent writing. All you had was student writing. There was
nothing to serve as a third presence or outside authority in the classroom.
There was no acknowledged critical vocabulary. As a teacher and critic of
writing, you always felt in the position of having to wing it. It was even
possible to get away with being intellectually irresponsible. There was a
kind of bluff you were asked to maintain. A teacher feels tremendously
exposed in the classroom. I felt compelled to bluff about my personal
identity and my professional authority in English 1-2 in a way which was
much more extreme than it was in the sophomore literature course, where I
could pose simply as the expositor of a text."
Cameron says that "English 1 was, in my view, very much an
authoritarian enterprise" and that it was so at both the staff and classroom
levels. Within the classroom, he attributed the authoritarian dynamic to the
way in which the course mystified the process of teaching writing. He said
that "the course tended to bring out something that wasnf always admirable
in a teacher, or in me, and in many teachers, because it encouraged you to
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speak from a position of rather heavy-handed but ill-defined authority, and it
put you under considerable pressure. It contained a mystique about which
you were yourself mystified."
At the staff level Cameron attributed the authoritarian dynamic largely
to the personality of Theodore Baird. Cameron observed that "A charismatic
individual, like Ted, who always seems to know more than you do, generates
a certain mystique. Amherst College was an all-male, patriarchally-oriented
institution, and Ted was classically the embodiment, I would say, of a tribal
chief, a patriarch, a powerful father-figure. What was particularly
troublesome about Ted's conduct of this role was that he refused to take
true responsibility for it and would resist being characterized by it. He would
pretend we were simply peers reasoning together, and that was as much
destructive as anything else. Yet he carried this enormous weight of
authority which, by not acknowledging it straightforwardly, he was able to
exercise with less public discipline than he would otherwise have had."
Cameron remembered specifically that "the year I came, in 1958, there was
a College committee appointed to reconsider the then so-called 'New1
Curriculum — the Koester Committee. It proposed cutting English 1-2 to one
term. The proposal was discussed with great scorn in our staff meetings,
with Baird's personal tone of sarcasm freely expressed, so that we
understood, in no uncertain terms, that 'we' were not going to accept the
recommendation that English 1 be cut back to one term." Cameron noted
that "Although it was always known as Ted's course, he often did not write
the exercises. Those who did write them were challenged by him vigorously,
and no doubt sincerely, to write them in their own way. But he was all too
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disingenuous in not acknowledging the force of his own presence, the effect
of his own mark on the pedagogical practices and assumptions within which
the writer of the assignments was expected to operate. It was difficult to
think or imagine freely within this situation, yet that is what the often
untenured staff member was 'invited' to do."
Roger Sale, unlike Cameron, remembers having had a reasonable
measure of autonomy within the English 1-2 hierarchy. He told me, "Ted
never once said, This is what we are doing.' And I know that at least in
some cases when he found out what somebody else was doing, he was
appalled, but I don't think he ever said anything." Sale added, "It was a
funny kind of community enterprise because it is based so much on having
each teacher teach the way that he wants to do it. Armour must have said
to me, 'Be your own man,' hundreds of times. 'Don’t think of this as
someplace where you're trying to stand in for somebody else, for me, or
Ted, or the assignment maker; be your own man.' And they really meant it.
I dont think anybody else believed that, but I did."
Pritchard, on the other hand, agrees with Cameron that an
authoritarian dynamic operated within Amherst classrooms. Pritchard noted
that "because they were all male, we adopted a certain tone with the
students. The instructor acted as a bullying older brother. Classroom
interchanges were often adversarial. I used to goad or badger or tease or
chastise students in ways that I cannot imagine doing now that the college is
coeducational." He added, "English 1 students often made an analogy
between the course and boot camp."
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Cameron made a similar analogy. He told me, "The political and
social climate of the 1950s allowed for considerable abuse of students by
teachers. Students were subjected to very aggressive criticism, or to
something almost like basic training. But that is only one metaphor for an
experience which could also be called 'initiation.' The attitude at Amherst
then, emphasized by the philosophy and pedagogy of the required core
curriculum, was to sharpen the difference between the experience of high
school and that of college, and especially that of Amherst College, which
aspired to produce not merely educated persons, but the leaders of society.
Less explicitly, it knew itself to be acculturating its students as figures of a
modern elite. Its commitment to a democratic meritocracy was genuine. It
was genuine in its effort to say, 'We want the best students we can get hold
of,' given the blinders they had at the time about class, race, sex, and all the
other matters. The desire to get the best students possible was in the
institution's own self-interest. But at the same time it also prided itself on
instilling the mores and values of the traditional, elite social classes that
Amherst did in fact historically represent. What the pedagogy designed for
the freshman year at Amherst involved, and quintessential^ the English 1
course, was an acculturation process which took students from their
suburban, generally middle class, high school environments and taught them
how to be Amherst students, and implicitly taught them how to be the
leaders of the future. One of my senior colleagues used to speak, with a
certain perverse irony (and pleasure), of ‘frisking' the entering student of his
'principles' (which latter he characterized as unthinking and, perhaps, vulgar).
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No one would dare speak that way now. Even if some still think that way to
a degree, things have changed."
Pritchard and Sale agreed that part of the purpose of English 1-2 had
been to challenge students to reexamine their values. Acknowledging the
cliche, Pritchard said that the course had aimed to lead the student "to think
for oneself." It had also aimed "to complicate the well-groomed high school
mind, to puncture certain kinds of pieties and shibboleths. Ideally, it was an
exercise to see if you can say something more strongly about what you
really believe, what you really see, what you really think is knowledge."
The metaphor which Sale used was not "boot camp," or "initiation,"
but "knocking the student off his pins." He told me that when he began
teaching at the college, he found himself "surrounded by bright and welleducated young men who imagined they had arrived just by being accepted
at Amherst. English 1 was supposed to knock them out of place, to knock
them out of wherever they were, but Ted Baird and the other senior
professors did not tell me that. The function of the assignments was to
dislodge whatever assumptions the students had brought with them." Sale
explained, "if you take a group of bright, high-S.A.T.-scoring, high school
kids, and you give them an assignment, nine out often will write the same
essay. Almost any question you ask, they will all just funnel into one
particular spot, and then they will be there. They are really just waiting to
find out what you are going to do, and what they do is to write something
that they think is not going to get them into trouble. And then it did get them
into trouble, and then you would say, Why did you write it like that for?'" He
said, "The assumption of this thing was simply to knock them off of positions
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of comfort, and the easiest way to get at that would be via their writing. But
it wasn't their writing perceived as language, it was their writing perceived as
a means of self-expression. Who are you when you're talking like that?
Who do you think I am when you're talking like that?"* Sale said that during
the time he taught at Amherst, "what I was doing in class, by and large, was
moving from whatever the writing was in the students' papers into some
other context about something else. At some point in the first term, early, I
tried to say to a class that ice-cream was more important than friendship.
That was simply a way of trying to say, Why are you talking so piously
about friendship?' That’s all they were doing, being pious about friendship,
and so you had to find a way to get at that because talking piously about
friendship was something they thought was going to get them from today to
tomorrow."
Sale tried other classroom stunts. He told me, "I came in through the
window, as Ted Baird had once done, and I did things with wastebaskets. I
came in through the window because someone told me Ted had done it."19
Sale agreed with Cameron that the particular institutional environment
at Amherst in the late 1950s colored the relations between teachers and
students. Sale compared the environment at Amherst to that at
Swarthmore, where he had done his undergraduate work, and to that at the
University of Washington, where he has taught since leaving Amherst. He
said, "Amherst was very much a monastery. Moreover, Amherst had a set
curriculum for the first two years, with English 1 and Science 1 as its two
major components, and students thought this made the college unique or
somehow special." He observed that students "looked at us and they
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thought, You guys know something.' I had not encountered that type of
attitude toward teachers when I was an undergraduate; Swarthmore was
not such a teacher-centered place as Amherst was. It makes a difference
that students are all of the same sex and that they sit around in the evenings,
all discussing the same English 1 assignment." He explained that "on any
given night, half the freshmen were doing this assignment, and the other half
were going to do it the next night, and all that made it a kind of campus-wide
event. That meant that the students were really looking at the faculty for
what was going to happen. And all that just is not plausible at a large
university where people come and go off the campus, where students have
jobs, they have cars, they have families, they are of different ages - there
are all these things which make the University of Washington so different
from Amherst. To get the kind of attention that we got from those students,
they needed to have very few distractions.” He said, "kids go through the
University of Washington and never get that sense of being involved, first of
all in a collective enterprise (because they don't see it that way), and
secondly in one that is almost piercingly personal and relevant, without being
private, but still personal — something is happening to me."
Thirty years before he spoke with me, Sale had given Amherst
students an account of teacher/student relations at the college. The
occasion was a valedictory address which he delivered at their "Senior
Chapel" assembly to the graduating class of 1962. The members of this
class had entered as freshmen in 1958, Sale's second year at the college.
The address was his own valedictory, as well as theirs, because Sale had
been denied tenure and knew he would be teaching in Seattle rather than at
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Amherst in the fall. Aptly characterizing the difference between the
institution he was leaving and the one on his horizon, he informed the
graduating seniors that "I am off to where the dream is not of a whole man
but of a whole society." Sale characterized his particular teaching style as
well, noting that "one day during my first term here, I said something
outrageous. My freshman history teacher in college had spent a whole term
demonstrating that the history of Christianity was a very strange business.
Well, one day, in response to an earnest question, I said, in a very knowing
way, 'You know, dont you, that the history of Christianity was a very queer
business?' The response was immediate. It was as though everyone in the
class except me had been waiting for that moment. The silence was
profound: so this was what it was to be educated, this was Amherst. I could
have immediately apologized to the class for being outrageous, but of course
I did not. I too was fascinated and caught. I had never been listened to in
that way before; I quickly discovered that the more outrageous I was, the
more obedient the students became, the better I was listened to. From that
moment on, only a far different man from me could have broken the chain.
So I talked one day about ice cream, another about the Giants, another
about my son’s drawings, every day seeing more and better ways to teach,
every day more and more gleefully and excitedly digging my own grave. The
way I could be a teacher at Amherst was by constantly finding new ways to
express my response to the habit of obedience. The way I was to be
eccentric was now clear; by the time you arrived the following year I was
throwing chalk.
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"So it has been my eccentricity to be outrageous. The experience
has been one of the most exhilarating I have known. I have discovered long
hidden parts of myself, and my task has been to teach by being at Amherst.
I cannot really speak here for my colleagues except to note that I do not
think my experience was unique" ["Senior Chapel Address"].
In the fall of 1961, the beginning of his last year on campus, Sale had
accepted what Cameron describes as "part of the challenge" and taken a
turn at writing a series of assignments.20 Sale remembers that he started
with "a single intellectual construction which then gets chopped up into thirty
different things." He recalls that "I had thought of something in the summer
(perhaps I could have written it into a paragraph); I then made it into
assignments. Not having done assignments before extensively, I didn't really
see what students would do with the questions, and quite often I think in
those first six or seven assignments, I was really quite startled at what they
did, or quite startled at what somebody else teaching the class was saying."
He added, "I had constructed a sequence which began with the question, ’Is
everyone entitled to his personal opinion?' It mattered to me how the
questions went together because I had a goal in mind and a definite agenda
of items, including a Pater passage, I wanted students to read. At the
beginning, I probably pushed my point too hard. The other teachers may
have felt bewildered, but I was too nervous to ask. As it happened, we left
the drawing board on assignment four. Toward the end of the semester, I
began to have more fun. I had a group of assignments on pronouns which
everybody loved. Unfortunately, the pronoun assignments coincided with the
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series of meetings at which I learned I wasn't going to be promoted. Even
so, I remember that by that point in the semester, I was having fun."
When the decision regarding Sale's promotion was made public, John
Cameron remembers that "I was scandalized by the denial of tenure
because I admire Roger, and he was obviously worthy of tenure. He was an
eccentric person, but in no sense was that eccentricity or off-beatness,
however you want to put it — in no sense was it disabling or wrong, on the
contrary. He approached things quite differently from other people. He was
a passionate teacher, much admired, possibly even too much. So I think
there was also probably — this is pure hypothesis, an intuition - there was
probably some envy."
Sale acknowledges he learned a great deal from the experience of
teaching English 1-2. He notes, "I have adapted a lot of what I learned at
Amherst. I still do sequences of assignments, for example, but as distinct
from Bill Coles, who is a great and good friend of mine, I dont construct
sequences with a tight, step-by-step progression. Moreover, the
antagonistic Amherst style, where the teacher effectively tells his students
he is going to knock them off their pins, does not work at a large, urban
university. At the University of Washington, if students get lost, they just
wander away." Sale testifies that "The two things I would say I learned at
Amherst were the importance of reading papers fast and of making student
writing the center of a writing course. When I came to the University of
Washington, these two things separated me from most of my colleagues
there. Most of them hated reading papers and resented the hours they
spent doing it. I could read papers quickly and get them back to students
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quickly. The main thing I would say I give students is, not love or
handshakes, but the sense that I am paying attention to what they do." Sale
adds, "it is still the case that most teachers, reading a paper, will not think
that what they are doing is seeing a writer write. They are almost always
beginning by trying to figure out what their final comment is going to look like
- how good is this? — instead of trying to see the writing as a process that
the writer has gone through, which is the real fun. How you leam to read
papers fast is that you think of yourself as having a conversation - the writer
is writing; I’m writing back to you."
At Amherst College teachers sometimes found themselves witnessing
the marvel of a writer writing. Cameron told me, "you welcomed students
who discovered they could use the papers to put on the teacher or the class,
who would be deliberately outrageous, sometimes subtly deliberately
outrageous, who would fictionalize. When they do that, they are actually
learning something fairly important. That’s really what Bill Gibson's notion is
— create the persona, and you do it with verbal constructs. And when a
student caught on to that in some way, without cynicism, or ideally without
cynicism, they learned something."
In the spring of 1948, one student submitted an example of the kind of
deliberate outrageousness, or in this case nose-thumbing at authority, which
English 1-2 instructors welcomed. The student's name was Robert M.
Cornish, his play was "Occupational Hazard,"21 and it was written in
response to an assignment devised by Walker Gibson and William Taylor.22
Gibson and Taylor asked students to imagine five men on vacation at a
resort hotel in the Rockies. The group, which includes an American
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historian, a landscape painter, a commercial pilot, a geologist, and a
brigadier general, is gathered on the terrace of the hotel, looking out at a
prominent, snow-capped mountain. The task for the student is first to write
five propositions about the mountain, one appropriate to each observer, then
to "give a one-sentence definition of ’language' suggested by this exercise,"
and finally to define "mountain." In Cornish's play, the scene opens upon the
group of men lounging on the cliffside terrace of their hotel. They are
drinking to "the glorious spectacle of beautiful scenery, beautiful weather,
and cool refreshments" [1] when they are interrupted by a small, hysterical
boy demanding a scooter. A character named Williams, who is apparently
the boy's father, explains coolly to the youngster that he already has a
scooter, that there are scooters all around him, and that any chair is in fact a
scooter. He demonstrates by crouching with one leg on his own chair "and
painstakingly pushing himself along the floor" [2]. Unsatisfied, the child
bangs his head against the flagstones. The adult men return to their drinks
and to their discussion of the snow-capped peak in the distance. The
general, whose name is Frome, sees it as "an excellent natural defense
zone" in case of invasion from the Pacific. The pilot sees it as "a great
obstacle to night weather flying," the painter as "a model far more
challenging than the Last Supper," the geologist as a "magnificent specimen
of stratified igneous material," and the historian as a symbol of the Great
American Frontier [4]. Williams, however, has the last word. Slowly and
deliberately, he declares, "Gentlemen, that mountain is a nonentity" [5].
When the hostile grunts of the others subside, he continues, "Gentlemen, we
but project our points of view upon the blind flux which we call the universe."
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Then, "In an evangelical, come renounce your sins before God tone," he
observes, "That chair in which you are sitting, Frome, is a scooter, and as
well a locomotive, an automobile, a parachute, what you will. Everything is
everything else. That mountain is everything you have said it is, and yet it
does not exist" [6]. The others begin to advance slowly on Williams; he
looks on with amused detachment. Suddenly they rush him. Grabbing his
arms and legs and giving a mighty heave, they throw him over the ramparts.
In 1965, the Amherst faculty voted to throw the nineteen-year-old
"New Curriculum" itself over the ramparts. English 1-2 and the other core
courses fell with it. A quarter of a century later, John Cameron told me, "in
one sense, a genuine sense, the course had a non-authoritarian dimension in
that it sought to instill within the student himself a sense of his own authority
over language, and I don't in any sense denigrate that or want to back away
from it. It was the strength of the course and the strength of our approach
to teaching writing." He added, "There is a kind of sometimes smug, but
sometimes very self-authenticating discourse that comes from people who
have moved through Amherst College and this department. It is an important
legacy."
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NOTES
1. Baird's 3-page statement, entitled "Statement for Publicizing the New
Curriculum," is available in Box 1, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst College
Archives.
2. Baird's 24-page memorandum on "English 1-2, History and Content," is
available in "Eng 1 1946/47 section E Gibson," in Box 1, English 1-2
Collection, Amherst College Archives.
3. Baird's September 15, 1946 memorandum may be found in "Eng 1-2
1946/47 Sec 1g [Baird] Assignments," in Box 1, English 1-2 Collection,
Amherst College Archives.
4. A full list of the assignments used in 1946/47 can be found in "Eng 1-2
1946/47 Sec 1g [Baird] Assignments," in Box 1, English 1-2 Collection,
Amherst College Archives, and in John Carpenter Louis's English 1-2 at
Amherst College [163-175].
5. Although since leaving Amherst College, Gibson has styled himself
professionally as "Walker Gibson," his Amherst colleagues called him Bill.
6. Gibson's letter of 2 November 1946 to T. Baird is held in "Eng 1 1946/47
Sec E Gibson," in Box 1, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst College
Archives.
7. Baird's letter of 18 June 1948 to W.W. Gibson is held in "Eng 2 1947/48
Sec 9 [Gibson]," in Box 1, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst College
Archives.
8. Gibson's memorandum of 28 March 1947 is in "Eng 1-2 1946/47 Sec 1g
[Baird] Assignments," in Box 1, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst College
Archives.
9. Gibson's assignments on the use of a wind anemometer are in "Eng 2
1953/54 Sec 10 [Gibson]," in Box 2, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst
College Archives.
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10. There is an abbreviated version of this series of assignments in Gibson's
1958 textbook, Seeing and Writing [121-129], As recently as 1978, Gibson
was reporting “each year I have my students in a writing class construct a
homemade anemometer, and measure the wind. They build these gadgets
out of Ping-Pong balls and Dixie cups“ ["General Education Again,"
Chronicle of Higher Education 16.8: 48].
11. Baird asks this question in Assignment #17 of the series which may be
found in "English 11 1968-69 Assignments," in the English 11 Collection,
Amherst College Archives.
12. I have printed this entire exchange in my Appendix B, including Baird's
letter of 6 Dec. 1990, in which he gave me the assignment, my response of
13 Dec., and his reply of 17 Dec.
13. Baird’s five-page memorandum is available in "Memo to the Instructors July 19,1960," in Box 1, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst College Archives.
14. Versions of this course description exist from at least 1956 on. One
version of it can be found in William E. Coles Jr.'s The Plural I [10-14]. The
version I have used, although not dated, can be found in "Excerpts from
description of English 1-2, usually read aloud on second day of class," in
Box 1, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst College Archives.
15. Frost's couplet was included in an assignment series written by Craig and
used in the fall of 1962. It appears in assignment #30 of that series: "Here
is a short poem by Robert Frost. What do you take this to mean? Could
the 'Secret' be a lie? Could the 'Secret' be the truth? How, then, do you
read this poem? Is it a joke? Is it profound?” [in "Eng 1 1962/63
'Assignments as Used,'" Box 3, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst College
Archives].
16. John Cameron's explanation of the origin of "the seven dwarfs" is that "It
was a historian named Richard Douglas (now at M.l.T.) who coined the
phrase, but we picked it up and used it about ourselves ironically."
17. Although Pritchard says publication was not a factor either when he was
hired or when he was granted tenure at Amherst College, he has in fact
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published extensively, perhaps most notably a 1984 biography of Robert
Frost.
18. For an example of the kind of assignments on the use of the library which
Cameron is criticizing, see Appendix A, assignments 29-32.
19. William Pritchard not only told me, as Sale and Gibson also did, that Baird
had come through the window, he took me to the very window in South
College and showed me how Baird had done it. Later when I asked Baird
about the incident, he said, "That’s all junk! I would hate to think that I was
to be remembered at Amherst for coming in through the window. I am a
serious man. That is the kind of story people tell about the good old days
at Old Siwash."
20. Sale's assignments are in "Eng 1 1961/62 Sec 4 or 7? [Sale?]," in Box 3,
English 1-2 Collection, Amherst College Archives. Like Sale, Cameron and
Pritchard also wrote series of assignments. Cameron's was used in the
spring of 1963 and Pritchard's in the spring of 1965. Cameron's
assignments were published in Louis' dissertation [259-269] and may also
be found in "Eng 2 1962/63 'Assignments as Used,’" in Box 3, English 1-2
Collection, Amherst College Archives. Pritchard's assignments are in "Eng
2 1964/65 Assignments," in Box 4, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst
College Archives.
21. I summarize "Occupational Hazard" with Mr. Cornish's permission. His 7page play script may be found in "Eng 2 1947/48 Sec 9 [Gibson]," in Box
1, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst College Archives.
22. Gibson and Taylor's assignment is headed "Assignment No. 9, Due 12-13
May," and it may be found in "Eng 1-2 1947/48 Sec 101-5, Sec 102-5
[Baird]," in Box 1, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst College Archives.
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CHAPTER V

STUDENT EXPERIENCE OF ENGLISH 1-2

In order to round the picture of English 1-2 I was forming through
talking to men who had taught it, I interviewed five alumni of the course, or
six if one counts William Pritchard, but I have counted him primarily as a
faculty member. My small group of alumni does not represent a wide
sampling, but the information I received from this group of participants
corroborates, balances, and extends information I received from faculty
participants. Most importantly, my alumni provided student perspectives on
English 1-2. What they told me seems to verity the observation of John
Carpenter Louis, himself an English 1-2 alumnus and the author of the
above-cited 1971 dissertation on the course, who says that English 1-2
"exercised a special fascination, and constituted a special challenge, for the
majority of its students" [56].
All five of my alumnus participants are writers. At least four of them
believe that English 1-2 had a significant effect on their professional lives and
on their writing. Four are currently engaged, at least part time, in collegelevel teaching, and one is a college administrator. All five have tried their
hands at journalism. Two are currently employed by Amherst College and
three by the University of Massachusetts at Amherst. All saved at least
some of the papers they wrote as students in English 1-2. Since I didn't
save anything I wrote as an undergraduate, I find this remarkable.

I have two groups of two alumni each who took English 1-2 during the
same academic year and addressed the same sequence of assignments.

Robert Bagg and W. Geoffrey Shepherd both took the course in 1953/54.
Thomas Looker and John Stifler both took it in 1964/65, its penultimate year.
Douglas Wilson took English 1-2 in 1958/59, and William Pritchard, as I have
already noted, took it in 1949/50. Pritchard and Stifler both took the course
with Armour Craig, but they are the only two of my alumnus participants to
have studied with a faculty participant. None of my alumni, I regret to report,
took the course with Theodore Baird. Bagg and Wilson both took English 12 with John F. Butler. Shepherd took it with Richard Waidelich, and Looker
took it with William E. Coles, Jr.
In the fall of 1953, Bagg and Shepherd both addressed a series of
assignments^ involving maps, locating oneself on a map, and defining what it
means to be "on the spot." Among other things, they had to look at first a
map and then an aerial photograph of Amherst College and in both cases, to
explain what they did to recognize "the spot you are now on" and then to
define "the spot you are now on." Another cluster of assignments that fall
had to do with a painting of a lion, a newspaper account of an escaped lion,
and what it might mean to see a lion on the loose.
Bagg says the course and the assignments "introduced a kind of
skepticism about the ability of language to represent reality, but also a sense
of admiration for how close excellent speech could come to mirroring our
needs for understanding reality, if not reality itself. And what a map does,
which was of course the central item discussed, is to deal with our needs for
getting around, regardless of whether it's an accurate representation of the
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terrain." He says, "one of the centers of English 1 was an examination of
metaphor and a training in how to rely on metaphor and how to retain the
sense that metaphors do not describe reality but suggest it." He says, "the
metaphors that relate to the maps are spatial," and explains, "If an item
appears, or a building appears in the lower half of a map, it is either in a
southward direction — lower half of the paper equals south, left-hand equals
west, top equals north, right equals east. So this is an establishing of spatial
relationships in the larger world using a defined square of paper. If you're
looking at a picture, what is drawn in the lower half of the picture is meant to
be closer to you, and what is in the top part of the picture is meant to be far
away. This is a metaphor which has been established as a convention. So
that is an example of a kind of metaphor which we don't even think about,
which is kind of assumed, and our world is full of accepted conventions of
that sort that we dont even have to think about but simply accept. And
English 1 wants to get us to understand that these are conventions so that
we will never be at the mercy of conventions, and when a convention is the
problem, we can say so and change it." According to Bagg, the difference
between a map and a photograph is "different language, different visual
language. One is composed of lines; the other is composed of shapes and
shadings. And you look for a configuration of shapes and shadings which
conforms to your sense of your knowledge of the building that you are in."
Bagg says "being on the spot" in the context of the assignments on the
escaped lion had to do with being an "eyewitness," which term "is meant as
a metaphor of authority. Eyewitnesses can't be wrong, whereas we all
know that they can be."
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Bagg says that "at one point I tried out the formulation that all
language is metaphor." As he recalls, his instructor answered "that it is and
it isn't, which may not seem terribly helpful, but I think that I wouldn't have
said that unless I had gone through, maybe in my mind or on paper, a whole
lot of ordinary sentences, which did not seem at first blush to contain
metaphors, and then unearthing the suppressed metaphor in each one."
Bagg implied that no one could really understand how the course worked
"unless you had been struggling with the actual effort to define reality using
words. You wouldn't have experienced an extensive grappling with these
problems unless you had taken the course for ten weeks or thirteen weeks."
He kept all the papers he wrote for English 1-2 but was able to locate only
one of them easily. That one is an essay he wrote for English 2 which, in
1954, won him Amherst College's annually-awarded Armstrong Prize for
best freshman essay.2 Bagg told me that "if I could find my original
answers, I could show you what I wrote, and then you could see how I was
missing a point in the first few weeks of the course. But I could also show
you what metaphor would mean in terms of those questions and those maps
and diagrams. There was a picture, you may recall, of "Goldie the Lioness,"
and I believe it was a Douanier Rousseau picture, but I’m not quite
remembering, of The Peaceable Kingdom. It was a whole lot of animals in
the piece. "Goldie the Lioness" is a name, but it is also a metaphor, and it is
also a view of reality. It implies that what would normally be dangerous and
hostile in a jungle world, a Darwinian world, has somehow been captured
and controlled by a more benign sensibility: the lion lies down with the lamb.
And one of the ways of signaling this transformation is through nomenclature
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- you give 'Goldie' the name of a movie actress or someone who is a
friendly aunt."
Geoffrey Shepherd saw these same assignments as "a kind of
puzzle" created for students by the English 1-2 staff. As a freshman, he
asked himself, "What were they after? I know how to write pretty well, but
I’m not sure what they want me to write." He says he knew the staff must
have "set this up for some reason, and they are apparently angling for some
kind of way of thinking about yourself and who you are and where you are.
So it was hard immediately to distinguish this from some kind of
philosophical deal of who you are and where you are." He remembers that
the map assignments and those on the lion and the lamb involved "using
other fields, geography if you will, and painting, art, to get some kind of new
view of oneself. So I guess we all were - not all, but many of us were
respectful enough — so we thought, 'Aha, they must know what they are
doing, and this must be an important thing to do, and I just wish I knew how
to do it better.'" Shepherd says, "I probably never did come really close to
understanding what they were after. I was not a creative writer, I wasn't a
philologist. I wasn't somebody who had a direct professional interest, like an
English major, who would have a much closer understanding of what these
people are and what they're trying to do." He says he never did figure out
"what these people in English were after with their obscure targets, maps,
lions, and things you see. And maybe I was just too practicat-minded, but
even at the end when you would have thought, 'All right, I've soldiered on
through this course, what was it really about?' — they didn't say then even.
At least if they did, I didn't hear it."
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By the time he was a senior, Shepherd says he had decided English
1-2 was a course in "semantics." During his senior year, he applied for a
Fulbright fellowship, which he did not get, and he remembers going for an
interview with a group of faculty members who would rule on his candidacy.
Charles Cole, the president of Amherst College, was a member of this
faculty group and, Shepherd says, "over at the end was Professor Baird,
whom I had heard so much about but never met. And so somehow this
came up: *What was English 1-2 about?' And so, not having thought about it
for three years, I said, 'Well, the best I can make out, it seemed to be a
course in semantics,’ by which I guess I meant that it was trying to get at
what language really is, and how you form it and use it." Shepherd recalls,
"that's precisely what I thought they had been getting at. 'How do you use
words to formulate your location on a map?' What relation is there between
your spatial existence and your verbal description of that?' And the same
goes for interpreting a painting or a human-created image of some sort:
'What process lay behind the creation of that image?' What is the relation
between that and any words that you use to describe it?', or 'Describe your
relation to that image or to some other reality which that image might
represent, namely an escaped lion, or real lion.' So sure, I'd still say that
["semantics"] is the best word I can think of, a single word for what those
crusty guys were trying to get at. And I guess I was a little startled when
Baird got all upset at that: Well, that's not what it really was!' And so it was
a sticky point, and that's when Charley Cole burst into laughter, and I sort of
got through the moment."
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Shepherd and Bagg knew each other as freshmen and have
subsequently remained friendly. They lived in the same freshman dorm,
became fraternity brothers, and played golf together. During his junior year,
Shepherd became “Chairman," or editor, of the Amherst Student newspaper.
That same year, Bagg was appointed Editorial Chairman of another campus
publication, the Amherst Literary Magazine. Later, with a group of friends,
Bagg founded an alternative campus newspaper, Spiritus Mundi. During
Bagg's senior year, Spiritus Mundi published a limited edition of his Poems:
1956-57. Also that year, Bagg saw two of his plays produced by fellow
students at Amherst College. One of these was a translation from the
Greek of Euripedes* The Cyclops, and the other, Nostia. was a
dramatization of an incident from the Odyssey. As an upperclassman,
Shepherd organized what he describes as “the first sit-in, student sit-in, on
any American campus. The issue was compulsory chapel, which "was an
abridgment of human freedom" that Shepherd and his friends had decided to
protest by remaining seated at one chapel assembly during the Doxology.
Shepherd remembers that "we all went up there, and they sat in the front
row, and I sat off to the side in the front row. I sat in the faculty section with
all the faculty right behind me. And we came to that point, and the organ
broke out in the Doxology, and they looked at me, and I looked at them, and
they all got up, and I stayed seated, with Dean Estes breathing down my
neck." Shepherd says, "this was the deep middle 1950s in which everything
was extremely quiet and orderly and cheerful."
Bagg is now a professor of English at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst and is the immediate past chair of his
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department. Shepherd is a professor of economics at the same institution
and is the current chair of his department. Shepherd told me he has
"published, or edited, or revised twenty books or revisions of books, fifty or
sixty articles, most of them relatively practically oriented, about real
industries, about monopoly, and the need to resist monopoly, and things like
that." Bagg says Shepherd, as a freshman, was "a kind of rationalist who
couldn’t be satisfied by metaphoric answers. He wanted exact, almost
scientific answers, and it’s no accident that he became an economist."
Shepherd says that Bagg got "English 1-2 deeply in his thinking." He says
Bagg "internalized" the course and it "changed his life." When I asked
Shepherd whether English 1-2 had caused him to make any change in his
life, he said, "No. They had their chance. They could have told me what
they were after, and I might have. I was just puzzled by it." Comparing
himself to Bagg, Shepherd said, Tm probably much more typical of the
students at that time in that I dealt with it more or less successfully, and then
it just rolled off me."
Bagg acknowledges that "there is less likelihood I would have chosen
to be an English professor without this course," and he marvels at "the
intellectual work that went into this. There is nothing like that now." He says
that what English 1-2 "gave to people who did the course really well" was "a
sense of command over language." He also says, "I think it’s one of the
most successful courses in the history of education because it
institutionalizes for an entire class, without allowing anyone to sidestep,
evade, not take the course, not undergo the experience, something which
will be immensely valuable later." Bagg explains that the course "provided a
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methodology, and methodologies of this sort, when they are at least partially
successful, always give their possessors a sense of omnipotence, and
certainly English 1 did. Later on, of course, I discovered the limitations, and
other ways of approaching language and reality. But during the first part of
my career as an academic and as a poet, I just simply implicitly trusted what
I had learned about how I would go about dealing with a problem.Bagg says he and his classmates were asked "to study the actual
intellectual operations we would go through to come to a conclusion.
Probably the most important early discovery in the course was what we call
'operational definition.'- He says, "we would always be asked, how do we
see the truth, how would we formulate this problem in a way that we could
accept and live with? And that habit of taking responsibility for making
judgments which would then be followed by others is an extremely valuable
one." According to Bagg, the course focused so insistently "on strategy of
arguments and on definitions, that knowledge gained from English 1 would
influence any further writing of papers. Let me put it this way: if you were
studying the steps by which you became convinced of the correctness of a
definition or of the validity of an argument, you were studying self¬
persuasion, and if you understood how you were persuaded, that would give
you a rhetorical advantage in constructing papers to persuade others.Bagg believes that English 1-2 anticipated professional developments
in English which are generally supposed to have occurred only recently. He
said, "You may be aware that in the last fifteen or twenty years, there's
been a revolution in English theoretical studies, and there's been a rise in
methodologies which examine the ontological status of language, which is a
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stuffy term, but it simply means whether there's a trustable relation between
language and reality. English 1 introduced that theme to us when we were
eighteen years old, so I was not at all surprised when deconstruction arose."
He also pointed to "the discoveries that came long after the end of English 1,
pioneered by Mina Shaughnessy (you may be familiar with some of her
work, also Elbow's work), that you did not improve people's writing by
making them aware of grammatical rules and correcting their punctuation,
that these skills were ones that were acquired in a much less systematic
way than schoolmarms tended to hope. And so the fact that there was very
little emphasis on usage and style in English 1 was really a plus, a discovery
of something of the truth before it had become generally acknowledged."
Bagg says there are spin-offs from English 1-2 in his own teaching
and he likes to devise such exercises as: "Here are ten propositions about
the Odyssey, all of them false in larger or smaller degree. Find a quotation
in the Odyssey, or several quotations which may be used to challenge these
ten false statements. Go on to explain how your quotation bears on the
false formulation. Finally, reformulate the idea in a way that fits the facts as
you understand them." He says, "I don't think I ever would have come to
that way of examining students if it hadn’t been for English 1. The students
all tell me that they love these kinds of questions."
Bagg says of the methodology of English 1-2, “The way the course
was run, as you may have been able to pick up, on a daily basis was
through discussion of selected paragraphs from the previous assignment.
And this is what made the course so difficult for the faculty." He notes that
the first thing each instructor "would have to do is read through twenty
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papers (some would be only a page long) very carefully, make quite
elaborate comments, and then excerpt single sentences, whole paragraphs,
sometimes the entire paper, and have them typed by the secretaries in
Grosvenor House (this is before xerography), and run off, and distributed at
the start of a fifty-minute class. And then we would discuss the pros and
cons, the successes, the anomalies in each of these pieces of writing. It
was an honor to be published there." Bagg says that he and his friends
"would get together, we would talk in our rooms late at night, and English 1
was a subject. There was a tension between your need to find out what
your fellow students, who were also seen much more as rivals and
competitors than in today’s more mutually supportive environment. So there
was a tension between disclosing how you had cracked a problem and
wanting to check it out with your friends, and your desire not to give away
something that would get your rival an A as well as you. But in general with
your close friends, you exchanged papers, you developed a theory of what
the comments by your teachers meant. Some teachers would be very
sparing of the use of the word 'good,' and some teachers would be openly
contemptuous if you wrote a bad paper, like: This is nonsense!' They would
be quite brutal if you had missed an assignment. There was no formula
handed to us. There was no text, as in say physics or history, which would
enable us to, if we studied hard enough, do well. It was the textbook that
was invisible, and this was, we realized, a large part of the point of the
course, that we were expected to come up with answers."
Bagg says Amherst College "was more like a boot camp than a
welcoming college, and the boot camp aspect was determined by the very
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restricted and set curriculum. We had no choice as to what courses we
took, or very little choice, for our first four semesters." He says, "we were
not allowed to have a normal social life. We had Saturday classes. We
were not allowed to have women not only in our rooms, but in our dorms.
So it was both monastic and militaristic. And the teachers were tough guys;
most of them had been soldiers. This was back in early 1953, and the
sixties hadn't happened. And we were not promised an education but a
chance to get one. What we were told was this: we had been accepted at
the college because the Admissions Office thought we were pretty good, but
the faculty did not necessarily agree with that, and we would have to prove
ourselves."
Bagg's own instructor was John F. Butler. Bagg describes Butler as
“quite a different personality from the Arnold Aronses, and the Armour
Craigs, and the Theodore Bairds, and it may have been one reason why
John didn't get tenure. He was a much more supportive and helpful person,
and he was quite willing to talk to students for a few minutes, several times
a week. I would go in virtually every week for encouragement, or to try out
a new idea, or to go over a paper with him." But although he says Butler
was an exception, Bagg believes in general that the English 1-2 staff worked
deliberately to disorient their students. And here, Bagg's observations are
consistent with what Sale says about knocking the student off his pins, with
what Pritchard says about complicating the well-groomed high-school mind,
and with what Peterson will say in chapter six about cleaning the dirt out of
the carburetor. Bagg observes that English 1-2 students "were dealing with
a large mystery. But remember that the large mystery was a strategy to
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disorient the students who brought to the college and to this course a whole
lot of easy misconceptions inculcated by parents, television, media, and high
school teachers about how knowledge was acquired."
Bagg's perception of a mystery at the center of English 1-2 is also
consistent with observations several of my faculty participants shared with
me. According to Bagg, "What the course did was make everyone, in one
sense, autonomous because we were not following a model; we had to
solve every couple of days an intellectual puzzle, on our own. But it also
established a community of people who were all trying to devine a central
mystery. And eventually the mystery emerged in ways that we could talk
about and share, and the central statement that we would come upon went
something like this: 'I have used words to create my reality.' You could
compare this to the Eleusinian Mysteries. The initiates were enjoined, on
penalty of death, from revealing what happened, and the box was opened in
the temple, and each initiate was shown the secret of life that was contained
in the box. No one knows what's in the box. The mystery was kept
throughout all antiquity. There are some wild guesses as to what was in the
box. There was a conspiracy on the part of faculty to preserve the
mystery."
But although he felt mystified, at least initially, by what he perceived
as a secret at the center of the course, Bagg did not see that situation as a
problem or as a barrier to his learning. He says, "I accepted it. I knew I
didn't have it, but I thought that if I stayed with it, maybe I would eventually
get it." He also says, "you would gain greater sophistication by being
rebuked in the margin about dumb things or inadequate things that you were
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saying, so everything you did was subject to challenge. And I think it
produces a willingness not to be alarmed at being told you’re wrong."

Geoffrey Shepherd agrees with Bagg about the disorienting thrust of
English 1-2. Shepherd says that the course staff "were trying to jolt us from
one direction or another and say, What you thought was reality, isn’t reality,
and now you have to rethink it."* Shepherd says that the course "was
presented in this aura that it was tremendously important, that it was a
critical element of your education in which self-doubt and self-reexamination
were required.” He says, “as an educator myself, I share the expectation
that especially the liberal arts colleges want to help you rethink things for
yourself, especially the people who come in from right-wing families, with
boiler-plate attitudes towards life. So I would suspect that I wasn’t the real
target of these courses [English 1-2 and Science 1-2], because I already
was something of an independent thinker, and somebody from the outside,
which made it even more puzzling. Why are they after me?' — not in a
paranoid sense, but — 'what have I done that is so inferior that it needs to be
moved beyond?'"
Shepherd had come to Amherst College on a scholarship with the
idea of majoring in either economics or medicine. He had graduated from
Ames High School in Ames, Iowa. His father was a professor of agricultural
economics at Iowa State, and several relatives on his mother's side were
doctors. Shepherd had never heard of English 1-2 before coming to
Amherst, but he confronted it and Science 1-2 upon his arrival. He says, "it
was immediately apparent to me and to everyone that those two courses
especially were meant to alter your sense of values and expression."
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He says he found Amherst to be “your classic New England college. In a
way, it was just what I had expected: lots of good teachers, and small, and
you got to know people." He says Amherst was "an all-round, balanced kind
of small college. But it did have those two courses that hit hard. They were
not just a chance to hone your skills at writing and thinking and seminar talk.
They were out to pry you loose from something, and ajar. So that was less
friendly than the general good humor of the place."
Shepherd’s own instructor for English 1-2 was Richard Waidelich, and
as with Bagg and Butler, Shepherd describes Waidelich in more positive
terms than he ascribes to other staff members. Shepherd says Waidelich
was “very gutsy, good-humored, not aggressive. He was a very energetic
teacher. He loved to sort of probe - and What do you think of this?', and
seemed to be unendingly cheerful and so probably a good teacher." As for
the course itself, Shepherd says, "English 1-2 wasn't just cheerful. It was
serious and did want to disorient people and stir them up. On the other
hand, you could say, seen from the students' point-of-view, this was just
another effort by the college as a whole to mold them, to make them think in
ways that they wouldn't have thought before, to jolt them, to lead them, to
make them more humble. I guess that the last element of my view of the
people doing the course was that they played it as authorities, they did not
say, We are with you here. We know you are an inquirer. You have spent
a lifetime, a short lifetime, but a lifetime thinking, and we have some
alternative ways of developing your thought, and let’s work on this together.'
They hit you with this stuff, and they wouldn't explain it. They had a hidden
agenda as we would now say. They wouldn't reveal it to you. They were
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very much like authorities in a prison, making you do certain things, or at
least making you comply with certain new and hidden ways of thought. And
so naturally, it was hard to just give in and say, 'I surrender. I will do
whatever it is you want.' And as I said, many of us had a feeling that this
was all being done for other reasons; it wasn't necessarily for our welfare.
This was an expression of the battles going on in the English profession
about how criticism should take place, which may have meant a lot to these
people. But as a kind of side effect, I think they overdid it in taking a whole
year of freshman English, with these puzzling, and offbeat, and unexplained
things, perhaps with some good effect, but certainly in a way that
established authority."
When I asked Shepherd to explain how he saw the course as an
expression of larger professional issues, he said, "I think I did have some
help from Bob Bagg and others who really knew their English, and were
seriously interested in majoring in it, and knew the faculty. That's maybe
where I picked up that this was an offshoot of the big debate in the
profession going on, and that what we were being hit with wasn't just weird
questions with no obvious explanation. But this was motivated by the "New
Criticism" that was being thought out." When I asked Shepherd what he
meant by "New Criticism," he said, "if I understand correctly, it means that
you basically look at the page and not the writer, and that to call attention to
who wrote it, what their state of mind was, why they wrote that at that time,
how it relates to what other people are writing - that's all secondary."
Shepherd said he suspects the English 1-2 staff "were trying to make this
point out in the profession, and they might be using us as some kind of
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laboratory to apply it here on campus, with impressionable youngsters, and
see what happened." Shepherd said that at some point in his freshman
year, "I began to realize that instead of a teacher in a high school class, that
here I was dealing with a teacher, but also a department. And the
department itself might have had groups within it that were part of the
debate, or the department might be united on one side of a debate that was
going on in the profession, so that was part of useful learning too, to begin to
understand what controversies mean in a profession. But we were clearly
just foot soldiers down in the trenches being hit by the artillery that was
being shot off by other people for other reasons. And I survived it."
When I asked Shepherd how he managed to survive English 1-2, he
said, "If anything, I just compartmentalized. I recognized that I was
supposed to go through some new vision, didn’t get it, and well, that was too
bad. But they weren’t helping me, and so I couldn’t help it. And then
freshman year was over and that was that." One of the things that helped
him gain a perspective on his English 1-2 experience was writing for the
Amherst Student newspaper. Shepherd told me that "as for writing for the
newspaper, I think if anything, it was a way to get back to normal, dealing
with writing about reality."
In November of his junior year, when he was competing for the
Chairmanship of the Amherst Student, Shepherd published an editorial3
which was critical of English 1-2. Shepherd expressed concern at the fact
that only two percent of the Amherst student body was contributing to the
Amherst Literary Magazine and speculated that one cause might be "the
literary hypercriticism ingrained into each of us. Who of us, armed with the
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tools of analysis of English 1-2 and 21-22, can but be discouraged by our
own first efforts to write a short story or poem?" He added, "If it does
nothing else, English 1-2 teaches us that writing is a strenuous job,
especially at first. This is perhaps the greatest deterrent to would-be spare
time writers" ["Creativity and Apathy" p.2]. Commenting on this editorial,
Shepherd told me that "English 1-2 made us extremely self-conscious, and
sort of introspective about and defensive about expressing ourselves,
because we were faced by these authorities who knew better than we did
what language was for, and who made us crawl through a complicated
series of obscure lessons, supposedly to find out what we were doing
whenever we tried to sit down and write. And some of us, obviously me,
came out still puzzled and somewhat shaken in our confidence about using
words. And I picked on the poor Literary Magazine much too hard, I
suppose, using it as a vehicle for saying this."
I asked Shepherd whether after completing English 1-2, he had
personally felt blocked in his writing. He said the course "made me more
cautious about whether I know what I'm dealing with. I wouldn’t say that it’s
blocked me though, in the sense of paralyzed. But again, that’s partly
because I quickly got into other kinds of writing, including making up
editorials, which isn’t exactly creative, but it's not just reporting what went on
on campus last night. And so I could more easily pass on from English 1-2
with some confidence." He summarized his response to English 1-2 in this
way: "’Was I unable to write later?' — no, I had no problem. But, 'Did I go on
to write or to major in the subject [of English]' — no, I steered clear of it.
'Would I accept the premises of English 1-2 and the New Criticism?' —
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absolutely not! It hardened my opinion, if anything, that in music, in painting,
in literature, you absolutely must know why this page came to be if you want

to understand what's on it."
Shepherd says, "as an academic, my impression is that courses of
such a resolute determination to do something in a very specific way, and
not only to do it once, but to do it to a whole class over a long period, are
extremely unusual. First of all, you dont get to do that sort of thing. You're
not in a position to exercise that sort of authority, especially if you’re doing
something very controversial. And so you are dealing with a truly special
phenomenon here. And I suppose it's a tribute to Baird's crusty,
curmudgeonly nature that he was able to enforce this - on a par with Arnold
Arons, who was an extremely difficult person. But in a sense, there’s one
thing that's really different about English from physics which you might find
helpful, which is physics people got flunked mercilessly. I got a D. Bob
Bagg got a D. We weren't flunked out of college, but there was absolutely
no compassion. I don't know what Bob got in English 1-2 (of course that
was where he was good), but I was somewhat better in English than I was
at physics, and I don't think I got a C; I think I got a B. So there wasn't this
kind of destructive side to it, where they were willing to sacrifice the victim
for the sake of the experiment. So that's one reason, that if anything,
probably the results were more benign. People were puzzled by English 12, but not deeply offended, or angered the way they were about Science 12. And so maybe that's one reason that Baird got to keep doing it. He was
doing something that was pretty odd, but he wasn't hurting people."
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The day after I interviewed Geoffrey Shepherd, he called me. His call
gave me what I took as a dramatic indicator of the continuing fascination
which English 1-2 holds for him. He said he had been regretting not having
taken the opportunity to ask me, “the one person who probably knew- —
what had the course been about? I replied that it probably really had been
true that no one, including the faculty, knew the answers. At the close of our
conversation, Shepherd suggested that many alumni would be interested in
my conclusion and that Douglas Wilson, whom he knew to be a fellow
participant in my study, would want a summary of my research for the
Amherst College alumni magazine.
Douglas Wilson entered Amherst College as a freshman in the fall of
1958, a year after Shepherd and Bagg had graduated. Wilson told me that
“some students found English 1-2 quite stimulating and really got into it, and
others hated it, were exasperated by it, and felt that they never quite got the
hang of it. I'm from the former group, probably aided by the glow of
hindsight.- Wilson said, "I don't imagine there was one 17- or 18-year-old
who came to college that year who had ever been asked a question like
What do you do when you pay attention?' or 'What do you mean when you
say the word mean?' It was just a totally foreign experience. Some kids
took to it with delight and enjoyed it; others saw no point in it. I can't say
that I saw a point in it, not right away, but I enjoyed it."
Wilson is presently the Secretary for Public Affairs at Amherst
College, organizes the College's annual alumni reunions, and edits Amherst,
the College's alumni magazine. He noted "part of my picture is colored by
things I've heard since, long after graduation." He added, "it is tempting to
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romanticize the course in hindsight. Many things that happen when you are
between the ages of 18 and 21 are watershed events. It is during those
years that you begin to discover your own resources. That is why college
reunions are such a big draw. This is a digression, but we try to make
reunions here at Amherst College duplicate that intellectual intensity. We get
alumni together to discuss serious questions like the English 1 experience."
Wilson's instructor, as Bagg's had been, was John F. Butler. Wilson
describes Butler as "a very lively, animated, youthful, and upbeat person"
and as "very kind, like an older brother." According to Wilson, "John Butler
was not macho; he was very sensitive." Wilson says he liked Butler "from
the beginning, and I liked him even more at the end. I don't remember any
change in perceptions other than that. You get to know somebody better
the more you see him.” Wilson remarked that "Someone told me, or I think I
heard that Butler wrote the assignments the first semester of my freshman
year, so in that sense, we may have been right at the best spot, since he
was the author of our agony, so to speak."
John Cameron has told me that the identity of an author of a series of
assignments was not generally revealed to students and that so far as
students were concerned, assignments seemed to issue from the staff as a
whole. But as Cameron verifies, and as I know from documents in the
Amherst College Archives, John Butler did write the assignments for the fall
of 1958, which was Cameron's, as well as Wilson's, first semester at the
College. Cameron told me that Butler "was here when I arrived. He was
here for at least another year after that. He did the assignments on paying
attention." Cameron observed that "John Butler's assignments were at the
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time much admired. He was thought to have a knack for them and for a
certain kind of playful humor — an intellectual, playful approach to the whole
concept." Butler had written at least two earlier series of assignments,
including the series for the fall of 1954 in which students were asked, among
other things, to "make a line drawing of the Holyoke Range Skyline." It was
to Butler’s 1954 and 1955 assignments that historian Albert Kitzhaber
alluded when he commented in 1963 on the “maverick" writing course which
"at least until recently, required each student to buy a box of colored crayons
to use in preparing some of the assignments" fThemes 13].
Butler's assignments for the fall of 1958 were on paying attention. In
an unsigned, eighteen-page staff memorandum introducing these
assignments,4 Butler (assuming he wrote the memo) told his colleagues:
"The enclosed sequence of assignments is my attempt to make schoolboys
write something of interest to adults. It is another effort to raise
Composition to the college level, as it has been raised for a number of years
in this course. To raise the level of composition, we raise the intellectual
level at which our students have operated in previous composition courses. I
attempt in the assignments to raise this level by asking hard questions about
simple everyday situations. I start the sequence by asking what it means to
Pay Attention, and we return to this question near the end. For all of the
assignments the student should be able to supply relevant experiences of his
own, and some of the assignments will generate heat. When the student is
talking about his own experience, and when he really cares, he is in a
position to improve his writing. Or so we suppose. Progress will not always
be as rapid as we might wish it to be, and we should remind ourselves
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repeatedly that there is no reason why the students should have examined
before coming to Amherst the problems we ask them to examine. We do
not ask them how much they have learned in their seventeen or eighteen
years; we ask them to start thinking. What we ask them to do is not easy.
We help them by pointing to things, by criticizing, by praising, by asking
questions. Mainly we ask questions" [1 ].
In the first assignment of this sequence, Butler told students: "You
have been asked all of your life to pay attention to one thing or another, in
and out of the classroom, often when you would not have chosen to, and
your situation is not likely to change very soon. Recently a considerable
number of people have been trying to make you pay attention to various
things which they consider important for you to know. Reflect on what it
means to pay attention. How do you do it? Ponder this matter. Close the
door, sit down, and in the silence of your room pause over some recent
occasions when you were asked to pay attention. Then make a list of three
or four such occasions. For each item on your list, describe briefly where
you were, what you were asked to attend to and by whom you were asked.
In a final paragraph, explain as well as you can what it means to say you
paid attention" [2].
In a cluster of assignments near the end of the semester, students
were asked to consider the proposition that "The inexpressible is finally the
subject of all discourse." Butler, again assuming he wrote the memorandum
introducing the assignments to the staff [see note #4], commented upon
assignment 25 that "Doubtless those of us who are teaching the course have
different notions about the inexpressible, and about the nature of language,
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and these notions change. I have always found that as we talk between
classes and at our meetings, my positions are modified, sometimes altered
a good deal. We need not agree. In fact, as I see it, and as I see the
assignments, we cannot agree. In class we are asking the students about
their experience of the inexpressible, and we look at their expression of that
experience. In looking at and talking about their expression, we are
teachers of composition. On the other hand, if anyone wants to expose his
own views to the class, I see no objection to doing so at the proper time"

[11].
Before speaking with me, Douglas Wilson went to the Amherst
College Archives and reviewed the assignments he had addressed as a
freshman. He said, "I jotted down a few notes because I didn’t so much
remember specifically what the questions were as what, with hindsight, I
think the value of it all was. What it means to say you pay attention.'
'Describe an occasion when you shifted your attention.' When you say, \
know what I mean, what does mean mean?' — on and on, like that. It was
quite baffling. According to the professors who taught it and who talk about
the course now, many students thought it was a sort of riddle and there was
a correct answer, and once they could figure it out, then they would ace the
course. They were exasperated because it appeared to them to be a kind
of riddle, and yet they couldn't find the answer because in truth it wasn't a
riddle." Wilson said, The central questions were What does it mean to pay
attention?' and What does it mean to say something means something?’
We also had to consider: 'How much can a writer express?', What is
inexpressible?', Why?’, What can no writer do?', and What can a writer
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hope to do?’ Those last two were the questions my final paper addressed.
The course was enormously helpful in preparing me to write for other
courses. It taught us concentration - how to pay attention. It taught us to
focus on the question at hand."
Wilson added, "When I was looking over the assignments, I had
forgotten how, and I can see now why many students were exasperated,
because the questions were very repetitive. We had, I think, three
assignments a week, and the first would ask, What do you do when you pay
attention?', and the second would ask, 'What do you do when you pay
attention, and how do you describe what you mean when you say you pay
attention?', and the next would build on that. But there would be a lot of
redundancy and repetition so that you felt you were being asked to do a set
of push-ups over and over again by a drill sergeant." Wilson said that
although “there would be a slightly new twist each time," with each new
question, what struck him particularly was "the redundancy; it was like being
asked by a drill sergeant to do yet one more chin-up."
Wilson guessed he spent about three hours writing each of his English
1-2 papers. He explained, "You didn't have to do any research; you didn’t
have to go out and look things up or read a book. You had to sit down with
a pencil and paper, or a typewriter, and create something." The only paper
Wilson saved from his freshman English course was the prize winner he
wrote for English 2 in the spring of 1959. Like Bagg, Wilson won Amherst
College’s Armstrong Prize for best freshman essay of his year.5
Wilson told me he came to Amherst College "for the subjective reason
that I thought I would enjoy a place like Amherst that was small. I was
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interested in American history, and I knew that the College's reputation in
that area was high." He said, "I had never even seen the campus before I
arrived as a freshman from Indiana. I think one thing I found exciting about
the course [English 1-2] was that there was absolutely nothing like it at my
high school." He had graduated from University School in Bloomington,
which "was associated with Indiana University, and was a lab. school for the
education department, and tended to be the school in town where most
faculty children went." Wilson's father was "a professor of English. He
taught American literature and creative writing and was a novelist and writer
himself. And so I think probably that background, and certainly that family
background, made English 1 more of a stimulating experience and less of an
intimidating one for me than it might have been." Wilson said, "I remember
that when I came home at Christmas time, alter the first semester, my
father seemed puzzled and not at all persuaded about the value of what we
were doing. It seemed bizarre to him." Wilson added that his father thought
English 1 "was gimmicky, a kind of new thinking that had come along and
that English departments ought to watch out for." He said, "I suspect my
father thought composition was to write about a topic, a subject, and then to
have the teacher criticize the writing for its grammar, for its expression, for
its style, for its rhetorical concerns, for its sequence, its order of
presentation, that kind of thing. And I don't remember that we had any of
that in English 1."
Wilson said, "I was a good student in English 1. I was not a good
student in physics. I had had good preparation at University School, and on
my own, I had kept a journal as a teenager. This was not a high school
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requirement. I fell in love with Emerson around age fifteen and tried to adopt
his style and voice. I made solid progress in English 1, but I didn't begin
brilliantly. Even the most talented student writers began awkwardly in
English 1. It took us all time to get our bearings. Gradually the course
made us aware of the link between writing and thinking, and of the value of
precision." Wilson said, The course wasn't just about being a good writer.
It was about what can be expressed, what is inexpressible. A rather glib
label that I think about when I think about that course is that it was an
exercise in the precise expression of meaning. It was very good for getting
young people who had never really thought an idea through to do so in a
very disciplined fashion, and to worry about the words that they used and
how accurate they were in describing what they wanted to express. This
may be happy hindsight, but I really think that the exercise had wonderful
benefits for the rest of one's college career and for work after college. I
went into the newspaper business."
Like Geoffrey Shepherd, Wilson edited the Amherst Student
newspaper as an undergraduate. Then after earning a master's degree in
international studies from Tufts, he reported for The Providence Journal. He
served as both a correspondent and a bureau chief in Washington D.C.
before returning, in 1975, to Amherst College. Wilson told me that as an
undergraduate "I discovered two things at Amherst in regard to my
professional interests. One was I didn't want to be an academic, although I
had thought I wanted to be a professor of American history. The other was
that I loved journalism." Wilson said that “for me as a reporter," English 1-2
proved to have "made me much more attentive to whether what I was writing
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actually reported what I heard or observed and whether it made sense." On
the other hand, Wilson said, "I think English 1 may have made writing more
of an agony for serious writers than it might be otherwise, because you
really are looking a third and fourth time at word choice and things like that
to make sure they represent not only as clearly but as economically as
possible what you really intend to say."
For Wilson, however, reading papers aloud was more difficult than
writing them. He said, “I had a very severe problem in the course, which
was that one of its methodologies was to mimeograph papers that the
professor thought were worth discussing, and then the student who wrote
the paper was called upon to read it." When I told Wilson I had thought the
authorship of the sample papers was generally not revealed, he said, "Not in
Butler's class. He actually had the author read it. And my problem, which
was a severe phobia, was public speaking. I simply could not, literally could
not, sustain any spoken voice in an oral presentation." When I asked him to
describe the in-class publication process and to estimate the number of
times his own papers were read, Wilson said, "As I recall, it wasn't the
entire paper that would be read or distributed, but it would be an excerpt.
Butler would take something that he thought was the nub of an issue. My
memory is that they were maybe a paragraph or two. And mine maybe four
times in the semester. He probably distributed two or three excerpts in the
course of each class period." Wilson added, "I think the whole point of the
discussions was always to push the students, including the one whose work
was being discussed, to think a little more about the question, to be more
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precise in the description, to do more inner questioning, to be more explicit
about the experience."
Wilson said Butler "engaged with students in sequence, but he kept
things lively. He was always in charge." When I asked Wilson whether he
could remember any specific discussions, he said, "Frankly, I’d be at a total
loss to remember any particular thing either another student or the professor
said in the class. The assignments themselves and the questions they would
ask, and the discipline, agony, or whatever, of trying to address that, having
to go through that, and go through it so often, was where the profit lay." He
also said, "I didn't think of English 1 as a social event. My sophomore
American Studies class was much more social, because my classmates and
I would debate issues over lunch. We carried learning beyond the
classroom. English 1 was more a private learning experience. The bulk of
my learning occurred in the course of addressing the very challenging
homework assignments." Wilson added, "I think that English 1 - maybe this
is partly because I was a shy freshman - I think the work done for English 1
was a more private thing. I think writing is a more private thing. I
remember, or I think I remember people running up and down the corridors
screaming that they cant understand the assignment. What the hell does
so-and-so want; it was all madness anyway. But I don't think there was
discussion about the assignment per se. My freshman roommate was one
of those who just had no affinity for the exercise at all. I think that was true
of other students. Some came here and were basically good scientists and
not particularly attuned to the humanities, and others were the other way
around."
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As Wilson remembers, Butler did not comment extensively on his
papers. Wilson told me that Butler's comments “were never nasty in the
way, I gather, some English professors can be. His comments were never
insulting. I think others had a very different style and would write
devastating things on students' papers. Butler usually either wrote a
question in the margin or a compliment." According to Wilson, Butler always
returned papers promptly. Wilson said, "It was amazing. Professors were
worked even harder than the students. I think that was a strength of the
course, too: that there was that immediate reinforcement. Because you
were building an exploration of these questions, you had to review what was
done in the first step before you could move on to your second step. Papers
always came back at the next class."
John Stifler remembers that a frequent comment employed by his
instructor, who was Armour Craig, "was two exclamation points. And I once
asked him, 'What does this mean?' He said, 'It means Come on!'" Stifler
says that since leaving Amherst College, he has known times "when I felt as
though I could hear Craig's voice in my ear often, when I was teaching and
when I was reading. It's very valuable. And he is certainly one of the three
or four teachers that IVe had, that I had at college, who made the most
impression on me."
Before enrolling at Amherst College, Stifler had graduated as first in
his class from Montgomery Bell Academy in Nashville, Tennessee, which
was a competitive, private school for boys. His father was an Amherst
alumnus, and his grandfather had taught at the college. John Stifler had
visited the college in his sophomore year of high school and talked there with
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a couple of friends from Tennessee who were Amherst freshmen at the
time. Stifler says his friends "talked about the papers that they were writing
and how they had lots and lots of papers to write for this composition
course, and they were difficult assignments." Stifler's friends "said they
would get their papers back and in the margin would be written, What the
hell are you talking about?' They thought it was pretty funny, in a way,
because it was a system they couldn't beat, and I remember later in the
conversation telling them that I honestly didn't imagine that I would have
much difficulty with English composition in college. And they laughed, What
the hell are you talking about?' They were lording about how the arrogance
of someone who is pretty well-educated at a good college preparatory high
school can be deflated by freshman year at Amherst College." As soon as
Stifler arrived at Amherst, he encountered the three required core courses:
English 1-2, Science 1-2, and History 1-2. He came quickly to perceive that
English 1-2 was not merely "a required course; it was a required ritual." He
did not do well in History 1-2, "but the English and science courses, which
are the courses that dominate the memories of most people who were
students at Amherst then, I really did get something out of, and the English
course most of all. If I had the chance to take only one course out of all the
courses that I took in four years, English 1-2 would by far be the one that
was of most value to me. It is the one that I have continued to leam the
most from. It is the one that has had the most direct application to how I
teach, to how I read, especially to how I read my students’ writing."
Stifler currently teaches writing in the junior-year writing program of
the department of economics at the University of Massachusetts. He
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expects shortly to complete his Master of Fine Arts degree at the same
institution. He writes two regular columns for the Daily Hampshire Gazette,
including Time Out, which is a weekly arts column, and On the Run, a
biweekly column on running. He saved all of his English 1-2 papers, and he
has made his collection available to me. The large leather case in which he
keeps these papers still sports the identification card which he filled out as a
freshman at Amherst College and which identifies him as: John Stifler, 1600
Pennsylvania Ave., Washington D.C., State of Confusion.
Both Stifler and Thomas Looker, my two youngest alumnus
participants, took English 1-2 in 1964/65. The assignments for their fall
semester were written by Kim Townsend.6 The themes for Townsend's
series were masks, poses, and being oneself. The focal word for that fall
semester, according to Stifler, was "sincere." Stifler says that as a
freshman, addressing these assignments "I was trying to be dutiful, and you
read my papers and you see that they are very dutiful, very careful, and built
block upon block. They were very sincere."
The first assignment in the series was built on a quotation from Oscar
Wilde: "The first duty in life is to assume a pose; what the second is no one
has yet found out." Students were asked, "What pose (if any) or poses
have you been urged to assume? What poses do you know how to
assume? Do you think a man's life should consist of assuming various
poses? Do you see any alternative?" The third assignment was built on
Polonius’ advice to Laertes in Hamlet: "To thine own self be true."
At the fourth classmeeting, Stifler handed in a response to this third
assignment. At the fifth meeting, he was dismayed to find his response had
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been mimeographed as one of two sample essays for discussion. Stifler
told me in 1990 that in anticipation of talking with me, he had reread this
paper for the first time in 26 years. He said, "I was pretty embarrassed to
read it, but what embarrassed me was that the style was so plodding." He
said that in 1964, when he saw his paper listed anonymously on what he and
his friends called "the shit sheet," he thought, "Oh well, okay, it's my turn to
be raked." Stifler had written, "I believe that being true to my self basically
means abiding by standards that I have established through instinct and
through the instruction of my parents from my earliest childhood.
Specifically, I feel that lying, cheating, or misrepresenting myself, either to
others or to myself, constitutes a violation of these standards of truth. To
further this explanation, I recall a few instances when I have not been true to
myself. When I was in the second grade I was told by the teacher that I
must stay after school because I had been talking too much in class. Not
wanting to suffer the disgrace of being reproached by my parents for having
to stay after school for misbehavior, I inconspicuously sneaked out of the
classroom when the rest of the class left, so as not to arouse my parents'
suspicion by arriving home late. The plan succeeded completely; the
teacher, trusting that I would do as he had requested, had forgotten to
check on my obedience in this matter, so that I escaped with impunity. I
paid for this deception many times over, however. For three days I lived in
desperate fear that the teacher would loose all his fury against me for my
disobedience; even when my fear had subsided, I nevertheless could not
look that teacher squarely in the eye for the rest of the year, and even when
our family moved to another town, the memory of my false deed continued
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to haunt me for four years. This incident may seem ridiculously trivial to a
’mature' person, but it impressed its import upon my senses indelibly.”7
Stifler recalled that "to my own surprise, I turned out to be an
example of what to do, rather than what not to do." Aided by penciled notes
he had made in 1964 on his copy of the "shit sheet," Stifler remembered that
Craig had "said something like, 'All the points that are made in this paper
rest on observations - you cant get into trouble when you do that.'" Stifler
said that in general, he and his classmates in Craig’s section would discuss
"one or two papers for that fifty minute class period. We might spend half
that time talking in specific detail about what the author seems to be trying to
do in the paper or in some particular paragraph. 'What do you mean when
you use a sentence like this?' or 'How can you come to a conclusion like this
on the basis of what you've written?'" Stifler didn't recall that Craig had
spent much time going over new assignments. He said of the entire English
1-2 staff, "I think they felt that we would learn more if we just got it cold."
Stifler said that "every other night, or three nights a week, I can
remember having a conversation with somebody in the class. It didn't even
have to be somebody in the same section because half the freshman class
at Amherst College on a given night was all trying to write the same paper at
the same time. The other half would be doing it the other night because it
was Tuesday/Thursday/Saturday. And the defenders of the system say that
it was one of the wonderful things about the core curriculum. It did a lot to
give people a sense of identity as freshmen at Amherst." Stifler specifically
remembered "one very important piece of collaborative learning that
happened around the end of October/beginning of November. A guy in the
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dorm was sitting in his room, reading aloud the paper written by another guy
that I knew, who was in his class, not my class."
The assignment was the ninth in the series: "Describe a situation in
which you felt another person was not being himself, not expressing himself
sincerely. What was the occasion? What was said? What did that person
say? Why did you think he was being insincere? What do you mean when
you say, 'He was being insincere'?" [fall 1964 series; see note #6],
Stifler said that the essay his dormmate was reading "read much
more like a story than like the essays that I was trying to write in response
to these questions. He described, he simply told the story of being in Spain,
traveling. He had been on his own in Europe, traveling that summer maybe,
and he had lent some money to some guy who was Spanish or French or
something, who owed him the money, and he'd been owing it to David for
awhile. David had written a letter finally to him, really pretty angry and
needing the money himself, and feeling hurt that this guy hadn't paid him
back. They were in two different cities, and the guy had written back, and
David quoted the letter in his paper, saying, *You know, I'm really, really hurt.
Do you think that I would be so callous as not to pay you back? How could
you? After all the things that we’ve been through in a friendship that we've
shared together, how could you imagine that I'm not going to pay you?, etc.,
etc., etc.' — a very poignant, long, thoughtful letter, which probably he had
with him and had just plugged into his paper. And he concludes the letter,
and then there follows one more line in the paper: 'I never got the money.'
And I learned — well, that was 1964; this is 1990 — and I still remember that
in some detail, and I sort of learned, I realized at that point that 'English 1:
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Composition1 was writing in a pretty wide-open sense and that interesting
stories could make the point about what constituted sincerity, for example."
Stifler added, "I didn't immediately go write my next paper inspired to switch
from a rather plodding, carefully constructed paragraph essay form to a
more compelling kind of narrative. And I don't know that I got to that point
during that semester, or even ever while I was an undergraduate, but I've
gotten to that point now."
In the twenty-eighth assignment that fall, Stifler and his classmates
were asked to: "Return to a situation in which you knew what it was to be
yourself, more specifically to one in which you moved from not being yourself
to being yourself. Where were you? Who else was there? What was said?
Where precisely do you locate this movement from not being yourself to
being yourself?" [fall 1964 series; see note #6]. Stifler now describes his
response to this assignment as "extremely self-conscious." He said, "there
are a lot of ways that a freshman can be intimidated; there are a lot of ways
that anybody can be intimidated by a question like that. There are a lot of
ways in which a grown-up could respond to it, saying, 'Why am I spending
any of my time writing about this?'" Stifler then read me sections of his
paper and most of what Craig had written in the margin. Stifler said, “you
know, I look at this, and I think on one level, I still don't know what he meant
by any of that. But I think I got a lot indirectly out of comments like that."
In 1964, confronted by the need to say when he had not been himself,
Stifler admitted: "I have spent the last three and a half hours attempting to
write about such a situation, but I have been unable, at least this far, to do
so; indeed, I am beginning to think that there has never been an occasion
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when I have not been myself." He drew on three different incidents to try to
get at the question that had been put to him. He described a time when he
had "taken a girl for granted" in high school, then a time when he had
pretended to faint in order to get out of Latin class, and finally a time when
he went to a drinking party, each time concluding in effect that "Yes, I had
worn a mask, but this mask was in fact a very real part of myself." Later,
when he commented on this paper, Professor Craig seems to have tried to
draw Stifler’s attention to the various poses he had taken on as it’s writer.
When Stifler wrote, "I knew I was taking her for granted and dating her
solely because of the material advantages offered, but I also knew that the
person who did this was really

Craig replied, "T who? Are you always on

the make?" When Stifler wrote, "I’d heard about such parties, and I wanted
to see what one would be like," Craig replied, "T the Experimenter?" When
Stifler wrote, "I hoped that this time I had a good paper; then I read it over,
and I discovered that it sounded contrived, which, in fact, it was. I pictured
Prof. Craig reading it in class, and in my mind I heard him cut my work to
pieces," Craig replied, "Come on! This T is a scared Rabbit, and he’s not
Thee." Craig’s final comment at the bottom of Stifler's paper was: "O dear,
O dear. All these complaints and self-lacerations. All I want to know is:
who pushed the typewriter keys to write this Assignment? Yet another 'I'? I
think he does pretty well. This is NOT a moral problem. This is a WRITING
problem."8
The final "Long Paper" assignment which Stifler and his classmates
were given in December of 1964 was built on a quotation from W.B. Yeats's
Autobiographies. Yeats described a time when he had been moved to tears
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by the poorly written but deeply felt verses of a dying Irish exile. Yeats had
resolved “from then on to write out my emotions exactly as they came to me
in life, not changing them to make them more beautiful. 'If I can be sincere
and make my language natural, and without becoming discursive, like a
novelist, and so indiscreet and prosaic,' I said to myself, 'I shall if good luck
or bad luck make my life interesting, be a great poet; for it will be no longer
a matter of literature at all." Professor Townsend, who was the assignment
maker, commented: "Yeats recalls for us many of the problems concerning
Masks that we have been discussing and writing about this term. He raises
especially the question of his relationship to his own language, and in dealing
with it, suggests an interesting paradox: in writing out his thoughts and
emotions exactly as they came to him, in writing 'sincerely* or 'naturally*
about himself, he feels he will escape egotism." Townsend directed
students to "Address yourself to this paradox in a graceful and coherent
essay of five pages, using examples from your own experience and from
your own or the writing of others wherever you see fit" [fall 1964 series; see
note #6].
Stifler, commenting to me on this assignment, said that Yeats was "a
wonderful person to work with, because Yeats's own thinking, his own
artistic awareness, and his own way of talking, writing, explaining was
constantly changing. He was a man of many masks himself, and here he is
writing about how he's figured out that the secret is not to use any masks at
all. And this is at the end of a semester that began with a quote from Oscar
Wilde." On the fourth page of his 1964 response to this Long Paper
Assignment,^ Stifler wrote, "I understand this matter of expressing oneself
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sincerely and naturally,“ and Craig remarked in the margin, "You DO!?" At
the end of Stifle^s paper, Craig commented, There are two things to be
wary of: 1) embellishing stories about exiles you have never seen, and 2)
Comments that you confuse with oracular declarations. Relax. When you
do write of yourself and WHAT YOU KNOW, you are a good writer."
Stifler said, "setting aside everything else, the fact of having to come
to class three days a week with a paper was wonderful." He added, "I
learned how to do them at the last minute; I learned how to sit at the
typewriter, and just roll a piece of paper in, and go. And boy!, when you
work for a newspaper, that's a really useful skill to have." However, Stifler
hesitated to say that English 1-2 had "really strongly influenced a decision on
my part to be a writer. It probably helped me to be one in some ways and
probably interfered in some ways, because I'm a pretty self-conscious
person already, and it certainly heightened my self-consciousness."
Thomas Looker, who took English 1-2 the same year as Stifler did,
but with William E. Coles, Jr. rather than Armour Craig as his instructor,
says "I was always interested in writing." He says he arrived at Amherst
College "assuming that I was going to go into journalism. I loved the whole
newspaper business, the drama of it. I had spent time at NBC News, and I
walked around with an NBC on my clipboard." Looker wanted to be an
international correspondent. He had prepared for college at George School,
which was a Quaker school and, according to Looker, "very internationally
oriented. I had always loved history and got into African stuff because I
figured there would be less competition. I was fascinated by non-western
things in general. I loved American stuff, but the field was so crowded." In
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fact, Looker went into radio journalism. He freelances for National Public
Radio, and in 1983 produced a thirteen-part, Peabody Award-winning
documentary series on New England for NPR. Currently he is a visiting
lecturer in American Studies at Amherst College.
Looker says that as a freshman, he was self-conscious about his
"simple prose. I knew I could do journalism. I wanted to write fiction, but I
wrestled with whether or not I was good enough. I think that English 1 was
so successful for me personally because I thought that I was a B+ writer,
which was the perfect place for English 1 to work on me." Looker guesses
"that somehow I was just on Coles’s wavelength or that I was ready to be
taught. It didn’t mean I was a better writer; it simply meant that I was
perfect fodder for English 1. I never got ahead of Coles; I was always just
right there. He'd take a step; I was right there."
Like Stifler, Looker used the term "shit sheet" to refer to the
mimeographed paste-ups of student paragraphs and essays which English
1-2 instructors distributed for classroom discussion. Looker said, "I don’t
know where the term cropped up, but that's what it was called, or that’s
what I've always called it. And that’s what people who talk about it to me
have always called it. And when I’ve used it, no one who has ever taken the
course has raised any eyebrows about what it was." Looker said that during
the first month of the course student's papers "would just be tom apart in
class. Coles was, I think, the most English 1 exponent of English 1. I don’t
know how Baird operated, but I imagine it just fit Coles perfectly. We used
to talk about him as having a 'half-back approach' to English literature, I
mean not even the quarter-back, but the half-back - this tough little guy. He
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was actually a nice guy, but the persona that one got, the voice that one
heard was this kind of - ‘Mister Looker’ - in a sneering tone. He was feisty
in the way that a lot of Amherst teachers were in those days. There was
this - We are tearing you down so that you will put yourself back together*
- attitude. And so you were really torn. The sense was of being really torn
apart on the shit sheet." Looker said, "I counted it up once, and I was on
the shit-sheet four or five times."
When I asked Looker if the sample pieces on the shit sheet hadn't
been listed anonymously, he said, ’The authors weren't identified, but
sometimes you could tell who they were anyway." Looker remembered that
on the fourth or fifth assignment of the fall series, Coles "spliced together an
essay from sentences from all different essays and put it together as all
about sincerity — 'sincerity this; sincerity that* — and he just put some
sentences together, and it made perfect sense. And he said, What does
this mean if I can do this?'" Looker explained, "What it meant is that we
were all writing in the same voice, ail writing a bunch of thumping cliches that
didn’t mean anything." He added, There's a quality of humiliation there,
even if it’s shared, or even if its anonymous, and that is damaging. It's
brutalizing, and the only time it works is if the culture at large supports this
sort of stuff, and Amherst 'men' in those days were supposed to survive that.
This was part of the macho-ethic business. These were the days where the
mythical and perhaps apocryphal story of the introduction to Amherst (you
know, in the opening welcome) is: 'Look to your left; look to your right; one
of you (or maybe it was two of you) is not going to be here in four years.’"
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Looker remembered that the first paper he wrote for English 1 was
about himself and his father. Speaking from memory, he recited what he
thought Coles’s comments had been: "’I can’t believe it; are you kidding?,’
'We call this student irony,’ 'I seem to have heard this before,' This is a
string of platitudes, one thumping cliche after another,' 'Who is the father?
Who is the boy? Have you seen them anywhere before? The funny papers
maybe?'H Looker said, “I remember that by heart - 'the funny papers.'
'Where have you seen these people before, Mr. Looker? The funny papers
maybe?’" Looker said, "There was a real brutal, boot-camp mentality to the
freshman curriculum. I learned a hell of a lot in English 1, and I don’t regret
taking it. I do regret taking science 1; that was a very harmful, hurtful
course. But I don’t think that English 1 had to be taught this way. It was,
and for reasons that I’m not quite sure of. I didn't become an English major.
And I might very well have in a different department or at a time when there
was less feistiness around. I was intimidated as hell. There was a real
brutalizing quality to it, and I’m sure that a lot of students, very justifiably so,
couldn’t get around it, because there's nothing that can be more damaging
than people attacking your writing in this vicious way. I mean, I had that
reaction, but it didn't prevent me from learning. But there are ways that you
could be equally critical and yet still not be quite so nasty."
Looker used more English 1 student jargon when he talked about
writing a paper that finally "crossed the line" and won Coles’s praise. Looker
said, "My essay was not the first essay to 'cross the line'; it was the second,
and that was typical. The first one was by a guy who was the writer in the
class. He wrote like a writer. He obviously knew what he was doing. He
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was going to write novels when he grew up. So he wrote the first thing that
crossed the line. And then I followed with the second one. It was actually
the very next essay; I mean I was sort of imitating him." Looker added, "I
have this image of suddenly this other guy’s paper is being discussed in
class and beginning to get these glimmerings that Coles is not tearing this
apart. Maybe this is it! Why does Coles like this? You would start trying to
figure out what was going on. And I don't remember if I consciously tried to
imitate, or if things had made sense. I would have to go through and study
my chicken scratchings that I put on the day's paper. But the very next
thing, mine crossed the line. But that was always the pattern: this other guy
was the pathfinder, and I followed." Looker explained that at that point, they
were "about a month into the course. It was about the eighth or ninth
assignment that finally crossed the line, so to speak." He added, "you hadn’t
arrived once you wrote one good paper. My very next paper after the good
paper was half dumped on, and then the paper after that was totally dumped
on. And so the whole semester proceeded with me; I mean you didn't
suddenly leam how to write. It was a long, long process, and I stumbled
along."
Looker remembers another experience "which was extremely valuable
and yet bizarre as hell. One night I was up all night, as we always were, like
until 2:00 or 3:00, which in those days was all night. And I was struggling
with this paper in which I described psyching myself up as Laertes my senior
year at George School to get angry with Hamlet and have our sword fight.
And it was a difficult role, and I didn't really get into it, and so I described
how I tried to physically pump myself up in the wings, and I was just
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describing what happened and then wrote some conclusion. Well, Coles put
this on the shit sheet, and as he began reading it, the class began laughing,
and he began laughing, and it was a hysterical piece. He did a little bit of
editing in it which made it funnier. But essentially, I hadnt written it funny at
all, and yet it was funny, and so the experience was of thinking you were
writing one thing and yet something else was coming out. And when I went
to Coles afterwards, I said, 'You know, I didn't really mean it.' He said,
'What do you mean you didn't mean it?’ And he read me some lines, and he
said, What do you mean? That's funny.' I said, Well yes. Yes, it is funny.
Yes, you're right. But consciously I didn't realize that.'" Looker added that
Coles had occasionally edited other papers. Then, according to Looker,
Coles "made some comment in the margins: What does it mean that I can
edit this?'" Looker said, "I do the same thing with my students, and there
are some papers you can really edit, and they are well-written papers. The
fact that they can be edited means that they are well written."
Looker said Coles "was tough; I found him fair. He seemed to have a
wonderful ear, and he was funny. He wasn't funny 'ha, ha;' he was sort of
abrasive, but he was open essentially. You felt you could go and talk to him.
He wasn't pompous. He was sort of the archetypal good Amherst teacher
for me." Looker explained, "I heard a compassion in the sneer," and he
remembered, "Coles used to say, 'If I circle something and I put SP in the
margin, you're not going to pay any attention to that. If I circle it and I say
This is Fascism!, maybe you’ll think about it.'" Looker said he recognized
what Coles was doing "as a posture of someone who really cared and who
was trying to get you to see what you were sounding like. The kicker was,
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he was sneering not at you, but at the voice on the page. When I wrote like
a cartoon character, he said, This is a cartoon character; come on! You’re
a human being; don’t write like a cartoon character.' And it was the fact that
they were rooting for you. Ultimately, they did think you had something to
say, and they were kicking you in the pants to make you realize that you
were doing violence to yourself. Now that's the most positive slant you can
put on this, and obviously there was a lot of crap and all that too." Looker
concluded, "One of the underlying messages of English 1 was that learning
to write better equals finding your own voice, equals developing your own
identity. It’s intensely personal — you have something to say. English 1 was
all part of that, and that was the central foundation of it, and that's why they
could act like assholes. They were doing it because on some level, the best
of them believed that you were doing violence to yourself if you didn't write
well. And that was communicated to me somehow."
Looker said, "There was a high-priest quality about the instructors in
the course. They had an aura. It resonated with something in me to think
they knew something I didn’t." He said, "one of the things about English 1 is
that they didn't tell you, they didn't express any formulas. Now that’s an
approach; that's an idea about writing. You would somehow design the
course to evoke an experience. The course has to be something that you go
through, a process, an experience." He added, "The thing was, none of us
knew what 'they1 meant, and they wouldn't tell us. They obviously wanted
something, and we didn't know what it was. They would say, 'We want you
to find out what you want and to discover your own voice.' The result was
complete confusion."
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Looker said, “Another way of looking at it is that we were being
socialized at Amherst College into a community, into a men's club, a macho,
WASPish power-elite. English 1 contributed to that by its style. Part of the
Amherst experience was to survive English 1-2. I think everybody should
take a course like English 1, but not that English 1, not the way it was done."
He added that the course "was also brutalizing to the faculty." When I asked
him to explain his remark, he responded as a member of the Amherst history
faculty and asked me, "Why do you think that the English department at
Amherst College now refuses to teach writing? I'm not sure how conscious
it is over there, but to outside observers, it’s patently obvious."
Speaking personally again, Looker said that above all, what he
derived from English 1 “was an obsession with voice." He said, "English 1
was about a lot of things, but one of the things English 1 was for me was
developing the notion of a voice on the page. There was an absolute
bloody-mindedness about saying, 'We don't know what the voice on the
page is, or how it got there, or how to improve it, but we just know when we
hear it,' and that the voice on the page was a mysterious process. There
was something that finally was a mystery; it was there, but it was a mystery.
And so the whole course was - how do you hear it, if I hear it and you
don't?" Looker added, "it is metaphorically consistent, and probably more
than that, that I would get into radio, which is totally a medium of voices."
In addition to freelancing for National Public Radio, Looker teaches at
Amherst College. During each of the past several summers, he has taught a
three-week writing course for students who plan to enter the college as
freshmen in the fall. He said what he has done "is to merge the skills of an
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editor with some ideas from English 1, and not self-consciously; IVe just sort
of done it. I learned to write better and to become self-conscious about my
writing by taking English 1. What does that mean? That means writing a lot;
it means having someone, having a good reader respond to you every step
of the way. Well, this is what I do for my students." When I asked him what
features of English 1-2 he had carried over into his course, his immediate
response was: "the business of trying to get them to write as much as
possible." He also said he uses short sequences of assignments: “I've used
'understanding.1 How do you understand something? Describe a situation
when you were misunderstood. What do you mean by being
misunderstood? Describe the process of moving from not understanding
something to understanding something." He described his course as having
"a focus on language, a focus on voice, and an approach which does not lay
down the rules, but where you try to get the students to hear stuff on the
page. I try to respond to voices on the page and demonstrate
responsiveness. I try to get kids invested in learning to write better and to
get them to see the connection between the voices they create in their
writing and who they are."
When I asked Looker what effect English 1-2 had had on his writing,
he said, "Immediately after English 1, I was less satisfied with my writing
because I was more sensitive to what I was doing wrong. Everyone after
English 1 had this period where it was difficult to write. It has always been
difficult for me to write, so it's hard to separate that, but it was particularly
difficult because you had this fear that someone would tear it apart." He
qualified his remarks, however, by noting, "I left feeling that I might be able
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to learn how to write. I knew what I had to do." He added, "I feel in learning
to write better, there is some corner you have to turn. It's not very
complicated, but there is a comer you have to turn to get it, whatever it is. It
is not something that immediately transforms your writing, but it gets you on
the right track. I may be totally off base, but I know this is my experience.
English 1 had me turn the comer. There is a lot of work left to do, but it got
me around to some sense of how language worked, and then I could
struggle, and start learning to protect it, and keep going as far as I can."
Let me try to sum up. In addition to Looker, three other alumni Bagg, Wilson, and Stifler- all thought English 1-2 had had a positive effect
on their writing. Wilson, Stifler and Looker felt it had helped them develop
skills and sensitivities which proved useful to them as journalists. Although
Shepherd emerged from the course somewhat shaken in his confidence, he
says he suffered no permanent ill effects and in fact went on to write twenty
books. Stifler, Looker, and Wilson, like Shepherd, felt the course had initially
made the act of writing seem more difficult or self-conscious. Looker felt the
course had had a role in his decision not to major in English. Bagg, Stifler,
and Looker all told me it had had an influence on their teaching.
Some of the things my alumnus participants told me confirmed what I
had heard from faculty participants. Bagg, Shepherd, Wilson, and Looker,
like most of the professors I spoke with, said that English 1-2 had generated
a mystique. Like Cameron, Pritchard, and Sale - Bagg, Wilson, and Looker
talked of Amherst College as having been like a boot camp. Like Gibson
and Pritchard, Looker thought a central feature of English 1-2 had been its
focus on voice as a quality of writing. Bagg found a center of English 1-2 in
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its focus on metaphor. He and Shepherd agreed with Baird, Craig, Gibson,
and Pritchard that the course had explored the relation between language
and reality. Bagg, Wilson and Stifler agreed with Baird, Cameron and Sale
that much of the value of the course had emerged from the experience of
having to address difficult questions three times a week.
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NOTES
1. The assignments for the fall of 1953 may be found in "Eng 1 1953/54 Sec
10 [Gibson]," in Box 2, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst College Archives.
2. With Robert Bagg's permission, I have included his Armstrong Prize-winning
paper in my Appendix C.
3. With Geoffrey Shepherd's permission, I have included his 1955 editorial on
"Creativity and Apathy" in my Appendix C.
4. Butler's 18-page memorandum is in “Eng 1 1958/59 Proposed
Assignments," in Box 3, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst College Archives.
5. With Douglas Wilson's permission, I have included his Armstrong Prize- winning paper in my Appendix C.
6. Kim Townsend's assignments for the fall of 1964 may be found in "Eng 1
1964/65 'Assignments as Used,'" in Box 4, English 1-2 Collection, Amherst
College Archives. While I have considered Stifler’s responses to these
assignments, a second complete set of student responses to them is held in
the Amherst College Archives. This set was written by Jere Mead, who
was a student in Baird's section in the fall of 1964. It is available in "Eng 1
1964/65 Jere Mead student papers written for the assignments in
Professor Baird's class," in Box 4 of the English 1-2 Collection.
7. Stifleris 1964 essay in response to Assignment 3 is in his personal
possession. I quote from it here with his permission.
8. Stifler’s 1964 essay in response to Assignment 28 is in his personal
possession.
9. With John Stifleris permission, I have included his 1964 response to this
Long Paper Assignment in my Appendix C.
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CHAPTER VI

THE DEMISE AND AFTERLIFE OF ENGLISH 1-2

The final act of the drama of English 1-2 at Amherst College plays
itself out like a Greek tragedy. The mythic patriarch is dethroned by his
rebellious sons, his kingdom is divided, and his fate can be seen as no less
than what he has invited in urging each of them, in effect, to "Be your own
man."
A number of factors combined to bring about the downfall of English
1-2. As Theodore Baird notes, "The movement in the 1960s was toward
less organized education." Baird told me that by 1965, the Amherst faculty
wanted a curriculum with "a lot fewer requirements." John Cameron agreed,
remarking that just as Amherst's post-war "core curriculum was supported
by history, by national history, so when the core curriculum came crashing
down in the late 1960s, it was no accident historically. And the admission of
women [in 1976] was no accident historically. We held out a little longer
than some, but not as long as others." Roger Sale pointed out that "since
they all went at about the same time - that is coeducation and the dropping
of the set curriculum and Ted's retirement all happened within a few years of
each other — it is a little hard to know which is more important than the
other." Sale added that the course "couldn't exist without Baird's wit."
Already by the early 1960s, the pressures for social change were
beginning to be felt on the Amherst campus. When in October of 1963, in

one of his last public acts before Dallas, John F. Kennedy came to Amherst
College to dedicate the new Robert Frost Library, “a conservatively dressed,
decorously silent group of some fitly faculty and students stood quietly in
rows outside Amherst's Alumni Gymnasium to greet" the president "as he
drove up from his helicopter landing on the playing fields. Their purpose as their neatly lettered signs attested - was simply to urge the president to
support more strongly his own civil rights bill which was bogged down in
Congress" [Greene 326]. Baird remembers that he wrote a set of
assignments for the fall of 1963 on "what is good English?" He says, This
was a nice set of assignments because it really faced these boys who
believed in social equality, who believed in an integrated society, and also
believed that Amherst should teach them good English. And they had to
consider what this meant socially, what this meant economically, what this
meant in terms of jobs, and in marches - marches, when they were going
down south to march, but they were going to use good English"
["Reflections" 25].
According to the authors of a 1978 report on Amherst's curricular
history, the "New Curriculum" of 1947 and the practice of requiring specific
core courses may have been in keeping with the national mood during the
1940s and 1950s, but was "resented in an era of liberation movements" by
students who "felt already coerced by a draft law that made college studies
an alternative to military service" [Babb 15]. During the nineteen years in
which the "New Curriculum" was in force, it had undergone periodic faculty
review. It was evaluated in 1954 by the "Review Committee on the New
Program" and continued without important changes [Babb 5]. It was
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evaluated again In 1958-59 by Theodore Koester and his "Curriculum Review
Committee," but few of this committee's recommendations were adopted
[Babb 6]. It was evaluated for the third time in 1964-65 by Joseph Epstein
and his "Committee on Educational Policy" and through the recommendations
of this committee, was finally overturned [Babb 9]. The authors of the
above-cited 1978 historical report conclude that "By most criteria, the 'New
Curriculum' launched in 1947 was a success. Its survival for two decades,
however, probably owes a good deal to vested faculty interests in large
required courses, the strong personalities of those who were permanent
chairmen of the core courses, and the unattractiveness of the particular plan
suggested in 1959" [Babb 31].
In its 1964 "Report on the Curriculum of Amherst College,"1 Joseph
Epstein’s Committee on Educational Policy recommended replacing "all
existing required courses," including English 1-2, by five new courses. The
five would consist of four "Problems of Inquiry" or "PI" courses, and an
interdivisional and interdisciplinary colloquium. There was to be a PI course
in each of the three curricular divisions of the humanities, the social sciences,
and mathematics and the natural sciences. The fourth PI was to address
the "Composition of Knowledge" [3]. In the spring of 1965, the Amherst
faculty accepted most of the recommendations of the Epstein committee but
did not approve the implementation of the fourth PI course. The other Pi's
were first offered in the fall of 1966.
Armour Craig was a member of the Epstein committee. John
Cameron, who first informed me of this, told me that "the irony of the
situation was that Armour, who was the loyal first son of Baird, was one of
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the agents of getting rid of English 1-2. I don't have all the details, but I do
know that Ted never forgave him for it.- Alter I had heard this from
Cameron, I called Craig to discuss his role on the Epstein committee, and he
told me he had written its 1964 report. He said he had understood when he
wrote it that its effect, if its recommendations were accepted, would be to
jettison English 1-2. However, he had hoped that a version of English 1-2,
which he had always seen as more a college course than an English
department course, would continue to be offered in the guise of the
proposed "Problems of Inquiry IV: Composition of Knowledge." Craig said
he was very disappointed when the faculty chose not to approve "PI: IV."
He said he had known it was hopeless to keep the 1947 curriculum going.
He had also known that the English department would not keep English 1-2
going. The new generation of English faculty members, according to Craig,
did not want to have to read as many student papers as the structure of
English 1-2 required them to read. Some of them, including William
Pritchard who was deeply involved in designing the PI in the humanities,
wanted to teach more literature in the freshman course than was customary
in English 1-2. Craig had regretted the fall of the 1947 core curriculum. He
said, "I took it pretty hard, but not so hard as Professor Baird."
Baird expressed his own dismay in a June 6,1966 letter to Amherst
President Calvin H. Plimpton. Baird told Plimpton that "I can say, at sixtyfive, that this freshman English course has been the center of my entire
intellectual life, and more than that, for to it I have brought whatever I have
learned as a human being. I have been proud to serve Amherst and I have
sought excellence.
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That the English department now resumes the shape of all English
departments is the obvious fact. How this came about I do not understand.
A possible explanation is through the force of inertia. My example was not
enough finally.
The question was put to me, whether I am 'withdrawing from the
Intellectual Life of the English department,1 and then I answered sardonically.
The answer is, I am the same person I was a year ago. I search for the
Intellectual Life of the English department1 daily when I meet the nineteenth
century poetry man, the modem novel man, the Chaucer man. I do not turn
away from any ideas. I can discover. I do know that I do not find very
widely shared any awareness of the importance of Freshman English as a
writing course. In that sense I am alone."2
Baird's sense of isolation has the ring of tragedy. Arnold Arons,
whose situation following the cancellation of Science 1-2 was analogous to
Baird's, responded in 1968 by leaving Amherst College. William Pritchard,
who served from 1966 until 1968 as chairman of the new PI course in the
humanities, said of the English department that "younger people on the staff
were beginning to get somewhat restless about the obligation to teach one
or two sections of the course [English 1-2] each year." He added, "With
hindsight one feels that it had run its course and that, as Baird's own
retirement approached (in 1969), it was time to go off on something else,
somehow" [letter to R. Vamum, 15 August 1991].
Baird says of his junior colleagues, "they all know how to teach
books. They all know how to deal with them critically in ways that I don't."
However, he says of staff dynamics after his own retirement that: "I don't
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think they even agree on the books they read, let alone on an exam. So it is
back really to where I came in, where there was no agreement, no
intellectual common ground, and no exchange of ideas." He told me, the
whole academic world has changed. Nobody can afford to put as much time
and energy into a common course where his own distinction does not come
to the attention of the president, or the dean, or whoever it is."
The implementation of the 1966 curriculum did not result, however, in
the outright cancellation of English 1-2. The English department decided to
rename the course English 11-12 and to continue it as a two-semester
freshman elective. The Amherst College Bulletin: Catalog 1966-67
describes English 11 as a course in "Writing" and English 12 as a course in
"Reading." William Pritchard describes English 11 as "a course in writing
about reading, rather than a course in composition." Speaking in 1991, he
noted, "Although it is an elective, we still teach about 60 percent of all
Amherst freshmen in that course." Armour Craig, who chaired English 11 in
the fall of 1966, told me that in that course students still wrote "an awful lot
of papers, but we had texts." Craig said that the central question of the
course was "What do you do when you read?" Benjamin DeMott chaired
English 11-12 for the three semesters from the spring of 1967 through the
spring of 1968. The only time Theodore Baird chaired English 11 was in the
fall of 1968, his penultimate semester at Amherst College.
Baird wrote the assignments for the fall of 1968.3 English 11 that fall
seems to have been conducted in much the way that English 1 had formerly
been. There were thirty-three assignments that semester, addressing the
theme of "language and belief," and these were used in common by the
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entire English 11 staff. In the very first assignment of the sequence, Baird
informed students that: "The subject of our discourse is Language. We shall
try to understand a little how we use words, how we define words and make
sense. The assignments that follow are a means of starting a conversation
and keeping it going. If you consider each paper that you write as
something less than a pronouncement, you will be happier in this course.
The assignments do not have final answers, and at best they make possible
a movement or train of thought." By the twenty-sixth assignment of the
same series, it was clear that Baird was interested not only in the way
words are used to make sense of the world, but in the way words are used
to create a voice on a page. In that twenty-sixth assignment, Baird noted:
"Language also enables us to look around and see something new. It
enables us, somehow, to seem to get outside ourselves and to assume
positions we may or may not really believe in. Thus we are able to speak
almost in someone else's voice, to be insincere, to be ironical, to be
sarcastic, to be, even, objective (whatever that means)."
In this 1968 assignment series, in order to illustrate differences in
belief systems, Baird used a lot of material from the nineteenth-century
history of Amherst College. To me as an historian looking at educational
change across even a thirty year time span, the issues Baird raises about
shifts in ideology are haunting. In one assignment, he listed a selection of
words taken from Amherst President Edward Hitchcock's 1863
autobiography. His list included such terms as: "reason, the supernatural,
conviction, mind and matter, intellect and heart, imagination and fancy,
strength of character, redemption, salvation, the Triune God, Providence,
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godliness, piety, temperance, and duty.- Baird asked students to look at
these words and to "express the world or universe behind them." In another
assignment in the same series, Baird quoted Amherst President Julius
Seelye, who had said in his 1889 Report to the Board of Trustees that: "all
the influences of the college should conspire first of all to make the student
pure and upright." In this assignment, which was the fifth in the series, Baird
cautioned students that President Seelye "was a living being, like you. Do
not patronize him." Baird asked them: "What do you suppose President
Seelye meant? What has happened to 'pure1 and 'upright' and similar
words? Is this change or whatever it is a matter only of fashion?"
And were changes in the teaching of writing at Amherst College a
simple matter of fashion, I wondered. How did teachers get in a mere thirty
years from running orders through chaos, and a unified curriculum, to
relevance and diversity as educational ideals?
On October 1,1968, Baird issued a staff memorandum4 commenting
on his fifth assignment and on an editorial which had recently appeared in the
Amherst Student newspaper. He told his staff, "My students when asked to
move from Seelye's words to his belief simply said, he believed in purity.
Then they began to talk as historians. This is boring. I proposed in thinking
about these assignments a metaphor, moving behind a man's statement to
something, called belief. The process is surely one we go through all the
time when we listen to others, though how we do it is not at all easy to
express. It was the difficulty that made me think here was something worth
trying to do." Baird asked rhetorically, "What does it mean to say we can
move behind words to belief? It means we can see and express possible
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relationships in whatever statement is given us. The vocabulary of the
editorial comes out for me in some sort of tension between good and bad
where the opposites are by no means clear. The committee can be
described as good and as bad, as if one could talk this way about the Triune
Godl The editorial's key word, as I read it, is politics. Here, too, there is
good (mine) and bad (yours). Some words are clearty good, some clearty
bad. How do I know this? I know because I know. It is this area that we
have been moving toward, where we can say, I know because I know.
Once we have reached here, rock bottom, we can then confront the problem
of how one person with his beliefs faces the incredible behavior of the rest of
humanity."
The goal here, putting the student in the position where he could
claim, "I know because I know," is of a kind with Baird's 1946 goal of
pushing students to discover, "I know what I am talking about." In order to
maneuver students toward this goal, Baird asked them to contrast the ways
they used language to express beliefs with the ways President Seelye had
done so. In assignment eleven of the 1968 series, Baird explained, "When
President Seelye uses the adjectives 'upright* and 'pure' he believes that
certain ways of living are better than others, and he calls those ways by
these adjectives. The same proposition about meaning is true of the
language we use today. When we speak of 'commitment' and 'relevance'
and 'confrontation' we, too, are speaking from some private, inexpressible
area of our being where, we say, we believe." Baird asked students, "Are
we to suppose that President Seelye and his contemporaries differ from us
only in vocabulary, in using words like 'upright' instead of 'relevant,' and we
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all of us are the same in striving for some good, however named?" In the
following, twelfth assignment, Baird instructed each student to "Reflect upon
yourself as a believing being. What do you believe? Write out your credo.
This is rock bottom." Subsequently, Baird asked, "Why do other people
have to die as martyrs to gross absurdities? How do you live in any kind of
peace with your fellows while they insist on believing what they do? This
paper is an invitation to write with abandoned self-admiration of your own
capacities of tolerance. Or is it indifference?" [1968 assignments; see note
#3].
One anonymous student whose response was mimeographed for
classroom discussion and then preserved in the Amherst College Archives,
wrote that: "This question you have asked is a very underhanded one, for
you force me to evaluate my mode of living. This evaluation is kind of
depressing for I find that I am indifferent. Perhaps a better way of saying
this is that I am divorced from reality." Another student wrote: "Credo. Existo. Man is alone within himself in the universe. Other men are there - I
don’t understand their existence, however, ... I believe that men cannot
understand one another’s beliefs, desires, therefore, I believe that men
cannot tell other men how to believe. I believe that war begins when a man
tries to dictate to another how to believe." Still another student wrote that:
"The status quo, here represented by the college's acting in loco parentis, is
no longer applicable for the times, they are a changin'.' (Bob Dylan) The
individual is ultimately responsible for his actions and must make his own
decisions." On the evening before he wrote these sentences, this student
had attended a campus address given by Mark Rudd of the Students for a
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Democratic Society. The student, imitating what Baird had done in listing
terms from Amherst President Hitchcock’s autobiography, listed a selection
of terms from Rudd’s address. The terms on the student's list included:
"escalation, moral protest movement, educational confrontation, year of
resistance, ruling class, basic forms of capitalism, free discourse, ivory
tower, racism, manipulation, basically archaic, and structural reform."5
On Baird’s teaching staff for the first time in the fall of 1968 was Dale
Peterson, a young graduate-student intern from Yale. Peterson, who is my
youngest faculty participant, had not yet completed his dissertation and told
me he came to Amherst College in 1968 "as an anomaly. There had been
people here who didn't have their degrees yet, but there had not been
people who came as faculty interns." Peterson had an M.A. in Russian
Studies from Yale and was working toward a Ph.D. in American Studies. He
says he was "interested in pursuing a comparison between Russian and
American literature. I was really trying to define for myself a comparative
literary field. This opportunity though was very attractive to me because I
had not had much experience in the classroom, and I was very anxious and
nervous about it." Amherst offered him the opportunity to teach Russian
literature in translation and two sections of the freshman writing course. He
says, "it was my clear understanding at that time that if I agreed to come to
Amherst for two years, that I would be 'mentored,' and I would have some
classroom experience working with senior people."
When I asked Peterson what it had been like, as a young faculty
intern, to teach on Theodore Baird's staff, he said, "It was a terrifying
experience." He said, The course from the very first day, made a great
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deal out of the fact that there was only the subject of writing as an activity.
In a radical sense, it was contentless. And therefore the sorts of writing that
the students would be doing would not be pitched at getting right, or getting
straight, or getting sophisticated responses to objects in the world, or texts,
but instead they were to continually generate from their own experience
ways of saying things, and then look at the ways that they said things." He
explained, "I would not have been shocked to go into an introductory course
in composition that was asking the student to team what it might mean to
pay very close attention to the ways in which a poem or short story had
been constructed. Well, I found myself receiving, as the students did,
except I got a little black binder (they had to go out and buy a little black
binder), but I received, as an incoming instructor, free, gratis, a little black
binder with the whole set of the semester's writing assignments,
prepackaged, already there. Of course this particular semester, it had
come, fulPsprung, from Theodore Baird." As soon as Peterson received his
assignment package, he says, "I looked at it, and indeed there were no texts
as such. The students were always asked to say something about
something that either came from their own experience or to say something
about some proposition, some way of carrying on, from usually a Victorian
gentleman. They were faced with oddly stodgy language. But for me, of
course, this was totally unexpected. I don't think my shock was any different
from the students'." Peterson says it was "a situation that made me
immediately empathetic to my students. That is that, just as they were
mystified, I was equally mystified; just as they were somewhat anxious
starting out their college careers, I was an advanced graduate student
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reduced to rubble. And I was expected to submit graded evaluations of the
compositions of these students.”
Peterson said the 1968 assignments were typically written in a way
which is Robert Frost-like, cunning, witty, but also hard-edged; it's a very
masculine witticism. The course assumed that language was rhetoric, all
language was rhetoric. Some was dull, some was unimaginative, and some,
[though] not necessarily true, not necessarily authentic or sincere, simply
was more engaging. I do think Baird comes out of American pragmatism at
some philosophical level, which is to say that the course was really a course
in composition and writing, but what really mattered was what works. Try
this, try that, try something else. What works? And what did 'work1 mean?
Work meant 'successful.' What did 'successful' mean? It gets across. It
doesn't mean it's sincere. It doesn't mean you can really tell whether behind
the words there is truth or lying. But it is strategic language. And this too, I
think, could be argued is masculine.” Peterson explained that the turns of
Baird's *exercises, the rhetorical turns, had the characteristic implication that
you and I know that nobody is sentimental or dumb enough to really believe
this. In other words, you feel as if you have got to be hard-nosed, toughminded, and unsentimental to understand that things are strategies.”
Peterson added, ”1 think it was characteristic of English 1 to get students
early on to write a credo of some sort, to write their beliefs down, and if you
said you believed something about something, what do you sound like? The
exercise was trying to get the writers to face the fact that every time you
write, you are positioning yourself.”
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I asked Peterson about the use of the word "relevance" in the
assignment series that fall. I had been a freshman myself in the fall of 1968,
and I remembered "relevance” had been a buzzword on campuses all across
the country. Peterson said, "That word was beaten upon very heavily, by
none more forcefully than Theodore Baird himself. I eventually got to see
some part of the demonstrations, the moratorium, which was a memorable
time in the College's life, staged in the chapel, and Baird did come in, sat in
the very back. I cant remember his exact words, but they were something
to the effect that What do you ever expect to be relevant? Do you think
your lives are relevant? Relevant to what?'"
Later, I asked Baird if he had ever stood up in chapel and interrupted
a speech on the "relevance" of education. Had he ever interjected, "Not
relevant to what?" Baird replied, "I'll tell you what I said. Some guy got up
and said the faculty didn't treat the students as 'humans.' That was another
good word that year, 'human.' I said, 'I am not human; I am a professor.'
When I was hired, they asked if I could teach literature, not if I was human.
Nowadays, they try to run a college on love. Students want to be loved. In
1968,1 asked my students, 'If you are not upright and pure, in Seelye's
terms, what are you?' A good answer might have been, 'I am human.'"
William Pritchard was on leave in 1968/69, but he remembers that "by
that time, many people in the English department were in fact making strong
efforts to be relevant." Although he was in England, Pritchard was aware
that in Amherst "there was a strike in the spring of 1969, or 'moratorium' I
guess they called it, big campus meeting. That was sort of spearheaded by
a course that a couple of my colleagues were giving in literary criticism, but
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they had gotten off on certain ultimate questions - what are we doing
reading Keats?, and so on. What's the relation between reading Keats and
the war?" Pritchard said that until Baird retired, as he did effectually in the
fall of 1969, there had been at least the appearance of unity among those
of us who taught the course. But without his iron hand, things fell into chaos
and confusion. People were promoting different pedagogies and competing
for power. Remember too that 1969 was troubled times. We were in the
middle of a major curricular debate on this campus."
Dale Peterson conjectured that the troubled times were not the only
reason why the course Baird had directed for thirty years did not outlive his
tenure at Amherst College. Peterson said, "It's true it was the sixties, but
the psychological dynamic surely would have crushed it." He adds, "I caught
on to this by having come in at the very end of it, and then I watched the
rapid shift that took place after. What seems to me plausible is that a lot of
faculty five to ten years older than I had basically learned to play this game.
They were the ones who had to deal with the situation that there was no
way of succeeding to the permanent college community unless you could
prove that you were an effective teacher of composition. So the logic tells
me that people who were just crucially enough older than I had, thank you,
learned how to play this game, and there must have been, underneath it all,
a deal of resentment. They had seen, also, people in their own cohort who
did not get tenure, didn't learn somehow how to play this game. Some of
those, surely, were among their best friends. So I think there had to be a lot
of psychological heavy weather here.”
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I asked Peterson to describe the atmosphere of the staff meetings in
the fall of 1968. He said, "As a matter of fact, one of the things that makes
me very uncomfortable to this day, and perhaps others similarly, is that I
was virtually speechless. I had the culture shock of coming into this thing,
and trying to figure out what this thing was, and then sitting around at those
meetings. I had no particular authorization of my own, but as a graduate
student, I was used to expressing myself. That's what I mean by this sense
here that until you were initiated, the best thing to do was not to make a fool
of yourself, particularly because it was clear that one of the things that
happened among those who were talking at the meetings, again, was this
play of often dismissive wit. In staff meetings it was clear that one of the
things you would regularly expect of this course was to clean the dirt out of
the carburetor. In other words, what the course would do was to get the
students to speak whatever it was that they had been rewarded for
speaking in high school, or to speak their hearts out, and then they wouid be
made to make a turning. So there was a kind of entrapment. You would go
into the staff meetings and one of the things that seemed to be clear was
that if you taught this course, you could expect to be a part of getting
students to get past certain things that they had learned. And not only
should they get past it, but if they had any wit or intelligence at all, they were
the ones who would get past it quickest.”
Peterson employed an analogy that had been made for me by other
informants. He said, "People older than I who have not had good
experiences with the course, either male faculty or I have met alumni, those
who wont testify in praise of the course, often describe the course by
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analogy to boot camp or marine training. And somehow I really do think that
males lend themselves to boot camp and marine training. Part of it has to
do with the notion of wising up, catching on, the given competitiveness of all
that. As I tried to describe, my own experience as an instructor - I was
called the instructor; they were called my pupils - my own experience along
with them was trying to scramble to catch up with what it was that I was
supposed to be catching on to. Cleariy, there was something I should be
catching on to.” He said the course "was very directed, but as I say, it never
explained what the direction was. So that sets up a competitive
atmosphere, where it's your own responsibility to be bright enough to
outguess the system."
Peterson says that "one of the great successes of Theodore Baird's
imagination is that it probably took young faculty five to ten years to be able
to explain to themselves what the agenda was. You had the sense that this
man knew what he was doing, but would never let on quite what he was
doing." Peterson adds, "my first year at the college, when I taught the
composition course, I had very good relations with my students because it
was probably transparently clear that we were actively about some rather
strange process together, and that has its positive sides. But when I look
back upon it, I must say that I have primarily feelings of distrust about the
entire project. In retrospect, I see it as an exercise in liberal
authoritarianism. That is to say that both I as a young instructor and the
students received a clear signal on the opening day of the class that the
instructor was in the room only to ask questions, but the students should not
look to him for any answers whatsoever, the signal here being, in a way,
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deceptive. They were being in one respect told that they were the authors
of their own compositions and that they could look to their own experience,
that was where all communications and expression came from anyway. And
so they were made to feel that they didn't have to pay attention to the
otherness of things coming from strange cultures and so forth. The main
business was to pay attention to what it was you dragged up out of yourself.
That sounds very flexible, very inviting, but in fact I would argue that since I
had a black binder in my hand, it was a highly elaborate sequence of some
thirty assignments constantly asking questions, and not random questions so the overt message seemed to be very, very self-authorizing for students,
seemed to encourage the notion that they were all Emersonian selves (that
was the overt message), but the structure of the course was highly
authoritarian, and ultimately by coming at the same fundamental questions
from multiple perspectives, relentlessly, it drove the bright students toward
mind-playing."
Peterson says that because he arrived during the last semester of the
course, "I didn't have to worry my young mind about articulating what really
was the agenda. I'm smart enough to know that this course was always
headed someplace. And I'm grateful in that respect that I came late enough
along so that I didn't have to live with that sort of pressure. It was an
exercise in cunning. The bright students were constantly being teased to
come up with what it was all about. In the process, they probably wrote
more experimentally. The bad part was, I didn't like the pressure, the
insidious pressure that nothing was ever open. Everything was always
covert, under the mask of only working from people's experience and the
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words they bring to It. So In that respect, and way In the advance of
deconstruction, this particular course at Amherst College had invented
Mystification 1 ."
Peterson says, "this course never, ever gave students the advantage
of having some help with what it is that the project is. This course insisted
upon not — again it was driven by liberal authoritarianism; I suppose it could
pride itself on being Socratic - on never giving answers. The illusion here
was that everybody was responsible for his own learning. We don't educate
ourselves. It doesn't mean that we're spoon fed. In my own teaching, I
have no use for spoon feeding. You dont give people the answers. But I
really resented teaching a course in which I had to keep a secret. Well, I
certainly had no choice because it was a secret from me as well! But it was
clear that people more initiated than I, who knew the secret, were also very,
very careful never to reveal that there was a secret to be kept, that there
was, in fact, an educational agenda here."
According to Peterson, "one of the characteristic results of taking
freshmen at Amherst College and putting them through the original
composition course was that more than half of the students as a result of
this would feel that they hadn't gotten it. They just hadn't gotten something.
Whatever confidence they had coming in had been challenged, of course, but
it was demolished, and demolished in a particularly insidious way because
this was a course which begins basically saying: you are what we are
interested in, you are the content of this course, your instructor is just there
to ask questions, not to give answers, your instructor is just there to look at
whatever it is you can say for yourself. It starts off with this inviting, self-
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authorizing gesture, but usually by the end, more than half the people who
had been trying to write papers that were satisfactory somehow for a whole
semester would feel devalued. And the smaller percentage who had begun
to be rebellious, or experimental, or whatever, had begun to write
interestingly. The simplest way to put It is: what a way around the bam to
get there I"
Peterson pointed out that American intellectual culture has changed
considerably since the era of English 1-2. He said, "contextualization is
highly important nowadays in our whole intellectual atmosphere. And this is
a course which even goes one step backward from New Criticism. Imagine
trying to recreate New Criticism now! How far could it possibly go? And this
was even one step backward from that because at least New Criticism
acknowledges the organic otherness of something you're looking at. You
couldn't get a quorum of trained Ph.D.'s in English, at least, who would be
sympathetic to a course that takes as its fundamental proposition that
language is pure, that language is a kind of infinitely playable, value-neutral
thing, as if it exists in an unconstrained way, only constrained by imagination.
The odd thing about this, of course, is that directed as it was, what I think it
saw itself as trying to bring into being is a notion among bright people that
their imaginations could eventually, ultimately be almost endless. I think
we're too skeptical now; we understand that imagination itself is a cultural
construct. What would it mean to have a free imagination?"
John Cameron agreed that academia has changed. He said that at
Amherst, "we no longer see ourselves as providing students with a cultural
identity so that they come out with 'Amherst College' stamped on their
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foreheads." He noted the change "in the demography of the student body
tfom the basically white, middle-class men that were admitted in the 1950s,
when this course thrived, to the infinitely more diverse, though obviously still
not totally diverse, population that are admitted now. And in any case, there
is a strong ideological resistance now to having the cultural values taken
away from them by anything like the likes of Amherst College. And so any
course that was implicitly - and this isn't necessarily the case of English 1,
but in practice it is - that was implicitly out to undermine the values, the
cultural identities of students, would nowadays not go down, I dont think."
Theodore Baird says that "the college was all broken into. Now there
is no sense of the college that I can detect, except in the sentiment of
students. They think that it's a college, but it isn't really. It could be
absorbed by the university tomorrow, and called their liberal arts
establishment, and nothing would change. There's no intellectual coherence.
There's no sense of belonging to a common purpose. The poor old
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president is sitting up there wishing there were. He knows if he tried to bring
into it a little order, he'd be immediately out. In a university you have such
diversity, but in a college like this, you have the diversity and you have no
one. The great word now is 'diversity.' We are unanimous in favor of
diversity."
Baird told me that "I heard someone bragging the other day that he
was this and he was that. He concluded by saying, 'I'm diverse.' I had to
laugh. How can you use that language in the first person? 'I'm diverse; who
are you?'"
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Baird says that along with changes in academia, there have been
changes in the professoriate. He says of those teaching at Amherst now,
"their minds tell them that the only way they're going to get ahead is to
cultivate their own garden and produce something that will impress the
president, so they'll go up." He says, "Nobody wants to do the kind of heavy
work that we did at reading papers. The minute I got through, they dropped
it. Why did they drop it? Not because intellectually they had moved on. It
was because they didn't want to read three papers a week. That was
admitted."
Baird says, "I kept this thing going. There was lots of opposition.
There was sabotage. We had one man who used to go in with his
assignments, then have them write something on his own. I knew this.
What could I do? We had another guy who couldn't get to class because it
meant getting out of bed in the morning. I finally said to him, 'If you cant get
to class, I'm going to the president about this.1 You wouldnt believe that,
would you? - that this could be a teacher. It was a hard life for these
people." He says of the course, "I maintained this because finally, if you
want to know the truth, I think I scared them. I scared them. They weren't
quite brave enough to say, We are through with this.’ If they had said that,
what could I have done? I had no authority, just my presence." He says, "I
was not a popular person, and when I left, I always said I could hear the
community sigh in relief. And certainly the English department was delighted
to see the end of me."
Whatever his colleagues may have thought, there were students who
were sorry to see Baird retire. This is borne out in student course reviews
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published in Scrutiny: A Review of Courses Given First Semester 1968-69.

Of English 31, Baird's Shakespeare course, one student wrote: "The tragedy
of English 31 is that Professor Baird, one of the 'grand old men' of Amherst
is retiring. An extremely perceptive man, he is capable of slapstick humor
and subtle sarcasm, of sincere interest in students untinged by an often
genuine distaste for their comments. He is unafraid to reveal his own
inabilities as a reader, and anxious for his students to reveal and discuss
theirs. His love is language, and the process by which readers and authors
can use language." This same student noted of Baird's Shakespeare course
that "The most general complaint was about the large number of C's given in
the course" ["Review of English 31" 18]. Another student reviewer described
the staff-taught freshman writing course, English 11, as "an unusual course.
Three papers each week for eleven weeks; conventional, bizarre,
challenging, tedious assignments; freedom, discipline, obscurity, direction.
Most students, at the end of the course, considered it to have been a
unique, valuable, and fascinating educational experience." The reviewer
explained, "The course was directed by the progression of the assignments,
yet was often obscure in that questions were rarely clear. It was disciplined
— a paper for each class — yet there was considerable freedom in choosing
approaches to the various problems" ["Review of English 11" 17].
Many alumni of the course, to this day, seem to have a fascination
with it. Douglas Wilson, who is the Secretary for Public Affairs at Amherst
College, impressed upon me that "Alumni still talk about it. Every year when
there's a major reunion, one of the reunion classes from that period usually
schedules a panel discussion about English 1." Roger Sale and William
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Pritchard led a session on English 1 in 1987 at the twenty-fifth reunion of the
class of 1962.® Sale told me, The thing that most impressed me in 1987 is
that twenty-five years later, these men still wanted to talk about English 1 ."7
Regarding Amherst alumni, Baird told me, "Now, at every reunion, they dont
come back to drink; they come back and have sessions. A doctor will tell
them how to live, and a class reunion will have lecturers; they'll have an
astronaut or somebody. One of the things they have is a session on the
curriculum, and that curriculum [the "New Curriculum"]. Fifty years even out
of college, they'll say, Why don't we have a course like English 1 ? It's the
damnedest thing. I have to laugh. I still laugh. I think these people now
look back, and they say, Well, something was expected of me.' And in all
their Amherst education, very little was. (See, that's a secret; don't tell
anybody I said that.) Very little was — except to go on doing what they had
done to get into college, which was to do their lessons. Very little was
expected. We just said, 'All right, it's up to you.' They remembered that,
and then they liked the idea of work. They think they had to work, and so
they say, Why cant the college make the students work the way we did?'
That's an old man's talk."
And something of Baird's influence persisted, even after his
retirement, on English 11-12. Dale Peterson says, "I think what persists
over time is the way in which, although we're now very much text oriented,
what we try to get students to do is to observe what it is that texts seem to
be inviting them to do, and also to watch what it is that they bring to the
experience of reading a particular text." He says, "What remains constant, I
think, is the notion that the writing we want to see from freshmen is writing
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which tries to express what the actual process of beholding and interpreting
is like, knowing that compositions out there in the world have designs on us."
He concludes, "So I think there is a continuum and that the first course at the
College still characteristically asks people to write overtly about what the
fundamental process of reading really does involve. Now Baird's version
wasn't interested in reading, but in what is the process of articulating
experience. So I think there is that continuity. There's a strong
predisposition to get away from the notion of a five-page paper and to have
very succinct, one-, one-and-a-half-, two-page papers being written for
almost the whole semester.”
When I spoke to him in early 1991, Peterson, who is currently a
professor of English at Amherst College, said that the staff of English 11
was not requiring the same frequency of assignments as in the earlier
course but that sixteen or seventeen assignments per semester was typical.
He said the staff attempted "to assign things frequently enough so that
students get the message that they are allowed to fall on their face
occasionally, they are allowed to experiment." He said the staff still
gathered for regular staff meetings. He noted, "in that respect I do have a
good memory of what the shifts in time were. The inherited model when I
came here was one member of the English faculty would be expected to
spend the summer designing the whole course, the whole series of questions
that were relentlessly about the same fundamental question. And then the
next change was that every person conducting a section of the course was
expected to volunteer to come up with an interesting exercise about that
particular week's reading, and then the whole staff criticized that. We all
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had to agree before we left the room what the perfect wording was for that
staff assignment, so that everybody had the same exercise to hand out.
One person on the staff had originally brought it forward, but that person had
been pretty badly criticized, or things were really shitted around, before we
reached a committee consensus." Peterson said that in the third and
present phase of the course, the staff continued to employ a common
reading list, but individual instructors devised the assignments for their
particular sections. He said, "What we try to do is agree what we have that
would be an interesting sequence of things to read, and we agree to get
together once a week to talk about our experience, reading about, thinking
about, and asking questions about this odd series of different texts. And
that's worth doing. A lot of us feel that's really worth doing. We don't have
to try to bludgeon people into giving the exercises we want, but we talk
about what we’re doing individually. That’s where we are right now, which is
quite a distance from all teaching an identical series of exercises." Peterson
added that a fourth stage might soon come, and that John Cameron was
pushing for it, where the staff would dispense with teaching even a common
reading list.
With regards to the collaborative tradition of the Amherst College
English department, John Cameron, who for the previous three years had
refused on principle to teach English 11, told me that he questioned "whether
it is possible to operate collaboratively without the consensual assumptions
that collaborative teaching seems to presuppose. I think that in part it has
become, to my eye, self-evident that we don't share, at least to the same
degree or in the same way, assumptions about pedagogy, or literary study,
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or even about the nature of the Institution or the profession that we used to,
or were compelled to share in the past."
A few months after my conversations with Cameron and Peterson,
Theodore Baird sent me a clipping from the 29 January 1992 issue of the
Amherst Student newspaper announcing the cancellation of English 11-12.
English Department Chairman William Heath was quoted as saying the
department's new "plan calls for the introduction of several different courses,
each with its own description, from which potential English majors could
choose." According to Heath, the new courses, to be numbered English 1
through English 10, would continue to be writing courses. According to
English Professor Kim Townsend, who was also quoted in the article, "It
became evident that we couldn't operate as a unified department teaching a
staff course" [Kim 1,3]. Theodore Baird’s comment, in a note to me, was:
"Here is the end of the story of the March of Mind at Amherst College.
Freshman English is to return to what it was in 1927 when I appeared on the
scene" [letter to R. Vamum, 31 Jan. 1992].
But even if this is the end of the story of English 1-2 at Amherst
College, which I doubt, the influence of the course has spread to other
campuses. In a 1985 historical article, Ann Berthoff refers to English 1-2
students and teachers as "the Amherst Mafia," a group which she says is
"now dispersed all over the country" [72]. I asked William Pritchard to give
me names of teachers and students who had been significantly influenced by
Theodore Baird, and Pritchard listed himself, William E. Coles Jr., Roger
Sale, Walker Gibson, Benjamin DeMott, William R. Taylor, Jonathan Bishop,
John Butler, Richard Poirier, and Armour Craig [letter to R. Vamum, 17 Mar.
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1992]. Pritchard did not include Reuben Brower, but that surely was an
oversight. In his article on "Reuben A. Brower," Pritchard lists Taylor,
Poirier, Craig, Thomas R. Edwards, William Youngren, Thomas Whitbread,
Neil Hertz, Floyd Merritt, Piers Lewis, and himself as "old boys" from
Amherst who taught Brower's "Humanities 6" at Harvard, and Pritchard says
that especially in the early years of "Hum 6," it was in many ways "an
Amherst operation" [243]. I suspect that Brower's course served as a vital
link in the dissemination of ideas which had originated at Amherst in either
Baird's English 1-2 or Brower's English 21-22, but that remains a subject for
further inquiry. I recently had a letter from John Brereton, who is the editor
of Traditions of Inquiry in which Walker Gibson's article on Theodore Baird"
appears. Brereton said Hum 6 "was one of the key courses for setting the
intellectual tone of many English departments in the sixties and seventies.
So many people came through Harvard after taking or teaching Hum 6 that
textbooks, exam questions, and classroom techniques were all affected. I'll
bet that Baird's influence can be pinned down through the Brower
connection" [letter to R. Vamum, 27 Mar. 1992].
But even without the Brower connection, I can show Baird's influence
to be broad. Robert Bagg, who is a poet and a professor of English at the
University of Massachusetts, gave a Talk" at Amherst College in 1981 "On
the Occasion of Amherst's Sesquicentennial Celebration of its Poets."8
Bagg told his audience he had once been identified by Allen Ginsberg "as a
misguided recruit to what he called the 'Academic, or Amherst School of
Verse.'" Bagg then explained that his Talk" would be about "what Amherst
had taught me, and taught all of us who might feel skewered by that
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Amherst, or Academic, thrust/ He said, "For our generation, the
composition course, English One, the invention of Theodore Baird, set the
intellectual style of the Amherst English Department." He said, "for any of us
interested in writing poems, the course had a special value. The exact
process by which we knew something, the irreducible steps, was its daily
occupation. And pursuit of the exact steps and modes by which we come to
know and feel things is the best possible training for a poet. At the heart of
the course's painfully yielded secret doctrine was the news that each human
being must create reality and even sanity for himself in the act of writing or
speaking" [1-2].
Walker Gibson, William E. Coles Jr., Roger Sale, and others have
written books which show the influence of English 1-2. In Rhetoric and
Reality, composition historian James Berlin identifies Gibson and Coles not
only as two of the five leading spokesmen for what he calls "expressionistic"
rhetoric today, but as admirers "of Theodore Baird of Amherst" [146, 153].
When I asked Walker Gibson about Berlin's classifications, he said,
"The expression 'expressivism' is one I never use, never have used." He
said, "I would prefer not to suggest that there’s a deep-down self in there
waiting to be liberated. My metaphor would be: we're going to create a
self." He said, "If you were a conscript of English 1, you would tend to look
with suspicion on statements about having a deep-down soul. You would
ask what every teacher of English 1 constantly asked, What is your
evidence?' I think some people would be ready to say, Well, it's a feeling.'
And there's nothing wrong with a feeling, but that's not what we said. What
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we said was: We would like to know why you say what you're saying. What
is it you're looking at when you say what you say?’"
When he left Amherst in 1957, Gibson took a version of English 1-2
with him to the Washington Square College of New York University. Gibson
directed a writing staff at Washington Square that included three or four
senior people and eight or ten teaching assistants. In the late 1960s,
Gibson returned to the town of Amherst to direct the writing program at the
University of Massachusetts. In 1973, he served as president of the
National Council of Teachers of English. He says, The effect I had on the
teaching of freshman English at Washington Square College was of course
very, very much influenced by my own experience. And I had some
followers there who were quite excited by all this, and here too, at the
University of Massachusetts. But I dont know how much you could make of
that relation. If I could dig up, which I cant, assignments that we did in the
late 1960s, let's say, here at U.Mass., what relation would they have with
the English 1 assignments? Well, they would have something, I'm sure, but
nothing like the kind of day-by-day, rigorous, thirty-assignment affair that you
see in English 1 .*
In 1959, while he was at Washington Square, Gibson published a
writing textbook, Seeing and Writing: Fifteen Exercises in Composing
Experience. The book contains only half the number of assignments of a
typical Amherst series, and Gibson's sequence does not possess the
coherence of its Amherst counterparts. Gibson told me that while Seeing
and Writing was quite obviously based on "something like" English 1-2, he
had had, at Washington Square, to try "to adapt Amherst's attitude to a very
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different situation, where you couldnl get them to write everyday, for
example, and where instead of making a relation among thirty assignments, I
was making a relation among two or three." According to the organizational
plan Gibson published in the text itself, the point of the first three exercises
was to "explore various acts of 'seeing1 one's experience; the remaining
exercises are grouped in a series of pairs that require reexaminations of
experience in new terms" rSeeing viii]. In one assignment cluster, for
example, Gibson asked students to look at Chartres Cathedral from Henry
James's point-of-view, and then to look at it again from Henry Adams' pointof-view. But the assignment didn't stop there. Gibson told me that "then the
kid — his experience now, (this is an English one-ish kind of treatment) goes out and finds his own facade, a church or whatever, and he acts like an
historian. And what do you do when you act like an historian?" When I
asked Gibson to comment on the fact that his textbook not only had fewer
assignments than at Amherst, but unlike at Amherst, provided reading
passages to accompany each writing exercise, he explained, "You dont at
most institutions have the nerve to get kids to write for every single class, so
that's why I modified it into a do-able weekly affair. The idea of providing
reading matter which they could take off from was something that, on the
whole, English 1 did not do, but it was a way of helping teachers. It was a
way of making a program that somebody could read about and do without
the kinds of hands on supervision that Ted provided."
Gibson dedicated Seeing and Writing "to T.B." and used, as its
epigraph, Baird's statement that "I think the students should entertain me!"
In the preface to his book, Gibson wrote that his starting assumption was
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“that if young writers are encouraged to look hard at their own experience
they will see something there and say something about it of interest to their
teachers. It may be that teachers of college composition who are bored by
their students' writing deserve what they get. This book proposes that
students can be so directed to express themselves that they will inform,
entertain, and instruct their instructors." He also stated his assumption that
“a liberally educated man" is "a man who can change his voice without losing
track of himself” [vii]. According to Gibson, it should be obvious to any
teacher of English "that words both do and don't adequately represent
experience, but only the first of these alternatives is obvious to the student"
[x]. He concluded his preface by acknowledging his indebtedness "to my ten
years of teaching in the English Department at Amherst College, and
particularly to Professors Theodore Baird and G. Armour Craig, who taught
me much of what I think I know about the teaching of composition" [xi].
In the course of one conversation with me, Gibson contrasted his
experience of adapting English 1-2 exercises with that of John Carpenter
Louis. Louis had taken English 1-2 as a freshman at Amherst in 1959-60,
and in 1971 he published the only dissertation on English 1-2 which predates
my own. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, Louis was an English instructor
at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and worked with Gibson
there. Gibson told me, "Louis made the mistake, and he's not the only one,
of trying to take English 1 techniques one hundred per cent into new
contexts, without trying to vary it, and to update it, and to put a little local
situation into it." Robert Bagg, who took English 1-2 six years earlier than
Louis and then worked with him and Gibson at the University of
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Massachusetts, told me, “Here's what John Louis did with Walker Gibson's
encouragement. He established here at U.Mass. a sequence for, I think,
gifted students. And this is back in the late 1960s.“ Bagg says, “I taught in
this course. And Louis based his assignments, which I admired - I thought
they were great; I adapted them a bit after he left, and I taught similar
courses - on an educational experience. ’Describe a time in class when you
were a student in high school in which you learned something. What was it
that you learned? How did you know that you had learned it? How did you
confirm that you had learned something? Describe a situation in class in
which you were uncomfortable. Were you learning something, or were you
not learning something? What were the teacher's expectations?' I don't
have this exactly right, but somewhere I have these assignments. It was
about a twelve assignment sequence, and it was very much on a model of
what was done here [at Amherst College] but not quite so gloriously worked
out.” Bagg added, "Finally the student was asked to define learning, define
education. And you can see the principles. It's all based on narratives of
direct experience, on formulated narratives of direct experience, without
recourse to dictionary definitions. I remember giving this sequence and
getting some wonderful answers from students.”
To return to my conversation with Gibson, Gibson contrasted his
relation to English 1-2 not only with that of Louis, but with that of William E.
Coles Jr. who had taught at Amherst from the fall of 1960 through the spring
of 1965. Gibson said of Coles, “he is a real acolyte, much closer to the true
Amherst lore than I am, or was." For his own part, in a phone conversation I
had with him on 18 April 1991, Coles told me that Baird had made it
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impossible for others to imitate him. Coles said Baird always told junior
colleagues they would have to construct their own courses for themselves.
Coles said that although he never wrote a series of assignments for English
1-2, the main thing he had learned at Amherst was that framing effective
questions was the key to teaching and learning. He also told me that
working with Baird had changed the way he saw the world.
Coles had specialized in nineteenth-century literature in graduate
school and had held a teaching assistantship, but he had not yet finished his
dissertation on Thomas Love Peacock when he was offered his first full-time
teaching job at Amherst College. At Amherst, Coles was handed a set of
assignments and was "panic"-stricken when he realized that in the course he
was supposed to teach "There were no books, not even a handbook. There
were only those damned assignments, the students' papers, and someone
called a teacher who was supposed to make it all make sense.” Coles says
he could see that English 1 was not going to be a course on "ways of
Making the Theme. That's about all I knew for sure. That and the fact that
class started Monday. I took the set of assignments and went to see the
one person in the Department I knew. He'd been at Amherst a year."
Coles's friend quickiy saw that what Coles wanted was a teacher's manual.
The friend explained that while there was no manual, what the course
wanted students to do was "to see in how they use language a way of taking
responsibility for the shapes of their lives." Coles gradually came to discover
that the central assumption of English 1-2 was "that language using (in its
broadest sense) is the means by which all of us run orders through chaos
thereby giving ourselves the identities we have." Coles says that the English
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1-2 approach "enabled me to find myself as a teacher- [Teaching Writing"
14-15]. When he moved on from Amherst, he found that having an approach
to believe in gave him an advantage over his new colleagues and provided
him with "the best insulation there is against the besetting sin of a teacher:
unacknowledged self-contempt" [Plural I 6].
After leaving Amherst, Coles taught at the Case Institute of
Technology and then at Drexel University, but he did not settle at either of
these institutions. He is presently a professor of English at the University of
Pittsburgh. I like to think of him as the Apostle to the Gentiles who has
undertaken through his teaching and his written work to spread the Good
News about the English 1-2 approach. Coles finished the first draft of The
Plural I in 1968, while he was at Case, but was not able to publish it until
1978.9 Meanwhile, in 1974, he had published Composing and Teaching
Composing, both of which grew out of a writing course he and three
colleagues developed at Drexel. Another of his books on the teaching of
writing, Seeing Through Writing, was published in 1988 in the Pittsburgh
phase of his career.
All of these books, but most immediately The Plural I. show the
influence of English 1-2 at Amherst College. All of them describe writing
courses based on sequenced series of assignments. Coles says that when
he arrived at Case, he received no guidelines for teaching its required
freshman writing course, so he was free to design his own course and to
draw on what he had learned at Amherst [Plural I 5]. In the course of
revising The Plural I. however, he says he began working harder in the
classroom at "transforming what I had simply lilted from other teachers into
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an approach of my own" [276]. The assignment sequences in The Plural I
and Composing contain thirty assignments each, but the sequence in the
more recent Seeing Through Writing has only twelve assignments. The
theme for the sequence in The Plural I is professionalism and amateurism;
the theme in Composing is teaching and learning, and in Seeing Through
Writing, it is seeing and reseeing. In each of these texts, however, Coles
says that the nominal theme of his assignments is a metaphor for the real
subject of his courses, which is language and the use of language fPlural I 6;
Teaching Composing 5; Seeing 8]. Several of the assignments Coles
includes in The Plural I and Composing had, as he acknowledges, been used
previously at Amherst.
In an opening chapter of each of the above-listed books, Coles prints
a "statement" about the courses he is attempting, in each one, to describe.
Coles's several statements all share features of the introductory
•description" of English 1-2 that was current at Amherst College in the early
1960s, the one printed in The Plural I being closest to the Amherst
prototype. In fact, in The Plural I. Coles acknowledges that his statement is
"a modification of a statement developed originally by the teachers of English
1-2 at Amherst College" [14]. In his Plural I statement, Coles defines the
relations of the student to his education and to his teacher in the terms
established at Amherst. As at Amherst, Coles warned his students that they
would find themselves "in a situation where no one knows the answers" [11]
and that they were responsible not only for supplying the material for
discourse [12] but for their own learning [13]. However, the differences
between Coles's statement and its Amherst forerunner are as notable as the
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similarities. In the lengthiest of his interpolations, Coles states that the
fundamental questions underlying his assignments are: "Where and how with
this problem do you locate yourself? To what extent and in what ways is
that self definable in language? What is this self to judge from the language
shaping it? What has this self to do with you?" Coles notes that the self he
is interested in is "a stylistic self, the self construable from the way words
fall on a page. The other self, the identity of a student, is something with
which I as a teacher can have nothing to do" [12]. The grading policies
Coles outlines in his Plural I statement represent another departure from its
Amherst antecedent. Coles admits his grading system is subjective, but he
assures students that so long as they attend class and turn in their papers
on time, they will not fail his course [14].
The statement which Coles prints in Seeing Through Writing provides
for course features which were never thought of at Amherst, including
teacher/student conferences and out-of-class meetings among small groups
of students. However, Coles continues to assert views he learned at
Amherst. He tells students: "Though the assignments for this course are
arranged, I want to say emphatically that they do not constitute an
argument. Beyond assuming that language using (in its broadest sense) is
the means by which all of us run orders through chaos thereby giving
ourselves the identities we have, they contain no doctrine I am aware of,
either individually or as a sequence" [9].
Both The Plural I and Seeing Through Writing are fictionalized
accounts of what happens in a writing classroom. The first is written from
the point-of-view of the teacher and the second from that of the students.
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The Plural I reads something like a novel, with characters and dialogue, and
something like a case study of a class which operated on the English 1-2
model. The primary material for the book is a sequence of assignments
Coles used at the Case Institute of Technology and sample essays his
students wrote in response to them. Coles and his students discussed these
sample essays in class, and Coles says he reproduced them in his book
"just as they were written" [4]. The remainder of the text is made up of the
instructor's reflections on his teaching and of reconstructed class
discussions. Coles, who both notes he did not tape actual discussions and
apologizes for not being a better novelist, says his representations of class
discussions have about the same relation to what went on in his classroom
as "van Gogh’s Sunflowers does to sunflowers" fPlural 14, 276]. As for the
relation between Coles and his instructor/narrator, Coles says that although
his narrator is only a persona and "no better than the best I could do way
back then," this figure is also "a good deal closer to me than a term like
’persona’ can suggest" [273].
The relation Coles's narrator establishes with his students is
decidedly agonistic. To my mind, a particularly telling exchange occurs when
several students, before handing in the essays they have written to their
instructor's third assignment, write him notes on their papers complaining,
"Sir, it would help if you could tell us what you wanted." The instructor fires
back, "Us? I can teH you, William, that what I want of you is what you want
for yourself when you're proud of yourself for having wanted it" [34-35]. The
instructor in Seeing Through Writing is more straightforwardly a literary
construct. He is seen only through the eyes of his students. Their name for
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him, "the Gorgon," indicates their recognition of his capacity either to freeze
or to free their writing. One student says, "I don't know for sure where he
got the nickname. The Gorgon's a monster in some old Greek stories that
was supposed to turn you to stone if you looked at it. But then I heard some
guy say that that was only part of it, that it was more complicated than that"
[2]. Another student, speaking of the Gorgon, says, "He plays a pretty deep
third base, this guy does. I've checked on him. If he thinks you can do
better than you’re doing, that you're just screwing off or something, he'll tear
your head off" [41]. A third student tells her classmates, "we've had the
Gorgon all wrong! He’s really no more than an instrument of Wisdom
(Minerva being the goddess of the same)* [95].
Composing is a textbook for a writing course designed on the model
of English 1-2, and Teaching Composing, its accompanying teacher's
manual, may represent Coles’s attempt to supply the manual he never
received at Amherst. Both books are a product of Coles's experience at
Drexel where he and three colleagues piloted a prototype for a staff-taught
writing course. During the summer before their pilot course was to debut,
Coles drafted a sequence of thirty assignments. He and his colleagues then
met once a week throughout the semester to revise the assignments for the
coming week rTeaching Composing 2-3]. Although their students did not
address every assignment formally in writing, each student wrote something
between twelve and fourteen papers for the course and their essays were
discussed in class [6-7]. Coles's two resulting books are written for an
expanded circle of colleagues at other institutions, whom he invites to revise
his assignments further, in consideration of their own calendars and needs.
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He notes that his comments on his assignments "are to be understood as
representing only my notion of a procedure for myself." He tells his
colleague/readers, using language that sounds much like Baird's, that "What
I aim at in an assignment is the creation of the possibility where a student
may say something he has not said before, where he has the chance to find
himself in the act of expression, the chance to become conscious of himself
as a writer, a user of language or languages" [Teaching Composing 3-5].
If Coles has been influenced by Baird and by English 1-2, he has also
had an influence upon colleagues he worked with after leaving Amherst. For
a time, Coles served as Director of Composition at the University of
Pittsburgh. He has since been succeeded in that position by David
Bartholomae. In the Preface to their Facts, Artifacts and Counterfacts.
Bartholomae and Anthony Petrosky acknowledge that "Whatever we have
learned about writing assignments and using them to define a sequence of
instruction began with the rich and compelling example of our colleague;
William E. Coles, Jr." In their book, Bartholomae and Petrosky describe a
writing course they teach at Pittsburgh which shares several of the features
of English 1-2, including collaborative teaching, sequences of assignments,
and class discussions of sample student papers. Interestingly, the
Pittsburgh course was designed for "'basic writers,' students whose
performance when asked to use or produce written texts has placed them
outside the conventional boundaries of the undergraduate curriculum."
Bartholomae and Petrosky note that "The course we describe could easily
be imagined as an honors course and not a remedial or developmental one.
This is deliberately so. The earliest argument we made when our college
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was debating whether to include this course in the curriculum (and whether
to include it for credit) was that there was no reason to prohibit students
from doing serious work because they could not do it correctly" [Preface].
For his part, Bartholomae can trace his connection to English 1-2 not
only through Coles but through Richard Poirier, who is an English 1-2
alumnus and was Bartholomae's teacher at Rutgers. In his "Against the
Grain," Bartholomae acknowledges Poirier as "the first strong teacher of my
academic life" [23] and Coles as the colleague who "gave me a place to
begin as a teacher and student of composition" [26]. But Bartholomae says,
developing a point that reminds me of Baird's point about influence through
"negative force," that the influence of teachers can be experienced as
something to work against. According to Bartholomae, tradition exists
through the voices of teachers "who cannot be ignored, whose speech we
cannot help but imitate and whose presence becomes both an inspiration
and a burden" [25]. Bartholomae describes how, as he wrote his
dissertation, he experienced Poirier's influence as a burden and had to
struggle "to write myself free from his influence" [26]. Bartholomae
concludes his essay by quoting Walt Whitman in a passage which again
reminds me of Theodore Baird, engaging his students in hand-to-hand
combat, and which Bartholomae believes skillfully represents "the paradox of
teaching and learning" [28]:
"I am the teacher of athletes.
He that by me spreads a wider breast than my own proves the
width of my own.
He most honors my style who leams under it to destroy the
teacher."
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The view Bartholomae gives of tradition - as something which one
both imitates and struggles against - is developed also in Roger Sale's 1970
extended essay On Writing. Sale's book both belongs in the English 1-2
tradition and is an expression of his time-tested thinking on the teaching and
learning of writing. A personal anecdote concerning his Amherst experience
seems to stand at the center of the book. Sale confesses, "I sailed through
graduate school, learning lots of things but not how to write, and took my
first teaching job. One day, perhaps a month after the term began, I was
carrying on to a colleague about something, undoubtedly being energetic but
not very coherent. Slowly, I felt my listener lose attention, and he began
staring out of the window. So I stopped, and he turned, and smiling very
nicely said to me, Why do you talk in that boring way?' I knew the
statement was kindly meant, and was not crushed by his apparent rudeness.
But I was dazed. I had been called brash and unclear and stubborn and
rattle-brained, but no one had ever called me boring. It wasn't said about
my writing, but it was the only thing ever said to me that, to my knowledge,
taught me something real about my writing'' [54]. Sale goes on to say that
his entire opening "chapter, in one sense, is my imitation of the man who
asked me, Why do you talk in that boring way?'" Considered in another
sense, Sale says, "my imitation is my own, and the man who asked me why
I was boring only began a process of change in me that continued long after
I had ceased to imitate him” [56].
I was naturally interested in this anecdote and I asked Sale to identify
the colleague who had told him he was boring. He replied that when he had
taught English 1-2, "the three tenured members of the program staff were
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Ted Baird, Armour Craig, and Ben DeMott. None of them ever told me I
was boring. I invented the story for the sake of my book. I think, however,
that by look and body language, Baird, Craig, and DeMott all implied that I
tended to go on in a boring way." Sale told me that On Writing "of course
derived from English 1 but was written ten years later, and I was in a very
different situation then." He said, Ted didn’t like On Writing at all. He
thought that was a silly book; I don't think he even necessarily told me very
much about why."
The general proposition with which Sale opens his book is that
"Writing can be learned, but it cant be taught" [15]. He says, The best way
to establish and maintain truly open and respectful relationships between
teachers and students is for the teacher to ask questions to which he does
not really know the answer, questions to which there are no good simple
answers but many good complex ones" [47]. He suggests that the proper
reply to many student papers "is not 'Is what you say true?' but Why do you
want to talk that way?'" [49]. He describes a moment, which he says
"comes in almost every class I've ever taught," in which students protest,
"Tell us what you want.' If they add a surty 'sir,' then I know in advance they
are not going to like the only answer I can give them: 'I have no idea. I cant
know what I want until I see something I like'" [44-45]. Sale concludes that
writing "is not a subject at all but an action” and that the problems entailed in
the attempt to teach or leam to write "can be faced and understood and
given a sense of direction that comes from believing the mind can make
orders and sequences where none existed before" [177].
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At the end of his book, Sale describes the Amherst course,
presenting it as a model of a writing course which does away with reading
altogether. He says, "The great advantage of the course is that it keeps the
emphasis so strongly on the papers that no student can fail to become more
aware of himself as a writer, often by seeing how very well students can
write without ever being self-conscious about style or learning. The great
disadvantage of the course is that it requires an enormous amount of time
and commitment from both teacher and student, more than most are
seriously willing to give" [175].
I asked Sale what influence English 1-2 had had upon his own
teaching. He said, "when I, in my earliest efforts at the University of
Washington, went to try to do something similar to English 1, they didn't
know what I was talking about, and I should have realized right away that of
course they wouldn't, that I was asking questions that were just bewildering."
He said, "so you just have to adapt. What I now like to do is, say, a
sequence of assignments on a single work of literature, but it will be
composition assignments. I just did a sequence this summer with some
students who were going to become high school teachers of writing, and I
gave them the first half of Frost's Home Burial, and then the second half with
very minimal sorts of statements about what I wanted them to write about.
And then on the third assignment, I gave them a paragraph of Frost's about
teaching here [at Amherst College], in which he said, in effect, When I
sorted out with my students, who fancied themselves as thinkers, what they
meant by thinking, what they really meant by thinking was voting, that is
taking sides on an issue.'" Sale said of his own class and students that "it
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turned out when we looked at this matter, they had actually done some
thinking, often without their knowing it. So I then say, 'Look back at your two
previous papers on Home Burial, and show me where you were voting and
where maybe you were thinking.' And it was an eye-opener because the
poem doesn't insist upon, but almost everybody who is taking an easy ride
will side with one, either the husband or the wife, and turn the other into an
awful person and this [one] into a victim." Sale added that his manner of
interacting with students has changed considerably since he left Amherst.
He said, "I find that I need ways now, not to flatter, but if I'm going to do
some 'challenging' (let's use the buzz word), I also have to do lots and lots of
encouraging." He said students "need to be told, Tou can be smarter; you
can be smarter! People get smarter; they also get stupider. I'm going to
believe you're smart.'"
Still another book, in addition to those by Gibson, Coles, and Sale,
which acknowledges the influence of English 1-2 is Jonathan Bishop's
Something Else. Bishop had taught the freshman course at Amherst for
three years in the 1950s, later taught at UCLA, and is now at Cornell. In the
opening chapter of Something Else, which he published in 1972, Bishop
describes a course he taught at UCLA in advanced composition for science
majors. He says he had learned at Amherst that "Assignments could be
contrived that would oblige the students to rehearse these and other
activities slowly enough for the intellectual structure to emerge. Amherst had
convinced me what that structure would prove to be in general. The mind
knew nature by finding some language in terms of which to express it. To
know how one knew was therefore to become aware of the particular
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language one was using, and its relation to other languages, not all of course
verbal" [6].
In 1962, Bishop's wife, Alison Lurie, published Love and Friendship, a
novel set in a fictional New England college that very much resembles
Amherst. Several of the characters in her novel are involved in teaching a
freshman course which "was really a course in semantics based on positivist
and operationalist principles; it should be said at once, however, that the use
of words like 'positivist' and 'principles' was absolutely taboo. No textbooks
were used; instead the students were sent out with pencil and paper to draw
a picture of the view from College Hall, or with a tape measure to measure
the length of their feet and their friend's feet. Then they would come back
and write papers describing what they had done. After this, they would be
asked to write more papers defining what they meant by the important
words they had used in their papers, words like 'observation,' and 'average,'
and 'really there'" [15-16]. The director and inventor of the course in Lurie's
novel takes attendance at staff meetings, is "far more bear than man," and
although named Oswald McBane, is known behind his back as "McBear"
[25, 75].
One of Lurie's characters says of McBane that she doesn't "think he
likes women much except for Mrs. McBane" [50]. I have often wondered
how much Lurie's characterization fits Theodore Baird and what Baird thinks
of having a woman inquire into his course. He has treated me generally with
graciousness and occasionally with scorn, but now that I have nearly
completed my study of English 1-2,1 can truly say that I count myself among
those influenced by Baird. I can also say I have received Baird's teaching in
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the paradoxical form described by David Bartholomae as something I both
must imitate and struggle against.
In the course of writing this dissertation, I have found myself
repeatedly addressing Baird's assignment questions and responding to
challenges he has posed for me in his letters. Most particularly, I have
asked myself: "What do you do when you do English 1?" and "What do you
do when you do history?" I have frequently attempted to justify my
enterprise in terms that would satisfy Professor Baird, or if not him, at least
me. I received a sharply worded response from him to a draft of my fourth
chapter. He said, "What you have written breaks in two parts. In the first
you write as a historian and it shows how hard you have tried to master
available materials. In the second part you become a gossip columnist." He
said I had given "remarkably little information about any theory of language.”
He concluded by urging me "with all due respect to define your purpose as a
thesis writer- [letter to R. Vamum, 27 Mar. 1992].
I replied to Professor Baird that "I object to your characterization of
the second half of chapter four as 'gossip.' I call it 'dialectic.' I have taken
pains to construct a shouting match between you and Jack Cameron, and I
am pleased with my juxtaposition of your two voices." I also told Professor
Baird, "I love writing you as my character. You see that, don't you?" [letter
to T. Baird, 31 Mar. 1992].
To some degree, I would have to say that my conception of character
and my sense of drama have driven my enterprise. I wanted to look at men
as men, not as icons, and to tell a good story. But I have also tried to look
at historical phenomena in context and from a variety of points-of-view. I
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have selected participants so as to represent both faculty and student voices
from different generations. Moreover, I have used a wide variety of
published and unpublished documents from the 1940s, 1950s, and 1960s to
substantiate the oral material I collected in the 1990s.
Unlike composition historian James Berlin, I have not tried to
superimpose any taxonomy or metalanguage on my narrative. Unlike Berlin,
I have resisted foregrounding any one aspect of the phenomenon I describe,
such as its epistemology, or its ideology, or its methodology, at the expense
of others. Unlike Berlin, I have looked at my subject within a variety of
contexts, considering especially the intellectual, socio-political, gender,
curricular, and institutional factors which shaped English 1-2. The course
seems to me to resist simple-minded analysis. I cannot think of English 1-2
in Berlin’s terms as a rhetorical "system." I think of it instead as an
approach. I delight in the paradox that a course which was enormously
intellectual in its thrust was nonetheless rooted in experiential learning.
When I try to look at its epistemology (the aspect of "rhetorical
systems" which Berlin privileges) I am all the more convinced of the
complexity of the course. Paradoxically, English 1-2 could be said in some
respects to have had both a positivistic and an "expressionistic" orientation,
■expressionism" being Berlin's term for the view that reality is constructed by
the observer. Berlin classifies Walker Gibson and William E. Coles, Jr. as
expressionists because both of them are interested in the way writers use
language to construct a self. And insofar as English 1-2 was rooted in
writing from experience, and insofar as it aimed at making students
conscious of themselves as language users, Berlin's "expressionism" might
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be applied to the course as well as to Gibson and Coles. On the other
hand, the emphasis in English 1-2 on the operational definition, on the
question - "Where is your evidence?," and on explaining how you know what
you know, seems to indicate positivism. But then what is positivism? Percy
Bridgman, whose operationalism both Baird and Gibson incorporated, is
quoted by Gibson as saying "it is impossible to transcend the human
reference point" [in Seeing and Writing 155]. And as Gibson noted in a 1978
article, although students tend to think that science delivers "the real goods
of Objective Reality,... every scientist knows better* ["General Education
Again" 48].
As I have noted, when I asked Gibson about Berlin, Gibson said the
term "expressivism" was one he never used. He also said that his 1970
article, "Composing the World: The Writer as Map Maker," in which Berlin
traces "expressionistic" ideas, was rooted as much in Viet Nam era "political
outrage" as in any epistemological concern.
The intellectual tradition from which it seems to me English 1-2
derives is the one John Cameron describes as "American non-systematic
thought." This is borne out by Dale Peterson's observation that the course
looked at rhetoric as strategy and that what mattered in writing was what
worked. Perhaps it is borne out as well by William Pritchard's observation
that the course did not have "any reforming attitude; it did not look for
political or social change." I find other indications of the non-systematic
orientation of the Amherst English faculty in their refusal to impose Burkean
terminology on what they were doing and in Theodore Baird's insistence on
not giving students answers. No doubt Baird and those in his inner circle
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assumed there were no answers to be given, there was no certainty, there
was only the chance to make meaning for oneself. They were teaching an
action and an experience, and their approach might well have been
undermined had they explained, as they were asking their students to
explain, what they did when they did English 1-2.
They were creating situations in which learning could occur.
Teaching, in the language of English 1-2, is an action; it is something you do.
Teaching isnl knowing the right answers; it's asking the right questions. The
staff of English 1-2 aimed to put students in a position where they could
reexperience themselves as language users and as makers of meaning and
where they could come to command a new measure of authority over
language. It was absolutely essential that the student undergo the
experience of addressing the assignments and that he work out in his own
terms what that experience had meant.
It is abundantly apparent to me that different participants in my study
have arrived at different understandings of the meaning of the course. And
yet there are commonalties as well. Most participants point to sequenced
assignments as a central feature of the course, but none of those who
continue to employ sequences in their own teaching are currently working
through thirty-three per semester. Most think of writing from experience, of
discussing student texts in the classroom, and of weekly staff meetings as
other central features. Some of my participants remember that the course
explored the relation between language and reality, others that it focused on
voice and the construction of a writer’s voice, still others that it prepared
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young men to assume positions of authority in the world. I believe it did all
those things.
At varying stages of my process, several participants in addition to
Baird responded to what I was writing about English 1-2. After reading my
fourth chapter, Roger Sale wrote "you've done so well with this, worked so
diligently on it, it seems a shame you never wrote a set of assignments." He
added, "you could come a lot closer to not just being a reporter of what
others said if you wrote a set of assignments" [letter to R. Vamum, 4 Apr.
1992]. After reading a short version of chapter four,10 William Pritchard
wrote, "I'm not crazy about the 'disemboweiing-empowering' language to
talk about the course - so much the modem trendy vocabulary, it seems to
me" [letter to R. Vamum, 17 March 1992]. After reading my fourth and sixth
chapters, Walker Gibson commented that what I hadn’t yet managed to
convey was that teaching English 1-2 had been "a lot of fun."
Although as Sale notes, I have never addressed a sequence of
English 1 assignments, my experience as the writer of a dissertation has
seemed in many ways to parallel that of a freshman struggling to make
sense of a bewildering series of questions. The experience for me has been
one of coming to terms not only with a mountain of data but with the
overwhelming responsibility for making meaning, knowing that others would
look at English 1-2 through my lenses and that I was dealing with the
careers and reputations of real people with real names. The responsibility
has been a humbling one, and I have taken the view to heart which Walker
Gibson says he acquired through teaching English 1-2, namely that "we live
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in the world we make in language, and if that is true, then it is our
responsibility to think a little about how we are expressing ourselves."
As I have indicated, there are aspects of the course which trouble
me. Many students and junior faculty members, at least initially, were
mystified. Some never understood what the course was about. Some
faculty members found themselves having to bluff about their authority in the
classroom. Many were very tough with their students. Some alumni,
immediately after completing the course, experienced an inhibiting selfconsciousness in their writing. Moreover, the course was designed by white
males for white males, and it would have tended to exclude those types of
students who in actual practice were excluded from Amherst College at its
period. But despite all this, English 1-2 seems rarely to have been boring,
either for students or teachers. It was a course in which teachers and
students seem often to have engaged in real conversation. It was a course
which seems to have enabled many students to claim an authority over
language they had not previously commanded. All in all, it was a course
from which present-day teachers of composition could leam much that would
be of value.
I regard English 1-2 as a remarkable course, and all the more so in
that it flourished at a period when "current-traditional" rhetoric is supposed to
have governed the teaching of writing. The teaching of rules for correctness
was never an emphasis in English 1-2. After the first year, its staff
dispensed with textbooks. The course employed in-class publications well
before such a practice became commonplace. It also made use of a kind of
collaborative teaching at a relatively early date. As Robert Bagg has noted,
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English 1-2 raised the question of the "ontological status of language"
decades before what he describes as the current "revolution in English
theoretical studies." It also focused on the making of meaning, which by
many accounts is at the heart of contemporary composition studies,
significantly before composition studies emerged as a recognizable specialty
within American English departments. Here at the conclusion of my study I
can only express my admiration for the energy, imagination, and dedication
of the men who taught English 1-2. I will leave it to other historians to
resolve the extent to which English 1-2 was simply, as Albert Kitzhaber
termed it, "a maverick course," and to what extent it may exemplify wider
trends in the teaching of composition at its period.
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NOTES
1. The typescript of the "Report on the Curriculum of Amherst Collegewhich
was issued by the Committee on Educational Policy in April 1964 and which
resulted in Amherst's 1966 curriculum is now available in Folder 6, Box 1,
Curriculum Reports Collection, Amherst College Archives.
2. This passage is quoted from page 5 of Baird's 6 June 1966 letter to Calvin
H. Plimpton. The copy of this letter which I have seen is in Professor Baird's
personal possession. Walker Gibson quotes from this letter also in his
article on "Theodore Baird" [149].
3. Baird's assignments for the fall of 1968 are available in "English 11 1968-69
Assignments," in Box 1, English 11 Collection, Amherst College Archives.
4. Baird's memorandum of 1 October 1968 is in "English 11 1968-69
_ Assignments," in Box 1, English 11 Collection, Amherst College Archives.
5. These anonymous student responses to the fall 1968 assignments are in
"English 11 1968-69 Assignments," in Box 1, English 11 Collection, Amherst
College Archives.
6. The class of 1962, which Sale and Pritchard addressed in 1987, is the
same class which invited Sale in 1962 to deliver his "Senior Chapel
Address." Douglas Wilson is a member of this class.
7. I had a similar experience when a talk I gave on English 1-2 at the 1992
Conference on College Composition and Communication attracted half a
dozen Amherst alumni, all of whom seemed eager to talk about the course.
8. The typescript of Bagg's three-page "Talk" is in his personal possession. I
quote from it here with his permission.
9. Coles relates this publishing history on pages 273-74 of The Plural I - And
After, which is the title of the expanded 1988 edition of his book. This 1988
edition, consisting of the original text plus two new supplementary essays, is
the one I have used.
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10. The "short version of chapter four" which Pritchard commented upon was
actually the text of a talk, entitled "Thirty-Three Assignments Per Semester:
Theodore Baird and the Mystique of English 1-2 at Amherst College, 19381966," which I delivered at the Conference on College Composition and
Communication in Cincinnati on March 19, 1992.
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APPENDIX A

ENGLISH 1 ASSIGNMENTS
FOR
THE FALL OF 1959

by Theodore Baird

ENGLISH I
Assignments as Used,1 Fall 1959

Assignment 1
It has been said that unless you already know what you want to leam,
there is no sense in going to college. Or to use ordinary language, you
have to know your own mind before you can leam anything. The
emphasis here is on the phrase "know your own mind." What does this
mean in this context?
Write a single page in which you put into words how, as it now seems to
you, your mind is made up about how you want to leam, feel the need to
leam. You are not asked to talk about the Curriculum, about subjects,
that is. You are invited once more to try to describe what your own
inclination is intellectually, how your mind is scientific or literary,
mathematical or historical. These alternatives do not exhaust the
possibilities open to you. Your problem in writing this page is to find a
satisfying vocabulary to use, words and phrases which you can define.
Do not say any more than you can with honesty.

Assignment 2
This sequence of assignments will be concerned with what it means to
say you learned something, you know something. We began with the
general proposition that you have to know your own mind before you can
leam anything.
Particularize. Locate a moment in your recent experience outside the
classroom when you knew your own mind, that is, when you learned
something you felt you had to know about, when you knew what you
intended to do, needed to know, sought to discover, desired to
understand.
Write a paper in which you present this experience in dramatic form, as
you would do if you were writing a scene for a short story, telling where
^eodore Baird is the principle author of these assignments. The 18-page,
mimeographed document from which I have copied them is held in 'Eng 1 1959/60
'Assignments as Used," Box#3, Engfish 1-2 Colection, Amherst Colege Archives.
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you were, what was going on, what you were doing, what you needed to
know, what happened, what was said, what you did.
This will be the usual form for most of your papers. Most often you will
be asked to try to create in words the setting, the circumstances, the
actors, and the action. You will also be asked to generalize and draw
conclusions.

Assignment 3
Of course it is true that in order to leam something you have to know your
own mind. This is a commonplace. Nevertheless it is safe to assume that
you also look forward to learning something entirely new, unforeseen,
beyond any expectation you have at the moment, something you cannot
now even begin to describe. This is part of the charm of the future.
Certainly when you look back at your own experience you can detect
moments of illumination, when you learned something without entirely
understanding at the moment just what happened, when, for example,
your attention was not even fixed upon what you learned, when, as it
turned out, you were not conscious of what was going on around you.
Suddenly you had an idea, saw a solution, knew what to do, and you
were right.
Plainly there is a mystery about the act of learning. We shall try to explore it.
Locate a moment in your recent past and in your experience outside the
classroom when you learned something at a moment when, as you now
see it, you did not know your own mind, when you did not know what you
intended to do, needed to know, desired to achieve, and so on.
Follow the directions on Assignment 2, writing this paper as if it were a
scene or episode in a short story.

Assignment 4
So far you have written two papers about the act of knowing, one, in
which you have expressed what you were doing, what you needed to
know, what you learned, the other, in which you seemed to leam
something without quite knowing what happened, without being very
conscious at that instant of your situation and your need. Plainly this is a
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difficult subject to talk about. There is some mystery here. All we do is
look at the language we ordinarily use in talking about learning and
consider our own experience and put into sentences what we think
happens.
A common way of speaking of this moment of learning something is to
say, "I changed my mind." Let it be granted that we do not say this about
all acts of learning, but about some we certainly do.
Write an account, again as if it were a scene in a short story, of a
moment in your experience when you learned something and said (or now
feel you could have said), "I changed my mind." Tell where you were,
what was going on, what you were doing, what you felt you ought to
know, what happened, how you changed your mind.
What, in the context of your episode do you now say the phrase to
change your mind means? Here you are asked to generalize.
Keep a copy of this paper.

Assignment 5
As you look back at this episode you have just written about in #4 an
obvious reflection is this: once you change your mind it is hard to recall
what your previous state of mind had been, what it was, in short, you
changed from, how you could ever not know what is now so plain, how
you could ever not see what is now right before your eyes.
Look back at your paper about changing your mind, Assignment 4.
Examine the instant before you changed your mind. Concentrate on this
instant in your experience and try to put it into words as much as you can.
Where were you? What was going on? What did you feel you ought to
know? Who was there? What was said? What was this mind you were
about to change?
Depending upon the example used in Assignment 4, and your own powers
of self-scrutiny you will have more or less to say. If you find you have
relatively little, how do you account for this fact? If your writing dries up,
what is this?
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Assignment 6
We are using ordinary words like learn, know, change your mind, and
whatever distinctions in meaning you make will be your own. In the last
two assignments leam and change vour mind were used as If they applied
to the same experience. Yet in our daily speech we also use these words
in such a way that their meaning is not the same. Sometimes we leam
when we do not change our mind.
Select from your recent experience an example about which you would
say that although you learned something you did not change your mind.
Write this example out in the usual form as if it were a scene in a short
story. If you did not change your mind what did happen and how are you
going to express it?
How are you using the word leam in this context? What does it mean?
And what does your use of the words change vour mind mean? Here you
are invited to generalize.

Assignment 7
It is reasonable to assume that Amherst freshmen believe that it is a good
thing to change your mind. In our ordinary talk about education the open
mind is praised, the closed mind condemned. Presumably change is
good. But why do you think that it is a good thing to change your mind?
Do you consider this a good thing to do without reservation or qualification
or exception? Or are there parts of the present and future about which
you are already decided, about which you do not intend to change if you
can help it? Do you believe that you should change your mind all the time
about everything indefinitely? Where do you draw the line or, more likely,
the lines?
This paper is concerned with your beliefs. They should be treated with
decent respect. Nobody can argue with you about them with propriety.
(This does not mean that no one can comment on the sentence or
paragraph structure of what you write.) Possibly you can leam something
about yourself by writing this paper, especially when you consider the
original assumption (It is a good thing to change your mind) and reflect on
the various ways it is likely to be treated by your classmates in doing this
assignment. You will leam a good deal, perhaps, simply by asking the
question, How much do I expect to change my mind tomorrow, next
Wednesday, my senior year in college, on my forty-fifth birthday?
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Assignment 8
So far you have written papers about how you know your own mind, when
you learned something at the same time you did or did not know your own
mind, how you learned something when you changed your mind, what
your mind was like before you changed it, how you learned something but
did not change your mind, concluding with a statement of belief about why
it is or is not a good thing to change your mind all the time.
Look over these papers and consider what distinctions you have been
making. Jot down the keywords in the papers as you now see them.
Consider how these words can be arranged, classified, and defined.
Now write a paragraph in which you express whatever distinctions you
can about the act of learning.

Assignment 9
You have just made a general statement about two kinds of learning.
As you look back on your recent experience, say, the past year, and think
of your education, in school and out of it, what does it look like? How
much do you see yourself as learning and changing your mind, how much
as just learning? This is a quantitative distinction. Make your own _
estimate. Was this a good year for learning in any and all sense? What
was right for you? What wrong? What kind of learning were you good
at? What not so good?

Assignment 10
This assignment is a consideration of the language we have so far been
using in talking about this difficult subject. The words that the previous
assignments have given you have been learn, know your own mind.
change your mind, and so on. We are trying to surround these words
with other words in an attempt to express what we feel we know.
From the papers written in Assignment 8 (some generalizations about the
uses of the word learn) the following words expressing what happens
when you team were collected:
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receive and assimilate knowledge in such a way it can be later
recalled
differentiate between useful and useless material
observe, read, do, talk, feel, smell, listen
choose new definitions and relate them to the environment
add, arrange, define, and associate information
fuse statements
rearrange ideas
search for answers, stumble on them, discover something new, and
find out how to cope
associate knowledge with the problem
grasp something by experiment, asking, watching
memorize
delve
think
absorb facts
add areas of knowledge
click
brings a feeling of satisfaction
that's the way the cookie crumbles
Look at this language from the point of view of a student in a composition
course. Is this a good vocabulary we have so far developed? Good for
what? How can it be improved? What do you want these and similar
words to do anyway? Do you want them to do more than this list of
words seems to make possible? Who (besides Amherst freshmen) would
use these words? Is this a moral or a technical vocabulary?
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By answering for yourself such questions as these write a paragraph
describing on the evidence of this vocabulary the position which Amherst
freshmen seem to take when they address themselves to a general
question about the meaning of education.

Assignment 11
We are talking about a subject which has perplexed even the mightiest
minds. Presumably everyone feels he has something to say, but how to
say it remains a question. Here, for example, is William James, asserting
that one general aphorism ought to dominate the entire conduct of a
teacher in his classroom:
"No reception without reaction, no impression without correlative
expression ... An impression which simply flows in at the pupil's eyes
or ears, and in no way modifies his active life, is an impression gone
to waste.... It leaves no fruit behind it in the way of capacity
acquired. Even as a mere impression, it fails to produce its proper
effect upon the memory; for, to remain fully among the acquisitions of
this latter faculty, it must be wrought into the whole cycle of our
operations. Its motor consequences are what clinch it. Some effect
due to it in the way of an activity must return to the mind in the form of
the sensation of having acted, and connect itself with the impression.
Trie most durable impressions are those on account of which we
speak or act, or else are inwardly convulsed."
James goes on to say that keeping notebooks, making drawings, plans,
maps, taking measurements, working in a laboratory and performing
experiments, consulting books, writing essays, are all part of what he
calls "reactive behavior on our impressions."
Examine for yourself the language that James is using, the particular
words, the metaphor.
Translate what James is saying into a single sentence composed of
ordinary, simple words. Why does James use what amount to several
languages? What, if anything, does he gain by his complication of
expression? Is James successful? Is he any more effective, any clearer,
any truer, than you yourseif in your own paper or of any Amherst
freshman writing on the meaning of education?
Finally, do you agree with what James is saying? Why? Why not?
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Assignment 12
What does Amherst College look like to you when you adopt James's
position toward learning? Would you say that the active life all around you
is modified by what Is learned in the classes, laboratories, playing fields,
dormitories, and so on? Perhaps in some areas? Where? You do
assume that some modification might be tolerable or even desirable? Is
not this our common hope and aspiration? How much modification do you
detect?
Second, what seems to you to be the fundamental difficulty which all of us
encounter? Why do we not all modify our behavior as much as we would
like? Why is it that the good advice of elders, the wisdom of proverbial
expressions, the profound thoughts of great thinkers and the instruction of
your teacher do not seem to take?
Why is it so hard for your - and everyone else's mind to change? Can
wisdom be taught?
Keep a copy of this paper.

Assignment 13
Here is an opportunity for self-criticism.
Why was that last paper (What does Amherst College look like when you
adopt William James's position?) easy to write? What language did you
use? Why was it easy to use this language? Who else uses this
language? Where?
What do you think of yourself in this instance as a critic of Amherst
College? Everyone knows that we are not perfect, that there is room for
criticism, but what does this criticism you have made amount to?
Suppose you read your paper aloud in chapel? Would you expect an
immediate improvement in everybody's behavior? If you were a member
of the student committee which meets with a faculty committee to
consider matters of instruction and if you read your last paper aloud
would you expect the whole standard of education to rise at Amherst?
Where, then, do you find yourself as a critic of your immediate
environment? Are you depressed by this discovery?
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Assignment 14
We shall now look at a few well know passages about the meaning of
education and try to see what other ways there are for talking about it.
Our interest is in seeing how what we feel we know (i.e., what education
ought to be) can be complicated and further expressed.
At the utmost, the active-minded young men should ask of his teacher
only mastery of his tools. The young man himself, the subject of
education, is a certain form of energy; the object to be gained is
economy of his force; the training is partly the clearing away of
obstacles, partly the direct application of effort. Once acquired, the
tools and models may be thrown away.
The Education of Henry Adams, x.
What language does Henry Adams use in talking about this kind of
learning? Sort out his vocabulary and look at the metaphors he uses and
express for yourself what he compares learning to. Do you agree with
Henry Adams' position? Why? Why not? Is there, for example, some
part of learning as you think of it which he omits? What does he add, if
anything, to your conception of learning?

Assignment 15
This is the classic 19th-century statement about the meaning of a Liberal
Education:
Knowledge is called by the name of Science or Philosophy, when it is
acted upon, informed, or if I may use a strong figure, impregnated by
Reason. Reason is the principle of that intrinsic fecundity of
Knowledge, which, to those who possess it, is its especial value, and
which dispenses with the necessity of their looking abroad for any end
to rest upon external to itself. Knowledge, indeed, when thus exalted
into a scientific form, is also power; not only is it excellent in itself, but
whatever such excellence may be, it is something more, it has a result
beyond itself. Doubtless; but that is a further consideration with which
I am not concerned. I only say that prior to its being a power, it is a
good; that it is, not only an instrument, but an end. I know well it may
resolve itself into an art, and terminate in a mechanical process, and
in tangible fruit; but it also may fall back upon Reason, and resolve
itself into Philosophy. In one case it is called Useful Knowledge, in
the other Liberal. The same person may cultivate it both ways at
once; but this again is a matter foreign to my subject; here I do but
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say that there are two ways of using Knowledge, and in a matter of
fact those who use it in one way are not likely to use it in the other, or
at least in a very limited measure. You see, then, gentlemen, here
are two methods of Education; the one aspires to be philosophical,
the other to be mechanical; the one rises towards ideas, the other is
exhausted upon what is particular and external. Let me not be
thought to deny the necessity, or to decry the benefit, of such
attention to what is particular and practical, the useful or mechanical
arts; life could not go on without them; we owe our daily welfare to
them; their exercise is the duty of the many; and we owe to the many
a debt of gratitude for fulfilling it. I only say that Knowledge, in
proportion as it tends more and more to be particular, ceases to be
Knowledge. It is a question whether Knowledge can in any proper
sense be predicated of the brute creation; without pretending to
metaphysical exactness of phraseology, which would be unsuitable to
an occasion like this, I say, it seems to me improper to call that
passive sensation, or perception of things, which brutes seem to
possess, by the name of Knowledge. When I speak of Knowledge, I
mean something intellectual, something which grasps what it
perceives through the senses; something which takes a view of
things; which sees more than the senses convey; which reasons upon
what it sees, and while it sees; which invests it with an idea. It
expresses itself, not in a mere enunciation, but by an enthymeme: it is
of the nature of science from the first, and in this consists its dignity.
The principle of real dignity is Knowledge, its worth, its desirableness,
considered irrespectively of its results, is this germ within it of a
scientific or a philosophical process. This is how it comes to be an
end in itself; this is why it admits of being called Liberal. Not to know
the relative disposition of things is the state of slaves or children; to
have mapped out the Universe, is the boast of Philosophy.
Cardinal John Henry Newman, On the
Scope and Nature of University Education.
"Liberal Knowledge Its Own End,"
Everyman's Library edition, pp. 103f.
Look at the vocabulary and the metaphor which Newman uses in this
passage. Make lists (for yourself) of the words and metaphors he uses in
speaking of the two kinds of knowledge.
Construct a single sentence of your own which expresses for you what
Newman means by Liberal Knowledge. Do the same for what he means
by Useful Knowledge.
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What tone of voice does he use in speaking? What does he expect of his
audience? Is it fair to assume he expected to be understood?
What evidence do you see that he connects learning and knowledge with
a particular kind of society? Describe this society briefly?
Does this distinction that Newman makes seem to you useful and relevant
to you as a student? In what way?

Assignment 16
Here is a passage from Alfred North Whitehead:
The students are alive, and the purpose of education is to stimulate
and guide their self-development. It follows as a corollary from this
premise, that the teachers also should be alive with living thought. . .
- above all things we must beware of what I will call 'inert ideas' that is to say, ideas that are merely received into the mind without
being utilized, or tested, or thrown, into fresh combinations.... By
utilizing an idea, I mean relating it to that stream, compounded of
sense perceptions, feelings, hopes, desires, and of mental activities,
adjusting thought to thought, which forms our life.
The Aims of Education and Other Essays
Make a list of the keywords and consider the metaphors the author
makes use of.
When Whitehead speaks of education he makes certain assumptions
about the nature of student and teacher. What are they? He also speaks
of ideas and thought and life as if they were - what? Reduce what
Whitehead is saying to a single sentence.
Does what he is saying please you? In what way? Do you have any
criticism? When you make a criticism, what do you relate it to?

Assignment 17
Reconsider the Adams, Newman, and Whitehead passages, your analysis
and comments on them. Then look back at Assignment 10 to the list of
keywords you had yourself been using in talking about learning.
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How has your own thinking been complicated by these recent
assignments?
If you were going to write a paragraph in general terms about education
what metaphor or metaphors would you now be inclined to use? They do
not have to be any that you have seen worked out in the examples read.
Perhaps you have some new metaphor or metaphors of your own you
would now employ? What are they? What do you compare with what?

Assignment 18
The preceding examples have been highpitched indeed. To come down
to earth, consider rote learning.
Write a page in which you take an example of rote learning and show how
it works. Finally make a general definition of rote learning.
In a single sentence tell what the basic metaphor is underlying or
expressed in your definition. What do you compare with what?

Assignment 19
To continue with the subject of rote learning for one more paper.
You have now defined rote learning and located the basic metaphor on
which your definition rests.
Consider your attitudes toward rote learning. Are you quite clear in your
own mind whether you are in favor of it or against it or can you see two
sides to the question? Can you imagine a college where rote learning
does not exist? Or a school? How much of your past education has
consisted of rote learning? This question asks for a quantitative answer
and you can only make an estimate.
Consider how you are accustomed to talk about rote learning. Are you
used to hearing it praised by teachers, by your family, by your fellow
students? Or is it something you expect to hear condemned? How do
you feel about it yourself?
Finally how do you talk about your courses and your teachers? Notice
how your fellow students speak of their education. Is there only one way
of talking? Suppose someone says, "We could leam anything by rote if
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only we could discern what it was we wanted to learn." If you are
"against" rote learning where does this remark leave you?
Write a paper in which these questions are considered and answered in
your own way. Your problem is to locate your own attitudes toward rote
learning.

Assignment 20
Try making another simple statement about what you take rote learning to
be. What is the basic metaphor you are using?
Suppose someone said to you about a course in, say, botany or fine arts
or chemistry — suppose someone said to you in order to be a doctor of
medicine or a lawyer — you would just have to know a vocabulary of a
thousand, or ten thousand words, what would your response be? Is it
possible to learn a vocabulary by rote and then find some other meaning
in it? Can learning by rote be dispensed with?

Assignment 21
Here is a diagram of the Perfect Freshman:2
(see next sheet)

Study this Diagram of the Perfect Freshman. Describe in a sentence or
two how, according to this Diagram, he operates.
What details in his operations do you find accurately represented? What
details inaccurately represented?
In general what future do you see for this Perfect Freshman?

^is diagram was designed by Professor John F. Butler.

Movie
projector, which projects REALITY

DIAGRAM OF THE PERFECT FRESHMAN
1.

Study this Diagram of the Perfect Freshman. Describe in a sentence
or two how, according to this Diagram, he operates.

2.

What details in his operations do you find accurately represented?
*What details inaccurately represented?

3. In general what future do you see for this Perfect Freshman?

S

Assignment 22
The diagram of The Perfect Freshman is really a diagram of a number of
commonly used metaphors placed within a simple plan of a human body.
The result is laughable, yet there is some meaning conveyed by the
diagram which we can recognize. We do speak of someone's heart of
gold and we do describe the nervous system as if it were an electronic
device.
If you consider the metaphors in the quotations by James, Adams,
Newman, Whitehead, you will also find some ordinary ways of speaking
which we readily understand. For example, knowledge is spoken of as if
it were a fruit, a mastery of tools, a rising, a grasping, an investing, a
germ, a mapping, and so on. Look back at these passages and see if
you can make a complete list of the comparisons.
Now try your hand at making a diagram of The Perfect Educational
Institution. What are you going to use to enclose the various parts as the
body envelope encloses the scales and camera and so on of the Perfect
Freshman? Do you see any particular way to arrange the parts of your
diagram within your enclosure? If you do, write a sentence or two
explaining what that way is. (The camera belongs in the head and so on.)
Where does your grasping belong with relation to your mapping? Where
does the inoculation and the investing go on? And how do you arrange
one in relation to the other?

Assignment 23
Here is a diagram of Amherst College.3 [see next page] It, too, is really
a diagram of a number of commonly used metaphors placed within the
plastic covers of a machine.
What are the metaphors? Where do you most frequently hear them
used?
What is the metaphor that holds these ways of speaking together?
Do you find this a Good Metaphor for this purpose? Why? Why not?
What do you now consider a Good Metaphor for Amherst College?

3This diagram was designed by Professor John F. Butler.
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Assignment 24
The metaphors used in the diagram of The Perfect Freshman are really
no different from, no better or worse than, those used in the diagram of
the Perfect Educational Institution. Take an example from one of these
diagrams and show how you can never get closer than a similarity, where
a is like b, how you never achieve perfect identity, where a is b. Finally
generalize and explain how this relationship of metaphors to their objects
is a fact of life.

Assignment 25
When we write or talk and use words and symbols and signs what we are
doing is making sets, composing, organizing, ordering similarities. This
act of ordering (a metaphor for all sorts of things that happen) is an
extremely difficult one to express in general. Nevertheless it is at the
heart, in the center, of our experience. Here is a famous quotation, again
from The Education of Henry Adams:
From cradle to grave this problem of running order through chaos,
direction through space, discipline through freedom, unity through
multiplicity, has always been, and must always be, the task of
education...
Let us concentrate on the single metaphor of order. Its opposite is
chaos. Look around you, find some chaos, and then put it into words.
Finally when you have finished this account of chaos, consider whether
what you have written is chaos or is order.

Assignment 26
One man's chaos is another man's order. Describe a recent experience
of your own which illustrates this general statement.
From one position here, you call something chaos. From another order.
Define these positions as exactly as you can. What must you do to move
from one position to another.
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Assignment 27
The existence of chaos is a fact of experience. We encounter it daily,
hourly. We know it is, even though when we begin to talk about it we
make some kind of order. It can be referred to and pointed at by many
different sets of words, many different metaphors.
Show how moving from one position to another is like giving new meaning
to something you have learned by rote is like changing your mind is like
running order through chaos.

Assignment 28
"Chaos is silent, but order must speak."
This remark can make sense only when you define your terms. Assuming
you have some understanding of what this remark means, write a
paragraph expressing your understanding.

Assignment 29
The next few assignments ask you to use and think about how you use
the Amherst College Library. They also will make connections with the
general proposition that chaos is silent and order speaks and makes itself
understood, that, in William James's metaphor, some learning has "motor
consequences." Depending upon how we look at the problem the answer
will be seen as a profound mystery or as something so simple it can be
solved by a not very bright, not very attentive, not very well paid
employee.
In the Amherst College Library (which includes dormitory and laboratory
libraries and special collections) there are more than 300,000 objects
called books, pamphlets, periodicals, maps, etc. It is reasonable to
suppose that you can go to Converse Library, find an object you want,
and not use a language or speak a word. This is like being able to reach
into your desk drawer, find a ruler, use it, and put it back without noticing
in particular what you are doing, certainly without talking to anybody else
or to yourself about what you are doing. In a sense, you just know where
something is. Presumably you will know in this sense of the word where
at least one book is in the Library and so can find and use it.
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Now put this wordless experience into words, telling what the object is
(what book or periodical) you wanted, what you did and how you found it.
This is a purely private and until you come to write this paper a silent
operation. You have not consulted the catalogue, asked anyone any
questions.
After you have finished writing this account of your action (it may not be
very long) look at the account and see if you can describe the kind of
order you have just made. What order did you have to make to say
anything at all?

Assignment 30
The Dewey Decimal System is an example of an order.
Go to the Library and look up in the catalogue a book you would like to
read, write down the call number, and find the book. While you go
through these operations keep track of the various actions you performed
in making the Dewey Decimal System order out of the chaos of this
building full of things.
You can go through the process of finding the book without having the
faintest idea of what these numbers and letters of the call number mean,
except as a set of directions for a certain set of "motor consequences."
This paper should attempt to express in words and in the simplest terms
exactly what you did.
Keep a copy of this paper.

Assignment 31
Refer to your last assignment. There you were running order through
chaos by means of making "motor consequences" with numbers and
letters, so that you found the book you wanted.
It is also possible to talk about your use of the Dewey Decimal System in
quite another way. To use Newman's language, you can aspire to be
philosophical or you can be content to be mechanical, you can rise toward
ideas, or be exhausted upon what is particular and external. Using one
step in the process of finding a book, become philosophical about it, talk
about ideas.
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In order to do this what did you do?
Is this necessarily (as Newman suggests) a better way of talking?

Assignment 32
You have run order through chaos, first, by telling how you found a book
in the library because you just knew where it was, second, you found a
book because you could read the language of the Dewey Decimal
System. You then made some remarks about one step in the process of
finding a book which you called "philosophical11 or "talk about ideas." In
these three papers you were more or less able to use words and talk
about what you meant. In these three papers you were making different
kinds of what can be called order.
But what is chaos? Plainly, when you put it to work, the Dewey Decimal
System is a kind of order and you can describe this order in simple or
complicated ways. But what js this chaos which you run order through by
talking and writing and moving? Try your hand once more at describing
and defining it?

Assignment 33
Make an order out of the assignments you have done this semester, an
order, that is, of thinking which you have made for yourself in doing these
assignments.
Certain orders are too simple to be bothered with, telling us nothing we
do not all know. Assignment 8 follows Assignment 7. Tuesday's class
preceded Thursday's.
Try answering these questions: what, really, have we been talking about,
what vocabulary have we been using, what have you learned, how has
your mind changed? etc.

Long Paper
The Amherst Student for March 2, 1959 reports (whether accurately or
not, who can say?) that Dr. Harold Taylor, then President of Sarah
Lawrence College, said, There is generally too much classification of
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thought,' a situation that might easily be altered by the absorption of ideas
through direct experience.
The underlined sentence with its strange use of punctuation is reproduced
as it appeared in the Student.
Apparently the speaker actually said, There is too much classification of
thought..." The Student reporter presumably found his own words for
explaining how this situation may be altered, namely, "by the absorption of
ideas through direct experience."
In general we feel we understand what the college president and Student
reporter are talking about. This feeling has been expressed by poets and
philosophers and we are used to it in ordinary speech. No one denies the
existence of the feeling.
Can you sort out of your own experience a moment when you felt that
there, at that moment, there was too much of something you called
"classification of thought"? Put this moment into words as well as you
can, looking at your task as that of a writer trying to communicate
something that happened so that your reader will be interested. What,
when you come to think of it, do you mean by “too much classification of
thought"?
In the metaphor "the absorption of ideas through direct experience" just
what is being talked about?
What do you now say about this perfectly natural feeling? Do you think
that there should be more "direct absorption of ideas" in your life? What
holds you back?
5 FIVE PAGES MAXIMUM

Final Examination
The Amherst Student for March 2, 1959, reports (whether accurately or
not, who can say?) that a speaker at Smith College said something like
this:
The liberal arts must be oriented toward fulfilling the present interest
of students.... There must be a new emphasis on providing
stimulating teachers who will present ideas which can generate their
own response.
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You have lived In close proximity to your fellow students for a college
semester. As you look back to September and reconsider the months
which have elapsed how do you describe “the present interest of
students-?
Do you feel that the curriculum you have encountered, the courses you
have taken, futfill "the present interest of students"?
What new "ideas" have you encountered this year. Reflect upon this
question and make a short list in which you explain what you take to be
your new ideas in short sentences.
Did these "ideas . .. generate their own response"? What is the
metaphor back of this image? Education is like?
If they did why didn't they affect everyone in the same way? Or perhaps
they did?
Write some directions to this student reporter, assuming that he is
responsible for the language given to the visiting speaker, or write some
comment aimed at the speaker himself, assuming that he said what the
reporter said he did.
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APPENDIX B

AN EXCHANGE OF LETTERS

BETWEEN
T. BAIRD AND R. VARNUM

regarding a visit
to the Emily Dickinson house in Amherst, Massachusetts

Transcript of letter from T. Baird to R. Vamum, 6 December 1990:
Put this aside till after Xmas?
Dear Mrs. Vamum,
While this is fresh in my mind let me add to your admirable summary
of my incoherent remarks. As you describe it, was this different from other
freshman courses in composition? Of course I think it was and there is
evidence others thought so in the way it caused hostile criticism or notice at
least and as it lives in the minds of students years after it is all over. This is
the problem: how to express what - if anything - was this uniqueness?
As you state it and as I certainly described it it was an attempt at
making teachers and students aware of a common enterprise, what one
would expect of a college (and no longer exists). As you also say, it was an
attempt "to stimulate intellectual exchange" isn't this where your "subject" (if
Eng 1 is a subject?) lies? What was intellectual abt it?
That man at Wesleyan what is his name? wrote a book abt
composition teaching. He called Eng 1 a course contemptuously in problem
solving. There is something to be said for this if you add how language
works in setting and solving a problem. I think the course over the years at
least for me developed the capacity to stand outside a problem, to see it as
a matter of how language is used, of what language can do in solving it.
How much of experience anyway, can be expressed in language? 5%?
What abt in music? in other symbols? What then was the 95%
unexpressed? Can you be aware of that while talking and writing? What
does the awareness of the inexpressible do to your own conviction in what
you are saying? Will you, say, die for these words? No? Then what?
_ Here we fade off in each one's belief. And will. I used to try to say,
finally, I exert mv WILL. I'm, say, patriotic, finally. Not reasonable I know.
Lots of faults.
I wonder if I am saying somethg abt the unsayable? This was for me
the heart of my teaching. I say this in so many ways.
So we had assignments — as I tried to make them - that faced this.
How do you find the car keys when they are "lost"? What does "lost" mean?
(We had some nice ones on this).* How do you "see" a Historic Object?
Say E. Dickinson's House. I used to take visitors over there, stand. What
did they "see"? Someone who taught the course when on a sabbatical in
Rome (Italy) wrote me that indeed he had just discovered that you have to

* Where are al the lost objects

in the world? A chapter in Guiver?
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“know* what you are looking for to “see“ it. He was surprised that an
assignment he had taught told him something he hadn't known. And so on.
Here is what made the course different (if it was). The kind of assignments
we (or I) made. Not true of all of them. Incredibly simple some of them.
But extremely difficult really. Better minds than ours have been occupied.
What is order? What is chaos?
So I say it was not only a social event, an attempt at collegiality, but
an intellectual search or exercise.
As for “moral* purpose, which you mention, well I always cd spot a
Xian Scientist. Their use of language was different. Also a strictly brought
up Catholic, whose use of language was different. I am aware of how
delicate this distinction is, I mean how hard it wd be to try to explain myself.
"Moral* in an awareness of how words are used, how listening to, say, a
president of the US you feel he is deceiving or self deceived etc etc etc.
This goes on endlessly, once you move out of the classroom.
Oh yes, I said nothing abt the attempt we made to interest teachers
in other departments, classics, economics, etc to teach the course. Only
partly successful, I wanted it not to be an English Department course, but a
college course. It was this not being an Eng Dept course that aroused
feelings among teachers who wanted it to be an Eng Dept course, read j_H
]V say.
As for the inexpressible as I call it, look at (say)
Neither Out Far nor In Deep?
What is that abt? Frost is full of poems where you are using
language abt the final mysteries. In that sense then we were a literary
course.
Ah well, it is ail in the past and I never cd say what was going on.
Yours etc
Theodore Baird

Don't take my careless remark abt Richards seriously.
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PS. I think you would learn more by simply doing an assignment than by
listening to me run on.
E.G.
Go to the E. Dickinson House
Look at it
What do you see?
Define "Looking at a poet's residence"
or
I lost my car keys
I found them
Where were they?

Endless examples.

Transcript of letter from R. Vamum to T. Baird:
Dec. 13, 1990
Dear Professor Baird,
I went to the Dickinson house yesterday. I had made an appointment
with my friend, Ruth Jones,1 to go through the house and had let her know it
was for your sake that I was coming. I was intrigued that in giving me an
assignment, you were setting yourself up as my teacher. In submitting the
following to you, of course, I am indicating my willingness to be your student.
The assignment you gave me, in case you have forgotten its exact
wording, was this: Go to the E. Dickinson house. Look at it. What do you
see? Define "Looking at a poet's residence."
I arrived a little early for my 1:30 appointment with Ruth. As it was a
pleasant afternoon, I took a few moments to stroll around the grounds
before ringing the doorbell. What I saw from the outside was a two-story
brick house in the federal style, crowned by a third story, white-clapboarded
attic and, ultimately, a cupola. The main entrance is on the south side,
facing Main Street. The door is framed by white pillars and surmounted by a
small balcony. All the windows, of which there are two in each quadrant of
the front facade, are framed by green shutters. The main section of the
house is quite square, but a secondary wing extends to the east and back.
There is a screened porch at the back of this wing and a colonnaded
verandah off the main section of the house on the west. The house stands
on the western side of a double or perhaps a triple lot. A huge oak tree is
immediately to the east of the house, and a small herb garden is laid out to
the east and back of the tree. A double garage, adorned with a
weathervane, is behind the house on the west.
I rang the doorbell at 1:30 sharp. Ruth welcomed me and informed
me that as no one else had signed up, I was to have a private tour. She told
me a number of things about the house I could not have known just by
looking at it. She said the house was built in 1813 by Emily's grandfather.
Emily was bom in the house in 1830 and died there in 1886. She lived within
its walls all her life except for the fifteen years between approximately her
tenth and twenty-fifth birthdays. It was Emily's father, Edward Dickinson,
who in 1855, added the wing at the back of the house, the verandah on the
west, and the cupola. Ruth also told me that the house next door to the
west had belonged to Emily's brother, Austin. There had been a trolley line
^uth Jones is a docent at the Dickinson house. She is a mutual acquaintance of
Professor Baird's and mine, and it was she who did the research and paperwork that
resuled in the Esting of Baird's house on the National Historic Register.
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up Main Street during Emily's lifetime, and the railroad tracks crossed Main
Street two blocks to the east, as they still do today.
The floor plan of the main section of the house is arranged neatly in
quadrants around the central entry way and stairwell. On the first floor, only
the front and back parlors on the west side of the house are open to the
public. Upstairs, only Emily's bedroom in the southwest comer is open.
Ruth invited me to sit with her in the front parlor while she told me a
little about the history of the house and showed me some historic
photographs. We sat on either side of the Italianate, marble fireplace, just
as if we were Emily's guests for tea, and I admired the dainty tea service
which was arranged carefully on a table to my right. Ruth told me the tea
service had actually belonged to the Dickinson family. She added, however,
that Emily had not been comfortable in the role of hostess. Once, when she
was in her thirties, she had been expected to help entertain her father's
guests, who were all dignitaries from Amherst College. Emily had merely
swept downstairs in her dramatic white dress, stridden quickly through the
back and front parlors, and disappeared upstairs again.
Ruth said that the now austerely furnished parlors must have looked
very different in Emily's day. The woodwork, which is now painted white,
was covered in dark varnish then. As can be seen in old pictures, there
used to be heavy drapes at the windows and French doors, flowered rugs
on the floor, and as was usual in Victorian homes, quantities of bric-a-brac.
Much of the present furniture never belonged to the Dickinsons. The square
piano in the back parlor, however, resembles the one Emily used to play.
Upstairs, before we entered the poet’s bedroom, Ruth showed me
the old Dickinson family cradle in which Emily herself may have been rocked,
and portraits of the four men who are thought to have been, along with her
father and brother, the important men in Emily's life. In the bedroom, she
pointed first to the narrow, sleigh bed which had actually been Emily's own.
She then directed my attention to the basket, set on the windowsill, in which
the poet is said to have lowered gingerbread to her nephew. She showed
me a facsimile of the small, cherry writing table, its writing surface not two
feet square, at which Emily penned thousands of letters and many of her
775 poems. Together, Ruth and I admired the poet's white damask dress,
with its hand-crocheted lace and fine vertical tucks, which is displayed on a
dressmaker's dummy inside a glass case. Ruth pointed out the deep pocket
in the right side seam of the skirt in which she likes to imagine Emily always
carried the stub of a pencil and a scrap of paper. From the smallness of her
dress and the shortness of her bed, we could infer that Emily was a shortstatured woman. Ruth pointed out a silhouette that was made of Emily when
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she was fifteen and shows her to have had a receding chin. She also
showed me a photograph of a painting done for Emily of Indian pipes, her
favorite forest plant. I asked about the Japanese tatami matting on the floor
of the bedroom, and Ruth said similar matting had covered the floor in
Emily's day.
I asked Ruth if she ever imagines Emily to be present in the house.
Ruth said she has felt Emily most strongly in the cupola and in the basement,
both of which areas are closed to the public. The basement is still much as
it was when Emily lived in the house, with an earthen floor, cavernous
shelves for storing canned goods and preserves, and a large granite table,
with a trough down the center, at which Emily and her sister used to
slaughter chickens. Emily is known to have spent many private hours in the
cupola and from there, Ruth attests, she could have seen the whole of the
Pioneer Valley, including Amherst College and the Holyoke Range to the
south, Mt. Sugarloaf and Mt. Toby to the north, and on a clear day, Mt.
Greylock far to the west.
A sense of place infuses her poetry, I mused, or as Dickinson herself
said, she saw "New Englandly." Without the harshness of her native winters,
I do not believe she would have found life adequate to the measure of her
Calvinistic soul. Clearly, she was much acquainted with grief.
I asked Ruth if she didn't find a kind of arrogance in Dickinson's
poetry.
"She knew she was brilliant," Ruth said. That may partly explain her
reclusiveness. She couldn't afford to waste time on those less brilliant than
she."
"I find it remarkable in a woman of that period," I said, "to have
believed in herself so strongly as to have resisted the allures of marriage
and society. She must have felt herself elected to the poet's calling."
"Many women in those days chose not to marry," Ruth said. "Also,
Dickinson had some sort of eye ailment. It may simply have hurt her eyes to
go out in the direct sun."
"I may be misinterpreting her," I conceded. "A historian has always to
be aware of her limitations."
Ruth asked me how I intended to handle my assignment for you. I
said I wanted to write it up as if it were actually an English 1 assignment,
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and thus not to allow It to exceed three pages.2 I wanted it to include some
kind of discussion of how I knew what I knew, so I would organize it in at
least three sections: first what I had seen with my own eyes, then what I had
learned from her, and finally what I had inferred with the help of my
experience and my knowledge of Dickinson's poetry. I said I wanted also to
give you some idea of my operating principles as a historian.
"I need to say something about empathy," I concluded.
Ruth told me pointedly that she had occasionally taken actresses
through the house who had performed or were performing in The Belle of
Amherst and who wanted to imbibe the spirit of the place. Recently, she
had shown the house to an actress from Czechoslovakia who couldn't speak
a word of English.
Ruth and I know something about one another's writing. In 1987/88
we were classmates in Stephen Oates's3 biography seminar. Oates, as I
knew Ruth remembered, had taught us that empathy was the most important
quality a biographer could bring to her enterprise. Ruth and I have continued
to meet every six weeks with five other former participants in Oates's
seminar to discuss and critique what one of us will have written and
circulated in advance. I am the rhetorician in our group. Two others have
backgrounds in literature. Ruth and the remaining three are historians. Their
function, as it has evolved, has been constantly to remind the rest of us of
the importance of evidence. My function has been to focus the group's
attention on the issues of audience and purpose.
"You must find it intimidating to be writing this for Baird," Ruth
remarked. "Do you think it is because you have recently been to his house
that he chose this assignment for you?"
I told her that the thought had occurred to me. I also told her that I
was in the process of reading your "A Dry and Thirsty Land," and that I knew
from the evidence of that essay of your own historical bent and of your deep
identification with the town in which you have lived for 63 years. She told me
she thought you had been pleased when she succeeded in having your
house listed in the National Historic Register. She said it is an example of
Wright's Usonian House and that the floor functions as a solar collector.
I thanked Ruth for her time, then drove south on Route 116, past
Shays Street,4 over the Notch, to the late Victorian, Eastlake style house in
2ln my original formatting, it did not.
3Stephen Oates is a professor of history at the University of Massachusetts.
4Professor Baird's house is on Shays St.
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Springfield where I have lived for thirteen years. A house, I felt sure, can be
read much as one reads a poem - as holding secrets of a human heart.
Our houses, moreover, both shape and reflect our personalities.
I shall expect some response from you, but I will not presume to say
what form that response should take. I shall leave the next move in this
game up to you.
Respectfully,
Robin Vamum

Transcript of letter from T. Baird to R. Vamum, Dec. 17, 1990:
Dear Mrs. Vamum,
I did not presume to be your teacher when I proposed you try doing
an assignment, suggesting that you wd then leam something abt Eng 1. The
assignment, looking at a house, and seeing it as a poet's residence, then
defining how this seeing was done, was not well phrased. I had no chance
to talk abt "seeing," as I wd have done to a class.
Your paper is excellent, A+, very nicely written, perceptive, wellorganized. No one can teach you anything abt this kind of writing.
If, speaking as an Eng 1 teacher I say to you, it is entirely
unsatisfactory you will understand why students felt frustrated, disgusted,
angry with me. So that is something to leam.
Let me see if I can explain myself. My brother-in-law owned and
operated a factory that made X-ray tubes. When we visited we wd always
make a tour of the factory. I cd, I suppose, have written a paper on going to
see a factory that made X-ray tubes. I cd begin on the ground floor, having
reached the building down Stamford Avenue, & then moved from floor to
floor, from department to department, making relations in time and space:
then ... there . .. Finally I wd look at the balance sheet. If you read this
you wd say quite fairly, yes, yes, you have located operations and things,
you have made a sequence of sentences that move smoothly one after,
another, it is good English. Certainly but what is this being made, what is an
X-ray tube, how does it go together, how does it work? Then I should have
to say to you, I haven't the faintest idea. I know a few words electron,
anode, cathode, but not what they mean. I can write and write well about
something I know nothing about. In other words the person who saw this
building and the things in it on one floor after another did not know what he
was looking at or did not know how to see what was there to be seen.
Do you accept what I have been saying? As a writer I was
undefined, just a brother-irvlaw, ignorant. I wd say to him, A temple of
marvels, as far as I cd go in imagining and expressing that imagining.
This is my third attempt to respond and I do not want to raise too
many issues but stay with what you say you saw. Sentence by sentence
makes me ask who is this person saying this? What position is she taking in
using these words? As a teacher I wd ask this of every sentence. You
have no trouble with what I have just said, do you? You are as undefined as
I was looking at the manufacture of a delicate instrument.
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The Emily Dickinson house as you write abt it is a museum. Define
museum. Here is a cradle, E.D. may have slept in it. Here is a table. E D
may have written poems on it. Poems? Was she a poet? Where as you
look at these objects do you see poetry? How do you get from the
doorway, a certain style, to a poem? What do you SEE? You use the word
empathy, as if that could, that word, possibly lead you to the poet. What do
you suppose the woman from Czechoslovakia who knew no English made of
looking? Mrs. Jones must have wondered many times, what do people think
they are seeing. You say top of p.3, you want to do something abt D.'s
poetry. You don't do it, do you?
Why not? One answer might be, nobody knows how to. Of course
English professors we know go on abt Social History, the very latest way of
talking, and place furniture and an unpaved cellar floor in some context “to
explain" a poem, as if houses weren’t much alike at any one time, as if the
house somehow made the poetry. But not for other members of the family.
How I run on.
The plain fact is the person who looks at a poet's residence is really
not able to express much of what he feels.* That was (as I see it) the point
of the assignment. And the point of many assignments we made, to bring
the writer to an awareness of the inexpressible.
Frost once made a sentence, the endg of which I cannot recall, but it
began, "it has always been a matter of wonder to me that Emily Dickinson" - what? lived and wrote poems in Amh? It is this wonder, the marvel of it,
that she did I see when I look if I think at all abt it in passing the house. Just
as I called that factory a temple of wonders. This is my response to what I
do not understand. One response I mean. There are others.
Have I by concentrating as I hope on seeing made myself clear? I
think maybe something can be learned abt what went on from this exchange.
Yours etc
T.B.

* I do not deny the feeings.
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1. Robert Bagg, Armstrong Prize-Winning Paper, Spring 1964

THE ARMSTRONG PRIZE, in the form of books to the value of $55 to
members of the freshman class who excel in composition, will be awarded
this year for the best paper on the following exercise.
English 2: Reading Period Exercise.

due May 21-22

The world's contents are given to each of us in an order so foreign to
our subjective interests that we can hardly by an effort of the imagination
picture to ourselves what it is like. We have to break that order altogether,
— and by picking from it the items which concern us, and connecting them
with others far away, which we say "belong" with them, we are able to make
out definite threads of sequence and tendency; to foresee particular liabilities
and get ready for them; and to enjoy simplicity and harmony in place of what
was chaos. ... As I said, we break it: we break it into histories, and we
break it into arts, and we break it into sciences: and then we begin to feel at
home. We make ten thousand separate serial orders of it, and on any one
of these we react as though the others did not exist. We discover among its
various parts relations that were never given to sense at all, and out of an
infinite number of these we call certain ones essential and lawgiving, and
ignore the rest.The miracle of miracles, a miracle not yet exhaustively
cleared up by any philosophy, is that the given order lends itself to the
remodeling. It shows itself plastic to many of our scientific, to many of our
aesthetic, to many of our practical purposes and ends.
William James, The Will to Believe, 1897, p. 118-120
Your project is to document this passage - and qualify it if you wish — in the
light of your own experience as a student at Amherst. You should write a
connected and graceful essay. What follows is a suggested order of steps,
but you should feel free to organize your argument in any way that seems
appropriate to your own particular situation.
1) Reflect on your courses during freshman year, and choose a particular
experience from one of them that seems relevant to what James is talking
about.
2) Describe the situation: where were you; what were you doing?
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3) Describe - "by an effort of the imagination" - how the world's
contents were given to you in an order foreign to your subjective interests.
Just what subjective interest was this order foreign to?
4) How did you come to break that order? What items did you select
and connect?
5) What sequence and tendency thereupon emerged; what liabilities
were you then ready for?
6) What simplicity and harmony could you then enjoy? Did you feel at
home, or not? How did you feel?
7) Conclude with a paragraph on the miracle of miracles": in the light of
your own student experience, can you suggest why the world is plastic to
our purposes and ends?

While re-examining the year’s notebooks and hour tests, trying to
remember a "given order" I had broken, I noticed that all the relationships I
was making were being made right now, in the present, for the purpose of
writing this reading period paper. I decided that when I found an order,
“foreign to my subjective interest," which I had broken, I would be answering
this larger interest. I would be breaking the given order of my student
experience for the purpose of documenting James's passage and writing this
paper. Answering this paper, then, is my present subjective interest.
The "given order" was the welter of history lectures, calculus
equations, translated Greek classics, and old English One papers on Goldie
the Lioness. I gave myself this "order," though it was fashioned from a set
of circumstances I was subjected to. But viewing the notebooks and quizzes
in the light of my interest in finding a broken order I had nothing with which to
work but chaos.
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When I had been studying my courses during the year I hadn't felt
they were chaotic. “The Renaissance" seemed a perfectly logical way of
talking about an outgrowth of the Commercial Revolution. The equation,
force equals mass times acceleration, was a spectacularly useful tool in
physics. What made these once comfortable ideas “foreign" was my
attempt to rearrange them into a broken order.
A recent physics paper demanded that I derive a given equation for
the charge/mass ratio of an electron. What I was interested in was the
derivation, and my world at that time was my previous knowledge of physics.
The quantities in the Arons-given equation were related in a way I had never
seen before. But I had seen them related in my previous world of physics.
By eliminating the language of quantities not contained in the equation I was
able to manipulate the remaining concepts dexterously enough to write a
paper deriving the right expression.
A history question asked me to explain why monarchies arose in
Northern Europe and city states arose in Italy at the time of the Commercial
Revolution. My reading about the rise of monarchies and the Commercial
Revolution must be connected. I break the order of the reading to answer
the question. When reading a French passage I often lose track of the
meaning, and am confronted with a garbled mess of unlooked-up vocabulary
words. I look up the words and the passage is no longer foreign to me.
Every sentence I read is an automatic application of my subjective
interest to an order. Years ago, as a child, I must have constantly struggled
to comprehend. Now I break the order of words and letters so fluently I am
not aware of chaos.
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A child lives in a chaotic world of relations "not given to sense" which
are impressed on him by grown-ups. He must wash behind his ears, pick up
his toys, put everything in order. It is conceivable that a two year old might
frolic with a lion, if he had not made our adult relation between "lion" and
"danger." What does a young boy think of when we tell him that the Moon
causes the ebb and flow of the tides? He wont perceive for years the
mathematical paraphernalia necessary to make this relation. As a child
acquires more and more feeling for subjective interests, and more and more
skill at solving complicated chaoses, he grows up.
The things I do in the electron derivation, in answering test questions,
in taking notes, and in writing this paper follow the same sequence. I always
begin with a purpose, like finding out what Socrates meant by Virtue. I think
this "interest" is essential, even if it is the determination of an interest.
Once I am interested, a chaos is revealed to me out of a world I had
formerly thought orderly. Each purpose has its own type of chaos. If I
perform a difficult integration I am bewildered by a mathematical and
algebraic chaos which is different from the fuzziness I encounter as I
translate Balzac. James says it is my imagination which reveals this "orderchaos" to me. But I think his "miracle" is already in action. I have, as soon
as I begin to think in a mathematical language, already eliminated most of
the world's contents from consideration. And I keep eliminating and relating
until I feel satisfied and comfortable. This "at-homeness" is arrived at when I
make a phone call alter looking up a number or pass a physics test. When I
have broken an old order to new order I may have rendered one type of
order-breaking automatic, like learning to read French. But still better I have
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created an order which may be turned to chaos at some future date by a
new interest, like learning to write French.
In thinking about my student experience I have discarded everything I
cannot explain in terms of "chaos" and subjective interest. I probably havenl
discarded very much, but the order is so simple and everything fits together
so nicely I feel like I have tossed out a lot of worthless ideas. Another
sensation I get is one of layers of chaos being solved by interest, and in turn
being rendered chaos by new interests. I feel like I am looking at a
magazine cover with a picture of a girl sitting on the beach looking at the
magazine she is appearing in. I see covers inside covers ad infinitum.
I can use this language of "chaos" determined by "interest" to build up
a concept of time. I can define the future as "chaos", the present as using
the subjective interest to make a comfortable order, and the past as an
order already made, or rendered automatic.
If an anthropologist is intensely interested in deciphering some
cryptics found in a Grecian temple, these three thousand year old figures
become the future to him. His present is devoted to deciphering the secret
language. Only when he succeeds does the stone language become a part
of the past. When I say, "The Yankees will win in '54" the outcome of the
pennant race is in the past according to my new language. Star calendars
too are antique things, even if they extend to the year four thousand.
When I become interested in the "miracle of miracles" James talks
about, I feel useless, speechless, and uncomfortable. The harmony I have
built up to talk about what I did in my courses becomes chaos when I try to
explain what I did to make the derivation, or write this paper. All I can do is
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tell what I did. All I can do Is copy down the algebra, which is chaos when I
try to explain the "miracle."
The last things I can say about the "miracle" before I am cut off by
the barrier of silence is that the "miracle" distills to my power to say one
thing is like another. And what gives this paper its punch is our
corresponding ability to discover the differences in things that are "alike."
For instance, in the course of retracing Thomson's derivation of the electron
charge/mass ratio I say that the magnetic force acting to deflect the electron
beam is the "same" as the centripetal force acting on the electrons. But then
I say that each of these forces has "different" equivalents, and I can equate
these differences in the language of physics to yield a useful expression. It
is this same power over likeness and difference which allows me to say that
what I do in the electron derivations is like what I do in this paper, and like
what I do every time I use my subjective interest. But still I know that all
these examples are different.
The "miracle" is the something that makes sentences, metaphors, and
models. It is the wonderful T that plies our chaos into comfortable shapes.
Words like "relate," "connect," "associate," and even "like" are euphemisms
to disguise the fact that we have no way of talking about what we do to
"relate." We can use this miracle I to talk about anything but itself. When I
try to get closer to the "I" than this, everything is chaos, and, to kind of
rephrase Dylan Thomas, "after this chaos there is no other."
Bob Bagg
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2. W. Geoffrey Shepherd, "Creativity and Apathy,"1

In some respects, the outlook for creative thinking on this campus
is appalling. By and large, students here have a good measure of mental
prowess. By and large, they leam their lessons well. But after this, by
and large, they put their higher powers into cold storage.
Our case in point is the Amherst Literary Magazine. Its first two
issues have been quite good. Co-editor Velton comments, "With respect
to former years and to other college magazines, we are in a strong
position." For the next, post-Thanksgiving issue, perhaps 40 men will
submit copy, much of it of sub-par quality. Some 15 or 20 will make print
during the year. About one-half of the magazine's content will be penned
by the several members of the Board of the Magazine. The effective
fraction of creative writers roughs out to two percent of the student body.
A Young Magazine ...

The year-old Magazine has the handicap of youth, insofar as
acquiring prestige as an undergraduate activity is a long process. Willynilly the Magazine leans on the creative writing course for a portion of its
material. This course is limited to 15 men. The Board, which supplies the
real motive force of the Magazine, is small and needs replenishing with
several talented and interested men from each new class. In this sense,
it is in a vulnerable position.
Yet prestige will come as the Magazine further strengthens its
position, and the lower classes are showing some interest and talent. In
all likelihood, the Magazine will continue its good job.
But this two percent fraction nettles us. We choose to think that
creative thinking and writing, involving as they do "the integration of
imagination," are on an intellectual level equal to, if not above, the learning
of lessons. We hold also that there does exist, dispersed among the
student body, a far greater ability to create in this fashion than the
Magazine turnout indicates.
Capable Students ...

It is easy enough to analyze why, given these assumptions, the
creative output is so puny. It is a truism that the fabled rise in student
capability has been matched by revised and augmented demands on time

‘'Shepherd's editorial appeared in the Amherst Student 10 Nov. 1955: 2.
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and effort. Also, most secondary schools neglect to offer training in
creative thinking and writing.
A more obscure factor is the literary hyper-criticism ingrained into
each of us. Who of us, armed with the tools of analysis of English 1-2
and 21-22, can but be discouraged by our own first efforts to write a
short story or poem?
Furthermore, this campus, perhaps more than most, breeds a noncreative air. Do your lessons well, relax on weekends, mix in some
activities and get to know the frosh. Athletic participation compares to
creative writing by 15 to 1. The Amherst graduate, it is said, is admirably
suited to become a personnel director for a large business. This is
essentially a non-creative occupation.
If it does nothing else, English 1-2 teaches us that writing is a
strenuous job, especially at first. This is perhaps the greatest deterrent
to would-be spare time writers. The prospect of mental struggle,
together with a host of easy distractions, can easily dissolve a creative
urge.
... And Untried Abilities

We are not trying to deity creative writing. It is not inherently
superior to other activities and the conditions which discourage it are not
"bad."
Rather we suggest that the situation is worth some thought, even a
little introspection. We have a hunch that some of the many who tell
themselves, "I could write if I really wanted to," really couldn't. We guess
too that there are a good many potential creative writers who have not as
yet sounded out their own abilities.
For them the Literary Magazine provides a valuable opportunity
and outlet for a skill which should not be allowed to atrophy. The
contribution deadline is November 18.
W.G.S.
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3. Douglas Wilson, Armstrong Prize-Winning Paper, Spring 1959

The Armstrong Prize, from the income of a fund of $2500, established in part
by Collin Armstrong of the class of 1877 in memory of his mother, Miriam
Collin Armstrong, consisting of $60 awarded to a member of the freshman
class who excels in composition, is awarded in 1958-59 to
DOUGLAS C. WILSON

March 28. On returning to London alter an absence I find the people of my
acquaintance abraded, their hair disappearing, also their flesh, by degrees.
People who to one's-self are transient singularities are to themselves the
permanent condition, the inevitable, the normal, the rest of mankind being to
them the singularity. Think, that those (to us) strange transitory phenomena,
their personalities, are with them always, at their going to bed, at their up¬
rising!
Footsteps, cabs, etc., are continually passing our lodgings. And every
echo, pit-pat, and rumble that makes up the general noise has behind it a
motive, a prepossession, a hope, a fear, a fixed thought forward; perhaps
more — a joy, a sorrow, a love, a revenge.
London appears not to see itself. Each individual is conscious of himself,
but nobody conscious of themselves collectively, except perhaps some poor
gaper who stares round with a half-idiotic aspect.
There is no consciousness here of where anything comes from or goes to
— only that it is present.
-Thomas Hardy, 1888

In April it happened: the days ran together, and his mind grew passive
with the weather. His books had grown heavy, and friends, in full friendship,
lost that mystery of strangers by which they were acquainted. There were
only the old things to repeat, or the new silence.
Aware of the dying spirit, he felt a slight frustration. It was ugly then,
the failure; more days than moments, and weeks than days, were his
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schedule. Only something of habit kept him up; and then, in the spring, he
found the remedy.
At night he retreated from college and sought a domestic scene.
When the life was trite he slipped out along the streetlamps and the
telephone poles, under the sky where pines were pointed. He came to a
wooden footbridge, and clapped across, leaving the rush at the headlights'
traffic center.
Then he was there, and he slowed. Freshness was in the air from
the courtyard hedges, and the scent of mowing. He passed the dusky
houses with the dark chimneys, and a place where the dooriights slanted
through gaping porches. Curtains hung bright in orange windows, and there
were the clapboard patterns in the street light. He knew the silence by the
rattle of a passing car; then the crickets were ticking. People were sitting on
a terrace; he saw their cigarettes glowing, and the shadows. Once there
was a house with children, and he stopped where another had a piano
playing.
He was cleared with a fresh spirit. It was not just the people, but the
trees. There were groves and the white smudge of fruit trees lighting the
landscape. He passed under the new-hanging branches and the age of the
trees with their slender, skyward rising.
He could return to the college, then, when the sidewalk ended. And
again, when he suffocated, he knew where to come. It would always be
there; they would play the piano.
His fortune lay in this perspective. The place refreshed him because
it was novel, yet suburbia to itself is rarely so diverting — not only because
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the people have been there since before last night and last year, but
because it is a part of their existence, and every continuity is a whole without
parts. A writer, on the other hand, is like a visitor, and can record only
parts. Writing is a kind of important-events diary which cuts away the
largest portion of an existence and can only roughly forge the rest together.
This selection and joining is inevitable in writing essentially because the use
of language itself involves choice. A sentence is one word at a time, and
consequently there is the elimination of some total dimension.
The true-life continuity of an existence, which contributes the vital
dimension to every moment, cannot be written into the moment. And
although the writer must deal in moments, he cannot force the whole
experience into its parts, making pools of consciousness. He cannot deal
with life as it is to the self, but only as it might be observed. A moment of
laughter is a shallow sound to any person who misses the joke, and the
jokers in turn are surprised at a solemn response. In an instant they may
realize the outsider's situation, but with this they lose little of their own
merriment and hardly sense the other's experience.
The passing student, the outsider, hears only the sounds of some
piano. He is not there relaxing after dinner, with a day's work behind him
(but with him, too), and waiting for some member of the family to finish
reading the evening newspaper. Nor is he seated there in the bright interior.
The scene, like the time, and the touch, is a part of every moment; yet the
writer must see these elements sorted and placed apart - phased and
paragraphed over a page. Experience is inexpressible because language
dismantles it.
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Experience is also inexpressible because language views it from
without. Language, and therefore literature, is objective; words are only
labels, and the writer is at best an interior decorator who paints a tear, and
the word “frustration," on walls which the reader must provide for himself.
He comes with half-realities.
The writer is perplexed, therefore, when he gropes for the total
dimension. He would like to give his readers the whole fare, and sets about
to devise some "stream of consciousness." He creates a flashwork of
images and thought sequences. But the problem cannot be solved by
adding more links to the chain.
It seems, then, that the author must remain the student passing.
Though he may draw close to his subject, he remains an outsider.
Consigned to language, he must ever be dealing in parts. And more than to
a full reality, which appears to be unattainable, his readers perhaps
subscribe to this distortion.
What is the writer obligated to do? It would indeed be severe to
demand full reality. Good writing can only be skillful prompting which
creates an intended response in the reader. If the writer cannot create an
individual existence, he can suggest one. Basically, this involves the proper
choosing of singularities to record; the gentle person will not commonly be
found beating his wife, and trees will be green in the spring. Observed
singularities are easy to reproduce. There is a word for every singularity.
A writer can observe the singularities of many lives, which surround
every existence, and he can link these into some fresh confederation - like
suburbia - which is rarely seen uncentrally by any insider. And here he
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somewhat becomes Hardy's "poor gaper," for though he is wholly unsuited
to know and reflect the sum experience, he has easily cast aside his
personal preoccupation.
If a writer could catch the total dimension of a single experience, he
would achieve a common position. Instead, by standing apart, he maintains
his originality. Perhaps this shortcoming is his chief distinction. With half¬
achievement, the "poor-gaper" — the student passing, the writer - is better
off than he thinks.
Douglas C. Wilson
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4. John Stlfler, "Long Paper" Assignment, December 1964

Long Paper

Wed.-Thurs., Dec. 2-3

Consider the following quotation from W.B. Yeats's Autobiographies:
Some one at the Young Ireland Society gave me a newspaper that I
might read some article or letter. I began idly reading verses describing
the shore of Ireland as seen by a returning, dying emigrant. My eyes
tilled with tears and yet I knew the verses were badly written - vague,
abstract words such as one finds in a newspaper. I looked at the end
and saw the name of some political exile who had died but a few days
after his return to Ireland. They moved me because they contained the
actual thoughts of a man at a passionate moment of his life, and when I
met my father I was full of the discovery. We should write our own
thoughts in as nearly as possible the language we thought them in, as
though in a letter to an intimate friend. We should not disguise them in
any way; for our lives give them force as the lives of people in plays give
force to their words. Personal utterance, which had almost ceased in
English literature, could be as fine an escape from rhetoric and
abstraction as drama itself. But my father would hear of nothing but
drama; personal utterance was only egotism. I knew it was not, but as
yet did not know how to explain the difference. I tried from then on to
write out my emotions exactly as they came to me in life, not changing
them to make them more beautiful. 'If I can be sincere and make my
language natural, and without becoming discursive, like a novelist, and so
indiscreet and prosaic,' I said to myself, 'I shall, if good luck or bad luck
make my life interesting, be a great poet; for it will be no longer a matter
of literature at all.'
Yeats recalls for us many of the problems concerning Masks that we have
been discussing and writing about this term. He raises especially the
question of his relationship to his own language, and in dealing with it,
suggests an interesting paradox: in writing out his own thoughts and
emotions exactly as they came to him, in writing "sincerely" or "naturally"
about himself, he feels he will escape egotism. He also feels that he has
been moved by what is only conventional newspaper verse.
Address yourself to this paradox in a graceful and coherent essay of five
pages, using examples from your own experience and from your own or the
writing of others wherever you see fit.
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When the sample papers for discussion were handed out one day last
September in English class, I discovered that mine was one of the two
essays that Prof. Craig had selected for the class to read that day. I was a
bit nervous, wondering what the general reaction would be and how my
classmates would compare my work with that of the other student whose
paper accompanied mine. My paper was read, and then the second one
was read. As I looked at the other paper, I was impressed by its creativity
in dealing with the assignment (#3); the author had developed a sort of
metaphysical concept of himself in respect to the question of being true to
oneself, and the whole paper seemed very imaginative. Then I looked back
at my paper. It was plain and simple; it used straightforward language, with
no embellishments or colorful frills. All I had done was briefly to describe
three situations in which I felt that I had not been true to myself, hoping that I
might thereby satisfy the question asked in the assignment. It seemed so
dull and flat compared to the other paper; I said to myself, "How come I
cant write something like that - something imaginative, something different
from the ordinary?!"
A few minutes later, however, I was compelled to reconsider my
feelings about the matter. As I listened to the class discuss the two papers,
I was surprised to discover that mine was the one the class in general
preferred. Someone said, "You know, this first paper is much easier to
understand than the second one. You can tell what the first author is
saying." Another student said, "The thing about this first paper is that it's
real. I mean, he talks about the same sort of things that have happened to
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everybody else, and because of this you can really feel what the writer is
saying."
I looked once more at my paper and realized that, in using a style that
was completely straightforward and natural. I had succeeded pretty well in
writing an essay that conveyed a response - an expression of feeling which was clear and understandable for the reader. The other student had
wrapped himself up in a contrivance which, although clever, did not clearly
tell the reader what the author was saying. There was no common ground
of understanding between reader and writer in the second paper, as there
was (I venture to say) in mine.
Now that I look back at it, this experience seems to me to be an
illustration of what W.B. Yeats is talking about in his Autobiographies,
concerning writing that is "sincere" and "natural." What I did in my paper on
Assignment 3 was to write down my thoughts and emotions just as they had
come to me in life, not changing them to make them more beautiful. The
result was - on a relative scale - similar to Yeats's experience with the
poem by the dying Irish political exile. Yeats was reading a fellow Irishman's
thoughts concerning his native land at a deeply passionate time of his life.
The verses were not written like a creditable work of creative literature; the
words were "vague and abstract." Yeats was moved by these verses,
however, for he shared with the political exile a common experience common feelings about his native land. Yeats knew what it was like to gaze
upon the shores of Ireland and feel the spirit of patriotism in himself, and this
sensation was evoked for him when he read another man's thoughts on the
same scene and the same emotion. Just so, what I had written was not
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really what one would call a distinctly creative work of literature; it was
simply an account of my emotions and thoughts from a particular experience
in life. My writing had a solid effect on my fellow students, however; they
quickly grasped a feeling for the experience I was recounting, because they
had in all probability been through similar ones. It was not a question of
literature — of what sort of interesting twists and turns, inventions and
devices, that I could put in my writing - it was a question of Ijfe - of what
common experiences could become the basis on which I might communicate
my feelings to the reader.
I feel that this has been the general pattern of almost all the writing
we have done this year in English 1. Anyone who looks at the papers we
have written can see that most of them involve describing situations from our
experience. I have found that what is inevitably the easiest, the clearest,
and perhaps the only way to describe some situation is simply to write down
what happened - what I said and thought - without any added devices,
contrivances, etc. In this way, I think that I am following Yeats's directions
for good self-expression, for it appears that if I can "be sincere and make
my language natural, and without becoming discursive, like a novelist, and so
indiscreet and prosaic," then my writing will be effective and possibly even
good.
At the same time, I feel that I am not being egotistic in writing so
much about myself in this matter. As I interpret it, egotism means biased
self-representation; i.e., if I am being egotistical, I am trying to show "what a
good boy am I;" I am implying that I am a "good guy," the fellow on the "right
side" of the situation; I am not being at all objective about the matter. The
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egotistical writing that I have done has invariably been returned with
comments other than "good." On Assignment 5, I was writing about a
situation in which one of my friends had asked me if I wanted to go dump
garbage on someone's front yard for a joke, and I had said no, thereby
being true to the Golden Rule and asserted other ideals by which I, the great
and noble White Knight, lived. The comment on the paper when it was
handed back was: "A little contrived?" Another time, I described a water
fight as a situation in which I gained knowledge. I started out by cutely
saying that I wasn't trying to evade the question in the assignment by writing
a comic parody or by otherwise being funny. I talked about the fight and
came to the conclusion that it had taught me a lesson about the necessity of
spending my time carefully, not wasting it as I had just been doing. I must
have really been egotistical to think that I was good enough to write on such
a frivolous experience (- it was a classroom experience that the assignment
called for in the first place -) and come up with a good paper. When the
paper was read in class three days later, my work received from Professor
Craig a comment something like this: "Well, look at this student! He goes
out in the hall to participate in a 'class' he calls 'water-fighting 1-2,’ and, lo
and behold, just like that, he learns to be a good boy! How amazing!" In
assignment 28, I was asked to describe a situation in which I went from not
being myself to being myself. In the paper I turned in, I declared in effect
that I had been given an impossible task — that there had never been a
situation in which I had not been myself. I defended myself as the poor
frustrated freshman who is asked to do the impossible. When I got the
paper back, the comments on it began, "O dear! O dear! All these
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complaints and self-lacerations!" Once again I had been egotistical in my
presentation of myself, and my writing had not turned out very well.
The problem in my writing is to avoid this egotism, and I think that I
have finally begun to learn something about how not to be egotistical in my
work. When I don't try to contrive something in my writing, when I don't try
to "clown around" in my paper, when I don't try to make all-encompassing
defenses for "poor little me," but when instead I simply set myself to the task
of describing a situation and relating my thoughts from that situation, I come
up with an essay that is a relatively objective piece, not slanted through the
eyes of prejudice or egotism on my part. It is probably in this way that
Yeats resolves the seeming paradox that personal utterance about himself
does not have to be egotism.
A question still remains in my mind, however; I understand this matter
of expressing oneself sincerely and naturally, and I see what sort of writing
Yeats intends to do, but in the midst of all this, I am reminded of Assignment
8 and the words of T.E. Hulme, who calls language the lowest common
denominator of the emotions and says that when we write, we leave out all
individuality of emotion and substitute for it a sort of stock or type emotion.
Now, a talented writer like W.B. Yeats may be able to make the best of
such a situation; the stock or type emotion that he expresses may be very
powerful and clear, even if it has to be a type. Not everyone is W.B. Yeats,
however, and what I ask myself is, how could this political exile, with poorly
written lines and vague, abstract words, evoke in his reader such deep
personal emotion? Certainly the poem Yeats was reading, written with
words such as one finds in a newspaper, must have been an extremely low
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common denominator of emotion, yet it moved Yeats to tears. I think that
the answer lies in the factor of common experience, of which I have spoken
before in this paper. Yeats had shared a similar experience with this dying
emigrant; therefore, it was not necessary for the writer of these lines to try
to search the depths of his resources and hope to come up with verses that
would be powerful enough to convey his tremendously passionate love for
Ireland. All he had to do was to mention the experience of gazing upon the
shores of his native land and to describe his feelings as well as he could; the
reader could do the rest. In this sort of writing, the emotion is conveyed
from writer to reader in the same way that electric current is conveyed from
a generator to the place where the current is to be used. A current of very
high voltage is generated by the generator; then this high voltage current
goes through a transformer, so that the voltage is greatly reduced, say, to
one hundredth the number of volts that were originally generated. This
current passes through a wire, and then, when it reaches the other end of
the line, its voltage can be multiplied many times by another transformer, so
that the current could be made to have the same voltage which it had when it
was generated. Just in the same way, the political exile transformed his
deep emotion into common, newspaper-style words with no great quality;
when Yeats read these same words, however, they became transformed
back into deep emotion for him, because he had experienced similar
feelings.
John Stifler
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